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Make your Bentley undeniably yours.
Enhance the drive, the look and the feel of your car.
Designed around you and your Bentley, our Upgrade Packs help you to personalise
every detail to match your individual taste.

For details on the complete range of packs, visit upgrades.bentleymotors.com

The name ‘Bentley’ and the ‘B’ in wings device are registered trademarks. © 2015 Bentley Motors Limited.
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M O S T P E O P L E – C A R
enthusiasts or not – tend to have
an experience or memory of a fast
Ford, such is their sheer number
and deep history. I’d love to hear

yours; I have three that stand out.
Firstly, a banzai ride through the lanes with a

local, erm, character in his modified Mk2 Escort
when I was 16. The Pinto (and passenger) was
screaming, the 15-inch tyres smoking, and my
desire to be 17 years old grew stronger by the
second. That car made every moment that passed
until my 17th birthday feel like an age. In short,
that car multiplied that ache to drive into a
genuine heart-wrenching pain.

Next up, the sheer awfulness of a modified Fiesta
RS1800 owned, funnily enough, by our managing
editor, Stuart Gallagher. We worked together in
the late-’90s, and Stuart owned said vehicle. He
also modified said vehicle, with crappy coilovers
and a geometry setup that I can only assume was
carried out by Marty Feldman (google him, kids).
That car was lethal. As in sudden-catastrophic-
oversteer-at-any-speed lethal.

My third and final searing memory of fast Fords
is of the first GT – and an epic drive in Wales during
evo’s 200th issue ‘Greatest Car Ever’ megatest.
At the beginning we predicted a solid mid-table
result for the V8 GT. But the more we drove it, the
more magic it revealed. It fires an arrow into what
we love about driving and remains one of the most
underrated supercars ever.

It still feels modern, too. Indeed if we threw
it, along with the new Ford GT, into a test with a
Lamborghini Huracán, a Ferrari 488 GTB and a
McLaren 650S, the old GT would still have a good
chance of overall victory.

So it’s with great pleasure that evo dedicates
the meat of this issue to Ford performance cars –
the Mustang, the Focus RS, the new Ford GT and
the people responsible for them. Our universe is a
darker place without fast Fords, and having them
back is a significant moment.

But the proof is in the driving, right? You’ll
find out what we think of the Mk3 Focus RS and
new Mustang on pages 56 and 64 respectively.
And feel free to send your Ford memories to
nickt@evo.co.uk or @evoNickTrott. L

M
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T he Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas has
traditionally been the

preserve of the geek. Taking place
every January, it sets the agenda for
the tech trends of the year. Usually,
this has meant bigger TVs and more
expensive smartphones, but in 2016
all of that changed.

This year’s CES felt more like a
motor show than anything else, with
car manufacturers, keen to demo
their latest technological innovations,
all scrambling for space on the show
floor. It was the likes of BMW and
Audi that ended up stealing the show,
with eye-catching concepts that,
while seeming far-fetched, aren’t
actually that far off production.

The recurring theme was a
move towards streamlining and
simplifying car-tech. Nowadays, the
capabilities of your car can in many
cases exceed those of the smartphone
in your pocket, but with more features
rapidly being added, interfaces have
become off-puttingly complex. From
what we saw at CES, they’re about to
get a lot more intuitive.

Also on the agenda was improving
the technology on offer in more
affordable vehicles. Virtually every

manufacturer now plans to offer
systems such as Apple CarPlay or
Android Auto in even its lowliest
entry-level models. Application
support, traditionally the preserve of
the high end, is now filtering down
the automotive price spectrum.

Most exciting was the revelation
that autonomous cars aren’t the
threat to driving thrills that many
fear. Most of what we saw at CES was
about using autonomous systems to
get the boring stuff out of the way,
with the car handling parking and the
motorway and the driver taking over
when there is fun to be had.

What’s clear is that auto technology
is at the same tipping point that
smartphones were nine years ago.

Applications, services, processing
power and ideas are all converging
at the same time, setting car-tech up
for a similar seismic shift to the one
triggered by the iPhone.

t e c h c on c e p t s
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BMW i Vision Future
interaction concept

The BMW i Vision Future Interact ion Concept,
otherwise known as ‘what an i8 Spyder wi l l look
l ike’, of fers a fascinat ing g l impse into the BMW
inter ior of the future.

Using a next-generat ion version of the gesture
contro l technology seen in the new 7-ser ies , both
the passenger and dr iver ’s side of the i Vis ion
Concept feature sensors that a l low you to use your
hands to contro l the infota inment system.

The system itself is spread across a high-
def in it ion LCD screen that wraps around the
enti rety of the r ight-hand side of the car ’s fac ia .
Contro l led using a combination of your hands and
a sing le button bui lt into the car ’s steer ing wheel ,
i t is far simpler and easier to use than the iDr ive
found in BMWs currently on sale .

The i Vis ion is a lso complete ly autonomous, in
theory at least . The asymmetr ic seats both face
sl ight ly towards the infota inment system and,
when the vehic le is dr iv ing itse lf, the steer ing
wheel s l ides back and away from the dr iver,
a l lowing them to make v ideo cal ls or send emai ls .
A set of LEDs bui lt into the wheel then glows red
when the dr iver needs to take contro l aga in .

Autonomous
cars aren’t the threat
that many fear

Below:BMW’s
i Vision concept is
a clear hint at an i8
Spyder aswell as a
showcase for next-
generation gesture
control technology.
Below right: Faraday
Future unveiled its
own, slightlymore
far-fetched vision



F I R S T L O OK
b y h u n t e r s k i p w o r t h

FaRaday FuTuRe FFZeRO 1 VW Budd-e COnCepT

The subject of an unbel ievable amount of launch
hype, the Faraday Future concept (below) rea l ly
wasn’t the promised game-changer. Look ing l ike a
Le Mans prototype, i t features a number of exc it ing
ideas but a lso some utter ly b izarre ones .

Sitt ing in the centre of the steer ing wheel in
the FFZero 1 is your smartphone. Rather than
using a dedicated screen, Faraday Future wants an
appl icat ion on your mobi le to contro l a l l inter ior
functional i ty. It ’s a neat idea , a lthough it would
work better with an tablet ’s larger d isp lay.

Less persuasive is the decis ion to have the car ’s
sing le-seat cockpit suspended in a ‘ low- grav ity
env ironment’, requir ing the dr iver to wear a helmet
with an oxygen and water supply…

Whi le af ford ing yet another g l impse of the VW
microbus that could be, the Budd-e was also VW’s
way of showing how its car of the future would
interact with both the dr iver and their home.

Inside, the steer ing wheel uses a haptic
feedback system that v ibrates depending on how
hard buttons are pressed, meaning the dr iver
doesn’t need to take their eyes of f the road whi le
contro l l ing the infota inment system.

Gesture contro l means you can open the doors
with a sing le swipe of the hand, whi le the enti re car
is connected to the home, using data serv ices to
let it know when you’re on your way back , so l ights
and heating can be switched on.

www.evo.co.uk 011
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Budd-e afforded yet
another glimpse of the VW
microbus that could be

Below:VWBudd-e
teased amicrobus
concept once again,
this timewith lots of
‘connected’ tech.
Bottomand right:
Audi is looking to do
awaywith analogue
dials and buttons
altogether

AudI nexT-geneRATIOn
VIRTuAL dAShbOARd

Audi used CES to demo its next-generat ion in-car
infota inment system. Using a simi lar approach to
the one found in the current TT, a lbeit with severa l
more screens , i t a ims to el iminate the need for
analogue dia ls and buttons altogether.

A big , br ight , 14.1- inch screen sits behind the
steer ing wheel , d isp lay ing car and nav igat ion data ,
whi le enter ta inment is contro l led v ia a disp lay in
the top of the centre console and temperature on
one below.

It ’s a step on from the simple and log ica l d isp lay
found in the TT, but more screens mean Audi can
load even more tech into your next A4.



The New Abarth 595 Yamaha Factory Racing starts from £17,420 OTR. Official fuel consumption figures for Abarth 595 Yamaha Factory
Racing: mpg (l/100km): Combined 47.1 (6.0), Urban 35.8 (7.9), Extra urban 57.6 (4.9), CO2 Emissions: 139 g/km. Fuel consumption and
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White paint at £300 and optional Side Stripe and Mirror covers at £170. Abarth UK is a trading style of Fiat Chrysler Automobiles UK Ltd.



Hot DS3
incoming

DS Performance
hijacks Peugeot 208 GTi

hardware to create a
hot hatch with flair
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H a n g i n g a n e w
automotive luxury brand
off the back of a supermini

seems unorthodox, but with 390,000
sales already to its name as a Citroën,
the updated DS3 will be a hugely
important vehicle for the newly
formed ‘DS automobiles’.

it’s the latest model to be facelifted
and rebranded to better align itself
with the rest of the DS line-up, after
the DS5 and DS4. Like those models,
it features a reprofiled front grille
flanked by thick strips of chrome
trim, dubbed ‘DS wings’. above those
are new LeD headlamps, and while
the fang-like LeD daytime running
lights remain, the unique ‘3D’ LeD
tail lights are arguably the more
successful carry-over.

as befits the DS3’s boutique
positioning, there’s a huge range
of personalisation options – three
million combinations, says DS,
though we’ll resist the urge to count
– as well as new interior design
schemes and abundant leather.

PureTech three-cylinder and THP
four-cylinder petrol engines plus
BlueHDi four-cylinder diesel units
will power the DS3 range, though
it’s the DS3 Performance we’re
interested in. with 205bhp and
221lb ft from a 1.6-litre THP engine,
it will share its mechanical make-up
with the Peugeot 208 gTi by Peugeot
Sport – one of our favourite compact
hot hatches. it will also feature the
same six-speed manual gearbox and
Torsen limited-slip differential.

More promising still are the
suspension revisions, with 15mm
shaved from the ride height and
26mm added to the front track,
14mm to the rear. The suspension
tuning has been carried out by the
DS Performance team, which has

also fitted 323mm front brake discs
(complete with Brembo calipers) and
249mm discs at the rear.

Styling changes will include
a dual exhaust tip, carbon side
mouldings and matt-black wheelarch
extensions. DS has yet to release
images of the Performance model, so
we’ll have to wait to see the results.
inside we’re promised bucket seats
trimmed in leather and alcantara.

we’re eager to try out the new
car, which could provide a cultured
alternative to Peugeot’s ebullient gTi.
whether the DS3’s other revisions
will be enough to continue that sales
success – and support the fledgling
DS brand – is another matter.

The fastest DS3 will get a
six-speed manual ’box and
a Torsen limited-slip diff



The VLF Automotive
Force 1 V10’s Detroit
motor show unveil ing
was overshadowed
by the threat of
legal action from
Aston Martin over its
aesthetic similarities to
its DB10.

In the metal,
however, almost
nothing connects
Henrik Fisker’s latest
project with the cars

of his former employer,
which is a way of
saying the Force 1 has a
character all of its own.

VLF claims the car
embodies Fisker’s
design language,
though there’s l ittle to
connect the Force 1 to
projects such as 2011’s
Karma plug-in hybrid.
Not least its engine:
a 745bhp 8.4-l itre V10
taken from the Dodge

Viper. A six-speed
manual gearbox is
standard, while an auto
is an option.

Computer-controlled
active suspension
dictates the behaviour
of the 21-inch wheels,
while an integrated
champagne holder
dictates the behaviour
of the occupants, one
of whom will have spent
$238,500.

R A D A R ROUND - U P
b y A N T O N Y I N G R A M
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O NLY CATERHAM WOULD
describe a windscreen and
heater as luxury items,

but unless you’re inclined to wear a
full-face helmet on every journey,
they’re a welcome addition to the new
Seven 620S.

Mechanically, little separates the
new road-biased 620S from its track-
ready 620R brother. Under the slim
bonnet a 2-litre Ford Duratec motor
nestles, developing 310bhp that only
has to push along 610kg.

The result is a 3.4-second 0-60mph
time and 145mph top speed, though
you’ll be swapping cogs through
a five-speed manual gearbox

rather than the 620R’s six-speed
sequential. The wheels are 15-inch
pieces with Avon ZZS tyres, whereas
the 620R uses 13-inch rims and track-
biased rubber.

The 620’s rampant performance
can now be enjoyed from the relative
comfort of leather seats, though the
620R’s carbonfibre pews are still
available for £600 (£995 if they’re
heated). A hood and sidescreens
bring further weather protection.

For ‘generously proportioned’
customers (Caterham’s words), the
wide-bodied ‘SV’ chassis is available
for £2500 on top of the 620S’s
£44,995 (factory built) price.

Madcap 620R gets new
creature comforts, but
it’s al l relative…

Caterham
Seven 620S

VLF Automotive Force 1 V10

Subaru enters BTCC
with RWD Levorg
Think Subaru, think
rally ing. That may
change if Team BMR
is successful in 2016
though, as it is to run
the new Subaru Levorg
Sports Tourer in the
British Touring Car
Championship.

The car will be
constructed to the ‘Next
Generation Touring
Car’ rules introduced
in 2011. The technical
regulations have
seen an inf lux of new
manufacturers enter
the series over the

last few years (albeit
through independent
teams), of which Subaru
is the latest.

Unti l th is year,
BMR was running the
Volkswagen Passat CC
in the ser ies , and in
2016 wi l l reta in 2015
runner-up Jason

Plato and fourth-
p lace f in isher Col in
Turk ington as its
dr ivers .

The road-going
Levorg has four-
wheel drive, but this
arrangement is banned
under NGTC rules,
so BMR has elected
to power its Levorg
through its rear wheels.
The race car’s 1.6-l itre
f lat-four engine wil l be
built by Mountune.

5.2
The engine capacity
of Aston Mart in’s new
twin-turbocharged V12,

which is set for the
DB11 later th is year.

LI
TR
ES 225,000

The number of cars Porsche del ivered
global ly in 2015. More than half of those

were Cayennes and Macans .

50 YE
AR
S

…since the Alfa Romeo
‘Duetto’ Spider

debuted. Alfa p lans to
honour it with a specia l

4C Spider var iant .

100
Production run of

Gazoo Racing’s Toyota
GT86. It boasts 213bhp
and weighs 45kg less

than standard .

Aston Martin over its 
aesthetic similarities to 
its DB10. 

however, almost 
nothing connects 
Henrik Fisker’s latest 
project with the cars 

constructed to the ‘Next 
Generation Touring 
Car’ rules introduced 
in 2011. The technical 

seen an inf lux of new 
manufacturers enter 
the series over the 

50
The length in km of
motorway sto len by
the acting deputy
chief of Russia’s
pr ison serv ice.



By unveiling the lC500
and Q60 production cars at
January’s Detroit motor show,

lexus and infiniti put Japan firmly
back on the high-performance coupe
map. Boasting a raft of innovative
technologies, both cars appear to
have the potential to rival the very
best sports coupes europe and the uS
have to offer.

not only is the lC500 the most
exciting fast lexus since the
stunning lFA supercar of 2010,
it also introduces a new product-
development philosophy that, the
company claims, is ‘better suited to
meet the needs of the next generation
of customers’.

Powered by the same normally
aspirated, all-aluminium 5-litre v8

as the existing RC F and gS F, the
lC500 is expected to reach 60mph
in less than 4.5 seconds. the 466bhp,
389lb ft engine drives the rear wheels
through a wet-clutch ten-speed
automatic transmission, which lexus
reckons comes close to matching a
twin-clutch gearbox for shift speeds.

the lC500 production car is
unusually true to the lF-lC concept
of 2012, faithfully retaining that
model’s angular detailing, rakish
roofline and muscular haunches.
the 2+2 coupe, which will rival the
likes of the BMW M6 and Porsche
911 Carrera S, is a result of closer
collaboration between lexus’s design
and engineering teams.

it’s also the first car to use the
company’s new gA-l architecture,

Lexus and
Infiniti
take on

911 & M4
Japanese makers
unveil new high-

tech sports coupes

016 www.evo.co.uk

The
V8-engined
LC500 is
stiffer than
even the LFA
supercar

weight distr ibution

52bhp 52/48
more than Carrera S

Lexus LC500 in numbers

size of rear runf lat tyre

4760/1920/
1345mm

275/35
R21

length/width/height
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f i r s t l o ok
b y D A N P R O S S E R

which will provide the underpinnings
for future front-engined, rear-drive
Lexus models. The platform puts
the engine behind the front axle line
to improve weight distribution and
locate as much as possible of the car’s
mass within its wheelbase. Front and
rear overhangs are short, meanwhile,
to reduce the polar moment of inertia,
and the car’s centre of gravity benefits
from the drivetrain and occupants
being positioned low in the chassis,
all of which contributes to a ‘more
dynamic driving experience and
character unlike that of any previous
Lexus model’.

The car is suspended by double
wishbones at the front axle with a
multi-link arrangement at the rear.
All but one of the suspension arms is

made of forged aluminium to reduce
unsprung weight. The monocoque –
the stiffest Lexus has ever produced,
LFA included – uses high-strength
steel to minimise flex, while weight
has been reduced through the use of
aluminium panels and carbonfibre
for areas such as for the inner
door structures. Lexus has not yet
announced a kerb weight.

The Infiniti Q60, meanwhile,
debuts an all-new 3-litre twin-
turbo V6, codenamed VR30, which
develops 400bhp and 350lb ft of
torque. Pitched at BMW’s 425bhp M4
and Lexus’s 470bhp RC F, the top-
spec Q60 drives all four wheels via
an ‘intelligent’ system that can split
the torque evenly between each axle
in normal conditions or divert 100

per cent to the rear axle alone. The
208bhp turbocharged four-cylinder
version drives the rear wheels only.

Infiniti’s second-generation
Direct Adaptive Steering steer-by-
wire system reduces unwanted
interference from the road surface
and offers a multitude of modes and
settings – although whether it offers
any sensation of steering feel remains
to be seen. Adaptive dampers, or
Dynamic Digital Suspension in
Infiniti-speak, are said to contribute
to the Q60’s ‘best-in-class handling
responses and agility’.

The Q60 will go on sale in the
second half of 2016, while a release
date for the LC500 is yet to be
confirmed. Prices for both cars are yet
to be revealed.

Far left: LC500will
see Lexus enter the
competitive £100k
sports car category,
facing up to the likes
of the 911 and AMGGT.
Below: Infiniti Q60
has a no less easy
task, with rivals
including the BMWM4,
Mercedes C63 Coupe
and Lexus RC F

infiniti Q60 in numbers

Inf in it i sa les up in 2015

1000 16%
DAS adjustments per secdrag coef f ic ient

0.28
less than Lexus’s RC F

70bhp



O n Saturday June 18
the 100th running of the
Pikes Peak International

Hill Climb kicks off. the americans
do motorsport better than most
because they know how to create a
spectacle and they know how to look
after the punters. For the centenary
of the country’s oldest and one of its
most historic events, they’re bound
to pull out all the stops.

evo’s dickie Meaden competed
there in 2007 (evo 109) and 2008.
Without wanting to blow smoke up
the lad’s fundament, he did pretty
well. He stunned the locals with his
performance and the event stunned
him. ‘It’s like no other motorsport
meeting I’ve ever been to,’ says
Meaden, ‘in every conceivable way.’

Before we go any further, let’s
have a look at the hill itself. Pikes
Peak is in Colorado and to get there
from the uK you’ll fly to denver and
then drive an easy 75 miles south
to Colorado Springs, the nearest
large town to Pikes Peak (25 miles
away). British airways flies direct

and you’ll be looking at around
£750 for a return ticket. the Peak is
14,115ft (4302m) top to bottom and
the road leading up to the summit is
the hill climb track. It’s 12.42 miles
long and has 156 corners. It’s a toll
road, which for $12 per person you
can drive up.

Because the track uses a public
road, practice has to take place
early in the morning before the
locals or tourists want to use the
road. this year the Monday (June
20) is scrutineering, with the first
of four practice and qualifying
days starting on tuesday. ‘It’s this
early practice that makes Pikes
Peak so unusual,’ explains Meaden.
‘Spectators start arriving at the
mountain in the dark, around 3am,
and the practice itself starts at
5.30am and wraps up at 9am when
the road reopens.’

Because of the altitude, the
weather can be anything from
baking hot to flash thunderstorms
to snow. you need to take an
assortment of clothing and you’ll

need warm gear for those early
starts. you’ll also need stacks of
water to drink because at these
heights it’s very common to suffer
from altitude sickness if you’re
not careful. Once you’re up on the
mountain you’re not going to be able
to move to another section. ‘It’s how
I imagine the targa Florio to have
been,’ says dickie. ‘you find your
place by the side of the course and
stake a claim equipped with all your
gear and provisions for the whole
day.’ the good news is that you can
get really close to the action.

the racing itself takes place on
Sunday June 26, but because this
is uS motorsport there is plenty to
do during the week leading up to
race day, including fan events in
downtown Colorado Springs. unlike
a conventional motorsport event,
there are no permanent pits or
paddocks at Pikes Peak. On practice
and race days the whole circus
arrives, sets up and then moves on
again at the finish of the day’s play.
all around Colorado Springs and

Pikes
Peak
Famous h i l l c l imb
rewards commitment
with dramat ic scenery
and superb race cars

Top: evo’s Richard
Meaden pushing
to the limit in 2007.
Above: Scion FR-S
(Toyota GT86 to Brits)
charges at dawn

I ’m bored of VW’s high command
banging on about finding those
responsible, but it’s stil l an
interesting subject. Many car
journalists are passionately
interested in the industry itself
and have an encyclopaedic
knowledge of who’s who. I follow
what’s going on but I’m more
interested in the cars themselves
and the engineers and designers
who create them.

As for the second part of your
question, I think Volkswagen
will eventually shrug it off.
Most people aren’t that fussed
about emissions anyway and are
clued-up enough to realise that
a combination of government
and industry has been giving us a
load of tosh about fuel economy
and emissions for years. Now the
government wants to reform the
testing procedures so that they
are more ‘real world’. We’ll see.

One effect of the VW mess that
isn’t talked about is the reaction
of members of Generation Y,
who are already distrustful of
big institutions. They’re not
as interested in brands as the
generations before them, either.
They’l l shop at Lidl and Aldi
because they offer good value and
acceptable quality.

Thanks to VW, Gen Y will now
dump car companies into the
same bracket as governments
and banks – dishonest and on the
make. I can see these youngsters
shunning flash brands such as
BMW and Audi and instead doing
a Lidl and buying Dacias and other
simple and unpretentious brands.

Car companies are aware that
fewer young people are learning
to drive but I’m not sure they’ve
got their heads around the
possibil ity that those who do take
to the wheel will not be interested
in brands for brands’ sake. It
could be the biggest challenge
facing the industry.

ASK GOODWIN
Are you bored
with the VW
scandal yet
and what do
you think the
long-term
effect will be?
Gareth Ellaway,
Swindon
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O F F T H E B E AT E N T R A C K
b y C O L I N G O O D W I N p h o t o g r a p h y b y A L A S T A I R R I T C H I E

the neighbouring towns you’ll see
race transporters in motel car parks
and people fettling their machinery.

The atmosphere at Pikes Peak is
incredibly friendly with a feeling
that everyone’s in it together. It’s
a heck of a schlep to the venue,
whether you live in Pittsburgh or
Peterborough. For only a day’s
actual competition it requires a high
level of commitment from not just
the racers taking part but from the
fans and spectators.

Some machinery, though. Pikes
Peak is about variety. You’ll see
cars, trucks and bikes taking part
(Guy Martin rode the event in
2014) with everything from electric
motion to good old-fashioned big-
block V8s (thankfully). When Dickie
Meaden took part the course was
half tarmac and half dirt, but today
the whole run is paved. That takes
a bit of the drama away from the

course, but not much. Have a look
at the epic Climb Dance, the film of
Ari Vatanen tackling the Peak in a
Peugeot 405 T16, for the full dirt-
and-dust effect. Then look at the
huge number of sheer drops. Get it
badly wrong at this hill climb and
you’ll be waving to Tim Peake as
you go into orbit off the side of the
mountain. Thankfully, although the
event looks ridiculously dangerous,
there have been only a handful of
fatalities over the years.

Because of the stunning scenery
in the area, Pikes Peak would make
a great interlude on an American
outdoors holiday. The enthusiasts
can get up at sparrow’s to watch
practice while others in the family
have a lie-in, and then all can
watch the actual competition on
the Sunday. The hardy can camp
overnight so they’re in place early
for racing to start at 8am.

GPS 38.84087, -105.04225
Length 12.42 miles
Turns 156
Elevation change 4720 ft

USA
Colorado



I f you don’t want
to hybr id ise or
downsize, you could
fo l low in the tracks
of manufacturers
such as BMW,
Audi and Bentley
and use cy l inder
deactivat ion
instead. This
technology enables
up to half of an
engine’s cy l inders

to be turned of f
to save fuel , but
it ’s not quite as
stra ightforward as
it sounds…

If you simply
stop feeding fuel
to a cy l inder and
suspend f i r ing its
spark plug , i t wi l l
st i l l be suck ing
in and blowing
out a ir, incurr ing

pumping losses . So
instead, the valves
for a deactivated
cy l inder are c losed
af ter an intake of
a i r, creat ing an air
spr ing . Ef for t wi l l
be required to push
the piston up to
top-dead-centre,
but th is is returned
by the air spr ing
ef fect pushing

the piston back
down to bottom-
dead-centre. Th is
theoret ica l ly equals
out the energy
losses .

Some studies
have shown
that cy l inder
deactivat ion can
be very ef f ic ient ,
reducing emissions
by up to 25 per cent.

However, other
studies have shown
sav ings in sing le
f igures . One thing’s
for sure, though:
th is is currently
the only way to
reta in a high-
capacity engine’s
character ist ics
whi lst tr y ing to
meet emissions
targets .

Why do some cars
have a higher red line
than others?
– Sterling CampbellQ

ASK MIKE
Your tech questions

answered

It all boils down to how
tolerant the engine is to
vibration and friction. The
faster you spin the crank,
the more friction and

vibration you have. F1 engines
spin really fast, but are made
with very lightweight materials
and high-specif ication coatings.

Why do some road cars permit
higher peak revs than others? In
issue 216 we covered how more
power is made from an engine –
and a higher crank speed is one
of them.

Send your question to
experts@evo.co.uk

A

E NG I N E D OW N SI Z I NG
and turbocharging is
becoming the de facto

way for manufacturers to reduce
emissions while maintaining
performance. In extreme cases
the downsizing is significant.
Take the BMW i8, for example.
Its combustion engine is a
tiny 1.5-litre three-cylinder
unit. However, it can output a
substantial 228bhp thanks to a
huge turbocharger.

The problem with this kind
of setup is the amount of turbo
lag that is inherent with small-
capacity engines equipped
with large turbochargers. The
i8 has electric motors that can
accelerate the car at a decent
lick until the turbo is in its boost
threshold, but what can you do
to battle lag if you don’t have a
hybrid system? A company called
Aeristech, based in Coventry in
the UK, may hold the answer.

Aeristech produces electric
superchargers, or as it calls
them, eSuperchargers. The job of
these eSuperchargers is to force
air into the engine at low revs
until the engine’s crank speed
is enough for the conventional
turbo to become effective.
eSuperchargers are not powered
by the engine crank rotation
like a normal supercharger, nor
do they use exhaust gases like a
turbocharger. Instead, they use

First production application: Cadillac
‘V8-6-4’ engine When: 1981

TECH GAME-CHANGERS
VARIABLE

DISPLACEMENT ENGINE

T E CHN I C A L LY S P E A K I N G
b y M I C H A E L W H I T E L E Y

ELECTRIC
SUPERCHARGING

FOCUS

Electric motor

power from the car’s battery to
spin the air compressor, meaning
it can reach full speed even while
the engine is at idle.

Currently car electrical systems
are powered by 12-volt batteries.
This voltage isn’t enough to
enable an eSupercharger to
produce a useful level of boost,
but with cars gaining more
tech with every generation and
requiring more electrical power
to run it, 48-volt electrical
systems are on the horizon, and
so the eSupercharger also uses a
48-volt system.

So, voltage aside, what are the

numbers? The turbine can spin
up to a maximum of 120,000rpm
and can reach that speed in 0.5
seconds. This response time
is faster than a conventional
supercharger or turbocharger’s,
and practically eliminates lag.

In a collaboration with Mahle
Powertrains, the Aeristech
eSupercharger has been tested
with a 1.2-litre engine, and the
results look very encouraging.
The setup achieved 259bhp,
meaning a specific power output
of 216bhp per litre. To put that
into perspective, the BMW i8’s
petrol motor delivers 152bhp per
litre; even the Ferrari 488 GTB’s
turbocharged V8 achieves ‘just’
169bhp per litre.

The eSupercharger has huge
potential, then, and as more
manufacturers go down the
downsizing route, this technology
could see emissions targets
being met and vast increases in
performance being achieved.
That’s an appealing combination
that could mean we’ll be seeing
a lot more of Aeristech over the
coming few years.

The response
time is faster than

a conventional
supercharger or
turbocharger’s,
and practically

eliminates lag

1

2

1

Compressor wheel

2



Mühle-Glashütte GmbH nautische Instrumente und Feinmechanik • info@thebluecompanylondon.co.uk

Teutonia II Großdatum Chronometer

A legend returns: With the newTeutonia, our most successful watchmaking family is returning to the roots of its now vastly-diverse

family tree. In the year 2002, still simply named „Teutonia“, the model with the large date function gave impetus to a success story that

has continued to this day. Naturally, this Mühle features several stunning innovations: In addition to the silver-coloured dial with the

characteristic guilloche finish, one immediately notices the midnight blue face bearing a grooved finish. Both models are each limited

to 250 pieces. In addition, the timepiece is certified according to the German chronometer standard in the Glashütte observatory.



inside finland’s
winter tyre
test tunnel

Where do you go to test
tyres on snow when Europe is
enjoy ing summer sun? Unti l
last year tyre engineers headed
to New Zealand, but now they
can take the shorter hop to
Iva lo, F in land.

The Test World fac i l i ty based
there has recently added a
unique indoor snow-handl ing
track – a k idney-shaped tunnel
kept at a permanent -11C . The
350-metre c i rcu it is wider than
most outdoor snow-handl ing
tracks at 10 metres , but then
the barr iers are not sof t snow
banks but unforg iv ing wal ls .
Key to the design is that , un l ike
indoor sk i s lopes and the
l ike, the snow is natura l and
packed in dur ing the winter
to around 40cm deep. As it
wears away through use and
frequent regrading to ensure
a consistent sur face for each
tyre, there is around 10cm lef t
at the end of the season.

So what’s it l ike to dr ive?
I tr ied it dur ing the launch of
Test World partner Hankook’s
new winter tyre l ine-up (evo
216). It was immediate ly
obv ious that it is a l l too easy
to lose where you are thanks to
the lack of reference points and
there being main ly r ight-hand
turns . The lack of windows also
makes it oddly c laustrophobic .
The sur face fe lt no dif ferent to
the outdoor handl ing tracks I ’ve
tested on and the extra width
means corners can be adjusted
with cones .

There’s def in ite ly a
compromise with indoor snow
faci l i t ies , but tyre design l ives
are gett ing shorter and the pace
of development necessar i ly
faster, and this innovative track
f i l ls the increasing demand for
test ing t ime.

t y r e s
b y K i m A d A m s
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I t will soon be the time
of year when drivers who
swapped to winter tyres for

the cold weather are thinking about
putting summer rubber back on.

one winter’s use should see a set
of tyres fine for keeping until the
temperature drops again, but what if
they’ve already been on two or three
times? they may be legal, but are
they worth keeping? with the help
of Continental, we’ve been able to
find out, as alongside the launch of
the winterContact ts 860 (evo 218),
we got the chance to see how wear
affects winter tyres’ snow grip.

so when should you change? A clue
can be gained from other european
countries. in norway, sweden and
Finland the legal minimum tread

when do
winter
tyres
become
unsafe?

investigation

depth for winter tyres is 3mm; in
Austria it’s 4mm.

we tried tyres at 2, 4 and 8mm
in traction and braking tests, plus
subjectively on buggies around a
small handling course. the biggest
difference could be felt in the loss
of lateral grip, with the buggies
getting progressively difficult to
turn and control under power. the
2mm machine was much slower
than the other two and very easy to
spin thanks to the increased reliance
when cornering on snow-on-snow
grip within the tread grooves, which
is reduced with wear as there is less
in the tyre.

it was a similar story in the
straight-line tests, which showed
snow braking performance drops by

two per cent per millimetre from 8 to
4mm, but double that from 4 to 2mm.
From 50kph (31mph) a tyre at the UK
legal limit will need 26 metres longer
to stop than a new one. easily the
difference between having a crash or
avoiding one.

For traction the drop to 4mm was
around 3.5 per cent per millimetre
and almost 7 per cent per millimetre
beyond that. the higher percentages
in this test are because we were
accelerating with just two wheels but
braking with four.

these results apply across all tread
designs, incidentally, while the loss of
lateral grip is more dependent on the
tread design.

the results are even more dramatic
in wet braking, where independent
tests for Continental show that while
the drop off down to 4mm is similar
to on snow, below that it doubles to 8
per cent per millimetre.

so when it comes to swapping back
to summer tyres, have a good look
at the winters coming off. if their
tread depth is below 4mm, it is worth
budgeting to replace them.
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CARBONFIBRE

E S S E N T I A L S
e d i t e d b y A N T O N Y I N G R A M p h o t o g r a p h y b y A S T O N P A R R O T T

Six ways to get more of the seductive
call of ‘motorsport’ in your life If you’re the sortwhose iPhone

screen is covered in cracks, a strong,
carbon case could be an accessory
worth investing in. This one fits
snugly around the phone andwill
perhaps preserve its screen for just
a little longer in your clumsy tenure.
cuttingedgecarbon.com

M -TECH i PHONE 5
CASE ( 1 1 g )
£ 85

·

At 201g, we foundReverie’s 255mm
wheel – the samediameter as that
found in our long-termCaterham
Seven 420R– to be even lighter
than the claimed 250g, thoughwe’d
say its satin-smooth rimwould be
best operatedwith gloves.
reverie.ltd.uk

REVER I E EC L I P S E 2 5 5
S TE ER ING WHEE L (20 1 g)
£ 562 . 80

·

Aweighty item for onewith a
carbonfibre body, but it’s nice to
have a bit of heft to a pen anyway,
which iswhy people desireMont
Blancs rather than Bics. Cutting
Edge says the ‘1x1’ fibreweave is of
the kind you’d find in Formula 1.
cuttingedgecarbon.com

CUT T ING EDGE
PEN 2 .0 (3 5 g)
£ 40

·

A ruler possibly isn’t the first
product you’d think ofmaking from
carbonfibre, but it’s hard not to be
impressed by the beautiful weave in
this 30cm-longmetric and imperial
example fromElemento. It looks and
feels like it’ll last forever and passes
the classroom-desk twang test, too.
cuttingedgecarbon.com

E L EMENTO RU LER ( 16 g)
£ 1 5

·

It’s a rare thing to see carbonfibre
weavewithout a shiny resin coating,
but there’s an extra degree of
tactility to this design that you
won’t find inmost carbon products.
It has six card pockets and two
hidden inner pockets.
cuttingedgecarbon.com

S S S TEA LTH WAL L E T
(3 7g)
£ 5 5

·

Everyone has a preferencewhen
it comes to the shape and size of
gearknobs, but Reverie’s ultra-
lightweight offeringwould be the
perfect complement to a flyweight
CaterhamSeven. Not cheap, but
then neither is a Seven these days.
reverie.ltd.uk

REVER I E ‘ L I GHT BU LB ’
G EARKNOB ( 1 1 g )
£ 12 7. 74

·



The car and the
connected world
Cars that read your ca lendar and p ick
you up f rom work… Cars that ta lk to
your home… Welcome to the future
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T HE ONCE-FAMILIAR MOAN
about having no mobile
reception has become almost

a thing of the past in recent times
(unless you happen to work in the
evo office). And that increasing
availability of a data connection
has enabled car manufacturers
to use mobile phone networks to
communicate with vehicles and let
them communicate with each other
and even with their owners’ homes.

Right now, Tesla, for example, has
the ability to update its cars over the
air, adding new functionality and
updates while the Model S sits at
home in your garage. But this is just
the tip of the iceberg.

BMW’s vision for the connected
car of the future is one where your
car automatically knows the ins and
outs of your daily schedule, using ‘the
cloud’ to obtain the info, as opposed
to inputting it all in manually.

This way an autonomous vehicle
can slot into your daily life with
minimum fuss, sitting outside your
house with the interior pre-heated,
taking you to work and then driving
itself home and parking, only setting
off again to your office to collect you
at the end of the day.

While this is some way off, Tesla is
already experimenting with the idea.
A software update sent to owners
recently allows the Model S to park

itself remotely, without a driver
inside. It can also exit a parking space
remotely when needed.

This, on top of Tesla’s quasi-
autonomous ‘autopilot’ cruise control,
could eventually lead to a scenario
where a car could pick you up and
drop you off all on its own.

VW’s Budd-e concept, unveiled
at CES in Las Vegas (see page 11),
looks at a slightly different way
of incorporating the car into your

Home
thermostat

Software
upgrade



C ONNE C T I V I T Y
e d i t e d b y A N T O N Y I N G R A M

Light-emitt ing diodes , or LEDs ,
are remarkable th ings . Invented
in 1927 but only commercia l ised
in 1962, they pervade modern
l i fe , i l luminating every th ing from
street signs to telev is ion screens
– as wel l as l ight ing the way
ahead in cars .

The f i rst automotive LEDs
were red in colour, so per fect
for ta i l l ights and high-mounted
centra l brake l ights . The Ford
Thunderbird (above) used LED tai l
l ights as ear ly as 1992.

LEDs i l luminate around 0.25
seconds before f i lament bulbs ,
making them ideal for brake l ights
– prov id ing an addit ional 8 metres
of brak ing distance for a fo l lowing
car at 70mph. Their next ro le
was also safety-re lated, forming
the 2004 Audi A8 W12’s daytime
running l ights .

By the mid-2000s, LED brake
and ta i l l ights were common, but
in recent years the tech has rea l ly
taken of f. Their energy ef f ic iency,
h igh luminosity and quick
response makes them per fect for
headl ights , too. Lexus f itted LED
low beams on the 2006 LS; Audi
debuted fu l l LED lamps in 2007
with the R8 V10.

LED headl ights remained the
preserve of luxury vehic les for a
few years , but cars such as the
Nissan Leaf brought them to more
humble vehic les , the low energy
draw appeal ing in a vehic le where
every watt counts .

ON
OR
OFF?

They ’ve improved in recent years ,
but electr ic handbrakes are
st i l l a gadget too far for Teemy
Nieminen on our Facebook page.
‘Rare ly intu it ive,’ he says , ‘and
of ten harder to use than a lever.’

NOW & THEN
LED exterior lighting

Electric handbrakes
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everyday life. Systems already
exist that allow your home lighting,
thermostat and even your washing
machine and fridge to be controlled
via your smartphone. Volkswagen
wants to add the car into this mix,
letting you control your home from
the Budd-e and vice versa.

Finally, the smartphone app for
the car will become a much more
powerful tool over the coming
years. Many manufacturers already

offer rudimentary mobile phone
connectivity, allowing you to lock and
unlock a car, or see where it’s parked,
but there’s plenty more to come. Soon
you’ll be able to remotely access the
parking cameras on your car via
an app, with them automatically
recording collisions should someone
bump into your car while you’ve left it
parked. Ford hopes to use applications
to allow your smartphone to pre-book
parking for the end of your journey,

or even set up ride-sharing with other
Ford owners.

The key to all of this will be ease
of use. Much of the success of Apple’s
iPhone is down to its simplicity, so,
for the connected car to truly take
off, car manufacturers will have to
build systems and applications that
are easy to understand. Right now,
BMW’s app suite is closest, but expect
rivals to catch up pretty quickly.
Hunter Skipworth

Home
lighting

Washing
machine

Fridge /
freezer



Be one with your tyres, and the road will be one with you.

Luxury that never compromises safety
With an advanced VAI system that allows drivers to track vehicle alignment and
aerodynamic sidewalls that minimise noise and vibration levels, the Ventus S1 evo²
delivers the promise of performance and enhanced fuel efficiency.

Hankook Tyre UK Ltd, Fawsley Drive, Heartlands Business Park, Daventry, Northamptonshire NN11 8UG
Tel: +44 1327 304 100 Fax: +44 1327 304 110

Be one with your tyres, and the road will be one with you.



Bremont Jaguar MkIII

Price: £3495
From: bremont.com

The British-based Bremont brand
has added to its existing range of
watches inspired by the Jaguar E-type
(see evo 208 for details of the earlier
models) with this new ‘MkIII’. It features
a slimmed-down, 43mm case housing
a dial that is, once again, loosely
based on the look of an E-type tacho
– complete with a ‘red line’ sector.
There’s more automotive imagery in
the form of a tyre tread pattern on the
winding crown and ‘heritage’ Jaguar
logos on both the dial and the solid
case back. Like all Bremont watches,
the MkIII is chronometer certif ied
for accuracy.

Hanhart Primus Desert Pilot

Price: £2480
From: pageandcooper.com

Hanhart, a brand well known for making
stopwatches and chronographs that
have been widely used in motorsport
for more than 50 years, started 2016 by
continuing its sponsorship of veteran
Dakar Rally partners Stephan Schott
and Holm Schmidt, who competed in
this year’s event as part of the X-raid
Mini All4 team. The German duo each
wore one of these rugged, 44mm
‘Primus Desert Pilot’ chronographs, a
model which alludes to the dunes with
its buff-coloured dial and matching,
textile strap. A transparent case
back reveals the robust, self-winding
HAN 3809 movement.

GRAHAM SILVERSTONE STOWE
As worn by Mike Flewitt, CEO McLaren Automotive

THIS MONTH

WATCH TECH
Bulgari ‘papil lon’
minute system

Just as there are
several ways to skin
a cat, there are also
many ways to display
the time on a watch.
The 'retrograde'
method is particularly
intriguing, typically
showing the hour as
digits on a revolving
disc and the minutes
on a semi-circular
track. The name
‘retrograde’ refers
to the fact that,
once the hand that
indicates the passing
minutes reaches 60, it
automatically springs
back to zero in order
to count through the
next hour.

With its new line
of ‘papillon’ watches,
Bulgari has refined the
retrograde system.
Instead of a single
minute hand there are
two small pointers
that revolve around
the centre of the dial
directly opposite one
another. This means
that one will always be
pointing at the minute
track, so no springing
back is required.

However, once a
pointer passes the
60-minute mark and
becomes redundant,
it turns sideways
by 90 degrees (so it
doesn’t obscure the
hour display) and
remains that way for
the remainder of its
journey around the
dial until it once again
reaches zero.

Prices for Bulgari’s
papillon models start
at £26,500.

WAT CH E S
b y S I M O N D E B U R T O N

‘I acquired my Graham
Silverstone Stowe
around eight years ago.
Before that, I wore the
same Seiko every day for
almost 30 years – it was
an 18th birthday present
from my parents, and it
still works perfectly.

‘The Silverstone
appealed to me because,

although the watches are
made in Switzerland, the
brand majors on British
heritage and is named
after George Graham,
the English clockmaker
and inventor. Entirely
coincidentally, I recently
learned that Eric Loth –
the founder of Graham –
is also a McLaren owner.

‘When I’m more
formally dressed, I wear
my other Graham – a
simpler, more classic-
looking 1695 model. I
think I could become
a serious watch
enthusiast, but right now
cars are my work and my
hobby – there’s no time
for anything else.’
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Davosa Renault Alpine A110

Price: £1220
From: classic-time.co.uk

The affordable Swiss brand Davosa
– which majors on hand-wound
mechanical watches – has launched
four new models linked to classic cars.
Each is supplied as a set comprising
the watch itself and a scale model
of the relevant motor. The Alpine
A110 version pictured here is possibly
our favourite, being based on the
good-looking Pontus All Stars Big Date
model. It’s a limited-edition piece,
with just 100 examples being made.
The other variants pay homage to the
Mercedes 300SL (£720), the Jaguar
E-type Series I (£1220) and the Alfa
Romeo Montreal (£1440).

Read more from Simon
de Burton in Chrono,
the interactive watch
magazine for iPad and
iPhone, available now
from the iTunes Store.

CHRONO

‘I acquired my Graham 
Silverstone Stowe 
around eight years ago. 
Before that, I wore the 
same Seiko every day for 
almost 30 years – it was 
an 18th birthday present 
from my parents, and it 
still works perfectly. 

appealed to me because, 
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IT’S ‘AUSTIN YELLOW’,
naturally. Lowered
on a set of coilovers,

with 30-profile rubber
stretched extravagantly over tuner-
style 20in alloys, it has an exhaust
gurgle and snort on the overrun like a
whale with indigestion. Predictably,
it’s anM-DCT example. So if you’re
the sort of M-car purist who believes
that BMW’s current core M-car is too
big, too bling and too dynamically
compromised, youmight expect this
ACS4 Sport to darken your winter
blues even further.
But if that is you, hold off on the

stereotypes for amoment, because
this AC Schnitzer M4 ismuchmore
than just a set of big wheels and a
noisy exhaust.

On a damp, dank, January day, an
additional 78bhp sounds like the last
thing anM4might need, but that’s
what this car has, taking the peak
output to a slightly surreal 503bhp.
The standard car has ‘enough’: it’s
using that surging power, or, more
specifically, torque (406lb ft as
standard, lifted to 476lb ft here),
that proves theM4’s undoing on the
kind of undulating, cambered, slick
surfaces common on awintry British

Tuner’s take on theM4 lifts peak power to
503bhp, while chassis changes include new

wheels and coilovers and a lowered ride height

AC Schnitzer
BMW M4 ACS4

EVERY NEW EVO CAR THAT MATTERS, 
REVIEWED AND RATED

I

AC SCHNITZER BMW M4 ACS4 SPORT
JAGUAR XF 3.0 TDV6 S // KTM X-BOW GT4
RPM TECHNIK PORSCHE 996 CSR RETRO
LOHEN MINI COOPER S // BIRDS BMW 335D B3X-3.5

Test location: Somersham, Cambs GPS: 52.405841, 0.026602
Photography: Aston Parrott
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B-road. In such an environment,
theM4 is either a slave to early DSC
intervention, or an unintentionally
lively thing at times.
Liberating the additional power

and torque is achieved through a
separate ‘piggyback’ ECU in series
with theM4’s original unit. By
doing it this way AC Schnitzer is
confident enough to offer a standard
two-year/60,000km (37,000-
mile) warranty on all drivetrain
components alongside the original
manufacturer warranty, extendable
to three years at extra cost. Quite
rightly, Schnitzer feels that elevates

this conversion above themajority of
aftermarket ‘remap’ jobs.

The S55 turbocharged straight-six
now exhales through an AC Schnitzer
cat-back exhaust system, here in,
ahem, ‘export’ trim for added sonic
fireworks. No performance claims
aremade for this, but on cold starts
or a sudden lift of throttle it’s rude in
terms of volume.

The partsmost obvious to the eye
are the carbonfibre body additions,
comprising deep front lip spoiler
elements, little carbon ‘canards’
either side of the nose, and a rear
‘diffuser’. I can’t imagine you’ll ever

notice the difference behind the
wheel, but they certainly add to the
aggressive presence of theM4, if
you’re into that sort of thing.
Themost interesting parts are

the suspension, wheel and tyres. No
longer is there EDC via the BMWM
adaptive dampers; instead Schnitzer
has fitted coilover units it calls its ‘RS
suspension kit’, the third and final
stage in the suspension upgrades
it offers for theM4, andmanually
adjustable for compression, rebound
and ride height. The setup on this
particular car lowers the ride height
and is the result of considerable

on-road testing in Germany,
supplemented by further tweaks by
Rossiters (AC Schnitzer UK).
Finally, there are the larger forged

‘5-design’ wheels, one of four
options, nowwith Michelin Super
Sport 255/30/20 tyres on the front
axle and 275/30/20 on the rear.

Drive 200metres or so up the
road and the ACS4 Sport certainly
lets you know there have been
changesmade. The broad expanses
of treadblock and theminimal
sidewalls force the springs and
dampers into reacting to every
slightly raised surface, every ridge,

Thismonth,we askedour road testers to name thebest
tuner car they’ve driven…

The team

NICK TROTT
Editor
‘Feelswrong to call it a tuner car, but
theAlfaholicsGTA-R is the finest
“improved” car I’ve ever driven’

HENRYCATCHPOLE
Features editor
‘Good enough to reach eCoty 2012, the
Alpina B3GT3was very appealing’

STUARTGALLAGHER
Managing editor
‘Ruf CTRYellowbird –not a tuner’s car
in the truest sense, but it is the best’

DANPROSSER
Road test editor
‘A 900bhpPorsche997Turbo, tunedby
DMS.Myfirst indicated 200mph!’

JETHRO BOVINGDON
Contributing editor
‘Yellowbird forme, too.More than lived up
to the legend. Ruf just does things right’

RICHARDMEADEN
Contributing editor
‘HennesseyVenomGT forme.
Extraordinary performancematched
bybrilliant execution’

DAVIDVIVIAN
Contributing editor
‘My old long-termMountune FocusST.
Loadsmore performance, same lousy
consumption. Not bad for £1200’

ADAMTOWLER
Contributing road tester
‘SuperchargedBMWE39M5byWaffzuf.
Docile, comfortable, intuitive,manic;
loses traction in fourth gear’
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and their response is determinedly
busy. From the driver’s seat it’s
like a form of binary code on the
face of the road –which in itself
is not without appeal. It’s soon
obvious that far less of this motion
is really impacting upon the cabin
in a significant way, more that the
noise of the suspension, the way
theM4’s structure reverberates to
intrusions, and themanner in which
the tyres thwack and drum over poor
surfaces and catseyes amplifies
the sensations. The coilovers do, in
themain, round off the worst of the
jagged edges. Only occasionally, on
a poorly surfacedmajor trunk road,
can it becomewearing.
However, it doesn’t take long to

realise that the quicker you go, the
happier and calmer the car feels.

It’s also a pleasure not to have to
faff aroundwith different damper
modes: theM4’s dash still glares
back at you with reports on how the
drivetrain, suspension and steering
are calibrated, but at least you can
forget about themiddle one and
concentrate on the road instead.

The ride feels more natural than
with EDC in its standard setting, with
superior body control through dips
and over crests, but less agitated
and harsh than with EDC in its more
aggressive settings. It’s particularly
impressive in the way it settles
quickly after dealing with something
major at high speed. As you pile on
themiles, the fact the car always
responds in the sameway, every
time, means you learn its ways, start
to trust it, and then exploit it.

Exploiting the ACS4 on a day like
todaymeans one of two things. One,
careful throttle modulation to avoid
frequent sightings of a little flashing
yellow light. Or two, oversteer. Lots
of it. Front-end grip is fabulous, and,
although the geometry is the same,
the revisions seem to impart a little
more information back through the
wheel rim.

The ACS4 could never be called
benign, because, let’s face it, no
rear-driver with over 500bhp is ever
going to be that, and there’s always a
quiet subtext that getting too blasé
will lead to a large chunk of flesh
being removed from your posterior,
but you can really push it hard,
revel in it, and giggle nervously as it
teeters on the very edge of adhesion,
everywhere. The delicacy of

feedback and throttle adjustability
through theM diff once traction is
lost are sublime.
It’s stating the obvious, but

this car is ferociously quick. Just
working the engine between 2000
and 3000rpm is enough for rapid
daily driving: up to 4000rpm and
you could fool yourself into thinking
there couldn’t possibly bemore
to give, but wrung-out it’s an
experience to behold – and one to be
savoured in fleetingmoments.
With everything fitted, this M4 has

£20,831 of modifications. Much of
that, personally, I could do without,
but at £3545 for the second ECU and
£2504 for the suspension, theM4
takes on a new,more transparent
and riotous appeal.L
Adam Towler (@Adam Towler)

+ Huge acceleration, instant response,more predictable handling - Firm low-speed ride; bodymods not to all tastes evo rating ;;;;4Specification
Engine
In-line 6-cyl, 2979cc, twin-turbo

CO2
194g/km

Power
503bhp@ 6800rpm

Torque
476lb ft @ 4000rpm

0-62mph
4.0sec (est)

Top speed
155mph (limited)

Weight
1537kg (333bhp/ton)

Basic price
£77,886 (as tested)

Left: AC Schnitzer’s RS
suspension kit gives a
more natural feeling than
BMW’s adaptive dampers
and also enhances
throttle-adjustability.
Below: 20in wheels fill
the arches a treat; new
ECU liberates extra 78bhp
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Considering the lows
Jaguar had reached under
Ford’s ownership (the

s-type and X-type are unlikely to be
hailed as solihull icons this side of
the nextmillennium) the original XF
deserved all the credit and plaudits
it received following its 2007 launch.
true, that first XFmay have trailed

its german counterparts when it
came to core fleetmodels and even
niche evo examples – an XFrwas
a hoot but never felt as polished
as anM5 – but it provided stability
and confidence at Coventry and
demonstrated that the big cat still
had some of its nine lives intact.
now, after nine years that have

seen a new XJ, a totally new two-
seater sports coupe and roadster
and a new junior saloon (andwith
the F-Pace sUV just around the
corner), Jaguar has given the XF a
significant update.

this all-new XF does away
with the previousmodel’s steel
architecture, in its place amore
Jag-like aluminium structure and
body, whichmeans it’s lighter (by
up to 190kg depending on spec)

and stiffer by 28 per cent despite
the wheelbase growing by 5cm.
the extra wheelbase lengthmeans
there’s more room inside, too.
Under the new, ian Callum-styled

body (it looks far less like an Xe in
the open than the pictures suggest)
is aluminium double-wishbone front
suspension and amulti-link rear,
with active dampers and lighter
springs also part of the update. the
steering is electrically assisted and
torque-vectoring is standard across
the range.
As Adam towler concluded in evo

214, with the 3-litre supercharged
V6 petrol engine the new XF is a
credible alternative to rivals from
Audi, BMwandMercedes – better
looking than an e-class, the dynamic
equal of a 5-series and a break from
themonotony of an A6. in fact, the
only downside of that example was
its petrol engine, which felt strained
and in need of being driven at higher
than desirable crank-speeds to get
themost from it. which is where
this 3-litre tdV6 variant comes in,
with its 516lb ft of torque – a figure
identical to a 911 turbo, incidentally.

the new XF has huge car-park
appeal, although likemany of
Callum’s designs it needs big wheels
and some sporting battledress to
avoid looking rather like a Chinese
clone of a Jaguar. in ‘s’ trim –which
includes the bodykit you see here,
though the 20in wheels are a £1200
option – our test XF looked spot-on;
but it did retail at £58,355 (that’s
what £8410 worth of options does
for you), so push for a discount
because no diesel saloon is worth
this much of your taxable income, no
matter how good it is. And this XF is
good. in fact it’s very good.

the drivetrainmakes for effortless
progress. the eight-speed ZF auto
gearbox is perfectly mapped to the
twin-turbocharged derv-burning
engine, to the point that you only

notice it’s changed gear if you catch
the rev-needle dropping a couple of
thousand rpm as it switches ratios.

Best of all, the new XF steers,
rides and engages the driver
better than anything in its class.
Although you should bear inmind
that Mercedes has just announced
its new e-class and BMw isn’t far
from doing the same for its 5-series,
so Jaguar has a small window of
opportunity to get you out of your
german saloon and into its indian-
backed, British-built one.

so, if an exec saloon is required
in yourmotoring life, should you
make the switch? in a word, yes.
the XF comforts you when you need
it to, and rewards when you find a
road worthy of your enthusiasm
for covering ground at an enjoyable
pace. there’s directness to
everything it does and a sharpness
that’s missing from its rivals. it’s not
themost exciting car evowill drive
in 2016, nor themost enthralling or
desirable, but in its class the new XF
would be our choice.L
Stuart Gallagher
(@stuartg917)

+ Best chassis – and looks – in class - 3-litre diesel is the best engine in the range evo rating ;;;;2Specification
Engine
V6, 2993cc, twin-turbo diesel

CO2
144g/km

Power
296bhp@ 4000rpm

Torque
516lb ft @ 2000rpm

0-60mph
5.8sec (claimed)

Top speed
155mph (claimed)

Weight
1675kg (180bhp/ton)

Basic price
£49,945

twin-turbo diesel gives the newXF
welcomemuscle. in fact, this could be
themost enjoyable car in its classTest location: iver, Buckinghamshire GPS: 51.520923, -0.512925

Jaguar XF 3.0 TDV6 S

C
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Test location: Grendon, Northants
GPS: 52.22277, -0.70544

Photography: Aston Parrott

RPM
Technik
Porsche
996 CSR

Retro

With the seemiNGly
inexorable rise and rise of
classic Porsche 911 values,

it’s forgivable to think that unless
you’re already ‘on the ladder’ you
might as well abandon all hope of
ever owning one. however, to arrive
at that sad conclusion wouldmean
you’ve ignored the 996.
this would be foolish, for as the

911 has continued tomature, the
original water-cooledmodel has
rather come into its own, not least
because a little over £10k will still
secure you one. Alright, so it won’t be
aminter, but if you buy carefully and
are prepared to treat it as a project,
it really can’t be beaten.
living proof of this comes from

independent Porsche specialist RPm
technik, which has been fettling 996
Carreras for some years. like the
firm’s similar Boxster and Cayman

CsRmodels, the 996 CsR focuses on
improving the performance, handling
and looks, but it also addresses the
996’s wear-prone interior to give you
a car that’s prettymuch box-fresh.
this car is RPm’s CsR ‘Retro’,

which as its name suggests goes
a step further by embracing the
current trend for backdating 911s. it
doesn’t attempt to go the full singer,
but instead offers factory-inspired
interior trim options plundered from
the ’60s, ’70 and ’80s. this particular
car combines extensive use of
Porsche’s iconic – and eye-crossingly
psychedelic – ‘Pasha’ trimwith
swathes of Alcantara, which are
used to cover the seats, dashboard,
door cards, headlining, centre
console and prettymuch anything
else that can be upholstered.
All themetallic silver-grey plastic

trim inserts, such as those around

the air vents and centre-stack,
have been replaced, as have the
centre-console switches. the
steering wheel and gearlever have
been wrapped in Alcantara, while
the tacho has been replaced with
a bespoke CsR item. it makes for a
far more sumptuous interior than
the 996 ever had in period, and while
£8000 is a huge amount ofmoney in
the context of a £10,000 car, when
done in conjunction with the other
CsR upgrades it really is the icing on
an especially tasty cake.
the interior, Gt3-style bodywork

(£6300) and 18in Fuchs rims shod
with michelin Pilot sport tyres
(£2900) create the look, but the
heart of this car is the work RPm
does to the nuts and bolts tomake it
drive as well as it looks.

to allay fears of those water-
cooled 911 engine horror stories,

Porsche specialist goes
back in time to deliver
a knock-out Carrera

W
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there’s an IMS-bearing upgrade,
a low-temperature thermostat
andwaterless coolant, while a
CSR exhaust system (£1900) and
high-flow air filter improve the
3.4-litre flat-six’s breathing. This car
also has a switchable enginemap
(which delivers a 25bhp and 10lb ft
boost and some fruity pops and
bangs on the overrun), polyurethane
enginemounts and a full geometry
and corner-weighting setup to
get the best from the standard
CSR chassis upgrade. That itself
comprises KWV3, coilovers, Eibach
hollow, adjustable anti-roll bars,
customCSR lower arms andmore
polybushing (£4500). A lightweight
clutch/flywheel assembly, a
Wavetrac limited-slip diff (£5400),
a short-shift kit and a Performance
Friction pad-and-fluid swap
complete the conversion.
The CSR Retro is one of those

cars that has you hooked before you
even turn a wheel. It looks GT3-
sharp, while the interior lifts the one
area in which a 996 is most likely
to disappoint. The Pasha pattern
is very in-yer-face, but if it’s not for
you, RPMwill also work with other
classic Porsche fabrics, such as
houndstooth or tartan.

Start the engine and it emits
snorts and gurgles that are sure
to raise a smile. The clutch has
a satisfying weight and a short,
positive feel, which sets the tone for
the rest of the car. The suspension is
controlled and not so unyielding that
it trips up on bumpy roads, while the
mildly breathed-on engine (peak
power is 321bhp) is smooth and keen
across the rev range.
On cold, wet roads youmight

expect a tuned 911 that predates
traction or stability control to be a
bit of a handful, but the CSR Retro is
fabulous. Poised and communicative
at all times, it’s more than feelsome
enough to gauge available grip
and traction and theWavetrac diff
works consistently well, so you can
be precise and accurate when you
do have the opportunity to play
through a tighter corner. Outright
performance is modest bymodern
911 standards, but strong when
measured against a real-world
yardstick. In fact it seems to strike
just about the perfect balance, being
fast and feelsome enough to be fun
without having to drive at insane
speeds. This is an exploitable car
that feels special at all speeds.

It’s a compelling concept. One

RPM Technik Porsche 996 CSR Retro

Left, belowand far
left: Fuchs alloys,

Porsche’s famous (or is
that infamous?) ‘Pasha’

cloth and a cheeky
ducktail spoiler combine
to take the 996 back in

time; Wavetrac diff gives
impressive precision

+ Performance and backdated style; a truly desirable 996 Carrera - Requires vision and courage to invest £30k evo rating ;;;;4Specification
Engine
Flat-six, 3387cc

CO2
n/a

Power
321bhp@ 6800rpm

Torque
268lb ft @ 4600rpm

0-60mph
5.0sec (est)

Top speed
174mph (est)

Weight
1320kg (247bhp/ton)

Basic price
See text

‘The CSR Retro
is one of those
cars that has
you hooked
before you
turn a wheel’

that’s all themore attractive
because RPM lets you do the
upgrades piecemeal to spread
the cost. So long as you fit all the
elements, the car will be granted a
custom build plate and documented
in RPM’s record of builds.
Spending three times a car’s

purchase price on upgradesmight
seem likemadness, but that’s
most definitely not the case with
this 996. The work RPM carries out
completely transforms the car in
every way, refreshing, enhancing and
personalising it with such success it
makes the c£30,000 conversion cost
feel likemoney very well spent.L
Richard Meaden
(@DickieMeaden)
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The KTMX-Bowhas
been used in competition
ever since it entered

production in 2008, but
in the new X-BowGT4 the austrian
manufacturer now has a purpose-
built racingmachine. It shares the
road car’s carbonfibremonocoque,
2-litre turbo engine and inboard
suspension architecture, but with
closed wheelarches and a full
canopy it’s lost that version’s pared-
back, exoskeleton styling.
The GT4was developed in

conjunction with Reiter engineering,
a German company that’s best
known for building and campaigning
GT3-spec Lamborghinis. Being
based on a track-ready car rather
than a road-biased sports car, the

X-BowGT4 is considerably lighter
than its competition, which brings
numerous benefits but also one
very specific consequence. KTM
quotes 999kg for the car, which
makes the VwGroup-sourced
four-cylinder engine’s 355bhp go a
long way. Being somuch lighter than
the competitionmeans the X-Bow
uses tyres and brake consumables
muchmore sparingly, too, which in
turn reduces running costs. Reiter
reckons the X-Bow costs €4 per km
to run, compared to €15 per km for a
Porsche 911 Carrera Cup car.
The GT4 competed throughout

2015 under the factory banner,
achieving a number of encouraging
results despite a stifling Balance of
Performance ruling. The issue KTM

and Reiter engineering have is that
the car was so fast in the corners,
owing to its lowweight, that its lap
times were well below those of its
GT4 rivals. To level the playing field,
the regulators stipulated a very tight
air restrictor to reduce engine power.
This meant the car was still very
fast in corners, but on the straights
– where you can actually overtake
– it was now being passed bymore
powerful rivals. The engineers
plan to adjust the toe and camber
settings to limit corner speeds in
2016 and gain amore favourable
Balance of Performance ruling.

The road car’s six-speedmanual
has been ditched for a sequential
unit with paddlesmounted behind
the steering wheel. Running with

KTM
X-Bow
GT4

Carbonfibre trackday
favourite sprouts a roof
for GT4-category racing
– and there’s a strong
suggestion of a road-
going version to come

‘With no
power steering
and massive
cornering
ability, it can
feel violent
through bends’

T

Test location: automotodrom Grobnik, Croatia
GPS: 45.382245, 14.508840
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KTM X-Bow GT4

Top: front-hinged
canopy opens to
expose inboard
suspension and a very
snug roll-cage.Above:
GT4 race car could well
spawn a road-going
rival to the Lotus Exige

its most aggressive ride height, the
X-BowGT4 generates significant
downforce, but the Balance of
Performance ruling also stipulated
a higher ride height to further limit
its performance. The car is running
in this setting when I sample it at
AutomotodromGrobnik in Croatia.

The canopy hinges forwards at
its leading edge to reveal a thick roll-
cage. You have to thread yourself
through this to access the cabin,
which, like the road car, still has
two seats. The seats themselves
are actually part of the carbon

tub, whichmeans they’re solid and
immovable. Instead, the pedal box
and steering column adjust through
a wide range so that you can easily
find a comfortable seating position.
The cabin feels snug once the

canopy has been lowered, but
visibility is good. As KTM points out,
this is the only GT4 racing car on sale
that uses a carbon tub, whichmakes
it arguably the safest car of its type.
While the road car’s engine can

feel boosty and quite flat, this
one is more linear, with a red line
that’s worth chasing. Straight-line

+ Sheer pace, very low running costs, safety - Hard work for drivers used to power steering evo rating ;;;;4Specification
Engine
In-line 4-cyl, 1984cc, turbo

CO2
n/a

Power
355bhp@ 7200rpm

Torque
n/a

0-60mph
3.6sec (est)

Top speed
150mph (est)

Weight
999kg (361bhp/ton)

Basic price
c£125,300

performance is very strong indeed
and the sequential ’box does shift
quickly, although the paddles are a
bit of a stretch away and they require
a very deliberate and patient tug.
With no traction control or ABS,

the X-BowGT4 doesn’t suffer fools,
but it’s a readable and intuitive thing
to step into and drive quickly. It is,
though, very physical. With no power
steering andmassive cornering
ability on slick tyres, it can feel
violent through the bends. Rather
than fighting against the steering
forces, the trick is to keep a lighter
hold of the wheel and let the car do
the work. After telling 20-year-old
development driver Naomi Schiff
that I found it so physical to drive,
she replies, ‘I’ve been telling them
the steering is too light.’ Clearly I’m a
long way from being race-fit…

The speed in the GT4 comes from
trusting the front-end grip and
maintainingmomentum through
sweeping corners, and by braking
deep into the apex in tighter corners.
If you brake in a straight line and
release the pedal before turning
in, you’ll leave buckets of lap time
behind. By braking very late and
using the first half of the corner as
the second part of your braking zone,
lap times tumble.
Running the tight air restrictor,

the engine does run out of shove
before the end of the straights,
which leaves it a sitting duck tomore
powerful cars. Asmentioned earlier,
this is one of the key issues the team
will address for 2016. With somuch
inherent pace locked inside this car,
it’s only a subtly different Balance of
Performance ruling away from being
a seriously competitive GT4 racer.
Details are few and far between

for the time being, but KTM has
suggested that this car could inspire
a road-going version in the near
future. On the evidence of this test
drive it could be a true giant-killer. L
Dan Prosser (@TheDanProsser)
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In a car as dImInutIve
as the r56mini hatchback,
279bhp is a fairly ludicrous

amount of power. themost potent
factory-specificationmodel of that
generation was the 215bhp John
cooperWorks GP, which is made
to look woefully underpowered by
Lohen’s own effort.
taking the cooper s as its starting

point, staffordshire-based Lohen
borrows the bigger turbocharger
from the JcWmodel (£1050),
updates the ecuwith amanic
motorsport stage 3map (£720)
and fits an intercooler (£489), an
uprated intake kit (£340) and a full
akrapovic exhaust system (£1905).
Peak power arrives at 6420rpmwith
amassive 305lb ft of torque arriving
at 2850rpm. a Quaife torque-biasing
limited-slip differential (£690) slots
in between the front wheels to try
andmake some sense of those
enormous figures and the clutch and
flywheel are also upgraded (£865).
this particular demo car also has

Brembo brakes (£1930), KW coilovers
(£1512) with eibach anti-roll bars
(£345), a strut brace (£220) and OZ

racing wheels (£984) wrapped in
sticky Pirelli P Zero corsa tyres. It’s
clearly been built with track work in
mind, but Lohen intends for it to be
relatively civilised and practical in
everyday use as well.
the ecu remap and improved

intake and exhaust systems have
liberated close to an extra 100bhp
from the 1.6-litre four-pot, which
as a proportion of the stock 181bhp
is amassive gain. naturally the
character of the engine has changed
dramatically, and there is now a
wider dead spot at the very lower
end of the rev range, but from
around 2500rpm it starts to pull in
a linear and rampantmanner with
good throttle response. the torque
in themid-range is simply vast and

the rush to the limiter is frantic, all
of whichmeans this car feels just
about as rabid and angry as it’s
possible for a hatchback to be.

Boosting the engine so
aggressively is all well and good,
but if the chassis is entirely
overwhelmed it will all be rather
futile. the differential and P Zero
corsa rubber do their very best to
deploymore than 300lb ft and on
smooth, dry surfaces there is very
good traction. the steering wheel
does tug at your fingertips as the
torque builds, but you don’t need
to wrestle with it to keep the car
pointing in a straight line.
soon enough, though, the smooth

surface is replaced by a bumpy,
rutted and cambered one, at which
point the combined efforts of the
engine, differential and aggressive
chassis tune domake the car jolly
lively, even in a straight line. Better
to short shift now and temper
your right foot until the road levels
out again.

On smoother surfaces the car
feels fantastic. theseminis have
always been characterised by

flat-bodied response in cornering,
a darty front end and amobile rear
axle. Lohen’s chassis revisions have
simply turned those traits up by two
or three notches, so the car feels like
a pumped-up, more focused version
of itself, albeit with a reduced
operating window.
the grip those Pirelli tyres claw

out of the road surface takes a bit of
amental recalibration, but you can
still feel the front axle nudging up
to its limits and the rear end loading
up after the turn-in point. there is
still tactility and interaction, then,
rather than unrelenting grip and
nothingmore.
the colour-coded JcW aerokit and

white wheels give this car the look
of a heavily modified car, which for
my tastes spoils the fun somewhat.
I’d keepmine looking as standard as
possible and bait Porsche Boxster
drivers for sport. In giving the car
somuch power and narrowing its
focus to a laser beam, Lohen has
wrung out themini’s potential and,
on smooth roads at least, it really is
tremendously exciting to drive.L
Dan Prosser(@TheDanProsser)

the r56mini chassis is
good, but good enough

to handle 279bhp?

Lohen
Mini

Cooper S

+ Performance, character, dynamic ability on the right road - a handful on thewrong road evo rating ;;;;2Specification
Engine
In-line 4-cyl, 1598cc, turbo

CO2
n/a

Power
279bhp@ 6420rpm

Torque
305lb ft @ 2850rpm

0-60mph
5.5sec (est)

Top speed
160mph (est)

Weight
1150kg (247bhp/ton)

Basic price
see text

Test location: B660, cambridgeshire
GPS: 52.40183, -0.37266

I
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AftermArket tuners
have long been extracting
scarcely believable torque

figures from performance diesel
engines, but all too often the real-
world outcome is an overworked
traction-control system rather than
effective and useful straight-line
pace. A tuned diesel enginemated to
a four-wheel-drive system, however,
is one of those automotive pairings
that justmakes sense, particularly at
this time of year when our roads are
slick with grime.
In standard guise the BmW335d

xDrive would appear to be plenty
potent enough, its 3-litre six-cylinder
engine returning 309bhp and
465lb ft. Like all manufacturers,
though, BmWhas a carefully
balancedmodel hierarchy to protect,
so it falls to the likes of tuner Birds
to tap the engine’s latent potential.
An eCu remap lifts output to 375bhp
and amighty 575lb ft (the latter at
just 2100rpm). two driven wheels
just would not do.

Of course, a big torque figure is
one thing, but it’s torque over a wide
rev band thatmakes a car feel quick.

Drinking as it does from the black
pump, this engine doesn’t sustain its
full twisting force throughout the rev
range, but at 4200rpm there is still
as much torque as the standard car
produces at its peak.

Out on the road the car feels
strong andmuscular without ever
shocking you with its straight-line
pace, while throttle response is
reasonably sharp and the run
towards the limiter impressively
vibrant for a diesel engine. the gruff
engine note is hardly tuneful, but at
least it’s never coarse or unpleasant
in the way diesel-burners can be.

On roads brought to a sheen
by a sharp downpour, the xDrive
system delivers that faintly absurd
torque output without any fuss,
and certainly without awakening
the traction control. effortless
performance, four-wheel-drive
security and high-30s fuel economy
– nomatter what you do – all stack
up to form a compelling package.

Birds has also set to work on the
chassis, fitting springs and dampers
of its own specifications as well as
Alcon front brakes. the suspension

kit was developed both on the
nürburgring and uk roads, the goal
being to find a balance between
control and agility while improving
the standard car’s ride quality.
Despite the 19-inch wheels and
low-profile tyres, there’s a distinct
plushness to the way this car deals
with bumps and intrusions, rather
than the brittleness youmight
expect. Body control, meanwhile, is
taut, with enough support at each
corner that you really can commit to
a sequence of bends.

sports-saloon purists will always
long for rear-wheel drive (to say
nothing of this car running on the
devil’s own), but despite the xDrive
system there’s enough adjustability
on the throttle to keep you
entertained. the steering, however,

is a weak spot, with an irritatingly
springy self-centring action.
the complete B3x-3.5 conversion

costs £8010, including fitting. the
various upgrades can be bought
individually, though: the engine
remap costs £2496; the suspension
is £1682; the brakes are £3380
and Birds’ preferred Continental
sportContact 5 tyres cost £1460.
All told, the kit represents a £1000
saving over the individual items.
Additionally, Birds offers Alcon rear
brakes for £2810, an anti-roll bar
kit for £1037 and a Quaife limited-
slip diff for £2016, although even
company founder kevin Bird reckons
the last two of those options would
be overkill.
tick every box and you’ll add close

to £14,000 to the £41,015 list price of
a brand new car, which takes it firmly
into m3 territory. With used 335ds
available for less than £30,000,
though, the Birds conversion really
does start tomake sense for those
drivers whowant performance,
an engaging chassis and good fuel
efficiency in a single package.L
Dan Prosser (@TheDanProsser)

+ useable performance; ride and handling; economy - expensive if you tick every box evo rating ;;;;ÈSpecification
Engine
In-line 6-cyl, 2993cc, twin-turbo diesel

CO2
n/a

Power
375bhp@ 4700rpm

Torque
575lb ft @ 2100rpm

0-60mph
4.5sec (est)

Top speed
155mph (limited)

Weight
1540kg (247bhp/ton)

Basic price
see text

Conversion for four-wheel-drive diesel
takes only-car-you’ll-ever-need theme
and runswith it to astonishing effectTest location: Iver, Buckinghamshire GPS: 51.52092, -0.51292

Photography: Aston Parrott

Birds BMW 335d B3x-3.5

A
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Test location: A428, Milton Keynes GPS: 52.16614, -0.64956
Photography: Aston Parrott

VW Golf GTD Estate v
Ford Focus ST TDCi Estate

It hAs tAKen VW fIVe
generations of Golf estate
to bring a performance

wagon to the range (the designers
only received orders tomake space
for the dog from theMk3 on) but
now it has two – the R (see Driven,
evo 210) and this, the GtD. think
of it as a pseudo-GtI wagonwith
a 2-litre turbodiesel in place of the
turbocharged petrol engine. so,
it produces less power than a GtI
(181bhp against 217) but a bit more
torque (280lb ft plays 258).
so why did VW not slip the GtI’s

petrol engine into theMk7 Golf
estate’s body and deliver us a hot
tourer with themost famous hot
hatch badge on its tailgate? Because

the GtD hatch outsells the GtI three
to one. It was a no-brainer.
As with the GtD hatch, the wagon

gets GtI front and rear bumpers,
deeper side sills and 18-inch alloys as
standard. Inside there is tartan trim
for the seats and a golf-ball-inspired
gearlever (this car is manual, but
a six-speed DsG is also available).
Mechanically it’s identical to the
hatch, complete with the XDs+
electronic software that does a good
impression of a limited-slip diff by
nipping the brakes of whichever
wheel is on the inside of the corner.
It’s no Golf R, but the GtD is a good
step above its BlueMotion siblings.
It also has a direct rival in the

shape of the focus st, ford’s first

hot diesel estate. this is evo’s fast
fleet st-3 version, whichmeans it
has every bell and whistle available.
It is mechanically standard, however,
whichmeans there’s a 2-litre
turbodiesel four with 182bhp and
295lb ft delivered through a six-
speedmanual gearbox to the front
wheels. the ford also wears the full
battle dress of its petrol hot hatch
and estate brethren (yes, there’s a
petrol st estate, too) and you don’t
needme to tell you which looks the
more overtly sporting of the two.
Where the VW is subtle and

perhaps tries a little too hard to be
understated, the ford is in your face
with its AstonMartin-esque chin
and centre-exit exhaust. Inside, it

even comes with a tight-fitting pair
of leather-finished Recaro seats.

If you’ve driven any Golf GtI from
theMk5 onwards, from behind the
wheel the GtD estate could come
across as an imposter. the visual
cuesmay be there, but it doesn’t
take long to conclude that not all
of the GtI spirit hasmade it across
(less so, in fact, than in the GtD
hatchback).
It’s certainly a step up from a

regular Golf diesel estate, however,
and the contact points do their best
to remind you where your £28,000
went. And yet the performance
doesn’t entice you to summon up
everything on offer. this car covers
groundmore quickly than a regular

two performance estateswith a nod to economy. Butwhich is the better drive?

I
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Golf Estate – the surge of torque is
spread evenly across the rev range
so you’re not constantly throwing
gears at it, and if you don’t ask too
many questions of the platform it
will feed back all you need to know to
maintain pace – but that’s all really.
It delivers 20 per centmore than
you’d expect of a diesel Golf with
an additional 225 litres of luggage
space. At no time do your senses
detect the delights associated with
the petrol-powered GTI.
Unlike the Focus’s steering, which

buzzes with enthusiasm and vigour,
the Golf’s seemsmute. The Ford at
least lets you sense the grip-level
build across the front tyres before
peeling into understeer. Indeed, the

VW Golf GTD Estate v Ford Focus ST TDCi Estate

‘The Focus is
more direct
and precise,

but it becomes
increasingly

ragged the
closer to the

edge you get’

Focus is themore direct and precise
of the two, although it does become
increasingly ragged the closer to the
edge you get. The Ford is alsomore
organic and natural in how it drives
at speed, tightening its line in a
seamless transition should you need
to lift out of the throttle sharply,
whereas the VW ismore artificial – it
remains in control but you feel a step
removed from the process. The GTD
performs to the standard expected
ofmany whowill experience it, but
the Ford’s chassis is better tuned
andmore composed, and is one that
encourages youmore.

The Golf GTD fights back with a
more refined powertrain; one that
sounds less like a diesel and is both

smoother and has amore linear
power delivery than the Ford’s.
The Focus’s is quicker to rev and
requiresmore gearsmore frequently,
although at times it doesn’t feel any
quicker because of it. Of the two, the
Ford’s gearshift is themore precise.

Ultimately, the Golf GTD never
feels more than a sport-inspired
Golf, which is perhaps down to one’s
expectations being higher because
of the bar set by its GTI cousin. It’s
themore upmarket of the two,
with a wider appeal in a premium
world, but the Focus is closer to its
performance aspirations and the
better hot diesel estate.L
Stuart Gallagher
(@stuartg917)

+ Sophisticated chassis, punchy engine - Lacks refinement in this company

evo rating ;;;;2
Engine
In-line 4-cyl, 1997cc, turbodiesel

CO2
110g/km

Power
182bhp@ 3500rpm

Torque
295lb ft @ 2000-2750rpm

0-62mph
8.3sec (claimed)

Top speed
135mph (claimed)

Weight
1488kg (124bhp/ton)

Basic price
£23,295 (ST-1)

Ford Focus ST TDCi Estate

+ Performance and build/materials quality - Still no GTI

evo rating ;;;;2
Engine
In-line 4-cyl, 1995cc, turbodiesel

CO2
115g/km

Power
181bhp@ 3500rpm

Torque
280lb ft @ 1750-3250rpm

0-62mph
7.5sec (claimed)

Top speed
143mph (claimed)

Weight
1400kg (131bhp/ton)

Basic price
£28,285

VW Golf GTD Estate





OF THE MANY NEW CARS I GET TO DRIVE
on your behalf, most are very fast, many are very
beautiful and all are the product of painstaking
design, obsessive engineering and exhaustive
development programmes. Nothing is left to

chance. Apart, it seems, from our comfort behind the wheel.
I’m not talking about air-conditioning or heated/cooled seats

swathed in supple leather. I’m talking about the fundamentals of
a sound driving position and a truly supportive, correctly aligned
seat in which to sit. The days of crazy offsets for the steering
wheel and pedals might be gone (thank goodness), but that
doesn’t stop manufacturers signing off cars with small but critical
compromises to the alignment of seat, steering wheel and pedals
that force our bodies into invisible stress positions.

This year, as in the last 20 or so, I’m sure a few of
those new cars I’ll test will be gloriously comfortable,
yet others will be excruciating, and most will fall
somewhere in between. Given those same cars will be
faster, cleaner, safer and most probably lighter than the
models they replace, why is feeling comfortable and at
one with a car by now not a given?

I’ve lost count of how many times I’ve fiddled with
the reach, rake and height of a steering wheel, shuffled the seat
back and forth and up and down, tilted half a degree this way or
that, only to grudgingly concede the driving position still isn’t
quite right. How can this be? I’m not freakishly tall (or short,
despite what Wikipedia says), don’t have legs like Danny DeVito
or arms like an orangutan. I’m pretty much Mr Average, yet still I
can’t get comfortable.

The more mainstream the car you drive, the more likely you
are to be comfortable. Jump into a Ford Mondeo and the basics
are sound. Apply that to a more evo sphere and it’s the cars with
populist roots, such as the Golf GTI or BMW M3, that tend to feel
best. Perversely, it’s when you push further towards the pinnacle
of high-performance cars, where you’d hope the interface
between car and driver would be flawless, that the patchier things
become. I loved my S2 Lotus Exige, but there were times when
my monthly osteopathy and Nurofen bills rivalled that of my car-
finance payments. Similarly, a few years ago I drove an Aston
Martin DB9 to the Nürburgring and endured such lower back pain
as to question whether it contravened the Geneva Convention. Yet
this was nothing compared to the Lamborghini Huracán I drove
last year, which was so uncomfortable I experienced such intense
pins and needles in my right leg after 20 minutes that I was forced
to periodically use my left foot to operate the throttle. It struck
me that if this had been the car of my dreams, bought on the back

Enough is enough, says Meaden, who’s fed up with petrolheads spending
hundreds of thousands of pounds only to endure crippling pain

O
of many years’ work and a lifetime’s yearning, such intolerable
discomfort would have left me devastated.

Inevitably the worst culprits are those fixed-back carbonfibre
sports seats so beloved of high-end sports car brands. They
might be light and look race-car funky, but they never seem
to offer sufficient lower back support and are rarely the right
width for hips, ribs and shoulders. Yes, I know we’re all different
shapes and sizes. Indeed that’s exactly my point, which is why
these ill-fitting, form-over-function instruments of torture are so
disappointing, for they promise so much yet deliver so little in
the way of connection and support.

Compare this with my recent fitting for a new bicycle and
the car industry’s failings are thrown into stark relief. I used

the Body Geometry Fit service offered by Specialized, but
most high-end bike brands or specialist stores offer something
similar. In short, I spent two hours having a one-to-one session
that was three parts science and one part Savile Row, in which
I was paired with the perfect size of frame, then matched to the
perfect width, height and alignment of handlebars and saddle,
the sweetest throw of the pedals and ideal size of shoe. Detailed
biomechanical analysis using profile and head-on video footage
scrutinised my riding position and tracked the movement of
my legs, which was then used to adjust the cleat position on my
shoes and fine tune the bike’s setup. All for £150.

How is it that a bicycle maker will ensure a customer spending
perhaps a few thousand pounds is as comfortable as they can be,
yet a customer spending hundreds of thousands on a supercar is
expected to accept what they’re given, even if that means they
are unlikely to enjoy the car without experiencing some level of
discomfort? You wouldn’t pay a fortune for a pair of handmade
shoes without going for a fitting, and you certainly wouldn’t
accept them if they were cripplingly uncomfortable. It’s about
time the world’s aspirational high-performance brands stopped
expecting you to do just that with your car. L

b y R I C H A R D M E A D E N

OutsideLine
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t@DickieMeaden

Richard is a contributing editor to evo and one of themagazine’s founding team

‘After 20 minutes in the Huracán, I
was forced to periodically use my
left foot to operate the throttle’



Exclusively for newcomers to the sport, the Ginetta Racing Drivers
Club fulfils your racing itch. Taking you to the UK’s top circuits, you’ll
have step-by-step support as you earn those all-important racing
stripes.

The all-inclusive package includes everything you need to go racing.

Buy the car for £33,300+VAT, and Ginetta gives you:

BEST OF ALL, THE CAR IS YOURS TO KEEP!
WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?

TIME TO GO

-- Road-legal G40 Club Car
-- 12 months road tax
-- Two track days with expert tuition
-- ARDS racing licence
-- Four weekend racing series
-- Full mechanical Ginetta support ginettacars

ginettacars

ginettaTV

info@ginetta.com

0845 2 10 50 50



WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE SEASONAL
tradition? The annual seeing of the family? The
losing of the patience with the family? The yearly
race to fill your house with foods you simply
wouldn’t bother with at any other time of year?

For me, the greatest tradition is a quaint Italian custom which
translates as ‘the throwing of the toys from the pram’ undertaken
by the Ferrari Formula 1 team towards the end of every year. Here
it goes again, threatening to leave the sport if it doesn’t get its way,
as it has done with delightful regularity for many years.

It never happens, of course, and this time was no different as
even sweater-wearing dilettante Sergio Marchionne took a break
from delaying another Alfa recovery plan to admit that, annual
tantrum or not, it was ‘highly improbable’ Ferrari would
take its ball home. Yet still it goes through the motions
of a hissy fit, still everyone debates what would happen
if it really did quit, and still various pundits claim ‘F1
needs Ferrari more than Ferrari needs F1’. Well I’m
sorry, but that last bit is total Prancing Horse poo.

If Ferrari really did walk away, F1 isn’t going to
collapse. Its Italian TV audience might take a bit of a
knock but it’ll soldier on because the whole enterprise is
bigger than any one team. Having Ferrari there is quite
useful because it’s a name people know and that helps
sell the whole thing around the world, it brings a nice
bit of history and continuity, and it carries the welcome
weight of old-money prestige in a sport that otherwise comes
across as crassly Eurotrash and jingle-jangle nouveau. You’d expect
nothing less from a sport run by a fisherman’s lad made good. So
yes, F1 would like Ferrari to take part. But it doesn’t need Ferrari.

Whereas Ferrari has a major problem if it bins off F1. Firstly, it’s
got to sack 700 employees and find something to do with a very
expensive wind tunnel, beyond simply lending it to Haas. Then
it’s got to explain to marketing that it can’t sell the road cars as
‘F1-inspired’ or ‘F1-developed’ or with ‘F1-style seat stitching’ or
however else the company milks its deep involvement in the sexy
end of motorsport. That’s got to include a new ban on those plaques
and stickers boasting of past F1 world titles, because you can’t brag
about such things if you’ve turned your back on them. It sounds
hollow and it leads inevitably to the question: if you were that good
at it, why have you stopped? To which it would have to answer, ‘It’s
because we have had a stampy-footed tantrum. Wah wah wah, buy
a 488 please, as not-developed by Sebastian Vettel.’

If you want another example of Ferrari’s absolute need for F1,
remember that it is now listed on the New York stock exchange.
Its company code is RACE. Bit of a giveaway, that one. And what

better way to make investors feel good about their stock than
the prospect of some tangible success every other Sunday. It’s
more heart-warming than occasionally spotting an old 308 in the
street and remembering that you spaffed the kids’ college fund on
a certificate with a horse in the corner. Plus, when the company
wants to court the heavyweight Wall Street guys, it can invite
them on lavish trips to Grands Prix and show them a nice time
at the glamorous end of their investment. Without that option,
these Wolfish types will find themselves standing in a showroom
on Long Island sipping a glass of warm Merlot and pretending to
give a fig about how a road-going e-diff works.

But there’s more than that. Because beyond the investment
and the marketing and the corporate hospitality opportunities,

there’s the real reason Ferrari needs F1: it’s in its very foundations.
It’s not a road-car company that goes racing to sell more cars.
It’s a racing team that has discovered it can flog road cars with
great success, especially if they come with the sheen of an F1
connection. Ferrari without Formula 1 would be the ex-smoker of
the car world, nervously biting its nails and fiddling with bar mats
as it struggles to find something to do with itself. Ferrari isn’t just
embedded in F1; it’s addicted to it and it gets too much in return
to make quitting a serious prospect.

F1 itself may wax and wane but it’ll muddle through somehow,
as it always has. It’s nice to have Ferrari around, whinging and
all, but if it buggered off there’s nothing that couldn’t be fixed
by focusing on better racing, more interesting personalities
and the real things that draw people to their tellies on a Sunday
afternoon. The only people who see Ferrari as the beating heart
of the sport are Ferrari. And that’s why Ferrari needs F1. Just as
every year it needs to pretend that it doesn’t. L

Forza Ferrari? More like forza tantrum, says Porter, who
takes issue with Maranello’s annual F1-related pomposity

Petrolhead
b y R I C H A R D P O R T E R
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t@sniffpetrol

Richard isevo’s longest-serving columnist and the keyboardbehind sniffpetrol.com
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‘Ferrari without Formula 1
would be the ex-smoker of the
car world, nervously biting its
nails and fiddling with bar mats as
it struggles to find something to do’
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THE GOOD OLD DAYS OF MOTORSPORT.
What does that mean to you? I ask because there’s
a lot of chatter about motorsport’s best days now
being firmly behind us. Do you feel that motorsport
is trading on nostalgia? That we might lose the

kind of magic that saw oceans of spectators amass for Rallye de
Portugal in the 1980s if nothing changes?

There is some truth in the claim that F1, Touring Cars and
rallying aren’t what they were. The racing is still top-drawer –
possibly even closer than ever – but a move towards much tighter
regulations and the perfection of wind tunnels and computer
modelling has meant that the engineering is now more about
incremental gains than trial and error, with fewer of the
eureka moments of years past. A lot of that is to do with
the tightening of belts – innovation costs a hell of a lot
of money – and that’s a shame. But there is somewhere
that’s still free-thinking: Sportscars. In prototype
racing, Audi, Porsche and Toyota are all going in totally
different directions with technology, but when it comes
to lap times there’s a thrilling convergence.

During the 2015 World Endurance Championship
season, among these three teams was a naturally
aspirated 3.4-litre V8 (soon to be replaced by a V6
turbo), a V6 turbodiesel and an incredible little V4 turbo petrol
engine, not to mention lithium-ion batteries, a flywheel and a
supercapacitor. It’s enough to invoke memories of Derek Gardner,
the Tyrrell chief designer who specified an additional front axle
for the P34 in a bid to reduce front-end drag and improve grip, or
indeed Gordon Murray’s Brabham BT46B – the ‘fan car’ driven to
devastating effect by Niki Lauda at the 1979 Swedish Grand Prix.

Indeed, a culture of engineering creativity now exists at the
pointy end of the endurance racing grid and the teams have the
drivers to exploit it. The battle between Mark Webber and Marcel
Fässler at the 6 Hours of Fuji, where the pair diced through rain-
soaked shoals of Porsche 911s and the like, chasing the throttle
like madmen, jousting for the inside line, was remarkable. Fässler’s
Audi R18 had the handling, Webber’s Porsche 919 had the straight-
line pace, hauling itself out of the bends at a rate that would leave a
Formula 1 car in its expertly crafted wake. Over the course of a lap
the difference between the two was cigarette-paper thin and yet
the powertrains fundamentally differed. After six hours Webber’s
no. 17 Porsche finished just a single lap ahead of Fässler’s no. 7
Audi. And if you think that was close, at the 6 Hours of Silverstone,
the difference between Audi and Porsche was just 4.61 seconds,
with the fastest Toyota barely ten seconds adrift in third place.

Fans of racing are all heading to the same place, and you don’t
need to be a genius to understand why, says Dario

It was racing that stirred the soul, and these machines – and
this is a hallmark of endurance racing – are inspirational. With
talk of 1200bhp in qualifying trim, I’m sure the 919 Hybrid will
be talked about in the same breath as legends such as the 917K,
956/962, Sauber C9, Mazda 787B and the XJR-series Jags.

In fact the only way prototype racing could get any better
would be if some of the big names from yesteryear were to return.
Mercedes, Ferrari, Ford and Jaguar all have history in endurance
racing, but the machinery is now so uncompromised that the
cost of competing is astronomical. Audi is said to spend around
$240m annually on its WEC programme. Can you imagine Jaguar
investing such a massive sum just for the opportunity to try to

beat Audi or Porsche? They’d have to sell a lot more F-types…
Further down the WEC grid things might not be quite so space-

age but the variety and quality is still enough to upstage almost
any other racing series. There are the front-engined Aston Martin
Vantage GTEs, the rear-engined Porsche 911 RSRs and the mid-
engined Ferraris (and let’s not forget that Ford is getting its act
together with an entry based on the stunning, box-fresh GT,
which my brother Marino will be driving!). These cars compete
directly but are inherently different to drive on the limit. Again,
the drivers are often world-class and the tactical battles are
fascinating, plus there’s the added thrill of watching what are
essentially road cars going wheel to wheel. Indeed, so proficient
is a 991 GT3 RS, McLaren 675LT or Ferrari 458 Speciale that
there’s not a vast difference between what you can buy and what
you see racing at Le Mans. And with something like an Aston
Martin GT12, well, the difference is almost non-existent.

So, my advice is to buckle up for the 2016 WEC season,
especially if you’re the sort who only usually tunes in for the big
showdown every summer at Le Mans. You can thank me later. L

T

Champ
b y DARIO FRANCHITTI

t@dariofranchitti

Dario is a three-time Indy 500winner and four-time IndyCar champ

‘The pair diced through rain-soaked
shoals of Porsche 911s, chasing
the throttle like madmen while
jousting for the inside line’



Formula One Spa Grand Prix. Total 24 hours of Spa. Spa Summer and 6 hour Classic.
World Series by Renault. World Endurance Championship.
You’ve watched it. Now experience it for yourself.

RSRSpa Premium Trackdays
•The best way to experience your own car safely on-track
• Limited entry, high quality events
• Open pitlane format, free overtaking rules, sportsman-like behaviour encouraged
• Race cars and slick tyres allowed
• All day catering and lunch included
• Private pitboxes, one-on-one professional coaching available upon request
• A wide range of rental cars also available
Make time for yourself. Live the Legend. Contact us and Book today.

RSRSpa Premium Trackdays
p: +32 8727 5116 | w: www.RSRSpa.com | e: sales@RSRSpa.com

2016RSRSpa Premium Trackdays
Circuit de Spa-Francorchamps

19.03.2016 (Sat)

10.04.2016 (Sun)

27.05.2016 (Fri)

14.06.2016 (Tue)

12.09.2016 (Mon)

15.06.2016 (Wed)

06.07.2016 (Wed)

03.08.2016 (Wed)

27.09.2016 (Tue)

21.10.2016 (Fri)

12.11.2016 (Sat)

See what our trackdays
are like on video!

www.RSRSpa.com/tdvid
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Evolution of evo
Like many evo readers, I’ve been a
petrolhead pretty much from birth.
So as much as I enjoy reading the
monthly articles comparing current
and slightly older supercars and
performance cars, my automotive
passion actually spreads much further
than this: I also have a genuine love of
quirky off-roaders (F150 Raptor, Land
Rover 101), Americanmuscle cars (I
own a ’71 Mustang) and other classics
– not to mention motorcycles!

The reason I wanted to share this
is because I thought your decision to
include the gravel group test in issue
218 was spot-on for real car fans.
Having driven off road in rally cars
and performance off-roaders, I can
completely relate to the fact that
these experiences are as appealing
as taking a purebred Italian supercar
around a track. A completely different
experience, of course, but both offer
absolute drilling thrills.

You’re bound to hack off a few
people, but I’m pretty confident
that your plan to include articles
throughout 2016 on the Thrill of Driving
in less familar places will appeal
to most readers. Change is always
uncomfortable for some, but it’s spot
on this time in my opinion.
Shaun Knights

918 not all that
Just got my subscriber copy of evo
218, and settled back for a good read.
I enjoyed the Ambition article with
Frank-SteffenWalliser, but I have to
take issue with his boast that ‘the 918
is the most powerful engine in the
world in terms of bhp per litre – we
have 132bhp per litre. Nobody thought
this was possible’.

I’ll assume that by ‘in the world’ he
meant ‘naturally aspirated road-going
engines’, but clearly young Frank has

never ridden amotorcycle, as a good
modern motorcycle engine makes very
nearly 200bhp per litre (BMW S1000R,
Yamaha R1M, Aprilia RSV4, etc).

Maybe hemeant car engines, but
the 200bhp per litre or so that is now
commonplace makes 132 look pretty
damn feeble, doesn’t it? And these
aren’t temperamental and highly
tuned or unaffordable homologation
specials with 500-mile service
intervals, but regular sports road
bikes that can be ridden every day in
all conditions with normal servicing
intervals and superb longevity. Looks
like Frank has got a bit to learn…
Brett Jeffrey

Different league
I’ve just readWill Rowlands’ letter on
his Cayman S versus the GT4 (evo 218)
and I have to take exception to his
theory that he’s not missing out. Will,
you need to drive both cars!

I loved driving my Cayman S Sport
and did so pretty much every day for
over six years, so I can relate to the joy
of the old Cayman. I was lucky to be in
the right place at the right time and as
a result I am now the proud owner of
a GT4. I drive it almost every day and
it brakes, handles and accelerates in a
way that is nothing like the S.

All I can suggest is thatWill finds
a dealer and gets on a prospective
waiting list now. It will be worth it.
Paul Bouncer

Cat back
Enjoyed your recent piece on Abarth
Classiche (evo 218). Just one thing:
looking at the silhouettes on the
opening pages, is that a kitten I can
see sheltering under the propped-up
engine cover of the Abarth 595? I
never realised cars from the 1960s
could be equipped with a cats…
Mimi Parker

What’s flicked gravel at your windscreen this month?
Inbox

 letters@evo.co.uk t@evomagazinef www.facebook.com/evomagazine evo, 5 Tower Court, Irchester Road,Wollaston,Wellingborough, Northants NN29 7PJ

Above: Shaun Knights wantsmore off-
centre articles like our gravel group test

Above:Mimi Parker spotted a stowaway in
the back of our Abarth 595 silhouette

TheLetteroftheMonthwinsa
ChristopherWardwatch
Thewriter of thismonth’s star letter receives a
ChristopherWard C7 Rapide Chronometer,worth
£599.One of a limited edition of 500 pieces, it
features a 42mmcase, an Italian leather strap,
and a 27-jewel Swiss quartzmovement that has
been certified by the Contrôle Officiel Suisse des
Chronomètres for its accuracy.

Back to the future?

Letter of the Month

www.christopherward.co.uk

I like the look of the new 911 Carrera and it is a tempting
proposition. Once again, in typical Porsche fashion, there are
bundles of new tech, increases in economy and another 0.1 or
0.2sec off the 0-62 time.

The pace race must be finite, though. The new Turbo S dips
under 3 seconds to 62mph. Is that a comfortable experience?
Would 2 seconds be better? Perhaps more like a punch from
Mike Tyson than from a mechanical boxer. More importantly,
surely there is very short joy within the legal envelope. And
these cars are so packed with digital advances that they
must surely have a built-in obsolescence or a very expensive
dependence on the franchised dealerships.

Imagine for a moment that you could take today’s super-
light 911 body and fill it with analogue tech. No driver
distractions or aids, no PDK, PASM, PDCC, P-whatever. Now
stick some skinny tyres on it for an emphasis on handling
and in the back a revised, EU-compliant 300bhp air-cooled
engine. A 911 R-Classic? I’d buy one.
Greg Thompson
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Order online at www.aguriworld.co.uk
or telephone 0330 102 5578

The new performance standard in speed trap detection.
Advanced GPS speed trap detection combined with
outstanding radar and laser performance designed specifically
for the UK and Europe. Skyway will provide advanced warning
of all speed traps plus 1000’s of locations where mobile speed
traps are commonly used. With free Lifetime updates, no
subscription charges and no download fees.

Ready to go, straight out of the box.
Skyway comes preloaded with our latest speed trap database,
so will work straight out of the box, automatically looking for
speed traps as soon as you switch it on. Skyway is quick and
easy to install and can be transferred easily from vehicle to
vehicle.

360 degree licence protection.
Skyway uses the latest 360 degree detection technology.
Our Super-High sensitivity platform provides advance warning
of K-Band, X-Band, Ka-Band and Laser speed traps across
the UK and Europe.

No more
speeding tickets.

SKYWAY

Quote voucher code EVO to claim your
£20 discount and FREE next day delivery.

Exclusive Reader Offer
Normal RRP £149.99

NOW ONLY
£129.99

SAVE
£20inc VAT

No download fees. No subscription fees.

FREE SPEED TRAP
UPDATES

Eleanor, simple!
Paul Giannandrea

Aston Martin DB10. Looks beautiful,
sounds amazing. Who doesn’t want to
be amodern 007?
Alex_

The Bond Lotus Esprit submarine, so I
can drive to work down the canal and
avoid the traffic. Or a flying DeLorean
timemachine, which would let me have
a lie-in, dodge traffic, and still get to
work on time.
Si_

Cameron Frye’s dad’s 250 GT California.
Needs no explanation.
Barry

Though presumably not backwards
through a plate glass window…
GPG

The Citroën DS used in the 2011 version
of Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy. Although
I am not sure it would have been
entirely appropriate to be used by
spies in England during that era (far
too conspicuous, surely), it looked a
lovely example, especially in the scene
on a runway near the end of the film.
Bishopwasahero

TheMadMax Interceptor. In fact, I’d
happily drive it as a daily. Nothing beats
a blown V8 on open pipes for sound and
it looks badass.
NotoriousREV

The Porsche 928 from Risky Business.
Because it’s a Porsche 928, why else?!
I.A.M

Manual black Porsche 928 inWeird
Science for me. I wore out a VHS tape
watching it in my teens. Why? As a kid
in the ’80s, that’s what I thought my
teenage years were going to be like.
carlos

The Porsche 356 A Speedster from
Another 48 Hours is stunning and
timeless.
Suf

A bit of a cliché, but the Miura from
The Italian Job, on the same road.
Minus the bulldozer in the tunnel.
Twig

When I was younger I always wanted a
Trans-Am like the Bandit had, but now I
realise that would be horrendous every
day. Would work as a toy, though.
clio200

Think I’d probably go with the ’70
Firebird from American Beauty rather
than a ’77 car – with ‘AmericanWoman’
on the radio, as per the film.
GPG

John Milner’s chopped ’32 Deuce Coupe
complete with THX 138 plate from
American Graffiti.
ste

The car from the opening sequence of
The Pink Panther. I was sooo jealous of
the lad that drove it…
mik

A 1968 Ford Mustang GT, in the vain
hope that I could ever be as cool as
Steve McQueen.
Jimmy Choo

Talking Point

Movie cars
Lastmonth,wedrove theV8-powered JaguarC-X75 that

appeared inSpectre.Wealso askedwhich car fromthe silver
screen youwould like to sample. Here’swhat you said…

Join the discussion
Keep an eye on evo.co.uk or follow us on Facebook (facebook.com/
evomagazine) to participate in our regular Talking Point debates.

The best comments will be published here each month
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What the hell did they do, put in a new
engine? Seems expensive for oil, an oil
filter and an air filter. And you should
use US-spec tyres. Youmay not get
round corners but you’ll get 60,000
miles out of them, easy…
FatChris

They did send us a video clip of the
car underside to show us the tyre
wear. Maybe the voiceover guy was
expensive.
PaulJ

It’s the halo version. High maintenance
costs are expected…
Alex_

The first service in 18,000miles cost
£450. That is nothing if you think
about it.
SimonB

Cost per mile no, but what was
involved other than an oil change? It’s
a first service, not a 1,000,000-mile
overhaul.
JL

The spark plugs and themicro filter
were also changed, so all in all I
suppose it’s OK.
PaulJ

First service on the Yeti at 18k miles
was £200. They valeted it and left a
litre top-up bottle of oil in a fancy case
in the boot.
Carlos

I got a five-year servicing plan on
myM5 for £500. It may be worth
getting something similar on her next
purchase.
IanF

Amajor service on a Bentley costs just
over £1000 at HR Owen, which makes
a car with 12 cylinders seems cheap to
service compared to a four-cylinder
derv.
Mito Man

Seven-year maintenance is included in
the Ferrari’s 488 GTB’s price. That will
not include tyres and brakes though...
pilouil

PaulJ

Servicing costs
Mypartner had the first service doneonherAbarth 595

yesterday. It cost £424at the supplyingdealer. It’s done 18,000
miles sowehadnew front tyres tooand the tracking checked,
bringing the total spendover the last twodays to£650.Are all

towncars/lifestyle accessories this demanding?

Thread of the Month

From the forums: community.evo.co.uk/forums

ThreadoftheMonthwinsaRoadAngelsafety
camera&blackspotalertdeviceworth£159.99

The originator of the best evo forum
threadwins a RoadAngel Gem+.The
Gem+ automatically updates its camera
database as you drive and allows users to
share the locations of ‘live’ camera vans.



FORD FOCUS RS

U N D E RU N D E R   
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P R E S S U R E

by DA N PROSSE R

PHO T O GR A PH Y by GUS GR EG ORY

There’s been hype, Ken Block, Drift
mode, the Stig and a 12-month drip-feed

of information. Now we’ve driven the new
Focus RS, does it deliver on its promise to

be one of the best hot hatches ever?

P R E S S U R E
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FORD FOCUS RS

W h e n yo u ’ r e t r y i n g t o r a t i o n a l i s e
a new car’s dynamic behaviour, there’s one very obvious
framework of reference on which to call: prior experience of
whatever else you’ve driven. You drive the car, recall similar
traits in other cars and then allow those impressions to settle
into a neatly labelled folder in your mind. But when you find
yourself rummaging around in the duller parts of your long-
term memory – in this instance a family holiday in Cyprus,
aged 12 – in order to understand just what the hell is going
on, it’s clear that the car in question is a unique thing.

The term ‘hot hatch’ just doesn’t seem adequate any more.
With the emergence of the second-generation Audi RS3, the
Mercedes-AMG A45 and, to a lesser extent, the Volkswagen
Golf R, we’ve witnessed the rise of a whole new sector. I’ll
propose ‘super hatch’ (took hours that one) and save ‘mega
hatch’ for the inevitable moment that one manufacturer or
other busts the 400bhp threshold. The new Ford Focus RS
certainly meets the lofty requirements of the super hatch
category: 345bhp, 347lb ft and 0-62mph in 4.7 seconds.

It’s the third Focus to wear the RS badge, but it differs from
the first two generations by powering all four wheels (we
should probably ratify that as a prerequisite of this new class
here and now). Power comes from a 2.3-litre, turbocharged
four-cylinder, with the only transmission option being a six-
speed manual. Where the RS stands apart from the rest of the

super hatch crowd is that it doesn’t just use an off-the-shelf
Haldex four-wheel-drive system, which is fundamentally
limited in how precisely it can apportion drive between each
wheel. The RS’s four-wheel-drive system is quite special. For
one thing it can send a higher proportion of torque rearwards
than a Haldex setup can, and for another it uses a couple of
clutch packs in the RDU, or rear drive unit, to finely control
the torque split between the rear wheels. It’s proper torque
vectoring. This means Ford’s engineers have been able to
write countless lines of code that instruct the four-wheel
drive to behave exactly how they want it to. We can take it
as a sign of those Ford engineers being thoroughly likeable
blokes that what they want is for the RS to powerslide.

The Blue Oval is as blue collar as it gets, but what the
Focus RS loses in badge appeal to its class rivals it wins
back in value. Its 345bhp puts it almost 50bhp clear of the
Golf R, but starting at £29,995 it’s actually the better part of
£1000 cheaper than the VW. The slightly underwhelming
RS3 and A45 AMG do outgun the Ford – by 17bhp and
31bhp respectively – but the German alternatives are at least
£10,000 more expensive.

The RS’s cabin does fall short of its rivals’ in terms of fit and
finish, but it’d be a hard taskmaster who finds the materials
to be wholly inadequate. The standard sports seats offer good
support, but my preference is for the optional shell-backed
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‘The new Focus RS
certainly meets the
lofty requirements
of the super hatch
category: 345bhp,
347lb ft and 0-62mph
in 4.7 seconds’
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FORD FOCUS RS

buckets. Not only are they more supportive still, but they also
do away with the standard items’ slightly garish blue leather
trim across the shoulders.

With the car set to its Normal mode, the steering is light,
the exhaust subdued and the ride ever so slightly bouncier
than a Golf R’s. Beyond the Normal mode the RS offers Sport,
Track and, intriguingly, Drift settings, with a number of
additional parameters for each. ‘Sport mode gives the driver
a sportier feeling without making any huge changes,’ says
David Put, vehicle dynamics supervisor at Ford Performance.
‘This mode is for road use and we try to keep it controllable.
The electronic stability control is unchanged, for example.
The steering gets heavier, you get pops and burbles from the
exhaust, the throttle is sharper and there is a little change in
the calibration of the RDU.

‘Track mode moves the ESC into a middle setting – we
call it Sport. This mode is for a smooth track and it gives
the fastest lap time. The RDU settings change to optimise
traction and shoot the car out of corners. In Drift mode the
ESC stays in Sport but the RDU can send all the torque to one
side instead of splitting it evenly, so you get maximum yaw
gain. The torque split is continuously adapting to speed, grip
and so on [to sustain a powerslide].’

In each of the various drive modes the ESC system can
be set to Sport or switched off fully via a button next to the
gearlever, while another button on the left-hand stalk allows

you to switch between two damper settings. Put says the
firmer setting was developed solely for track use, explaining
that the default mode gives plenty of control on the road.
Finally, there are two tyre options: Michelin Pilot Super
Sports and the track-ready Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2. Again,
Put prefers the base tyre for road use, but says the Cup 2 is
better on circuit.

The launch route takes in the spectacular mountain
roads to the west of Valencia before leading us to the nearby
Moto GP race circuit. The roads are as smooth as a marble
floor and a little short on grip, at least until the sun breaks
through the morning cloud to burn away the dew. Every
corner is a neat, constant-radius bend, most of them taken in
third gear but some right at the top of second.

The steering immediately feels weightier in Sport mode
and for the first few miles I’m irritated by the artificial
resistance around the straight-ahead – the kind that dulls any
sense of connection to the front axle on initial turn-in. With
the chassis loaded up in a corner, though, and with more
than a few degrees of lock dialled in, the steering becomes
very crisp and detailed, with none of the nasty, springy self-
centring that blights so many modern steering systems.

The gearshift is slick with a direct throw and the engine
feels sharper than it did in Normal mode. Throttle response
is good, and with maximum torque available from 2000rpm
there’s an enormous swell of thrust to tap into at all times.



Above: six-speedmanual
is the only gearbox offered.
Belowand left: rear wing,

diffuser, bumpers and
grille are all new for the RS;
Nitrous Blue paint is £745

‘A trackday marshal
would soon be waving
his black flag if you
used Drift mode
to its full
potential’



The engine seems to surge a little at 4000rpm, then once
again over the final 500rpm to the red line.

This is not a thrilling engine, though, which is pretty much
a universal truth of modern four-cylinder turbo units. The
engineers have worked hard to imbue it with some character
– the warbling induction note and pops and bangs on the
overrun are a bit of fun, if ultimately contrived – and in all
objective terms it is very well conceived. Ultimately, though,
it’s effective rather than memorable.

Time and again I crave another 500rpm right at the top
of the rev range, just to allow me to hold a lower gear as I
approach the next corner rather than having to change up.
With the rev limiter set at 6700rpm the engine runs out of
reach, like the puck of a fairground strongman game falling
short of hitting the bell. The temptation is to assume that
345bhp in a hatchback would feel outrageously, inordinately
potent. The RS’s straight-line performance is very strong, no
doubt, but it doesn’t ever feel violently accelerative.

I try the stiffer suspension mode for a few miles, but it
clearly adds nothing to the car’s dynamic ability. Instead, it
simply finds whatever imperfections there are in this smooth
surface and shunts them into the body as small vertical
inputs. Importantly, there’s such abundant body control and
composure in the default mode that there’s no need to tie the
car down any further. Not once does it get light or floaty over
crests or in direction changes, which means you can throw
input after input into the car without ever having to wait for it
to settle and regain its composure. As it lands in compressions
at speed, meanwhile, the suspension soaks up the impact in a
single stroke without ever running out of travel.

There is a degree of roll in the chassis when cornering, but
it’s a very natural and intuitive consequence of leaning hard
on the Michelins rather than a lack of control. In fact, it’s the
roll that makes you feel as though you’re working the chassis
hard and it’s the roll that paints a clear picture of how much
purchase the tyres are finding mid-corner.

The front axle responds at a very predictable rate to
steering inputs and it finds enormous bite on the way into
bends, particularly if you trail-brake. These Super Sport
tyres actually hold a line so effectively that I wonder at the
need for Cup 2s on the road. So often adding grip to a chassis
just neutralises it, and the more approachable limits of a
lower specification tyre make for a more rewarding driving
experience, I’m sure.

With a fairly pointy natural chassis balance the car will
take a slight rear-led attitude on the way into tighter corners
when you turn in off the throttle. If you get the car into
a corner in that shape, which does require a fair degree of
commitment, and stand on the power a lot earlier than seems
sensible, the four-wheel-drive system will convert that lift-
off oversteer into the gentlest of powerslides, just enough so
that you can open the steering slightly and feel the car being
driven from the rear. It’s almost as though you’re flying the
car and it’s precisely the kind of behaviour I crave in each of
those Haldex-equipped rivals.

On a wet road the RS can be persuaded to slither around
a little, but in the dry it’ll never sweep out of a corner on a
half turn of corrective lock in the manner of a rear-wheel-
drive car. It just has too much traction for that. Instead,
the fun in the RS is in that very slight entry and exit slip,

Top: 20-spokewheels
are optional; basic design
has ten spokes but is the
same 8 x 19in size.Top

right: standard Recaros,
completewith showy blue
detailing.Above: 2.3-litre

four has a twin-scroll turbo
and puts out 345bhp; open
air filter helps tomaximise

air-flow on rolling roads
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FORD FOCUS RS

ford
focus rs

Engine In-line 4-cyl, 2261cc, turbo
CO2 175g/km
Power 345bhp @ 6000rpm
Torque 347lb ft @ 2000-4500rpm
Transmission Six-speed manual,
four-wheel drive, torque vectoring, ESC
Front suspensionMacPherson struts, coil
springs, adaptive dampers, anti-roll bar
Rear suspension SLA independent
with control blade, coil springs, adaptive
dampers, anti-roll bar
Brakes 350mm ventilated discs front,
302mm solid discs rear, ABS, EBD
Wheels 8 x 19in front and rear
Tyres 235/35 R19 front and rear
Weight 1524kg
Power-to-weight 230bhp/ton
0-62mph 4.7sec (claimed)
Top speed 165mph (claimed)
Basic price £29,995
On sale Now

evo rating:;;;;;

and in that window it is hugely entertaining, not just
in the context of its class rivals but in overall high-
performance car terms.

It does remain to be seen just how effectively the
RS deals with a really rotten British back-road, but
I’d be staggered if the chassis was completely untied
by a rutted, broken surface. The brakes, meanwhile
– which comprise 350mm ventilated discs with four-
piston Brembo calipers at the front, plus 302mm solid
discs at the rear – are strong and easy to modulate and
the pedal stays reasonably firm even as the system
temperatures soar.

Running on the Cup 2 tyres and in Track mode,
the RS feels tremendous on circuit, too. So often
road cars just feel all at sea on a wide circuit, but the
Ford is agile, responsive and – with the dampers set
to their stiffer mode – very well controlled, too. The
four-wheel-drive system claws enormous traction out
of the track surface, which means you can stand on
the power very early in corners and slingshot the car
down the next straight.

And so to the Drift mode. Before I go any further it
is necessary to note that the typical trackday marshal
would soon be waving his black flag so hard if you
used this mode to its full potential that he’d probably
take flight. That’s a pity, really, because Drift mode is
terrific fun. It’s at its best in long, second-gear corners.

The key is to get the car understeering slightly on
turn-in before standing on the throttle with as
little decorum as you can muster. The four-wheel-
drive system then overloads the outside rear tyre, at
which point the car will swing into a wide, sweeping
arc. All you need to do now is keep your right foot
planted and the steering wheel straight, at least until
the end of slide, where you do need to dial-in some
corrective lock.

It’s as though the car is connected from the front
bumper by a taut wire to a pivot point at the apex of the
corner, about which it rotates. It’s a completely alien
sensation to me in automotive terms. I can only equate
it to the feeling of an inflatable rubber ring being
swung out wide behind a speedboat in a high-speed
turn (Cyprus, aged 12).

It’s not at all like the sensation of a rear-wheel-drive
car in a slide because there’s no need to modulate the
throttle and the steering inputs aren’t so critical. It
isn’t terribly civilised behaviour, but I have so much
fun going back and forth through the same corner that
I overheat the four-wheel-drive system.

I suppose fun is what this Ford is all about, be it
on the road or a circuit. Among a group of cars that
are characterised as much by their inability to really
excite at the limit as by their genre-busting levels of
performance, that makes the Focus RS stand out. L



One-trick
pony?

by j e t h rO b Ov i ngd On

PhO t O gr A Ph Y by PAU L h A r M e r

It’s the first Mustang
developed for Europe as well as

the US. But does it offer more than
just traditional muscle-car brute force?



Ford mustang gt
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You’ve heard the news, right? You
know, the big news. Nope, not ‘Ludicrous Mode’ or the
advances in autonomous driving. Not even anything
to do with ‘connectivity’ or ‘mobility solutions’.
The BIG news. The Mustang. It’s got independent
rear suspension. I know, right? Independent rear
suspension. And you can buy it in right-hand
drive. For £34,495. Not some watered-down V6 or
four-cylinder turbo version. A full-fat 5-litre vee-
mutherflippin’-eight Mustang with 410bhp for the
price of an M235i. Right in time for crashing petrol
prices and the diesel backlash. Did I mention it’s got
multi-link rear suspension?

Apologies for the hysteria but there’s something
about the Ford Mustang that seems to whip up a
storm of excitement, hype and, in its home market
at least, amazing loyalty. Ford guys are Ford guys,
GM guys are GM guys and never the twain shall
meet eye-to-eye. Here in the UK the landscape is
rather different. Oh sure, the Mustang has its own
vehement following, but it’s miniscule, and although

every five or six years there’s a buzz of anticipation
in the press as tentative plans to officially offer the
Mustang are rumoured, it always comes to nothing.
A press car arrives, gets plenty of coverage and then
disappears because there’s no real business case for it.
But now the Mustang is on sale here officially and in
right-hand drive. And it’s arguably the most relevant
Mustang there’s ever been for Britain and continental
Europe, fitted as it is with that new rear suspension
system and tuned to work globally through the ‘One
Ford’ philosophy. So we must judge it as a real car,
rather than a fun, noisy piece of fluff. On a freezing
cold day in January, wind howling and carrying great
sheets of rain and sleet, that shouldn’t be a problem.

Having said that, the Mustang is near-impossible
to judge as we might something such as the new and
not dissimilarly priced Focus RS. How do you pick a
rival? An M235i or 370Z Nismo, perhaps? Or maybe
a 435i, RS3 or even an M4? Then again, maybe Focus
RS or Golf R buyers might fancy something more
unusual but still reliable and vaguely practical? It’s a

‘Quality has
taken a leap
upwards, yet
theMustang
still feels big
and brassy’
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bit of a minefield. So for now the group test can wait.
We want to get to know the Mustang all on its own,
on typically bumpy, testing roads, to cut through
both the immediate Americana intoxication and the
distraction of a Golf R travelling just shy of the speed
of sound on a sopping wet road. And besides, Mustang
versus B-road is an intriguing battle all on its own.
Today we discover if the Mustang is actually any good.

The drive to Pontypridd in south Wales last night
confirmed it’s definitely not bad. That might sound
incredibly condescending but the last Mustang I drove,
a Shelby GT500 (evo 178), felt pretty horrendous in
similar conditions: no grip, a shuddering, loose ride
quality and a general sense of slightly shambolic
engineering and execution. It was thumpingly fast,
but on greasy roads in the UK and later in Germany
(we tried and failed to do 200mph) the novelty of
being in a Mustang soon gave way to disappointment
served up with a super-sized portion of fear.

This car is different. It projects the famous pony
badge onto the pavement as you approach at night.

Silly, but quite cool. You slide in and it feels a bit like
Mustangs of old but quality has taken a perceptible
leap upwards. It still feels big and brassy, those sharp-
edged ridges running along the bonnet adding to the
sense that this is something alien, something exciting.
This Mustang doesn’t feel huge, though. The last car
– dimensionally almost identical – really did feel tall,
wide and bulbous. This one is altogether leaner, or at
least persuasively gives that impression.

The drivetrain and ride quality felt transformed last
night, too. Still very definitely not from around these
parts, but with a polish I had hoped to discover but
doubted I would. The 5-litre V8 is smooth and torquey,
emitting a deep and resonant woofle at low revs but
with a clean, hissing delivery as it works through the
mid-range and up towards the rev limit. The six-speed
manual is also a treat. The throw is short and toothy,
requiring just enough muscle to operate and fitting
with the tight, energetic delivery of that hypnotic V8.
More encouraging still is the much more sophisticated
feel to the chassis. The GT still patters at low speeds

Ford Mustang gt

Above: standard-fit Pirelli
P Zeros struggle in the
cold andwet; enjoyable
for oversteer, not somuch
for understeer. Left: along
with the rest of the cabin,
the instrumentation is
aeronautics-inspired



on rough roads but cruising on the motorway there’s
a fluency and control that’s unrecognisable from
various Mustangs I’ve tried over the years. So this
morning I’m feeling positive, the Mustang a ray of
‘Triple Yellow’ sunshine on an otherwise filthy day.

Hearing the big quad-cam V8 fire up only
adds to the sense of anticipation. Despite all the
improvements we hope to find, I guess it’s still the
V8 that defines this car’s appeal and will lure buyers.
And why not? The numbers it produces are strong –
410bhp at 6500rpm and 391lb ft at 4250rpm – and
it’s full of burly charisma. The GT isn’t a light car, at
1711kg, but it still hustles up to an electronic limiter at
155mph and hits 62mph in 4.8 seconds. Suspension is
by MacPherson struts at the front and an aluminium-
intensive multi-link setup at the rear and the GT has
some tasty hardware in terms of braking, too. Up front
are six-piston Brembos with 380mm discs.

Of course, the GT comes with a Torsen-type
limited-slip differential to make the best use of its rear
275/40 R19 P Zeros. Despite three steering modes
(Normal, Comfort and Sport) and four driving modes
(Snow/Wet, Normal, Sport+ and Track) the Mustang
actually uses fixed-rate dampers and never feels like
a car that requires decoding before it feels naturally
configured. It’s quite an intuitive car right out of
the box. Fiddle around and you’ll find that the drive
modes alter throttle response, and in Track there’s a
more lenient stability-control setting. You can disable
traction control and ESC completely in any mode. For
a slice of pure American fun, it also has a Line-Lock
function, which applies the front brakes but allows
the rears to spin freely into a radiant burn-out.

Our chosen route climbs gently out of a village, the
road ragged and coarsely surfaced but with only gentle
curves. Then it bunches up for a few tighter corners

before the incline steepens and there’s a blessed
stretch of fresh black tarmac. Turn left at the peak and
the surface deteriorates again, the road fast, blind and
full of wicked little compressions and treacly rivers of
mud and stones washed down the adjoining forestry
tracks. Then it opens out and falls down a spectacular
ridge – hairpins, Armco and crumbling slate throwing
even more surprises into the mix. For me it feels like
home. For the Mustang it’s a funny kind of holiday.

As mentioned, the Mustang is an intuitive car
and even away from everyday driving that remains
the case. It feels natural and balanced with nicely
weighted steering and easily measured responses. The
big Brembo brakes – part of the Performance Package
in the US but standard-fit here – are superb, offering
instant and consistent bite and a real sense of how
much grip there is. You need to tune into those signals
and listen to what your backside is telling you, because
the Mustang’s steering has a nice rate of response but
there’s very little feedback humming through the big,
chunky rim. Sport mode is best avoided as the weight
it adds masks what little information you may glean.

Despite not being the last word in feedback, it
says much for the Mustang’s inherent balance that
you quickly find yourself reaching for the traction-
control button. Maybe not disabling ESC altogether
but flicking traction control off in order to use this big
coupe’s lovely power delivery to help steer you along
a road. It’s a pretty well judged mode, letting you
bring the tail into play but stepping in curtly should
you take too many liberties. Perhaps in the dry the
stability control might feel a little too severe when it
activates, but on hellishly cold and wet surfaces it at
once encourages you to breach the limits but defines
just how far you can go with reassuring discipline.
Track mode has its own distinct and slightly more
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‘TheGT’s
inherent
balance
means you
quickly find
yourself
reaching for
the traction
control
button’

ford mustang gt

Left: this is the first
Mustang to bemadewith
right-hand drive in six
generations. Far right:
5-litre V8 surely amajor
selling point, although a
2.3-litre EcoBoostmodel
will follow (really)
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refined halfway-house setting, but I find the throttle
mapping too jumpy in these tricky conditions.

I should say that the P Zeros don’t find much grip
at all in the wet. Turn in at what feels like a very
reasonable speed and the front starts to glide away
from you. Give it a split second and the grip comes
back, but now that you’re near the limits, even the
tiniest throttle opening yields oversteer. In slower
corners it’s easily dealt with by the electronics or a
flick of steering correction, but exiting faster corners
it’s easy to get a spiteful swat of oversteer that can feel
a bit edgy. In reality this is just the Mustang’s way of
doing things, so long as you’re ready it’s a very easy car
to provoke, control and exploit. It feels pretty heroic
slip-sliding up that ridge, the V8 hammering away and
the tail gently swinging behind it. Graceful, too.

You might imagine that I’m pretty happy in my
Mustang, then? Pretty. But there are some issues.
Independent rear suspension or not, the Mustang
doesn’t like rapid-fire bumps and the dampers can’t
cope with bigger lumps, either. There’s one particular
right-hander that drops away just after you turn-

in. It doesn’t look like much but it exposes all of the
Mustang’s weaknesses in one moment of panic…

So you turn and the outside front wheel immediately
falls away into the dip. The car feels light, floating
above its dampers, which don’t want to grab hold of its
weight. You instantly realise that the car will soon hit
the bottom of the compression and that you then need
to brake slightly and turn in the opposite direction for
the adjoining left. Will it grip? You can’t tell: the car is
in a state of flux, completely disconnected from what
the road is doing. Before you can so much as yelp,
the wheel reaches the bottom of the compression,
thwacks back up at the body rapidly and sends a
shuddering hit through the chassis. It grips, just, but
the suspension is still struggling to find equilibrium
and now you’ve got to brake and turn left. The front
pushes into understeer then the lightest touch on the
throttle gives a flash of oversteer, all the time the body
heaving around uncomfortably. We make it through
but both of us need a breather.

Of course, you don’t get a breather up here and for
every corner that the Mustang drives through cleanly

ford mustang gt

‘It feels
pretty heroic
slip-sliding up
the ridge, V8
hammering

away’
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and balanced on the throttle, there are four of five
moments where the body control just disappears. For
me this is a deal-breaker because I hate that sensation
of a car’s body and suspension running out of sync, the
car unable to respond to your commands precisely.
A sports car needs an inner steel and on these roads
the Mustang can’t summon the composure that sets
apart the really great cars. In fact the body control
is far too lazy to use all of the performance. That’s
frustrating because beneath the limited body control
is a predictable, entertaining balance.

I can’t help reflecting how the Mustang might
have fared should we have brought rivals along. Of
course, it wouldn’t run with a Golf R or any of the best
hatchbacksformorethanabout30secondsbeforetheir
blunt rear ends disappeared out of sight. I suspect an
M235i would generate more grip and certainly exhibit
better body control, but the BMW has its own issues:
poor traction and a jagged, sharp-edged gait that
feels fighty rather than fluid. A 370Z Nismo? Perhaps
that’s the closest in spirit to the Mustang and it feels
smaller and lighter than the Ford, but the Mustang’s

voluptuous V8 is so much more appealing than the
Zed’s coarse V6. The required £35,000 or thereabouts
buys you some truly great cars, then, but there’s not
a dynamically unimpeachable coupe short of the
Cayman, which costs from £39,694. So in the context
of appealing, fast, capable but slightly compromised
competition, does the Mustang stack up?

That rather depends. You see, the Mustang simply
isn’t good enough when you’re driving just for driving’s
sake on the sorts of roads we love. It feels too heavy, the
body control is compromised too easily and despite so
many promising ingredients, in the end it still feels like
afishout of water intheUK.That’sa killerblow.And yet
I can understand why somebody might forego locked-
down, muscular dynamics on roads like these in order
to have access to that drivetrain, those evocative looks
and a taste of something entirely different every single
day. Despite my reservations, there’s a really good
car lurking within the Mustang. The GT350 version,
which has a 5.2-litre flat-plane-crank V8 with 526bhp
and a more aggressive chassis setup, should be quite a
car. Can we have it in right-hand-drive, please? L

Left: newMustang GT
gets substantial 380mm
Brembo discs at the front
and 330mmdiscs at the

back.With a kerbweight of
1711kg, it needs them

FORD
MUSTANG 5.0 V8 GT

Engine V8, 4951cc
CO2 299g/km

Power 410bhp @ 6500rpm
Torque 391lb ft @ 4250rpm

Transmission Six-speed manual,
rear-wheel drive, LSD

Front suspensionMacPherson struts,
coil springs, dampers, anti-roll bar

Rear suspensionMulti-link, coil springs,
damp ers, anti-roll bar

Brakes Ventilated discs, 380mm front,
330mm rear, ABS, EBD

Wheels 9 x 19in front, 9.5 x 19in rear
R19 front, 275/40 R19 rear

Weight 1711kg
Power-to-weight 243bhp/ton

0-62mph 4.8sec (claimed)
Top speed 155mph (limited)

Basic price £34,495
On sale Now

evo rating: ;;;42



Fifty years after dethroning Ferrari
at the 24 Hours of Le Mans, Ford is
attempting to repeat the trick with
the stunning new GT. evo reveals
how it’s going to happen

by N IC K T RO T T,

H E N RY C AT C H P OL E A N D

S T UA RT G A L L AGH E R

X-RA I D DAKAR

THE
FORDS
AWAKEN
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OV ER THE L AST YE A R , EVO H AS BEEN
following the story of Ford’s return to the supercar arena
– and its return to top-flight endurance racing. What you
are about to read is the result of a truly international
information-gathering exercise. We’ve chased the key
Ford Performance people all over the world in the last
12 months to get a real handle on what is arguably the
most exciting car of the year, and the most important
motorsport story of 2016.

From Raj Nair, the man who ultimately presses the
start button on any racing programme, to the drivers,
engineers, execs, designers and directors – we’ve got them
all. It proved to be a deeply fascinating exercise…

Why does motorsport matter to Ford?
Raj Nair, executive vice president, product development, and
chief technical officer: Motorsport remains important to us
– our heritage is founded on a race that Henry Ford won in
1901. We shouldn’t forget that we build cars, and there’s
an entire sport revolving around cars. There are not a lot
of businesses that can claim this.

Engagement provides a return, and at the moment the
return is pretty good – NASCAR especially. In some other
sports, the series have become more about the driver

than the manufacturer, so when you win it’s the driver
that wins and when you have a mechanical issue it’s the
manufacturer that loses. For Europe, we support WRC, but
we’re not a factory team. And, frankly, F1 and the expense
it takes and the return… It seems more about Lewis versus
Nico than it is about Mercedes against Ferrari.

So there’s a passion for motorsport at all levels in the
company, but we have a responsibility to our shareholders
and our employees to use capital wisely.

Why does the return of Ford to GT racing matter?
Dave Pericak, global director, Ford Performance: To
celebrate 50 years of heritage with the programme is
important to us. More importantly, the Ford GT serves as
the pinnacle of performance to us. It’s a global deal for us
– to show what we can do. It’s a representation of what’s
great at Ford.

How important is tradition?
Jim Farley, executive vice president and president, Europe,
Middle East and Africa: I encourage us to look at traditional
and non-traditional motorsport. Take our relationship
with Ken Block – that’s non-traditional. It’s given us
tremendous exposure but it’s not racing. The reality of the
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motorsport world is that there are so many more choices of
where to spend those dollars. And the digital experience is
becoming so much more attractive.

How important is Le Mans?
Chip Ganassi, team manager, Chip Ganassi Racing: It goes
back to when I was a child and I had a GT40 slot car. So
the Ford GT and I go way back. I raced in Le Mans in 1987
– I drove. Our team have won a lot of races, including
Indianapolis, but this, Le Mans, is another one of the four
great races. That’s what we’re here to do.

Why partner with engineering outfit Multimatic?
Raj Nair: They brought a lot of expertise when we were
thinking about doing the GT – from some aspects of
other work they had done in this vein. The fact that they
bring the carbonfibre expertise, that they bring the race
expertise. They’re a known entity to Ford, a long-standing
partner, so they were really a perfect choice as a partner to
develop both the road car as well as the race car. Certainly
in my career, this is the first time I can remember where
we’re actually developing both cars in parallel.

Will it win?
Larry Holt, motorsports technical director, Multimatic:
We’ve done everything we can technically to make this car
win. We’d be crazy to say that it’s going to win, because
there are so many other factors when you go racing. But
when it comes down to the technical basis of what we’re
racing, then we have a race-winning car. Between Ford
and ourselves at Ganassi, we’ve developed the race car
with the road car to take advantage of doing it in parallel.
While we were doing it – a globally homologated road car –
we also had the FIA rulebook open so we were able to take
every advantage we could to make a competitive race car.
And it does look the nuts… In this particular case, form
follows function and the beauty is in the performance.

How closely linked are the road and race cars?
George Howard-Chappell, programme manager,
Multimatic: When we did the road car, we designed an
aero road car from the beginning. So having that to turn
into a race car has helped my job enormously. It is a very
special road car – you will have to be very close to your
passenger though…
Dave Pericak: EcoBoost is one of the smartest technologies
that we’ve got – improving fuel economy across the group,
from a 1-litre engine to this new 3.5-litre unit that will be
in the GT and the new Raptor truck. We can get more than
600 horsepower out of this six-cylinder engine with very
good fuel efficiency.

What challenges do the GTE rules present?
George Howard-Chappell: In terms of fuel economy, our car
should do the numbers – but you don’t really know until
you’re out there with your rivals. In the GTE class, the
fuel capacity is adjusted so that every car can do the same
number of laps, and the restrictor from the refuelling
tank is adjusted so you do the refill in the same amount of
time. So the advantage of a fuel-efficient engine lies in not
having so much fuel – and therefore weight – in the car.

What you want, because of Balance of Performance
rules, is a car that’s very easy to drive in all conditions, and
is easy on its tyres. That’s where you can make a difference
in the car. If everybody is doing their job properly and the
administrators have balanced the performance – they
want everyone to drive around at the same pace so they
get a close finish – the difference comes down to racecraft
in the drivers, in making the car easy to drive, and being
easy on the tyres.

To make a racing car easy to drive you have to have a very
insensitive aero platform. So as the car moves around, the
forces don’t change very much. You don’t want the aero
forces going all over the place. You want a nice low centre
of gravity. You want the power to arrive in a nice smooth
way and you want the weight distribution perfect for the
tyres. Then after that you’re into geometry, whether the
power steering works properly, whether the car is stiff
enough, and whether the wheels do the right thing when
the car is loaded up.

The design criteria for the car was that it had to be
beautiful but functional and purposeful. A mixture of
them all. Ford Design was involved in the intimate details
of how the car looked – it wasn’t purely an aero thing.

How did you decide on the drivers?
Dave Pericak: We believe these guys are the best. You
know, we didn’t have a shortage of drivers who wanted to
drive the car – that’s a good problem to have – but being
good is only one part of the equation. We look for the right
guys; guys that can contribute in a group; guys that can
dig deep. We’re honoured to have these four.
George Howard-Chappell: The primary reasons for
choosing the drivers is speed and experience – definitely
Le Mans experience. You could grab someone out of an
F3.5 car and they’d be super-quick, but they’ve not driven
in a team before and they may be very single-minded.

Driving the Ford GT…
Marino Franchitti: I’m massively proud to be part of Ford’s
attack on the WEC, and to take the GT back to Le Mans. It’s
incredible – it goes even better than it looks. The first time
I drove it I didn’t want to get out of the car. To be part of the
ground-up development, it’s a real privilege.
Stefan Mücke: It’s a great car in every detail – and I can’t
wait to feel it in a race. We are here for winning – we
want to win the WEC and we want to win Le Mans. Our
engineers have given us a great car so it’s now up to us to
get the most out of it.
Olivier Pla: It’s a huge honour for me to represent Ford – the
Ford GT is a very special car and it is a privilege for me to
drive it. The level of competition is going to be incredibly
high in the WEC and I can’t wait to race. Personally, as a
Frenchman, lining up at Le Mans as a Ford GT driver will
be something very special.
Andy Priaulx: Ford and Chip Ganassi don’t go racing for
fun, which means this car has absolutely everything we
need. Winning Le Mans is a big challenge, a lot of things
can get in the way, but these guys have given us the tools.
With all manufacturers it’s about working as a team, and
partnering each other through tough times. And being
able to fully do the job when the pressure’s on. So we have
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Top: GT road car was
developed alongside the race

version (rlght).Above: the
drivers (from left): Olivier Pla,
Stefan Mücke, Andy Priaulx

and Marino Franchitti

‘ON A TECHNICAL BASIS,
THE GT IS A RACE-WINNER’
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FORD GT

to deliver time-in time-out, and it demands full commitment
from the drivers, the engineers, the team managers –
everybody. Particularly in a 24-hour race, the pressure is
intense – the concentration required is immense in the dark,
in the rain, in any adverse weather.

Finally, how can you convince evo readers that the
Thrill of Driving is still important to Ford?
Dave Pericak: Look at the products coming out of Ford for
a start, but when you look at a car like this you know that
the people who built it love it. And I truly believe that a car
is a reflection of those who created it – you can’t generate
something like this unless you have the passion. Because the
passion has to go through every decision you have to make
with a car like this. This car is made by men and women
who go home at weekends and wrench on stuff in their own
garages, then come back on Monday with ten things that we
should do. This is how passionate they are. L

‘AREYOUSERIOUS?AREYOU
actually askingme that question?’

I feel a little sheepish. ‘Well, it
might havebeen abit stressful given
the short amount of time…’ I offer by
wayof a chastised line of reasoning.

In amollifying toneAmko Leenarts
tellsme that, yes, itwas a huge
amount of fundesigning the interior
of the FordGT.

Until now, the cockpit has been
theonly significant unknownelement
of the road-goingGT’s design.We
arewalking downa long concrete
corridor in the bowels of Ford’s
Dearborn,Michigan, designHQon
ourway to see someof themood
boards anddrawings that led to the
final design.Wewalk past shelves

with polystyrene casts ofwheels and
bodypanels. A large stack ofwhite
foam lieswaiting to be cut, and just
beyond it is a totally nondescript
browndoor. Behind it, however, is a
windowless roomwhere theGTwas
plotted. Only 12 people had a key to
this door during the 15months the
car took to come to life. The other
600employees here atDearborn
knewnothing.

‘Suchwas the secrecy,’ says
Leenarts, ‘thatmuchof the early
workwas actually done in a studio
in London,well away fromhere.’ Like
the rest of the car, the interior’s form
washeavily influenced from the
outset by the intention of racing and
winning at LeMans. The first example
of this is howclose thedriver and
passenger sit. It’s Elise-snugbetween
the seats and thiswas needed to
maximise the exterior teardrop

shapeof the glasshouse,which
gives thedesired aero efficiency that
Ford hopeswill pay dividends on the
MulsanneStraight. The seats are
fixed (although theback rests tilt a
small amount) like in a LaFerrari, with
thepedals and steeringwheel able
tomove ahuge 200mmtoallow for
different heights of driver.

The snug confines of the cabin
dictated the striking steeringwheel,
too. Leenarts explains that the range
of adjustment in the columnmeant
there could be no stalks, so controls
weremoved to thewheel. It looks
muchmore crowdedwith buttons
than a Ferrari wheel, but then it is
very small – just 340mm indiameter,
andwith a flattened top andbottom
reducing the size further. ‘A normal
steeringwheel just looked huge,’ says
Leenarts. There are real touches of
beauty, too– I love the finned circular

switch that changes between the
drivingmodes and echoes the car’s
rear lights in its design.

Other restrictions?Well, Leenarts
wasn’t alloweda central air vent,
so the solutionwas tobuild pairs
of vents into thedoors,which
has endedup looking pleasingly
dramatic. Leenarts confesses that
this isn’t a car for carrying golf clubs
in either, as there is only the bare
minimum luggage space required by
the racing rulebook.

Thedesignersmight haveworked
in harmonywith the engineering
team, but themore youhear about
theperformance goals and racing
aims that constrained Leenarts and
Chris Svensson (theBrit in charge of
theGT’s design), it really doesmake
the stunning looks of the newFord
GTall themore impressive.
HenryCatchpole

INSIDE THE GT

renaissance and a growing following.
It’s engagedwith its audience and
celebrates innovation.

The attraction of being able to
communicate a technology transfer
from track to road is oneof the
biggest draws– look atwhat it has
done for Audi in termsof diesel tech
and even laser headlights. Beating
Porsche, AstonMartin, Corvette and
Ferrari is amarketing team’s dream.
Racing in front of over amillion
engaged car buyers in someof the
world’smost famous races (Daytona,
Sebring and LeMans) iswhere
opinions are formedand reputations
built. Ford coined thephrase ‘Win
onSunday, sell onMonday’; the new
GTwill be thebiggest test of this
philosophy. StuartGallagher

Away from the gravel stages of
theWorld Rally Championship,
Ford’smost recent on-track
motorsport activities haven’t
delivered the results to back
up the investment and thePR
machine’s enthusiasm. It took
RedBull, via Jaguar, tomake
Jackie Stewart’s plan for Ford’s F1
dominance towork.

The focus on sportscar racing
in theWECand IMSAnot only
returns the company to the sport
where it has celebrated someof
itsmost famous successes, but
in termsof growth and credibility,
sportscar racing is enjoying a

EVO COMMENT



Bill Shepherd Mustang are proud to announce their appointment as the Shelby American Mod-Shop
franchise for the UK and Europe. All Shelby packages can be fitted under license at our Byfleet premises
and we offer a full vehicle post registration upgrade to official Shelby status – complete with Shelby
Chassis number and entry in the Shelby World Registry. The Shelby GT Mustang is offered in a two stage
package of [a] suspension, brakes, wheels/tyres, exhaust, aero/appearance and interior and [b] power
upgrade by Supercharging to 670hp. All components used are approved and tested by Ford - substantially
enhancing what is already a great car and creating an outstanding but daily practical supercar.

100 Royston Road, Byfleet, Surrey KT14 7NY www.billshepherdmustang.com 01932 340888
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Mazda MX- 5 v r i va l s



The Mazda MX-5 has no direct
rivals, but there are plenty of
alternative options in its price
bracket. We pit it against three
contemporaries and one used
wildcard to find out where it slots
into the hierarchy of driving thrills

by a da m t ow l e r

PHo t o Gr a PH Y by Gus Gr e G orY
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Mazda MX- 5 v r i va l s

ack when wearing leather driving
gloves was acceptable, and print ads drew a direct link
between purchasing an ageing, home-grown sports car
and your success rate with the opposite sex, this group

test would have been a breeze to organise. A call to the press offices
of most British car manufacturers would have extracted a simple,
archaic two-seater with its roots in the post-war export drive. Up
the budget slightly and there would have been something sublime
but eternally trying from Norfolk, or a model from any number of
tiny, independent manufacturers offering lightweight sports cars
for road and weekend competition use. Look overseas and Italy
was a proud exponent of the breed, and there were plenty of other
numbers to dial in the industry contacts book. If one wanted an
affordable performance car 50 years ago, by and large, one bought
a sports car.

So what happened? Fashions changed, cars changed. The hot
hatch arrived and offered performance and practicality on a
budget. It took relative minnow Mazda, in 1989, to remaster the
sports car concept, and in doing so it carved an admittedly niche
market of its own. This leaves evo with something of a conundrum:
with what do you compare the new, Mk4 MX-5?

This is what we’ve come up with: three similarly priced, small
sporting vehicles, and as for our used fourth choice… well, we’ll
come to that particular hot potato in a moment.

Nevertheless, these comparisons should each probe the MX-5’s
proposition, exposing weaknesses, validating strengths, and most
of all putting the new Mazda into some kind of context.

caterham Seven 270S
Round one: let’s begin with a real sports car. If the Caterham’s nose
box could morph, cartoon-like, into a sneer, you sense the arrival of
the Mazda would have its snout twisted pompously in derision. ‘Call
yourself a real sports car?’ it spits with indignation from that chunky,
exposed side-exit mouthpiece. ‘How can you be a real sports car when
to raise the roof is almost instant and leaves your fingernails intact?’

Despite its burning, acid-green paint, this Seven is the recently
launched entry-point of the Ford-powered range, at £23,495 factory
built (£3000 less as a kit) and with 135bhp. It can be upgraded to either
road-biased ‘S’ trim or racy ‘R’ spec. This is an S, which for an additional
£2995 brings the oxymoron of ‘comfort’ seats, plus full weather gear
and 14-inch alloy wheels – upgraded again on this particular car to 15-
inch items. (Somehow, a Seven not rolling on lightweight, shirt-button-
style 13-inch alloys just looks a bit odd, straying slightly off evo’s beam
into kit-car territory.) It’s a milder, kinder Seven on your spine and hair
roots, then, but still far out there compared to the MX-5.

The Mazda’s chief headache in this sparring contest is that all the

Right:Caterham
Seven takes

‘lightweight’ to a
greater extreme than
even theMk4MX-5;
at 540kg it weighs
just over half what

theMazda does

B
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‘real sports car’ traits it trades on doing well, the Seven rather makes
a mockery of. Mazda makes plenty of noise about the directness of the
MX-5’s gearshift, and in isolation that’s largely justified, but short of
reaching down and seizing the selector forks with my bare hands, it’s
hard to imagine how the Caterham’s gearchange could be any more
direct. And this is with the five-speed ’box, not Caterham’s own fabled
six-speeder which, in truth, has an even more direct, satisfying action.
This Seven’s lever also has very little of the irritating vibration felt
through the Mazda’s, a trait it’s tempting to feel has been deliberately
left in the Japanese car for faux authenticity.

Mazda will tell you that the new MX-5 has a helm that, and I quote,
offers ‘lighter, faster and more precise steering’, with measures that
‘deliver even more direct feedback and feel’ over the previous hydraulic
setup. I’d suggest that was rather optimistic on the part of the PR people.

The Seven is not so much steered as altered in trajectory with a
neuron to contact-patch interface. More often than not, a tightening of
your clench on the wheel is enough to cajole the car to where you want
to head. In this company, the MX-5’s rack is monosyllabic, with a sheen

‘The Seven is not
so much steered as

altered in trajectory
with a neuron

to contact-patch
interface’

Caterham Seven 270S

Engine In-line 4-cyl, 1595cc Power 135bhp @ 6800rpm
Torque 122lb ft @ 4100rpm Weight 540kg

Power-to-weight 254bhp/ton 0-60mph 5.0sec (claimed)
Top speed 122mph (claimed) Basic price £26,490

mazdaMX-5 2.0 Sport nav

Engine In-line 4-cyl, 1998cc Power 158bhp @ 6000rpm
Torque 147lb ft @ 4600rpm Weight 1000kg
Power-to-weight 161bhp/ton 0-62mph 7.3sec (claimed)
Top speed 133mph (claimed) Basic price £23,105
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of escalating electronic resistance that offers virtually no information
on the road’s surface and your relationship with it in that instant. Small
sports cars live and die by the calibre of their steering, and it hurts to
say the new MX-5 is nothing special in this regard.

So the Seven has the MX-5 sewn up for all those earthy, touchy-feely
driving attributes. But the Mazda isn’t quite dribbling on the canvas
just yet. It may be stating the obvious, but the appeal of the Caterham
wanes quickly when any form of mild adversity presents itself. Maybe
modern man has gone soft, but when a car passing in the opposite
direction flicks up a stone that slices into my forehead and summons a
bead of claret, I long for the Mazda’s user-friendliness. The cold, grey
conditions conjure up an icy wind that persists in finding every tiny
gap down the back of my collar, while my lower body starts to overheat
from the proximity of engine, gearbox and exhaust. Basic breathing,
especially with the side screens off, is almost impossible at speed.

So it strikes me that if you are going to put up with the downsides,
you might as well maximise the thrill and on that basis a feisty Seven
360R is a car I’d happily put up with regularly. And anyway, before long
the engine in the 270 feels a bit flat: it’s all about a decent mid-range
torque-to-weight ratio, so there’s less of an incentive to rev it, and the

‘The 208 GTi
thrives on being

thrashed as hard
as possible, and it
responds in turn’
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rough burp from the exhaust is hardly musical. The question, then, is
more along the lines of whether or not the MX-5 gets close enough in
the entertainment stakes while offering vastly more useable, habitable
qualities. For most people, even weekend sports car drivers, when
compared to a 270S the answer has to be ‘yes’.

Peugeot 208 GTi by Peugeot Sport
The tone for this particular contest has been set. Driving to the evo
office this morning, a light spattering of raindrops on the MX-5’s
windscreen, the sickly yellow and purple smears of a recent diesel spill
meant a roundabout was about to provide considerable material for
thought. Naturally, I had already switched the Mazda’s ESP system off,
as you invariably do, just for giggles.

I heard the ensuing slide first – a scudding, shuddering vibration
– and felt it though my backside rather than the steering wheel. You
can guess the rest. Relieved to be still pointing in the right direction
afterwards, I then spent the rest of the journey pondering whether the
MX-5 had just torpedoed the 208 GTi below the waterline before the
punch-up had even started. This is surely the rear-drive roadster’s ace
card: you could drive the 208 for ten years but would your heart rate

ever spike quite so high as when the MX-5 oversteers under power?
Perhaps against expectation, the 208 GTi by Peugeot Sport has really

impressed evo so far. See beyond the divisive ‘Coupe Franche’ paintjob
– that’s £945, note – and what you’re looking at here is a non-limited-
edition version of the recent 30th Anniversary special, just based on the
facelifted 208. That means the recalibrated chassis tuning, limited-slip
differential, 18-inch rims shod with Michelin Super Sport tyres, bigger
brakes and all the cosmetic enhancements are carried over, even down
to the red floor mats. And all for £21,995, compared to the £23,105 that
Mazda wants for the Mazda 2.0 Sport Nav.

I’m concerned this is going to be a bit like trying to judge whether
a creamy Red Leicester is better than tangy Cheddar, but here goes
anyway. Even now, three years after it was launched, there’s still
consternation about the Peugeot’s Lilliputian steering wheel. Being
tall, I find the sight lines fine, but for plenty of people the view of
the instrumentation is irritatingly obscured (not that the MX-5 is an
example of ergonomic perfection, as the GT86 will expose). The 208
is nicely finished in the main, though, which brings into relief the
flyweight build of the MX-5.

First impressions on the move are of a keen car rife with contrasts.
The steering ratio is very quick, the ride abrupt in its dealings with even
the smallest bump, and while there’s no limit to the speed with which
cogs can be swapped, the actual shift quality is loosely defined. The
familiar 205bhp 1.6-litre turbo engine is a strong-but-silent type, with
all the wooden personality of a 1950s Hollywood B-movie extra. It may
have instant punch whatever the revs, but it’s almost inaudible inside
the car, and its linearity of delivery could be construed as dull were it
not for the rate in which it gets the 208 moving.

The Mazda initially feels much the more tactile car to drive. It’s all
about the experience, from the carefully tuned rortiness of the exhaust
to the mechanical feel of the gearlever and, most of all, the way the
suspension has been set up. The MX-5 has a significant amount of
body roll engineered into the suspension to give the average driver the
impression of speed. Potter about and it’s not an issue, but up the pace
and the significant roll rate is at odds with the fast steering, meaning
it’s easy to overdrive the car. To make quick, clean progress it’s essential
to be economical with your inputs, but that forces you to drive how the
car wants you to drive, and not vice versa.

Peugeot 208 GTi BY peuGeoT sporT

Engine In-line 4-cyl, 1598cc, turbo Power 205bhp @ 5800rpm
Torque 221lb ft @ 1750rpm Weight 1185kg
Power-to-weight 176bhp/ton 0-62mph 6.5sec (claimed)
Top speed 143mph (claimed) Basic price £21,995

Above: 208’s small
steeringwheel
obscures the dials for
some drivers.Below
left:divisive two-
tone ‘Coupe Franche’
paintjob is optional
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The 208 has no such qualms. It thrives on being thrashed as hard as
possible, and responds in turn, too. Attack badly surfaced roads and
sense the dampers really earning their additional crust; lean on the
brakes and feel their resistance with no sign of wilting. At last this is a
Peugeot hot hatch that appears to have been developed by those who
really enjoy driving. It’s not perfect, but it is both seriously rapid and
a blast. And there’s more: lift the throttle when loaded up mid-corner
and it’ll oversteer like a supermarket trolley with a 12-pack of lager at
the rear, albeit without the terminal characteristics of a 205 GTI with
a knackered rear beam and period tyres. Plus ça change, plus c’est la
même chose.

Toyota GT86
This is arguably the bitterest contest of all. It’s a curious coincidence
that both the consciously back-to-basics mainstream sports cars on the
market today hail from Japan. Both preach a similar creed in different
tongues: the Mazda with its ‘horse and rider as one’ analogy, the Toyota
with its homage to the simple pleasures of the AE86, drifting, and
hardcore Japanese car culture.

The Toyota gets its first blow in early, and hard. After a morning

‘The little Toyota
immediately feels
right, pivoting around
the driver on turn-in’

ToyoTaGT86

Engine Flat-four, 1998cc Power 197bhp @ 7000rpm
Torque 151lb ft @ 6400-6600rpm Weight 1240kg
Power-to-weight 161bhp/ton 0-62mph 7.6sec (claimed)
Top speed 140mph (claimed) Basic price £22,495

spent wedged into the Mazda with the impression of wearing a stifling
pullover one size too small, the GT86’s excellent ergonomics are
something to savour. OK – ergonomics is a rather dry subject matter,
let’s be honest, but it’s something you’ll always appreciate when done
well, even if subconsciously. In the GT86 you sit almost on the floor,
with the wheel at just the right distance away and the gearlever much
the same. It feels small, cosy, and the view out through the narrow
windscreen focuses the attention, but somehow there’s also plenty of
head-, leg- and elbow-room, and the prospect of an eight-hour drive
would not hold any fears. That’s not something I’d particularly look
forward to in the MX-5. Its biggest flaw is a lack of reach adjustment
for the wheel, and so as to not drive in a Stirling Moss-style fixed-arm
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Of the two, it’s the Toyota that feels the more genuine behind the
wheel. Nevertheless, as we’ve said before, while the fitment of Prius-
spec Michelin Primacy rubber with meagre contact patches sounds like
an inspired move, the reality is their eco-centric characteristics aren’t
always appealing in a car such as this. We know that on a track the
GT86 can play the hooligan, but setting a quick lap time is hindered by
tyres ill suited to the task. On the road, the paucity of torque through
the low- and mid-range means that momentum, certainly in the dry,
needs to be brought into play before you’ll unstick the rear – something
that’s rarely possible let alone always desirable. Pushed hard the tyres
can blunt the precision of the GT86’s fine chassis, and while there is
sometimes oversteer at saner speeds, it can feel quite nervous with
higher numbers on the dial. Thrown into a dry roundabout it can be
annoyingly reluctant to break traction at the rear, but then on another
occasion (with the stability system switched off, of course) there’s an
unnerving, awkward wriggle from the rear axle at the top of third or
fourth gear on a damp road and the palms become moist.

In short, a different set of tyres on the Toyota and a new set of springs
and dampers on the Mazda would change everything, but even so,
it’s great to sample what the GT86 can do once again. Given that the
‘Primo’ model is £22,495, it now has a price in line with its proposition.

Porsche Boxster
Yes, it’s a Porsche. Yes, it’s a second-hand purchase. Ouch. As direct
comparisons go, this is a non-starter. If no one bought new cars, then
there’d be no second-hand cars of tomorrow, but of course, in the real
world if you have £24,000 to spend on a sports car, then there’s an
armada of used Boxsters to choose from. And there can’t be many evo
readers who wouldn’t give that idea at least a passing thought.

The Boxster highlights three key things about the Mazda. One,
that the actual quality of controls – the weighting, the linearity and
the relationship each one of those has with the others – is a large part
of what separates good cars from great ones. It’s not about the price,
because a lot of what bears influence on such things is in the fine tuning,
the gut feel of the development engineer, which the Boxster evidences
in spades. The Mazda not so much. You could argue that the Porsche
probably has the more expensive dampers and higher quality brake
components, and, of course, it has a hydraulically assisted steering
system, which always helps. But there’s something about this Boxster

position I have to move nearer, whereupon my left knee brushes the
dashboard. That alone would prevent me from buying an MX-5.

The Mazda isn’t down and out though. If you do fit in it, then you’ve
a front row seat to admire an interior design that masks the lightweight
build with sharply defined sculpting, an attractive infotainment system
and splashes of coloured trim. The GT86 frankly doesn’t even make an
effort: it’s utterly functional, defending its hard, over-square interior
by reaffirming to anyone who’ll listen that it’s a car where such things
don’t matter. For many, I suspect, they will, day-to-day.

A few miles down in the GT86 and I couldn’t care less about its ugly
facia. The coarse, intrusive sound of the 197bhp boxer is endearing
if you’re being charitable (or just downright rough and unappealing,
depending on your viewpoint), and it needs extending into its higher
– and noisier – rev range if the car is to feel anything like as fast as
you might hope. That’s a characteristic it shares with the Mazda’s
158bhp 2-litre in-line four-cylinder unit, although the latter is at
least a little easier on the ear. However, the Toyota immediately feels
right, pivoting around the driver on turn-in, the low centre of gravity
from the boxer motor obvious. It matches the Mazda’s shift quality,
managing to do without the pronounced vibration through the lever,
and the steering, while also electrically assisted, is helped by having a
vastly stiffer structure within which to work. It has a smoother, more
consistent response away from the straight-ahead, and it feels in tune
with the chassis setup.

Top: eco tyres are
a GT86 weak point.
Left: the Toyota is
the closest match for
the Mazda in terms of
concept; the two also
have identical power-
to-weight ratios



‘The Boxster exposes
the sacrifices the MX-5’s

development team had to make
to keep that kerb weight low’

Porsche Boxster (987)

Engine Flat-six, 2893cc Power 252bhp @ 7200rpm
Torque 214lb ft @ 4400-6000rpm Weight 1335kg

Power-to-weight 192bhp/ton 0-62mph 5.9sec (claimed)
Top speed 163mph (claimed) Price now c£24,000



that just works, without gimmicks, in a seamless and intuitive way. The
MX-5 can’t quite offer that; the gearshift and brake-pedal weighting
and action are good news, but the initial roll rate and lack of steering
feedback tarnish the overall picture. You can jump into the Porsche and
drive it like you’ve owned it for years, but the Mazda takes longer to
really get a handle on. The MX-5 demands you toe its line.

Secondly, the Porsche’s 2.9-litre flat-six (this is a 987-generation
non-S model) makes the Mazda’s long-stroke four-pot seem really
average. Now that is to be expected, but this, again, isn’t just about
pound signs. Think of some great little four-bangers: a Honda B16
VTEC lump, an Alfasud flat-four or the little 1.3-litre short-stroke
screamer in a Peugeot 205 or 106 Rallye. They were all available at
much more humble prices, all featured only four cylinders, but they
were all vivacious, tuneful, deeply special. They were memorable. The
Mazda’s 2-litre engine makes an effort with some strident induction and
exhaust tuning, but in all senses – performance, sound and smoothness
– it’s fairly ordinary. In this regard it’s no match for the shorter-stroke
1.5-litre engine in the entry-level MX-5, which is surprisingly perky in
all respects and not to be overlooked.

Thirdly, the Boxster exposes the sacrifices the MX-5’s development
team had to make to keep its kerb weight low (1000kg in the case of
the 2-litre car). I’m not about to compare the two interiors because
that would be ludicrous, but it does focus the mind on how the new
MX-5 lacks some of the solidity, sound insulation and grown-up feel
that later versions of the Mk3 possessed. Naturally we’ve celebrated
the substantial weight loss that Mazda has achieved, and rightly so,
for it makes a considerable contribution to the car’s zestfulness, but it’s
worth remembering for a moment that even in the engineering world,
there’s no such thing as a free lunch.

The 2.9-litre Boxster was a relatively short-lived model, but is
something of a forgotten gem. It lacks the firepower and aggression
of the S, but the extra torque over the earlier 2.7-litre car is useful
and it’s not so fast as to feel anti-social. Fast enough to feel potent,
though. It does have 252bhp, after all.

This particular car has none of the extra modes and equipment
common on a Boxster from the Porsche press fleet, and has a more
mellow character compared with the current-generation car. That
flat-six is content to whir expensively but soothingly over your
shoulders, the throttle response is progressive with an organic
feel to the long pedal travel, and the acceleration is purposeful but
hardly violent. But the more you drive this car, the more you want
to; the more the brain seems to obsess over turning in at exactly the
right moment, of nailing that clipping point to the last millimetre,
carrying that little bit more speed, wringing that last silky, musical
revolution from the engine. How much can you get one of these for
again? (Note to self: mustn’t get carried away, must remember it’s
not a new car and it’s not fair on the other cars here, must give it
back to its owner now. Yes, right now.)

Top: used Boxster’s
cabin is in a different
league to the MX-5’s
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Conclusion
Such is the legacy of the MX-5 that when a new one arrives it feels like a
watershed moment in the history of the performance car. Love them or
loathe them, you can’t deny their popularity or importance, and with
its inspiring message of footprint reduction and weight loss, the Mk4
has the sort of ethos many of us have been preaching for years. That
it is merely good in the final execution, rather than excellent, leaves a
somewhat sour, disillusioned taste in the mouth. I desperately wanted
to love this car, to think that it changed, well, everything. But somehow
the MX-5 has come up a little short and the other cars here illustrate
that succinctly in their own idiosyncratic ways.

It just doesn’t feel right to make a six-year-old Porsche a serious
element in this conclusion, but I can’t deny I’d be seriously tempted if
it were my cash being spent. How unfortunate that the ‘baby Boxster’
project never got the green light: those qualities in a smaller, cheaper
package would be dynamite.

The Caterham is, as ever, in its own orbit – an interesting contrast to
the others here, but unlike them it would undoubtedly be a second car,
for use only when the conditions played to its strengths.

I’d buy the Peugeot or the Toyota over the Mazda, because even before
debating the way the MX-5 steers and is suspended, without something
as fundamental as reach adjustment for the steering wheel I couldn’t live
with the driving position. The GT86 has a dynamic head start over the
MX-5 because it’s a coupe, and while it has shortcomings of its own it’s a
more enjoyable car to drive. However, there’s still a feeling that it’s a blank
canvas, a starting point for something even better.

The Peugeot, on the other hand, is great just as it is. Not only does it
cover all the bases but it gets better the harder you drive it. I don’t think
many of us have said that about a Pug for a very long time indeed. L

With thanks to Mike Runnalls for providing his Boxster for this feature.
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This tollbooth is the entry point to the
mountain roads where the cult of drifting
was born. We explore them, and the culture
that makes these roads so infamous
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NE BIG FILM SET. THAT’S WHAT JAPAN
feels like. Everything is so neat, so clean, so very
Japanese that it feels like it’s come to life from a
carefully crafted storyboard. The traffic around us
on the motorway is all moving in such a considered,
almost polite fashion that I begin to wonder if it is
referring to some unseen script. When the lanes

drop from two to one, everybody filters perfectly, like a zip. The cars
themselves are pristine, with no dents or scrapes in sight, as though
they’re props only taken out in the dry and then popped back in bubble
wrap every night. When we pull into the Ebina Service Area there is a
Nismo R35 GT-R and a V-spec R34 parked up, because that’s what you’d
expect. I really don’t think I’d be surprised if Godzilla itself (the lizard, not
the eponymous R32) heaved into view on the horizon. If the roads we’re
aiming for live up to this cinematic fantasy then we’ll find ourselves inside
Initial D, rendered in anime and delivering tofu, before the day is out.

Ten years ago Richard Meaden and Andy Morgan drove out of Tokyo in
exactly the same direction as photographer Aston Parrott and I are going.
You might wonder why we’re heading the same way, given that there
are so many fantastic places to explore in Japan, but while Meaden and
Morgan investigated the north-westerly end of the famous Hakone roads
in a Nissan 350Z (evo 088), they left the south-easterly stretches of the
region untouched. So, with time to kill between the Tokyo motor show
and another appointment nearby, Aston and I have half-inched a Cayman
GTS (lovely, if not the most culturally appropriate set of wheels) and are
heading towards Kanagawa Prefecture to see what we can find.

I actually have an idea about what our first destination will reveal
because Japanese magazine Motorhead (RIP Lemmy, but this wasn’t his
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gig) held a small hill climb event on a portion of the road in 2014 and the
resulting film, which you can see on YouTube, is stunning. After leaving
the Tomei Expressway, we’re relying on the satnav, which is a slightly
baffling JDM device slotted into the hole where the PCM screen usually
lives. As we head further into a town, I feel certain that we must be going
the wrong way, but the road signs mean nothing to either me or Aston so
we have to trust the pictures on the small screen. Just as I feel sure that
I’ve seen the same Nissan garage at least three times, we spear off onto a
side road and drive past a big green sign pointing up a steep access ramp
hoisted above the ground. ‘Welcome to the famous Hakone Turnpike’. The
Hayakawa tollgate is not really very picturesque, yet nevertheless there
is something attractive about it. The rare Ducati Sport 1000S parked up
artfully next to it probably helps. The stage is set.

The nice man in the regulation blue jacket bows slightly and almost
reverentially hands me my change through the window of the Cayman (a
ticket costs about £5), then we’re released onto the turnpike. Built in 1962,
it is essentially an 8.6-mile bypass for National Route 1, but it is also the
gateway to the famous ‘touge’ roads where drifting was born, raised and
became legend. In 2007 Toyo Tyres took on sponsorship of the road and
then in 2014 Mazda took over the naming rights. I’ve heard it referred to as
Japan’s Nürburgring, so I’m excited, but my enthusiasm is rather tempered
by the knowledge that, unlike the Ring, the turnpike is two-way and there
is a 50kph limit (albeit rather loosely enforced, as we’ll soon find out).

The gradient is steep initially, but the road is wide and the corners
are long. They’ve stuck to the seemingly Japanese tradition of labelling
them in accordance with their radius, so there is everything from a 100R
(100-metre radius) up to a 200R. It’s strange, because although it’s a lovely

‘This is the gateway
to the roads where
drifting was
born, raised and
became legend’

Left:CaymanGTS not the
most appropriate car for
the Hakone Turnpike in
cultural terms, but few cars
feel as sweet on this quality
of tarmac.Below:GTS
not the onlymid-engined
German on the Turnpike
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‘The road
proves to be
much the same
all the way to
the top, with
wide flowing
corners through
the red and
orange tunnel
of trees’

bit of road it looks like you would have to be travelling ridiculously quickly
before it became a real test of car and driver. There are, however, some
beautiful stretches, none more so than when the trees part to reveal a
perfectly curved red bridge spanning a small valley. I instantly recognise
it from a scene in the Motorhead film where a 1000bhp drift-spec Rocket
Bunny R35 GT-R, smoke pouring from its rear tyres in fifth gear for 100
metres or more, oversteers perfectly across this bridge. The tyre marks are
gone now, but I can picture the scene in my mind’s eye and, like seeing the
Mulsanne straight on a non-race day, it’s somehow still impressive.

After a couple of miles we pull into the Goshonoiri car park, a largish
area complete with a small fishpond containing some koi carp. This was
the makeshift pit area for the hill climb but it’s empty today. Aston decides
to take a few detail shots of the Cayman while I stretch my legs.

Quietly an Audi R8 slips into the car park and stops a little distance
away. It’s an early car clothed entirely in black – sideblades, wheels, the lot.
It looks fantastic. A mass of immaculately wild hair wearing a white T-shirt
and jeans gets out (unsurprisingly it’s a left-hand-drive car, as having the
wheel on the European side adds kudos in Japan) and walks around to the
front of the car where he pops the boot. Aston returns to taking photos and
I wander over to talk to the fish. It’s all rather peaceful.

A couple of minutes later I glance back towards the R8 just in time to see
the fellow calmly removing the second screw from the front registration
plate and putting it all in the boot, leaving a completely blank black nose.
Odd. He then drops into the driver’s seat, fires up the distinctive 4.2-litre
V8 (which it’s now obvious is attached to an aftermarket exhaust) and
rolls past us before exiting the car park as though he’s just reached the
end of a pitlane. The fish scatter as in a heartbeat the V8 shatters the
previously sepulchral silence, the driver only punching in upshifts once
he has squeezed every last rev from each gear. It’s such a calmly blatant
two-fingered salute at the speed limits that I can’t help smiling. Aston and
I stand there listening to the fading noise as the R8 attacks the turnpike
flat-out, no holds barred. It is one of the coolest things I’ve ever seen.

After a while we continue up the turnpike, not quite at the same speed
but certainly emboldened by the R8’s display. The road proves to be much
the same all the way to the top, with wide flowing corners through the red
and orange tunnel of trees. I imagine it must be equally spectacular when
the pink cherry blossom is out, but whatever the time of year, it feels too
fast and too broad to be enjoyable unless it was closed to other traffic.

It would be a shame to get rid of the other cars, however, as they are
proving as interesting as the road. There is an immaculate 1980s 911
Targa, an Impreza that has had a huge amount of work done, various
Skylines and GT-Rs, a couple of MX-5s, another 981 Cayman, an AE86
and various motorbikes. And this is on a quiet mid-week morning in
November. A hexagonal restaurant marks the top of the road and provides
a viewpoint towards Lake Ashi far below and also along the ridge towards
the Skyline roads that run alongside the lake. You can turn round here
and go back down the turnpike or you can loiter and look around at the
machinery coming and going. It’s a bit like the car park on the Döttinger-
Höhe straight, but with a better view and noodles rather than bratwurst.
Alternatively you can head onwards…

The Mazda Turnpike actually carries on for an extra couple of miles,
although you first have to drive along a stretch of normal public road to get
to this second section, which winds along under a huge cliff and is still fast
and wide. Go through the toll at the end, turn left, then immediately left
again and you reach another tollbooth. There is more polite exchanging
of yen and, as we drive away, Aston kindly points out that I seem to be
mumbling fake Japanese noises in a slightly bumbling British attempt at a
respectful response to the smiling tollbooth attendants. I tell him he must
have been mistaken and turn the radio up to listen to the dulcet tones of
some Teletubbies on a particularly nasty acid trip.

We are now on the Yugawara Parkway toll road descending down and
down into a bowl of autumn colours. This stretch is much more suited to
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Above: the Fuji View
cafe’s colourful diary of
cars that have scaled

the Ashinoko.Rightand
below right: car park is
home to pure evo cars.
Bottomright:musical
tarmac ahead, obviously

‘The Yugawara
Parkway toll
road’s surface is
rough and pitted,
but the corners
are just that bit
tighter and suit
the Cayman’
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the Cayman. The surface is pitted and rough but the corners are just that
bit tighter and more closely linked, requiring second and third rather than
third, fourth and fifth. It plays to the Cayman’s strengths of beautiful poise
and is a reminder that while the GT4 is taking all the headlines, the GTS
is still a wonderful thing. As the road plunges onwards into the trees the
standard steel brakes are getting a serious workout but thankfully don’t
appear to be wilting. We don’t see another car in the 3.5-mile length of the
road and it feels much wilder and more remote than the Mazda Turnpike,
so I feel much happier driving quickly here, enjoying the lovely six-speed
’box and listening to the sports exhaust with the windows down.

At the bottom of the road there’s a small village where we turn left. This
loops us back up to the viewpoint restaurant via the Tsubaki Line, which
Initial D-legend has it is the home course of Sidewinder. Despite the yellow
stripe down the middle it feels fiendishly narrow, and after the Turnpike
and Parkway it seems like we’re on a sliding scale of serpentine, with this
the most tortuously twisting yet. The vegetation either side is dense and
crowds in tightly to the side of the road, adding to the tunnel-like feel.

We pop back out at the top of the ridge behind a second-generation
Daihatsu Copen and this time we carry on past the Mazda Turnpike,
heading instead for the famous Ashinoko Skyline. There is yet another
tollgate and I remember to remain tight-lipped as I hand over the money,
but as we drive away Aston, almost in tears, points out that I have replaced
faux-Japanese mumbling with repeatedly bowing very slightly instead.

Just up the road we stop briefly at the Fuji View cafe to get some coffee
and chocolate and admire the huge wall of car photos that have been
snapped outside over the years. It seems everything from a 1950s MG TF
to various modern Ferraris have visited. Despite not having a sponsor,
Ashinoko Skyline has more of the same commercial polish found on
the Mazda Turnpike, but yet again it is distinct in character from all the
other roads we’ve driven so far. Rising and falling as it tracks the ridge,

it is perhaps the most beautiful road yet and much of it is great to drive if
you ignore the 40kph speed limit, as plenty of people seem to be doing.
Sadly, however, there is a fly in the ointment. Pretty much any corner that
looks like it might once have been a prime location for a clutch kick and
some opposite lock is painted with thick red lines that act like mini speed
bumps. Even the Cayman’s PASM hasn’t got a chance of smoothing them
out so you’re forced to trickle round, jiggling like you’ve flat-spotted every
Pirelli. Dorift-no.

There is one part of the road where you very definitely want to drive
slowly, however, and it’s so that you can hear the music. Not the bizarre
stuff on Aston’s iPod, or even the yowl of the 3.4-litre flat-six, but the music
from the road. You see, there is a short stretch of tarmac that has been laid
specifically so that tyres hum loudly at varying tonal pitches as they go
over it. Much like some sections of the M25. If you drive at a steady 40kph
then the theme tune from an animated Japanese television series called
Neon Genesis Evangelion drifts hauntingly on the breeze. It’s rather fun.
The tune is apparently called ‘The Cruel Angel’s Thesis’, which makes me
think it is slightly more sophisticated than Thundercats.

We drive up and down the Ashinoko Skyline a few times, stopping
to take photos, and as the sun comes out and Mount Fuji appears to the
north-west it is an undeniably lovely place to be. A Honda SP-2 plies back
and forth, getting progressively quicker as it nails the lines through a
particularly good (unpainted) section. We meet the owner of a rather nice
Lotus Exige, complete with a removable steering wheel and some excellent
carbon bucket seats that are much better than the standard items (I swap
him a sit in the Porsche for a sit in the Lotus). But although we’re having a
jolly nice day, there is also a feeling that it’s all a bit controlled, like these
toll roads are now museum pieces or tame theme park rides. They might
once have been the illicit home of drifting, but it seems to have moved out
some time ago.
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‘You can’t help but
have respect for

whoever the tarmac
tattoo artists are’

With time running out, there is just one more road
I want to try. Originally when I was planning our adventure on Google
Maps, back in the office 6000 miles away, I had thought we might drive
over to Fuji Speedway, and although there isn’t time for that today, I still
want to have a look at the road that would have taken us there: prefectural
road 337. If I wasn’t looking for it there is no way I would have found it
because the entrance is disguised by trees and a lay-by cunningly masks
the tarmac’s flow from the main road into this backwater. As the Cayman
noses down the steep incline over rough tarmac, the thoughts scudding
across my mind are all saying that this is a mistake. Only the narrowness
of the road and a nagging curiosity mean we decide to push on until
there’s somewhere wider where we can shuffle out a three-point turn.

The light seems to dim as we descend further into the autumnal
patchwork. Then, abruptly, it begins: dark tyre marks scrawled all across
the surface of the road. We drive on, marvelling at the almost blanket
coverage in places. At times the lines seem to have been scribed in unison,
but elsewhere the strands separate like spaghetti picked apart. Then it
stops. Guillotined in full flow. We continue on to check, but it’s clearly just
those couple of kilometres that have been used. It’s like flicking through
an apparently blank new notebook only to discover that the middle few
pages have been vividly attacked by a three-year-old with a crayon.

We eventually turn round and head back to the hallowed stretch,
parking up after a few corners to walk the ‘track’ and inspect the artwork.
The road is almost gallery quiet, adding to the reverential air with which
we inspect the scene. Framed by the tall, thin trunks of the trees, there is
a beautiful flow to the lines. The white Armco scribes one clean stripe up
the road with the tarmac following it more broadly. Overlaid on this are
the tyre marks, which seem to curve in unison with the asphalt at points
but then exaggerate or even contradict the natural radii of the road.

Kneeling down to inspect the surface more closely, it’s clear the tarmac

is covered with more rubber than a gimp in mating season. I feel like
an Indian, tracking the path of individual cars, noting where one has
transitioned earlier than the others, or where another has run wide, the
black marks arcing into the contrasting white paint on the road’s edge.
The thickness of the rubberisation visibly builds and recedes through the
corner where the drivers have worked the throttle to provoke, sustain and
rein in the slides. You can almost hear the fluctuations in engine note, big-
bore exhaust roaring loudly in the confined space, building, plateauing,
dying with a dump-valved tchieww! then repeating over and over.

Of course I can’t resist a quick run up the road in the Cayman with the
PSM turned off. The road feels even narrower from behind the wheel
and you can’t help but have respect for whoever the tarmac tattoo artists
are. There is a helpfully positioned convex mirror on the outside of each
switchback, which is nice, and although the long gearing and slightly timid
limited-slip diff aren’t natural aids to drifting, the Cayman is pleasingly
willing to throw some shapes on the corners. As we already know, it is
a beautifully balanced chassis, and there is a nice sense of how the grip
is ebbing, so that you can really make the most of the 280lb ft of torque.
Push the nose in hard, wait for the right moment, then be aggressive with
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Above:Tokyo’s twisting,
concrete-walled suburban

toll roads are almost
mesmerising.Below: car
meets in Tokyo’s docks

bring together all manner
of differentmachinery and
tastes; police present to
check the cars are legal

the throttle, confident that you can hold the slide into the camber of the
uphill bend. It’s great fun but a little bit of me can’t help lusting after a
tatty 200SX with a drift diff and a big bar.

With the light fading, Aston packs up and we head back to the ridge to
begin the two-hour journey back to Tokyo. I’m much happier than I was a
few hours earlier, though. I had feared that the drifting that brought fame
to these roads in Fuji’s shadow had been eradicated. But it’s clear from this
small side road that while it might have been forced to vacate the famous
touges, its underground heart still beats up here near Hakone.

UsUally that woUld be it. Credits roll. bUt one of
the most exciting bits of driving actually comes on the way back into
the fluorescent firework of a metropolis that is Tokyo. Driving in foreign
countries, and particularly their large cities, is always exciting, and
nowhere is this more true than Japan. The expressways that carry us
through the suburbs are toll roads, but somewhat different to the ones
we’ve been on in the mountains. Soaring above the rest of the city’s streets
on concrete stilts or diving beneath them through tunnels, the Tomei
and Shuto Expressways are marvels of engineering. These tributaries of
traffic are slim dual carriageways, closely boxed in by concrete walls. The
further you head into the city, the more they seem to twist and turn like an
increasingly wild rollercoaster, meaning you often have a relatively short
and narrow field of vision. Despite this the traffic flows at a remarkably
rapid rate; cars, motorbikes and small lorries all slicing neatly around
each other as vehicles dip in and out of the stream via the short entry and
exit ramps. I’m pleased that the Cayman feels small and easy to place.

At night it is mesmerising with the headlights and taillights rushing
through the darkness. We drop down into a tunnel where the walls are
painted with huge arrows as it curves sharply left, then we turn back right
while rising to the surface and dashing between the twinkling facades of
the adjacent skyscrapers. It feels impossible not to link it inextricably with
video games like Wipeout and suddenly I’m 14 years old and back in front
of my friend Chris’s original Sony PlayStation.

Dive off the expressway and things become even more bamboozling.
Roadworks are lit up with more lurid flashing lights than a dozen fruit
machines all dispensing jackpots and your eyes swim as you try to see past
the vibrant miasma. Stumble into one of the busier districts and even on
a quiet Tuesday evening it looks like Oxford Street during the Christmas
sales. Stop at the traffic lights on one of the major junctions and such is the
sheer number of bodies swarming over the multiple zebra crossings that it
looks more like a murmuration of starlings than a crowd of people.

Later on we head out to the docks and Daikoku Futo, where beneath
a huge helter-skelter of a motorway junction, cars of every shape and
size gather for impromptu meets. There is a Lexus with serious stance, a
gorgeous track-spec NSX, a pair of Truenos with single headlights popped
up and a Ferrari 360 with LEDs and a paintjob that definitely wasn’t
sanctioned by the Maranello fashion police. Talking of which, a vast
convoy of cops swoops in about half an hour after we arrive, blocking the
exits and setting up a mobile MOT station. It feels rather exciting and I’ve
never seen so many ride-heights altered or exhausts muffled so quickly.

The famous roads that we went looking for, then, are good, but like
the movie’s lead character that finds love in an unexpected place, the car
culture in Japan is what’s been even more fascinating. You might think
that we catch glimpses of it in the UK with the GT-R and Type R tribes,
but there is so much more to it than that, evinced by the sheer variety
of machinery that we’ve seen today. The mixture of home-bred shapes
and European cars, expensive and humble, all cared for, tweaked and
fettled with enthusiasm is endlessly captivating. Some of the mods are for
performance, others are for show, but it’s all done with pride. And it’s nice
to know that when no one’s looking there are still some that are prepared
to head up into the hills and use the side windows as windscreens. L

cayman gts i n japan
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Porsche cayman GTS

Engine Flat-six, 3436cc Power 335bhp @ 7400rpm Torque 280lb ft @ 4750-5800rpm Weight 1345kg
Power-to-weight 253bhp/ton 0-62mph 4.9sec (claimed) Top speed 177mph (claimed) Basic price £55,397

evo rating:;;;;3
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We’ve all heard the marketing spiel; now
it’s time to find out just how robust the
link between supercars and their track-
only brethren really is. Step forward the
multi-faceted Porsche 911…

by J e t h ro b ov i ngd on
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W
road 9 1 1 s v race 9 1 1 s

Win on Sunday, Sell on Monday.
Racing improves the breed. Just thought I’d get
those out of the way early so they don’t creep into
the story a little later by accident. Anyway, welcome
to the EuroSpeedway Lausitz, or Lausitzring,
located 130km south of Berlin, deep in former East
Germany. We’re here to corroborate, or not, all those
‘race car for the road’ headlines that hover above the
Porsche 911 GT3 and GT3 RS on magazine covers
the world over. To do this we have those celebrated
hardcore road-going 911s, some real racing cars, a
data logger and a couple of factory Porsche racing
drivers. Oh, and I’ll drive all the cars to see if I can
feel strands of DNA stretching between our beloved
GT3s and the racers we like to imagine are the same
save for a fire extinguisher, full roll-cage and a
sequential gearbox.

This is serious business. Or it should be. But
seeing the clean, precise lines of a GT3 parked
alongside the strakes, swollen bodywork and the
great plank of carbonfibre that makes up the GT3
RS’s rear wing in a sun-soaked pitlane can’t help but
raise a giggle. Then, on display inside one of the pit
garages, there’s a 1973 2.7 RS, tiny and perfect in
Light Yellow, beside it a mighty Martini-stamped
RSR to remind us of the 911’s unique heritage and
how the link between road and track has always
been key to its appeal and shaped its evolution.

If things weren’t tantalising enough already,
the latest 991 GT3 Cup and a GTE-spec (Le Mans
and WEC) 991 RSR are warming up side-by-side
in the next pit garage. The flat-sixes aren’t tuneful,
each emitting a hard, fast blare of furious energy
and an occasional and painful wap-wap-wap – as
the engineers bring everything up to temperature.
Whilst they do so we’re given a brief rundown of the
format. Jörg Bergmeister will be setting definitive
times in each car and then I’ll get my chance to

drive – the GT3 and GT3 RS in the fastest ducks-
and-drakes laps in history behind Nick Tandy (you
may know him; won a race in France last year for
Porsche) and the GT3 Cup and RSR all alone save for
the eyes and ears of the team and the ridiculously
talented factory drivers watching in the pitlane.

GT3andGT3RS
You can absorb all the numbers, stand agog at the
sheer size of the GT3 RS’s rear tyres and its front
track, you can understand completely that this is
a GT3 taken to an unprecedented extreme, and
yet until you drive a GT3 and GT3 RS back-to-
back it’s very hard to imagine just how successful a
metamorphosis has taken place. Better still, drive
them in convoy behind Nick Tandy absolutely on
the limit in a 991 Turbo S showing you the perfect

Above: the GT3 and
GT3 RS represent the
road-going contingent
of today’s driving. Very
little beats either on
the road, but how do
they compare to their
liveried siblings?
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line. This seems to sometimes involve ploughing
through guidance apex cones and exiting corners
well beyond the kerbs, kicking up dust, with half
a turn of corrective lock. I can almost see his grin
wrapping around the back of his head.

For the first few laps I’m directly behind that
dancing Turbo S in the GT3, the RS following
my lead and driven by a simian former colleague
recently confirmed as one of the new Top Gear
hosts. I know I’ve got my work cut out as the RS has
the edge in every department: the GT3’s 3.8-litre
flat-six produces 468bhp at 8250rpm and 324lb
ft at 6250rpm to the RS’s 4-litre unit with 493bhp
and 339lb ft. My car is also 10kg heavier, at 1430kg,
despite using a narrower shell and hence running
narrower tracks front and rear by 36mm and 2mm
respectively (the RS actually runs a wider front
track than rear by 30mm). In terms of contact patch,

it’s also at a disadvantage, the GT3 running 20-inch
245-section and 305-section Michelin Pilot Sport
Cup 2 tyres to the RS’s 265- and 325-section tyres,
the rears of which utilise a 21-inch rim. Add to that
the huge aero advantage of the RS and the result
seems inevitable…

The Turbo S ahead fires out of corners and just
hauls away on the straights, but I can drive right
up to its rear bumper under braking, turn in just a
shade faster and keep in touch over the course of a
lap. Not that it matters. The GT3 is such fantastic
fun: its engine is possessed of reach, soundtrack
and instantaneous response and its chassis alive to
my every input. The brakes (optional ceramics) are
fantastic, too. It feels so hooked-up, so sharp, and
yet fluid and forgiving. I’m having a great time, until
I look in the rear-view mirror to find the RS about
3mm behind and obviously impatient to get past. So
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I try a bit harder; the GT3 starts to slide into understeer
on turn-in and through the long corners in particular
the RS is clearly being held up hugely. ‘Was that me or
the car?’ jokes our small friend back in the pitlane. If a
car could sulk, the GT3 would have slumped shoulders
and wear a scowl. I adopt the pose in sympathy.

The next few laps thankfully prove it was the RS’s
brilliance that made the difference. This time I’m
following the GT3 and the RS I’m in just has more grip,
much better turn-in and superior traction. It eats up the
GT3 so easily that I can back off maybe 15 car lengths
and then recover the gap within two or three corners.
The way you can lean on the front tyres is remarkable,
and that neutral mid-corner balance allows you earlier
access to full throttle as the car refuses to wash into
understeer. It’s an edgier experience, more likely to
snap sideways than bleed away from the apex, nose
first, but the RS clean blows the GT3 away.

Bergmeister’s laps serve to highlight the differences.
The GT3 records a 1:31.99 to the RS’s 1:30.61 around
this 2.1-mile circuit. The speed trace shows the RS
eking out time relentlessly. It hits 151.4mph to the
GT3’s 147.2mph along the start/finish straight – an
illustration not just of its greater acceleration but also
superior traction away from the very tight final chicane.
From here the advantage just grows. Into Turn 1 the RS
carries more speed and is 3.1mph faster at the slowest
point. Jörg is faultlessly smooth out of each corner,
showing that the GT3 too has exceptional traction,
but the RS’s strong front grip, bigger contact patches
and better aero mean it’s faster into every corner and

can use its power advantage to good effect on the way
out. Through the long left hairpin off the banking and
the following long, tightening-radius right-hander it’s
devastating. Just as my laps in the cars suggested, the
GT3 is fighting the onset of understeer here, whereas
the RS is balanced, composed and driving forwards.

GT3Cupand911RSR
They’re just like the road cars. I keep repeating it like a
mantra whilst circling the GT3 Cup and the beautifully
distended form of the RSR, but of course the nerves
won’t dissipate. Not for a second. However, for once I
don’t care if I stall or potter around at an embarrassing
pace. For somebody who loves the 911, an opportunity
to drive a factory racing car with ‘RSR’ stickers lightly
applied to its engine cover is akin to a devout Christian
breaking bread with Jesus Christ. The slower I go, the
longer it’ll last. I can live with that.

Like the GT3 and RS, this pairing doesn’t seem so
dissimilar on paper. Both use the revered Mezger
engine rather than the new DFI engine of the road cars,
the GT3 Cup running a 3.8-litre version with 453bhp at
7500rpm and the RSR running a 4-litre unit restricted
to around 464bhp. (The GT3 R, which sits between
the Cup and the GTE-class RSR in the GT3 category,
has now switched to the DFI engine and there are
rumours the RSR may even go turbocharged.) Both run
a six-speed paddle-operated sequential ’box and weigh
around 1200kg. However, look beyond the bald figures
and you’ll discover they’re very different animals.

Above: Porsche’s GT3
Cup car (right) runs
in the F1-supporting
Supercup series, while
the formidable RSR
competes at the sharp
end of international
sportscar racing
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The GT3 Cup really is closely related to the road
cars – essentially it’s a GT3 that’s been stripped, fitted
with racing dampers (non-adjustable), an uprated
braking system, a six-speed sequential dog ’box,
safety equipment, lightweight panels, aerodynamic
modifications and slick tyres. It costs from £148,800
(including a £6240 spares package). The RSR is
something else: a full works car built not to compete in
a controlled one-make series but to race head-to-head
with the best GT racing cars in the world. Delve into the
details and it’s so much more sophisticated. It runs a
more refined pneumatic-shift ’box, the front suspension
is by double wishbones rather than MacPherson struts
and the RSR features four-way adjustable Multimatic
dampers all-round. The electronics are far more
advanced and provide detailed information to the team
over the course of an endurance race. It also generates
more downforce, features more carbonfibre bodywork,
runs wider tyres and bigger brakes. The factory drivers
simply describe it as ‘a proper racing car’ and it costs
around £750,000. Proper money.

The GT3 Cup feels like an authentic racing car to me,
but also an authentic 911. Like with all racing cars, the
first moments are a mixture of blind panic and sweaty
intimidation: you sit low and can barely see out, the car
resonates with the hard-edged flat-six, you want to take
in the information on the electronic display ahead but
it feels like a tangle of numbers and colours. Yet pretty
soon the Cup starts to feel like a natural progression
from the road-going GT3. It has the same defining
traction, similar throttle response and the noise is even

purer. The way it ingests each gear is now tinged with
a wicked hint of violence. It’s simply fantastic and the
steering feel and braking performance is astonishing,
although I’m mindful that there’s no ABS and so don’t
jump on the middle pedal too bravely.

Those 911 traits still hold true in the RSR but
everything is exaggerated and refined to such an extent
that it simply feels more polished, almost effortlessly
deconstructing the track with its amazing combination
of agility and rock-solid composure. One real point of
difference with the RSR is that the steering is very, very
light, but I find that suits the car’s incredible response,
the energy that zings through the drivetrain and the
almost serenely controlled chassis.

The RSR has a marginally longer wheelbase than the
GT3 Cup. It’s also wider and the wheels are 12.5 inches
wide at the front compared to the Cup’s 10.5-inches (in
fact the front wheels of the RSR are wider than the rears
on the GT3 Cup). Coupled to the more sophisticated
suspension and dampers, the result is a chassis that
loves to change direction. You turn and it just fires
into the corners and the traction capabilities actually
make you laugh. ‘Surely I can’t give it everything here,’
I ponder earlier and earlier at each successive corner.
Then I pin the throttle and it fires out of the turn,
the engine spinning so freely and the gearbox more
seamless and faster than even the twin-clutch unit of
the road cars. Unbelievable. The RSR – at least at the
speeds I can achieve – is just the sweetest thing.

Jörg seems to feel the same, suggesting that the Cup
car still very much needs time to adapt to whereas the
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‘Soon the
Cup starts
to feel like
a natural
step on
from
theGT3
road car’
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‘The real lesson
is how endlessly
adaptable the 911
formula is’
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RSR is easier, even for a 911-novice to master. Even
so, he says you have to ‘stay adaptable’ to get the best
from it as there’s usually a foible or trick to unlocking
its full potential on each particular circuit. Around
Lausitzring it records a 1:22.51 to the Cup’s 1:24.57. As
with the road cars, the data reveals that the RSR has
the Cup car covered in every department. It’s not much
faster in a straight line, but by carrying more speed,
braking later and more smoothly, and firing out of the
corners so cleanly, it absolutely monsters the GT3 Cup.
Interestingly, it hits 152.3mph on the main straight, just
0.9mph more than the GT3 RS road car. That it goes on
to record a lap eight seconds quicker goes some way to
describing the gulf between an extraordinary road car
and a Le Mans-spec GT racing car.

What’s most interesting about the RSR’s speed trace
is how clean the braking and acceleration curves are,
the car’s precision played out right before your eyes.
By comparison the GT3 Cup’s trace is much more
jagged, the car clearly having to be cajoled around the
track and asking a lot of the driver. To me it feels like a
pretty convincing race car, but I can understand why
the drivers, having tasted the purity, accuracy and
sophistication of the RSR, think of the GT3 Cup more as
a modified road car than an out-and-out racer.

Conclusion
Today wasn’t meant to be about surprises. The GT3
was never going to steal a victory against the more
powerful, lighter and more extreme RS, and the

sublime RSR was always going to be the fastest car
around the Lausitzring. Yet I’ll never forget trying
to find every last bit of grip the GT3 could summon,
braking as late as I dared and trying to smoothly get on
the power nice and early in the corner, only to see an
RS utterly unfazed in my mirrors. It might as well have
been flashing its headlights. It was surreal watching
the process in reverse, too. The GT3 visibly struggling
to get turned in and then edging into understeer and
oversteer several times throughout a corner whilst
the RS sat behind totally composed and ready for full
throttle if only that bloody GT3 would get a move on…

The RSR was shocking, too. Not because of its sheer
performance (which was fantastic), but because it felt so
beautifully resolved and managed to combine amazing
agility with stupefying composure under braking and
the most surreal traction. I’d expected it to feel quite
restricted, too, but the engine was sharp and angry.
Most of all I remember how calm it was. Driven at ten-
tenths I’m sure it’s a busy, physical experience, but I
suspect the sense that it’s been finessed to perfection
remains to a certain extent. The sheer polish of every
control and the chassis’ reactions must help towards
the end of a double stint…

Of course, the real lesson is how endlessly adaptable
the 911 formula is, and how there seems to be no end
to its potential. It makes you wonder when the next
GT2 RS might come along, doesn’t it? ‘I can’t think of a
good reason not to build it,’ says a Porsche Motorsport
representative who works on road-car development.
Me either. L

Above right: traces
showwhere the RSR
gains an advantage
on the GT3 Cup. Left:
Porsche works driver
Jörg Bergmeister set
all the lap times to
ensure consistency
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bmw e46 m3 cs

e a s y s l i d e r

The E46 M3 CS wasn’t about outright power;
it was all about intimate responses and
perfect balance. Ten years on, can it really
be as good as we remember it?

by J e t h ro B ov i ngd on

Pho t o gr a Ph y by a s t on Pa r ro t t
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’ve got dozens of amazing
moments from various evo Car of the

Year weeks down the years. Sequences that
I can replay in my mind with perfect clarity.

Usually they involve chasing another car back
to the hotel at night after the final sunset shots

on an exposed hilltop, cold, hungry and in a real
hurry to settle down to a steak, a pint and tales

of the day’s heroics. My E46 M3 CS memory is
different. All alone, in the height of the midday

sun, driving to pick up some lunch in Castellane,
nestled in a fold of rocks on the Route Napoléon.
The CS had already finished second in our ‘real

world’ preliminary round, just behind the extraordinary Clio
Trophy, thus qualifying it to face the big boys: Ford GT, F430,
Gallardo SE and others from Aston, Porsche and Mercedes.

That lunchtime dash told me it wouldn’t be overwhelmed
by either the competition or the location. In fact, its exquisite
straight-six, serene responses and outrageously malleable
balance matched the road, the weather and my mood to
perfection. As it tumbled down into Castellane, feeling almost
weightless, sweeping through turns in its great, almost
elastic sweet-spot, the relatively humble BMW jumped right
to the top of my list. It took a Ford GT to displace it, and only
after much soul-searching. The M3 CS felt like a superstar.

That would have been late October 2005. The sun didn’t
stop shining, the pizza in Castellane’s town square was
hot and drizzled with fresh chilli oil, the local gendarmes
looked kindly upon us after a quick blast in the Ferrari, and
the Gallardo shot the most beautiful blue flames at night.
Nirvana. This is Bedfordshire in January 2016, I’ve just had
a petrol station sausage roll for breakfast, the roads on the
way here were crumbling after weeks of howling wind and
apocalyptic rainfall and it’s dark. I’m not sure it’ll really get
light at all today. That’s OK though, because waiting for me
is a pristine M3 CS. Still nirvana over a decade on? Let’s see.

Back in ’05, the CS pack – known as the Competition
Package in the US and Europe – cost £2400 here in the UK,
taking the price of the M3 to £43,555. The E90 3-series had
already been launched at this point, so the mildly tweaked
M3 was a last hurrah for the E46. On paper it did look like a
pretty mild upgrade, too. The CS gained CSL-style 19in alloys
(lighter than the optional 19s that so upset the fluidity of the
standard M3 but half an inch narrower at the front than the
pukka CSL wheel), the faster steering rack and M Track mode
stability control setting from the CSL, plus revised spring
rates and bigger brake discs. It came with the six-speed
manual gearbox as standard, although most were fitted with
the SMG ’box, a £2100 option to give you even more of the
CSL experience. We loved the manual then, and the evolution

I
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of paddleshift systems has only underlined the appeal of the
H-pattern, three-pedal car. An SMG feels pretty creaky in 2016.

We needn’t worry about that today because Soni Pone’s
Carbon Black M3 CS, the last registered in the UK in October
’06, is a six-speed manual. It also looks like it’s been locked in
a temperature-controlled, dehumidified time capsule since it
was registered. It’s done 36,000 miles, but you’d hardly believe
it. Soni treats it like his baby, whereas I think of the CS more
like that old girlfriend you had before settling down. You know
the one. Fortunately, he’s happy for me to enjoy it to the full, he
says. An invitation I couldn’t possibly refuse…

Aargh, the seats! I remember now. Adjustable in about a
thousand different directions but still almost impossible to get
truly comfortable in. After two or three minutes of playing with
the electric adjusters, I settle for the best compromise: a little
too high despite being on the lowest setting, steering wheel
just a shade too far away, and the lumbar contorting my back
in unnatural ways. The CS had an Alcantara-trimmed wheel
and its buffed, bobbly surface is the only sign of wear in an
interior of stark simplicity. Set in a simple oval cluster ahead
are two large grey-faced dials – on the left a speedo marked
to 180 and to its right a rev-counter with small yellow lights
around its outside edge starting at ‘4’ that disappear one by one
as the engine warms through. A permanent amber light comes
at 7500rpm and two red lights, also unblinking, mark the zone
from 8000 to 9000rpm.

The three-spoke wheel is famously chunky and squishy but
my muscle memory adapts instantly. There’s just one button on
the right horizontal spoke, a small oblong mysteriously marked
1/0. It activates M Track mode, that CSL-spec halfway-house
stability control setting. Press it and the circular outline of the
yellow DSC warning symbol illuminates beneath the small fuel
gauge to the left of the speedo. Ahead of the gearlever on the
centre console are DSC and Sport buttons, the latter creating
sharper throttle response. Not that the iron-blocked 3.2-litre
straight-six needs it, if I remember correctly. The ‘S54’ engine
has an 11.5:1 compression ratio, individual throttle bodies for
each cylinder and the most intimate throttle response.

The M3 CS looks small, almost dainty these days. It feels that
way, too, despite placing me a fraction too high on that riddle
of a driver’s seat. It doesn’t have that sense of tininess that you
experience when jumping from a 991 to a narrow-bodied 997

‘this was
the last cs
registered
in the uk. it’s
done 36,000
miles, but
you’d hardly
believe it’
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Leftandabove: 3.2-litre
straight-six is light on
torque but rich in character
with an insatiable hunger
for revs; innocuous-looking
button activates the DSC
stability control’s ‘halfway-
house’ M Trackmode

or 996, but the CS immediately imparts a sense of airiness
and agility. The engine seems to ingest pure oxygen, the revs
building quickly with an insatiable hunger. It adds to a picture of
easy, perfectly rendered accuracy and overflowing energy. Even
the straight-six’s metallic, trebly resonance sounds light, free
from inertia. Of course, with 338bhp at 7900rpm and 269lb ft
at 5000rpm, the CS’s performance lags miles behind that of a
new M4. Even so, it flows along at a good pace, even while I’m
in the reacquaintance stage, rarely venturing beyond 4500rpm.
The real rewards are waiting right up past 7, though…

It’s fascinating to be splashing across familiar roads in the CS.
I remember that the M3’s steering effort increased with the CS
package, but it’s heavier than I recall and has a smooth, slightly
gloopy feel. It doesn’t wriggle with texture then, but you sense
the ebb and flow of grip beneath the tyres as its weight subtly
shifts through these sodden and often bumpy, ugly-looking
corners. The gearshift was never perfect – slightly longer than
you’d hope and with a notchy, fragile action. I’d expected it
might feel loose and baggy even after this car’s pampered life.
It doesn’t. In fact it’s got a nice physicality to it. I’d stop short of
calling it ‘sweet’ but it doesn’t get in the way for a second.

What does feel absolutely as I remember it is the CS’s control
and its transparent balance, so accessible and so simple to
exploit. The E46 M3 was always a hugely enjoyable car but
the suspension struggled to deal with short, sharp bumps. On
a car with 18in wheels, this manifested as off-putting vertical
movements, the ride turning lumpy along the trickiest roads
and rather knocking your confidence. With the heavier 19in
wheel/tyre combination it could at times feel out of control,
the car’s strange pogoing motion tangling the chassis’ usual
fluidity in knots. The CS pretty much solves that. Even on these
weather-ravaged roads it feels supple, deft and yet with serene

bmw e46 m3 cs
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poise. In tennis commentary they talk about ‘soft hands’
when Federer absorbs a 100mph forehand and floats back
the most delicate of drop volleys. The CS has that amazing
combination of powerful control and almost poetic subtlety.
Just occasionally there’s a little vertical leap – a hint of its roots
– but it’s not enough to stop you committing to every corner
entry and loading up the M-diff at the earliest opportunity.

In terms of balance, the M3 CS has a purity that today’s
torque-rich M4 or C63 AMG just can’t touch on real roads.
There’s just a taste of understeer on turn-in with a slick surface
but front grip never threatens to fall away suddenly. The push
disappears as soon as you add throttle (I prefer not to use the
rather jumpy Sport mode), the CS finding a neutral balance
and holding its line. However, with that M-diff so keen to
lock-up, a world of thrills awaits those brave enough to peek
over the edge of grip. In fact ‘edge’ isn’t such an accurate word
because once traction is breached you quickly realise that the
CS offers an expansive plain on which to express yourself.
It feels sensational just loading up the tyres until they’re
spinning a fraction faster than road speed, requiring you do
no more than wind off a fraction of lock to scribe the perfect
line. If you prefer, you can go further – much further – and set
the CS up to slide into, through and out of every corner.

The key here is that the CS seems to get so many of the
basics right. It’s compact, it has incredible throttle response

and a fantastic power-to-grip ratio, and the front and rear
of the car are beautifully aligned. Add all that stuff up and
the CS manages to feel fast enough to be genuinely exciting
but not so edgy that sensing the wheels spin-up gives you
palpitations. In many ways it’s the exact opposite of the new
M4 on a bumpy, glistening road – predictable, possessed
of excellent traction and so intuitive that leaning on the
electronics isn’t the only sensible (and safe) option. Driving
it quickly offers a sense of freedom that you’d never find in
an M4 without a smooth and bone-dry racetrack and a pit
garage full of new tyres for you to destroy.

Of course, it’s not all good news. The brakes. My, the brakes.
Initially they feel fantastic, the pedal firm and responsive
and with a short travel. In fact they’re so quick to bite that
it’s tricky to summon the accuracy to apply the correct brake
pressure while blipping the throttle on downshifts. You tend
to overslow the car with a lurch or get a limp flare of revs
that does no good at all. Don’t beat yourself up too much, nor
worry unduly about recalibrating your sensitivity to work
with the CS, because by the time you do, the brakes will be
groaning in protest, the pedal perceptibly lengthening if you
fail to listen to the noisy, almost painful protestations. They
are a glaring weak link.

Just how weak is thrown into ruthless focus by the engine.
My, the engine. It feels special at low speed not because it
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punches you in the guts with its torque (it doesn’t), but because
it sounds so crisp and spins so freely. It really is the heart of the
car and it only gets better the more you exercise it. Of course,
we’re growing more and more accustomed to engines that
produce peak torque from 2000rpm and, judged against them,
the S54 is hopelessly torque-light. Yet foregoing the ability to
overtake a row of dawdling cars without shifting down from
sixth is no great sacrifice if the pay-off is the opportunity to feel
and hear an engine build and grow to such a show-stopping
climax. Its appetite to rev and rev, to climb through all the
phases of its searing delivery, is just so addictive. The sharp,
splintered noise adds a deliciously satisfying edge, too. It’s one
of the great road car engines, no question.

In this hellishly wet winter it’s something close to a miracle
when the clouds part and the road starts to dry for my final
drive of Soni’s CS. He’s alongside in the passenger seat and
we’re both smiling. The noise, the way the car digs for grip but
manages to glide into gentle oversteer, and its composure even
when it’s working hard to absorb the road’s gnarliest sections,
offers such pure, uncomplicated fun that it’s impossible not to
fall for the CS. When I think of an M3 – an M Division car in
general – it’s this lightness of touch and the facility to indulge

and entertain that comes to mind. It’s the very essence of what
makes them such special cars and why we’re critical when the
magic is lost in a whirlwind of sledgehammer performance and
binary dynamics. The M3 CS nails that balance with pinpoint
accuracy. Hard-edged and exciting, yet tolerant and playful, it
could only be the product of the M Division.

Today, on these roads, in pretty miserable conditions, the CS
hasn’t created another one of those indelible memories that I’ll
be recounting ten years from now. But we’re not on the Route
Napoléon; we don’t have the blessing of the local police; that
sausage roll was not a freshly pulled and generously topped
pizza. That the M3 CS still shines so brightly in the context of
another decade’s worth of fantastic drivers’ cars, under the
cover of drizzle and splashing through puddles, is a testament
to its inherent rightness. An agile front-engine/rear-drive car
honed by people who know and care, married to a naturally
aspirated engine that revs to the heavens and drives through a
manual gearbox and a locking differential is a timeless recipe.
The CS is still a superstar. Now and forever. L

With thanks to Soni Pone and also to Laura at Munich Legends
(munichlegends.co.uk).

BMW e46M3 CS

Engine In-line 6-cyl, 3246cc
Power 338bhp @ 7900rpm
Torque 269lb ft @ 5000rpm
Weight 1495kg
Power-to-weight 230bhp/ton
0-60mph 5.1sec (claimed)
Top speed 155mph (limited)
Price today £15,000-25,000

evo rating:;;;;;

BMW e46 M3 CS
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ITWAS ANO-BRAINER
to get aMégane Trophy
on the evo long-term

test fleet. I suppose I could have
secured the evenmore hardcore 275
Trophy-R if I’d asked Renault really
nicely, but as the ultra-focused two-
seater Ring-record holder was built
in very small numbers and all but
sold out, there seemed little point.
Besides, with a few choice options

I reckoned the Trophy could get
very close to the R as an occasional
trackday toy and easily trump it as a
daily driver. I had 12months in which
to putmy theory to the test.
A little over 19,000miles later

it’s time for the Trophy to go back
to Renault, and I have to say it has
proved to be every bit as good as
I’d hoped. Like all the best long-
term tests, anticipation was built

with a session on the Renaultsport
configurator. I agonised over the
colour, eventually going for black on
the basis I didn’t want white, I’d just
had a grey Audi R8 long-termer, and
had previously run a yellow Clio 200
Turbo. Besides, I’ve got a thing for
black cars, and they annoy the hell
out of photographers. That’s a win-
win inmy book.
One thing I wasted no time in

selecting was the all-important
Öhlins Road& Track suspension
(£2000), which would bring the
Trophy up to Trophy-R specification
where it really mattered. And
when you spec the Öhlins you can
also have the optional lightweight
Speedline Turini wheels (£1000)
andMichelin Pilot Sport Cup 2 tyres
(£1000) to complete the dynamic
package. Quite what a semi-slick-

It’s farewell to a perfectly compromisedhot hatch that remainedunbeatenduring its timewith evo

I

Renaultsport
Mégane 275 Trophy
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shod 275 Trophy would feel like on
wintry roads I had no idea, but that’s
what ESC is for, right?
By the time I’d finished speccing

theMégane it was £34,000, which
I’ll admitmademe catchmy breath
somewhat. It’s not often you could
argue the case for a Renault costing
more than a competitor from a
premiumGerman brand, but if you’re
a real enthusiast there’s no doubt
you can see where themoney goes.
Those Speedline rims and that sticky
Michelin rubber are the best you
can get. Add Brembo brakes, Recaro
seats, an Akrapovic titanium exhaust
and those Öhlins dampers and it’s
clear the Trophy takes the things
thatmatter to another level.
It felt like it did, too.Whatever

the journey, I always knew I was
getting into something special, a
feeling bolstered by the Trophy’s
no-nonsense looks. The decals
are an acquired taste, but I rather
liked them, just as I did the simple,
well-put-together interior. The
Recaro seats were firm, but fitted
mewell with an impressive balance
of support and comfort. Front-seat
passengers (mainly MrsM) felt
less cosseted, especially on the
long-haul European trips wemade
to racemeetings at Dijon and Spa,
and aweek’s holiday to Nendaz in

Switzerland, but it was fine formore
regular trips.

Did it ever let me down? Not once.
I did suffer a front puncture, which
rather frustratingly necessitated
swapping the good rear to the front
and putting the spacesaver on the
rear as it doesn’t clear the brick-
sized Brembo caliper, but otherwise
the Trophy was faultless. People
seem surprised when I say it soaked
up some pretty extreme use without
complaint or signs of deterioration,
but it proved tough as old boots. The
R-Linkmultimedia system froze on a
couple of occasions, but employing
the IT specialists’ standard
procedure of switching it off and on
again always did the trick.
Costs?Well, apart from the

regular 12,000-mile service (£214.24),
a couple of litres of oil and two sets
of tyres at the best part of £200 per
corner, there were no unexpected

bills. I think that’s impressive,
especially for a car thatmust have
done hundreds of laps of Bedford
Autodrome, Anglesey and Blyton
for assorted editorial assignments.
I ran it on both regular 95 unleaded
and assorted 98- and 99-octane
superunleaded petrol. It definitely
preferred the hard stuff, feeling
sharper, punchier and possibly doing
a few extramiles per gallon, but it
ran happily on Fosters-spec fuel.

Of course, the best bit about living
with the Trophy was the high-quality
driving experience it delivered every
time I got behind its Alcantara-
wrapped steering wheel. The natural,
detailed and vibrant feeling of
connection never failed to impress,
likewise its formidable cross-country
pace. There was some torque-steer
tomanage, and the tyres required
me to bemindful until they’d come
up to temperature, but I soon

Renaultsport Mégane 275 Trophy
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accepted this as part of the occasion
of driving the Trophy.
There aremore powerful hot

hatches, but none thatmake better
use of what they have. I loved the
feeling of powering out of tight
second- or third-gear corners and
feeling theMégane squeeze every
last drop of traction from the front
tyres, diff working hard to find added
bite. The balance was actually very
neutral, but alive and finely throttle-
adjustable. The Öhlins dampers
were never less than brilliant, adding
another layer of control and pliancy.
Reaching into the darkest recesses
of the wheelarches to find the
one-click adjusters wasn’t as easy or
instantly gratifying as pressing Sport
or Sport+ as youwould in, say, a
Golf R or Civic Type R, but with some
experimentation it was possible to
arrive at an everyday compromise
that precisely suitedmy taste and
local roads, while the track settings
really did release extra grip, traction
and response.

One thing I never got round to was
visiting Renaultsport HQ and having
the optional big-brake kit fitted.
That was partly because I never had
sufficient spare time to take the car
to France, but also because I never
found the regular brakes wanting on
the road. They stood up impressively
during track use, too, even when
lapping against the clock.
When I took possession of

theMégane Trophy in December
2014 it was the purest andmost
accomplished drivers’ hot hatch
money could buy. One year later,
and in the face of fresher rivals from
Honda and SEAT, that’s still the
case. That it’s also one of the best
long-term test cars I’ve ever lived
withmakes the last 12months all
themorememorable. My next long-
termer has a tough act to follow.L
Richard Meaden
(@DickieMeaden)

Dateacquired December 2014
Durationoftest 12months

Total testmileage 19,143
Overallmpg 28.4

Costs £214.24 service,
£1510eight tyres

Purchaseprice £34,000
Trade-invalue £23,500
Depreciation £10,500



I’M STILL EASING INTO LIFE
with a GT-R. Still chuckling
at just how awful it is

when cold, shuddering and shunting
around, the gearbox rattling and the
whole car feeling close to a very ugly
death. It only lasts a fewminutes but
it would be a shock to anyone used
to amore conventional performance
car such as anM3 or 911. I’m also still
laughing every time the GT-R hits
boosts and rips through the gears,
the digital speed readout struggling
to keep pace. And I’m still wondering
how a GT-R can tell you the oil
temperature in the transmission,
your lateral and longitudinal G-force,
trace your throttle openings and
steering angle, and give you a live
readout of the front-to-rear torque
split, but doesn’t have DAB.
The GT-R is a car of contradictions

SUCH ARE THE JOYS OF
the weather at the
moment that the last

month hasn’t seen theMX-5’s roof
open once. That’s a shame, as top-
down driving had started to become
one of the defining experiences
ofmy time running theMX-5. It’s
something that helps separate the
Mazda from the other options in
this price bracket, and the simplicity
and speed of the roofmechanism
contributes towards the car’s back-
to-basics feel.
I managed to fitmore decent

B-roads intomy travels this month,

so I’m starting to get used to the way
theMX-5 rolls somuch on turn-in,
which in turnmeans I’m driving it
that little bit harder. It can still be
unnerving, but the front-end grip
is definitely there. I’m sure the car
would be all themore exciting with a
few setup tweaks, though.
I also keep coming back to the
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idea that the only version of the
MX-5 you need is a 1.5-litre model
with nothing on it. The interior isn’t
that plush, the extra power from the
2-litre engine isn’t really needed and
all the options feel superfluous.

I’ve seen a few other Mk4MX-5s
now and I’m starting to think the car
looks at its best in a different colour
to ours. A brief encounter with a
Crystal White Pearlescent example
convincedme that it is the colour to
go for. It just lookedmore aggressive
than our Meteor Grey Mica car.
TheMX-5 also dealt with the

run back tomy parents’ house for
Christmas, in the process seeing
off its biggest storage challenge
yet. The discovery of the cubby hole
between the seatbacks helped, and
two runs weren’t required, so I think
that’s me convinced.L
Hunter Skipworth
(@HunterSkipworth)

With the roof firmly up
for the winter, our MX-5
turns load-lugger

MazdaMX-5

and the best of them all is that such
an electronically sophisticated car
feels mechanical and characterful.
I think I’ve used this analogy before,
but if the GT-R is the Terminator
(and it is), then it’s definitely a gnarly
Arnie-spec T-800with sewn-up
bullet wounds andwearing the
leather jacket of some biker it’s
kicked the crap out of rather than
the clean-cut, clinical T-1000 of
Robert Patrick. There’s something
so authentic and charismatic about
the GT-R and so far the longer-term

exposure to its personality hasn’t
dimmed the appeal.

Our GT-R has been busy, too.
Last month it took on the new 911
Carrera, the BMWM4 and the Jaguar
F-type R. Dan Prosser wrote the
piece and suggested that the GT-R
was themost exciting, immersive
car on a charge, but the 911 just held
out for a slim victory. It must offer
slightly more headroom for the quiff
or something.
Anyway, the point is that the

GT-R – now an old stager – is still an

extraordinary car to experience. For
us it’s still the honeymoon, of course,
but I can’t think of another car that
combines comfort and useability
with such thrilling performance.
Everything is rosy.L
Jethro Bovingdon
(@JethroBovingdon)

I

It may have been pipped
by the new 911, but our
GT-R has still got it

Nissan
GT-R

Dateacquired December 2015
Totalmileage 14,346

Mileagethismonth 1322
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 19.7

Dateacquired October 2015
Totalmileage 3778

Mileagethismonth 969
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 36.6

S

Mazda MX-5

Nissan GT-R



Chevrolet Camaro Z/28

A
After eCoty fun in
Scotland and a few laps
at Blyton Park, the Z/28

was ready to head to the Continent.
thankfully, by the time i picked it up
at Gatwick, editor nick had fitted a
set of yokohama Advans to replace
the bald Pirelli trofeo rs. Storm
Barney had brought a lot of rain at
this point and i had prettymuch
soiledmyself using the trofeos in
similar conditions in California. it all
gaveme an even greater respect for
what Senna did at Monaco in ’84.
After i tracked the south coast

from Brighton, it stopped raining in
Hastings long enough for me to look
at the sea fromwhere Guillaume
the Bastard came to conquer.
then came the Channel tunnel and
thumbs up for the Z/28 from almost
everyone i saw. try getting that in a
Porsche turbo S.

on the other side of the Channel,

Chevrolet CamaroZ/28

Dateacquired June 2015
Totalmileage 5360

Mileagethismonth 623
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 16.5
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Shod with fresh rubber, our muscle car leaves the uK
and heads for its new home: snowy Switzerland

Top: Z/28 reaches the south
coast.Below, fromfar left:
fine-tuning the pressures of
the newAdvans; ‘shortcut’
over the Jura; V8 pulls from
600rpm.Bottom:Cabaret-
rouge British Cemetery

with the car’s suspension in its
tourmode, the autoroute was easy
cruising tomy stopover at Souchez.
Shortly after dawn the next day, i
arrived at the Cabaret-rouge British
Cemetery to visit the grave of my
grandmother’s cousin, aWWi flying
ace shot down aged just 21.

Later that day i got stuck behind
a tractor trundling along an uphill
stretch at 40kph. Bored stiff, i
shifted into sixth and can now
confirm that big American V8s really
do work from 600rpm! then it was
on through horrendous rain andwith
terrible visibility behind lorries (why
do they overtake each other with a
1kph speed differential?). i got off the
autoroute as soon as possible, and
took the ‘shortcut’ to Geneva across
the Jura Mountains. it was a good
call: no lorries, great roads, windows
open and that 7008cc engine.
the next day the first snows came

to the Alps and the Jura. time for
another tyre change, i think.L
David Price



Well, this is aWkWard.
lastmonth i wrote that
my VWGolf r doesn’t have

dynamic Chassis Control – adaptive
dampers to you andme – but it
turns out that it does. every Golf r
i’ve ever driven with dCC has had a
button with an image of a damper
on it next to the gearlever, but VW
recently ditched the button in favour
of an option within a submenu in the
infotainment system.

My car was among the first to do
away with the button. it was only
when i started fiddling with the
individual drivemode for the first
time that i saw the option labelled
‘dCC’. i’ve now got the individual
mode set exactly how i like it for fast
road driving – dCC in sport, steering

in Comfort (steering systems
are generally ruined by artificially
weightier settings) and the engine
in sport. this means i can flick
between the individual and Comfort
modes depending on where and
how i’m driving, giving the car a really
wide operating window.
the firmer suspension setting

definitely adds some support at
each corner and you can feel more
of the road surface through the
chassis, but the car still deals with
bumps and ruts very well. i’m still
impressed by how effectively this car
combines comfort and refinement
with agility and response.
On another note, Golf r owner

euan holmswrote in to say he
reckons his car is ‘bombastically
good’ in the right circumstances,
but that the various driver-assist
systems ‘utterly ruin’ it for him. he
says Front assist, which warns you
when you you’re closing quickly on
the car ahead and actually applies
the brakes if it thinks youmight hit it,
is unreliable and even dangerous.
euan also hasmisgivings about

the automatic Cruise Control and
the synthesised engine note. With
the latter i can sympathise, but
i’m yet to have any problemswith
Front assist or automatic Cruise
Control. i will report back if that
changes. euan’s note did serve as
a reminder, though, that as cars
become increasingly complicated,
manufacturers will have to apply

new tech with real care to ensure
they don’t impede the bonding
process between car and driver.L
Dan Prosser (@TheDanProsser)

W

Dateacquired september 2015
Totalmileage 6536

Mileagethismonth 2245
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 30.3

Volkswagen
Golf r

Volkswagen Golf R

the discovery of well-
hidden suspensionmodes
makes our r even better

Audi RS Q3
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there aren’t tOOMany
drawbacks to being able
tomake a career from

taking photographs of cars. sure,
the ridiculous hours in the summer
months, sub-zero temperatures
during winter and evo designerWill
Beaumont’s penchant for cropping
all my photos into instagram-style
squares surrounded by a sea of
‘creative white space’ can get a little
tedious, but generally it’s every bit as
enjoyable as it looks.
apart, that is, from the amount

of equipment required for taking
photographs of cars. From lens
cloths and lighting gear to tripods
and stepladders, it all makes for a
colossal amount of kit, and for that,

a large boot is required.
With its huge wheels and sUV

shape, you’d be forgiven for thinking
that the audi rs Q3 is a big car. But
it’s not (which is why its handling
is genuinely very good andwhymy
wife likes to take it into town instead
of her VWUp). Unfortunately this
means that i can’t squeeze all of my

gear into the boot alone and i end up
having overnight bags, tripods and
all sorts of other random equipment
strewn across the rear bench.
as for transporting bicycles, it’s a

bit of a nightmare. audi very kindly
suppliedmewith roof-bars, to which
i attached a thule bike rack, but
i soon noticed that the rack was

T

Dateacquired October 2015
Totalmileage 2630

Mileagethismonth 1132
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 25.0

Audi rs Q3
smith finds out that his
sUV isn’t as practical
as itmight look

starting to crush the carbonfibre
frame ofmy bike where it clamped
around it… eeek!

a fork-mounted rack would avoid
that, but it would also void the
warranty onmy bike. alternatively,
audi can supply a towbar (which can
bemanually swivelled out of sight
when not in use), but this costs £625
and a rack to fit it wouldn’t be cheap
at upwards of £300. For now, then,
i’m taking the wheels off the bike and
throwing it in the car with the back
seats down. it’s not ideal, but it’s not
the end of the world.
Other than its size – which can

just as easily be viewed as a positive
– all is well with the rs Q3 andwe’re
really starting to bond.L
Dean Smith (@evoDeanSmith)



Someof themoSt
memorable drives I’ve
ever had have been in hot

hatches. for example, even in the
presence of Porsches and ferraris on
our recent evo Car of the Year test
(evo 216), the Civic type R and Leon
Cupra Sub8 deliveredmoments I’ll
never forget. As Jethro Bovingdon
points out in our eCoty video (head
to youtube.com/evo if you haven’t
yet seen it), a great hot hatch has an
uncanny ability to feel ‘just right’ in
virtually any situation.
however, this is where the

Corsa VXR fell a little short of my
expectations. hats off to Vauxhall
for being so committed with the
setup, as it’s a very aggressive car,
especially when equipped – as
our VXRwas –with the optional
Performance Pack (£2400). But to
me it always felt just the wrong side
of hardcore for day-to-day driving.
the ride in particular was very stiff
with the uprated Performance

Pack dampers, making the car
uncomfortable to be inmost of the
time. that said, I should point out
that some ofmymore hardened
colleagues weremore accepting of
the punishing ride, especially as the
pay-offwas tight body control when
you were pressing on.
the Performance Pack’s limited-

slip diff was also too aggressive
for my tastes on the road. At slow
speeds the car had a tendency to
tramline and follow cambers as soon
as it came on boost, which could
make it a bit of a handful around
town. out in the countryside, on
sweeping bends, it mademore
sense, but for me it was only on track
that it came into its own.
the steering was a bit dead

on initial turn-in, but was direct
thereafter, if not that feelsome. the
manual gearchange was welcome
and suited the car, although with its
long-ish throw and slightly rubbery
feel, the shift action wasn’t as

snappy as those of some rivals. the
chunky gearknobwas horrible, too.
the Corsa’s performance was

hard to argue with, though.With
its 1.6-litre turbocharged engine
producing 202bhp in a compact
body, the VXRwas properly
rapid, while braking was also very
impressive (the Performance
Pack adds upgraded Brembo front
brakes). the Corsa VXR is definitely
amongst themore potent of the
baby hatches. What it isn’t is the
most fuel efficient. Gettingmuch
more than 30mpgwas hard, which
compares poorly to the 38.1mpg our
long-term fiesta St averaged.

Inside, the Recaro seats were a
highlight, but otherwise the cabin
was rather ordinary to look at, as you
might expect in a car that now costs
just £18,125 basic. the satnav and
sound system also let the VXR down
on any sort of road trip, which was
a shame as Vauxhall’s latest in-car
tech is actually quite good. the cabin

Vauxhall Corsa VXR

After six months with
one of themost hardcore

small hatches on sale,
hunter Skipworth gives
his verdict on what it’s

like to live with

Vauxhall
CorsaVXR

S
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END OF TERM

‘With such strong
competition,why
would you choose
theVXRover
its rivals?’

Dateacquired July 2015
Durationoftest 6months

Total testmileage 9011
Overallmpg 30.7

Costs £0
Purchaseprice £20,395
Trade-invalue £15,500
Depreciation £4895



Mazda MX-5 Mk1

Brakes, clutch,
service. three items lurking
onmy to-do list for the

Mazda for far too long, and three
items I can now tick off and forget
after a comprehensive overhaul at
MX5 city near Doncaster.

Yes, the 100-mile trek from
Northamptonshire to Yorkshire is an
inconvenient one simply to fit some
fresh consumables, but theMX-5
is now of a vintage where specialist
care is preferable to that of the local
backstreet grease-monkey. MX5
city is also familiar withmy car (it’s
where I bought it) and I’m familiar
with the business, having visited
several times while researching for
a book. a trustworthy business is
worth its weight in gold, andmore
than justifies the extra petrol.
Which is just as well, because I

ended up spending not far short of
theMazda’s vaporousmass in gold
on having it serviced.With little
history for the car, I was keen to

bring it up to a baseline fromwhich
future servicing andmodifications
could be carried out. thatmeant the
engine, gearbox and diff all received
a new fill of oil, and both the cambelt
and alternator belt were changed
– the latter curing the intermittent
power steering assistance.
Most significantly, the standard

vented front brake rotors havemade
way for a set of eBc turbo Groove
dimpled discs, which ‘cool and clear’
the surface of the pad. the pads are
eBc Yellowstuff. I’d enquired about
Greenstuff ‘fast road’ pads, but eBc
said the Yellows were suitable for
street and trackday use, and are
race-proven too.

It’s too soon to draw any real
conclusions on the new brakes
– they’re no longer squealing,
which is a start – but the newOeM
replacement clutch from exedy is
certainly noticeable. the old unit
was slipping badly under power in
low gears and delivered amushy feel

through the pedal; with the new one
the car will pull away from idle and
put down all of its limited horses.
I suspect a few prodigal horses

may have returned too, not least
becauseMX5 city cleaned the
throttle body. response is now even
crisper than before, and the car idles
better too. I’m not about to claim the
Mazda feels like a new car, but the
journey back home on an autumnal
evening didmuch to remindmewhy
I bought it in the first place. the only
trouble is, I appear to have come
away with an even longer to-do list:
buckets, chassis bracing, coilovers,
new exhaust, new headers…L

Antony Ingram (@evoAntony)

B

Dateacquired February 2015
Totalmileage 93,646

Mileagethismonth 252
Coststhismonth £1015.75 service,

£370.50brakes,
£120 clutch

mpgthismonth 33.0

Mazda
MX-5 Mk1
somemechanical
housekeeping gets the
MX-5 fighting fit
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was clearly well screwed together,
though, being resolutely rattle-free
after 9000miles of being shaken
around on that suspension. the
only unwelcome noise was a
creaking clutch pedal that did a
fine impression of a honking goose.
Nothing that a squirt ofWD40
couldn’t fix, I’m sure.
Fast, well priced and

uncompromised, the corsa VXr
has a lot going for it. But with such
strong competition, why would
you choose it over its rivals? It all
comes down to how hardcore you
like your hot hatches. some people
relish the feeling of a seriously
aggressive hatch equippedwith
recaros – you just need to look at
the following the rsMégane has
for proof of that. But for buyers
looking for amore rounded small
hot hatch, the corsa VXrmight
simply be too over the top.L
Hunter Skipworth
(@HunterSkipworth)

Above:Michelin Pilot super
sports providedmassive
grip.Below:recaro buckets
were popular with evo staff
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THE GT2 IS RACKING UP
themiles, somuch so that
I think I’ll be phoning Sky

Insurance soon and requesting an
extension on themileage limit. I
can’t help it – we’ve had a verymild
autumn andwinter and the car is
just so addictive to drive. It’s great
on longer journeys too; despite the
stiff ride and fixed-back bucket
seats, I’ve yet to suffer any aches
and pains or undue fatigue.
Of course, themiles started to

show up a few niggles, which the
seller, RPM Technik, offered to look at
under warranty. First and foremost
was amild clutch judder, particularly
when reversing. My fear was that
the dual-mass flywheel was on the
blink – an expensive fix unless I took
advantage of having it assessed
during the warranty period. Ollie
Preston, RPM’s technical chief,
took the car in and tried the clutch
alongside that of another 996 GT2
that they happened to have in at

Porsche 996 GT2

Porsche 996 GT2

the same time. Both cars exhibited
the same characteristic, and with
further investigations on both
cars suggesting no other reason to
suspect a fault, he assuredme that
it’s nothing to worry about.
‘Use a fewmore revs, but try not

to drag it,’ he advised. ‘It’s a tough
unit; you won’t do it any harm.’
I guess I’ve been doing somuch
day-to-day driving in the GT2 that
I’d forgotten that inmany ways it’s a
tough old racing car and can take a
little bit of welly.
Other minor issues that RPM

fixed included a dodgy fuel-cap
lock, which on occasion sounded
like a pebble being dropped down a
hole when engaged. It only locked
occasionally, too, so that’s been
sorted. Also, I wanted the guys to
check the wheel alignment at the
front as the tyres were rippling over
surfaces when on lock at low speeds.
This phenomenon has become
increasingly common on sports

cars with aggressive setups – I’ve
experienced it on everything from a
Mégane Trophy to aMcLaren 675LT
– but I couldn’t remember the 996s
doing it back in the day. Again, RPM
said the car was fine, but offered
to tailor the setup tomy liking this
summer when I’m likely to spend
more time on track. The range of
suspension adjustment is broad
with a GT2, so I’m looking forward to
personalising the geometry.

Finally, I asked the guys to look
at non-functioning heated rear
screen (now fixed) and giveme an
update on the underside protection.
These GT2s weren’t overendowed
with underbody protection as it
only addedweight. However, RPM
had fully cleaned the underside and
waxed it as part of the pre-sale prep
and there’s at least six months (and
a winter) left in it. I’ll get them to
inspect it in June when the car will
have been withme for a year.L
Nick Trott (@evoNickTrott)

T

Dateacquired June 2015
Totalmileage 27,665

Mileagethismonth 334
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 22.2

Increasedmileage uncovers a few niggles and reveals some GT2 idiosyncrasies

‘I’m looking forward
to personalising the
GT2’s suspension
geometry for track
work this summer’
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engine for 30 minutes, let it cool,
then top up the coolant. The fluid is
drawn into the damaged area and
the chemicals combine to create ‘a
permanent seal as strong as steel’.
Yeah right, you’re thinking.

Since then I’ve had the water
pump replaced (the cause of the
initial failure) plus a new radiator
(thanks paragonauto.co.uk in
Northampton) and… and… the car
is running perfectly! No signs of any
overheating issues – none at all.

I won’t claim it’s a miracle cure
until I’ve done more miles, but I

have to admit that for every mile
that goes under the gold wheels, I’m
feeling more and more confident
about the fix. Confident enough to
regroup and attempt another blast
to the Monte?Watch this space…L

Nick Trott (@evoNickTrott)

Dateacquired January 2015
Totalmileage 106,706

Mileagethismonth 149
Coststhismonth £577.19water pump,

radiator, labour,
£39.99Steel Seal

mpgthismonth n/a

Subaru
Impreza
Turbo

Subaru Impreza Turbo

A cheap fix does the job,
to the amazement of all

With a blown gasket identified,
it looked like a new short engine
would be required – a short engine
that, when fitted, would probably
cost as much as the car did. Damn.
So I decided to try another option: a
‘pour-in’ repair fluid.

I know what you’re thinking: it’s a
bodge. But I’d prepared myself for a
new engine, so with nothing to lose
(and curiosity to satiate) I bought a
bottle of Steel Seal for £39.99.

The process is simple: you pour it
into the radiator, put the cap back
on, turn the heater to full, run the

W

So I Took The pluNge
and bought a load of
Windrush evolutions

(WeVo) kit via eu distributor
TwinSpark Racing. Asmentioned
last month, I want to improve the
accuracy and speed of the SC’s ‘915’
gearshift, especially as I’m going
to have a particularly zingymotor
post-rebuild.

A few conversations withWeVo
boss hayden Burvill sealed the deal –
he liked what I’m doing to the engine
and recommended the full WeVo
Shifter kit, pSJs (more on which in a
moment) and a ‘915 Streetlite’ clutch
and flywheel.
Themain issue with the stock 915

shifter is the free-play in the action.
It’s this that contributed to the
missed shift that over-revvedmy
engine. Well, that and another dozen

other excuses I’ve got lined up…
TheWeVo Shifter kit shrinks the

movement from neutral to in-gear
to 2 inches – a 30 per cent reduction
in travel. Free-play is also eliminated,
according to Burvill.
Next up: the pSJs. These are

‘precision Shift Joints’ – direct-
replacement couplers that fit in
the shift linkagemechanism and
eliminate unwantedmovement.
Improved shift accuracy is once
again promised.
To top off the shifter end, quite

literally, I’ve gone for a black
anodised gearstick and a tall shift
knob – thinkmoreWRC than IRoC. I
appreciate that this will look a little

out of place in the SC’s distinctly
’80s cabin, but I get a bit of a kick
out of this juxtaposition, and the
fact that it hints at a rather special
gearshiftmechanismwithin.
Finally, the SC needed a new

clutch and I was looking at getting
the flywheel lightened, so Burvill
instead suggestedWeVo’s Streetlite
clutch and flywheel. I’m properly
excited by this. It uses the stock
release bearing, cablemechanisms
and starter-ring gears, but has a
new billet-steel lightweight flywheel,
a 215mm lug-drive aluminium Ap
Racing clutch, an organic friction
disc, and a release bearing adapter
and fasteners. The aim? To lower

inertia for a quicker-spooling engine,
yet thanks to the organic friction
disc, WeVo’s piece should have the
manners of a normal road clutch.

When all the kit arrived, I
popped it down to RpM Technik for
inspection. They even got out the
scales and confirmed that theWeVo
Streetlite clutch and flywheel are
almost half the weight of the stock
items. I can’t wait to try it all. L
Nick Trott (@evoNickTrott)

Dateacquired March 2014
Totalmileage 90,993

Mileagethismonth 0
Coststhismonth £2501
mpgthismonth n/a

Porsche
911 SC

Porsche 911 SC

Trott’s mods begin in
earnest with a new clutch

S

WheRe Do I START?!
Regular readers will know
that a year ago I bought

a 1999 Subaru Impreza Turbo that
went pop before I even drove it.
To briefly recap, the plan was

to drive it to the 2015 Monte
Carlo Rally, but the car suffered a
catastrophic overheating episode
just ten miles into the journey
while evo designer Will Beaumont
was driving. Since then it has sat
rather unceremoniously outside the
office. I guess I was hoping it would
miraculously mend itself…

Left: the SC is in for a treat
withWeVo’s Streetlite
clutch and flywheel, which
uses Ap Racing hardware
andweighs roughly half
what the oeM items do
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a stir on themagazine’s fleet of late,
and after hearing about how the
Caterham 420R fared at evo’s track
evenings last summer, I was keen to
find out why it’s so dearly loved. So
when there was a chance to borrow
the Seven for a couple of weeks
recently, I took the opportunity –
and the steering wheel, keys and
electrical cut-off switch – to see
what the fuss was about.
On the journey home from evo

Towers, I heard a squeal coming
from under the bonnet. After getting
the car up on a high-lift and having a
prod around, it became apparent the
alternator had snapped clean off its
bracket, loosening the auxiliary belt.
A call to the team at Caterham saw
the car that I had picked up an hour
earlier whisked off to BookaTrack’s
new Caterham dealership at
Donington Park for a fix.

Unfortunately, not two days
passed before there was another
problem. An intermittent stuttering
of the engine, previously thought
to be related to fuel quality, turned
terminal. The car returned to
Donington, where the BookaTrack
guys diagnosed a worn wiring loom.
Once again the issue was quickly
fixed and the Seven was soon back
on the road.Would it now behave
long enough for me to get a decent
drive in it? Find out next time…L

Michael Whiteley (@MWHFC)

Dateacquired August 2015
Totalmileage 3677

Mileagethismonth 127
Coststhismonth £72 alternator

bracket,
£39 sub-loom,
£52.80 spark plugs

mpgthismonth 31.1

Caterham
Seven 420R

SkodaOctavia
vRS Estate

Skoda Octavia vRS Estate

AFTER A FEWWEEkS In
our Octavia vRS, I’ve
come to believe that

Skoda has got the notion of ‘Time
And Relative Dimension In Space’
nailed. I’ve thought this about the
Superb estate in the past, but now I
reckon its smaller sibling falls under
the same umbrella. Both cars look
angularly handsome in a kryten sort

of way, but they’re also possessed
of proportions that seem to disguise
how big they really are. They fit into
parking spaces just fine and don’t
feel likeminibuses to drive, yet they
seem to have the load capacity of a
seven-and-a-half-tonner.
During the week leading up to

Christmas (andwhat an exciting
week it was…), the Octavia

transported a defunct fridge-freezer,
then an old bath (resplendent in
avocado green) and finally a large
Scots pine (less convenient than
those small cardboard ones that
hang from the rear-viewmirror, but
you can’t beat the authentic smell).
Each timewhen I wondered whether
I might have been overambitious,
the tailgate opened and the Octavia

A

Dateacquired October 2015
Totalmileage 6715

Mileagethismonth 606
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 46.0

It’s not all glamour in the Fast Fleet,
but the Skoda is earning its keep

Caterham Seven 420R

A hard life takes its toll
on our trackday special

B

swallowed the item like a humpback
gorging on a tin of sardines.
The second thing that has struck

me about the big Skodas’ Einstein-
challenging abilities is that they
shrink distances. They seem to
shrug off long journeys remarkably
easily, leaving you relaxed after
hours on themotorway. Despite a
very capable chassis, our Octavia
isn’t themost fun thing to drive on a
B-road, sadly. Its diesel engine and
DSG gearbox combo just doesn’t
encourage you to push on. However,
there is no denying the distance-
shrinking efficacy of the package.
The hours are whiled away with even
more grace thanks to the ease of
access to podcasts and the like that
Apple CarPlay brings.

So, it might not be thrilling, but I’m
findingmuch to admire about the
Octavia. It’s deceptively large inside
and seems tomake journeys shorter.
Skoda really has got this TARDIS
thing nailed.L
Henry Catchpole
(@HenryCatchpole)

BEInG THE TECHnICAl
correspondent at evo, I
get excited about cars

loadedwith new tech. Side Slip
Angle Control and torque-vectoring
diffs are the sort of things that get
me going. However, it is a car with
very little tech that has been causing
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THE 458 HAD IT EASY ON
the run up to Christmas,
posing as a static exhibit

in Sheffield’s Meadowhall Centre.
It was there to promote 6th Gear’s
supercar driving experiences, and it
certainly generatedmuch positive
attention. But it’s not had it that
cushy all year, of course. In fact, only
the day before arriving in Sheffield it
was tearing round Castle Combe for
a full six hours, stopping only for fuel
and changes of driver.
This remindedme that I should

perhaps point out once again that
the use this 458 gets certainly isn’t
typical. Of the 75,000miles that
have passed beneath its Michelins,
many have generated probably twice
the amount of wear and tear than
would have been the case had the
car been restricted to the road.
So, with this in mind, how did

the 458 stand up during 2015? The
simple answer is ‘pretty damnwell’.

TWOMONTHS IN AND
my initial disappointment
with the Focus ST has

dissipated somewhat. Over time you
can start to nitpick things you don’t
like about a car, but you can also find
certain things that you do like. These
qualities couldn’t bemore easily
discovered than on a road-trip.
Driving to the French Alps in the

middle of winter on summer tyres
andwith no snow chains would be
a challenge in any car, and it was
certainly the biggest test yet for our
diesel estate ST. How it fared came
as a pleasant surprise.

It didn’t quite reach the peak of
Mont Blanc but it didmanage to
tackle some roads you wouldn’t
normally dream of entertaining
without four-wheel drive. It also
cruised serenely along the amazingly
smooth Frenchmotorways,
demonstrating that it’s an ideal

candidate for long-distance driving.
Moreover, it averaged 44mpg,
making the journey considerably
more affordable than it would have
been in prettymuch any other car
currently on the evo fleet.

The Recaro bucket seats were
another boon. Theymay look a bit
chavvy, but they grip you just right.
The optional Sony sound system is
also a big step up from the standard
setup and the huge load space (1502
litres with the back seats down)
allowedme to bring back half of
the French vineyards. I wouldn’t say
I’m loving the ST, but I’m certainly
starting to warm to it.L
Sam Riley (@samgriley)

Dateacquired August 2015
Totalmileage 12,061

Mileagethismonth 4400
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 44.1

Ford Focus ST
TDCi Estate

Ferrari
458 Italia

Ferrari 458 Italia

I’ll make no apologies for my firm
opinion (statedmore than a few
times, I know) thatmodern Italian
supercars benefit frommileage
and not from sitting unused in an
entrepreneur’s car collection. There’s
no need to fear putting bigmiles on
an Italian stallion, just as long as one
can stand the depreciation.
But there is one downside to cars

like this. In my experience, most
modern, electronics-festooned
supercars – whatever their
parentage – have an annoying habit

of throwing up phantomwarning
lights when on a track. Also, the
trend of having to purchase whole
assemblies at huge cost when a
small part inside lets go really grates.
The 458’s recent newwheel-bearing
assembly, which came in at over
£1000, is a case in point.
That all said, even with its thrice-

around-the-worldmileage, the 458
still handles no differently to when
it first rolled out of the showroom
in 2011. It’s lost none of its pace and,
what’s more, the classic magnolia

interior is virtually unmarked.
It took a long while for me to fall

for the Ferrari’s distinct charms,
as regular readers will know. Have
I changedmymind as time has
passed by? You bet.L
Simon George
(@6gearexperience)

T

Dateacquired May2011
Totalmileage 75,221

Mileagethismonth 883
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 14.1

Supercar puts its feet up
for the festive season

Ford Focus ST

Another mammoth drive onto
the Continent for our workhorse

T
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Wheels take a pounding during winter thanks to road-
grit and muck. The best way to prevent harmful salts
attacking your alloys and halt the build-up of tough-to-
remove dirt is to protect them.

The simplicity of Simoniz’s wheel-protector spray
doesn’t inspire much confidence at first, but its effects
will be noticeable the next time you clean your car. Where
hard scrubbing was once needed to displace dirt, a spray
of Simoniz Complete Wheel Protector means most dirt
can be quickly hosed off.
Sam Sheehan

If you’re looking for an introduction
to the story of Group B rallying then
this is not the book for you. However,
if you already know a bit about what
was arguably rallying’s greatest period,
then this book is a fascinating insight.

It is a collection of essentially
unedited interviews (originally filmed
and then cut down for the hour-long
documentary of the same name) with
drivers, co-drivers and team managers
who not only lived through Group B
but saw it all from the inside. Names
such as Gumpert, Vatanen, Todt,
Röhrl and Mouton all give a range of
very interesting and sometimes very
different perspectives. Because many
of them are speaking in English as a
second language, the text can seem a
little lacking in flow and hard to read,
but you quickly begin to hear each
individual’s voice and I found it added
to the charm. It is fantastic to have
these recollections of a spectacular
time in motorsport saved for posterity.
Henry Catchpole
(@HenryCatchpole)

Tried & Tested The best motoring products, put
through their paces by the evo team

You want a no-nonsense suede steering
wheel, preferably with yellow stitching
at 12 o’clock. Who wouldn’t? But your car
has an airbag, and it’s not a dedicated
trackday weapon, so those lovely basic
wheels from Momo and Sparco are out.

However, if you’ve got anything less
than a 911 GT3, you’ll probably have an
ordinary leather wheel, which leaves the
option of getting your existing wheel
recovered. It might not give your interior
that race-car vibe, but having the same
wheel recovered in some soft Alcantara
will make a huge difference to how it feels.

Royal Steering Wheels will recover
any wheel however you want. I opted
for simple black Alcantara but with ‘M’
tricolour stitching for a bit of excitement.
Had I wanted the wheel to be made thicker
and in four colours, they’d have been able
to do that too. If the car is your daily
driver and you can’t do without your
wheel, Royal offer an exchange

service – they send you an identical wheel
to yours that’s already been recovered and
you send back your existing wheel.

The Alcantara used by Royal is some
of the best I’ve felt. It’s also a much
darker, richer black than many of the
OEM Alcantara wheels. Not only is the
Alcantara softer and much more pleasant
in your hands than the original leather, but
the whole wheel is slightly squidgier. This
is possibly because the Alcantara isn’t as
stiff as the leather. Whatever the reason,
it makes squeezing the wheel that bit
nicer and improves grip even more.

The quality of the finish and stitching is
remarkable, too – as good as you’d expect
to see on even the most expensive cars. A
brilliant service.
Will Beaumont (@WillBeaumont)

Having briefly tried, and found myself
impressed with, a pair of Serengetis
that were featured in our Essentials
section in issue 211, I picked up a pair
of Breras with sanded dark brown
frames and polarised lenses. At £197 I
was expecting great things – and they
delivered.

For a start, the construction is
faultless, and even small things such as
the case, cleaning wipe and packaging
feel top quality. The Breras are also
light and comfortable, and the lenses
immediately impress with their clarity
in all conditions. These photochromic
lenses are made from borosilicate, a

type of glass that’s so tough, light and
resistant to temperature changes that
it’s sometimes used in the storage of
nuclear waste!

They are without question the
best lenses I’ve ever used and
are significantly better than the
equivalently specced pair of Ray-Bans
that I owned before the Serengetis.
The only downside is an occasional
creeping of light around the sides,
which means I’ll look at a more
wraparound frame next time. That
aside, I can’t recommend these
Serengetis highly enough.
Nick Trott (@evoNickTrott)

MADNESS ON WHEELS: THE RISE AND FALL OF GROUP B –
RALLYING’S CRAZIEST YEARS edited by JOHN L MATTHEWS
£19.99 amazon.co.uk

SERENGETI BRERA
£197 serengeti-europe.eu

ROYAL STEERING WHEELS ALCANTARA RECOVER
£130-140 royalsteeringwheels.com

SIMONIZ COMPLETE WHEEL
PROTECTOR
£4.99 halfords.com

Wheels take a pounding during winter thanks to road-

attacking your alloys and halt the build-up of tough-to-

doesn’t inspire much confidence at first, but its effects 
will be noticeable the next time you clean your car. Where 
hard scrubbing was once needed to displace dirt, a spray 
of Simoniz Complete Wheel Protector means most dirt 



The world’s most iconic classic cars to admire, adore and own
The Grand Avenue, a live motoring runway of 60 classic cars in action

Motoring icons including Gordon Murray, Ari Vatanen and Sir Stirling Moss
Over 600 classic cars on display, including our NEW car club hall with retro entertainment

Tickets start from £16.50
Book now at thelondonclassiccarshow.co.uk

PLUS ENTRANCE TO
BUY

2 TICKETS

FOR ONLY £40

QUOTE ‘EVO’

SAVE £6*

*Offer valid on standard adult Friday-Sunday tickets only, transaction fee applies





T H E P A S T F E W Y E A R S H A V E S E E N
unprecedented growth in the classic and nearly
new performance car market that has fuelled a

surge in interest in specialist motoring in general and made
some people – on paper at least – very wealthy. However,
this growth has also priced out large sections of the
enthusiast community from attaining their dream cars, and
removed many great performance cars from the road to a
dull existence in a dehumidified garage.

How did we get here, even in a recession? The consensus
is straightforward: as the banks crumbled in 2008 and
traditional forms of investment suffered under very low
interest rates, the wealthiest sections of society looked to
diversify their investment portfolios and, along with other
‘commodities’, cars were very attractive. This is particularly
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so because there is no capital gains
tax to be paid on car sales, and the
sale of them – unlike, say, property –
is relatively straightforward.

Tom Hartley (tomhartley.com) has
been at the forefront of selling high-
performance and classic cars for
decades. ‘I believe there will be a 20
per cent deduction in prices during
2016,’ he says. ‘But imagine a Ferrari
275 that’s gone from £600,000 to
£3million in recent years – even
with 20 per cent off that’s still big
money, and there’s currently a great
opportunity to buy cars from the
1980s. Porsches have a lot of ground
to make up.’

Talking of Ferrari 275s, Hartley
notes that such cars sold for £8000

in 1963 but are £3million today,
offering an unbeatable return.
‘There are two different buyers,’
he says. ‘Those that buy with their
hearts, and those with their heads.
The former should buy now, the
latter have probably missed out.’
Still, the new-car high-performance
market shows no sign of slowing
down: Hartley was recently the first
to sell a pre-owned LaFerrari – for
a 100 per cent premium over the
list price.

Nevertheless, the more you look
into the picture for 2016, the more
differences in opinion arise. Rob
Johnson at Classic & Sports Finance
(see Expert View) cautions that the
high-end stuff has really slowed

down: ‘The DB5, the Miura, the F40
– the people out there that wanted
them have already bought them.
Those buyers that remain are looking
carefully at history and condition.
I don’t think the bubble has burst,
it’s more a correction in the market
resulting from a number of factors.’

Mark Donaldson (see Expert
View) is a third-generation dealer in
cars, and specialises in historic road
and racing machines. ‘People were
less positive heading into Monterey
[the leading classic car auction],
but prices have stabilised since,’ he
says. ‘2015 was a fascinating year,
and I think this year the volume of
trade will likely decrease, but I’m
very happy with where values are.

The £5million-plus bracket is going
from strength to strength, and even
if values plateau, people still have a
great car.’

One area that has seen plenty
of growth in recent years is the
auction arena, and Nick Whale of
Silverstone Auctions believes the
market remains quite strong: ‘The
1960s market is robust, ’50s and
pre-war I’d say is shrinking, but
with an ageing population there’s an
underlying strong demand for cars of
the ’80s and ’90s – the E30 M3 is the
“sleeping” 911 2.7 RS, but think of
Quattros and Countachs as well. The
market has gone soft above £500,000
– there’s a general price correction
going on – but only a significant

‘Some report
that interest
in certain
sectors is
dramatically
down’
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NOW BUY ONE

Surely noone could dislike aGialloGinestra
Integrale Evo 2?This 34,000-mile car is
priced in themiddle of the Integrale Evo
market,which puts it belowperiod rivals
such as theBMWM3and FordSierra

CosworthRS500, somaybe there’s room
to grow.Maybe.

A very high-spec examplewith just 9400
miles, this CompetizioneRed8C is oneof
the feworiginal UK-market cars. The 8C is
a car that dividedopinionwhennew, but
with a beauty that’s impossible to deny,
keeping themiles off this one should lead

to afine long-term investment.

Is a 59,000-mile black Sport Evo abrilliant
investmentmove at £110,000, or an

extortionate amount ofmoney for a car
that has already peaked?At least oneof
our experts called this the 911 Carrera 2.7
RSof the future, and if he’s right, £110,000
will one day seem like pocket-change.

Here’s something abitmore down-to-
earth: an earthy-brownSLpressing all the
right retro buttons.With just three keepers
since 1981, twoofwhomkept it in the same
family formany years, it has an extensive
main-dealer service history and a recent

£13,000body restoration.

LANCIA DELTA
INTEGRALE
£34,995

ALFA ROMEO
8C COUPE
£159,000

BMW M3 SPORT
EVOLUTION
£110,000

MERCEDES-BENZ
500SL (R107)

£19,950

wrcarsales.co.uk
01274734657

classicalfa.com
02086884443

munichlegends.co.uk
01825740456

fletchdale.co.uk
02089649931
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SilverstoneAuctions
‘Ferraris are still a good investment,
especiallywith 1980s cars such as the 308,
the 328 and theTestarossa, but tomake
the topprices they need tobe right-hand-
drive, UK cars,with a knownprovenance
andadetailed service history. Otherwise
they canbeharder to sell.’

THE SPECIALIST
NICK WHALE

The latest auction results andonline
searches forevo cars both nearly newand
old canmake for depressing reading. That
younowneed£100,000 tobuy our current
Car of theYear – thePorscheCaymanGT4,
which retailed at £64,000– tells you all you
need to knowaboutwhat’swrongwith the
market. Or, for some,what’s right about it.

We’ve heard of a fewGT4ownerswhohad
securedorders, saved everything they could
to pay for it and, on theday of collection,
were offered, by the supplying dealer,
£20,000over list price for their newcar.
For some, that return on investmentwas
impossible to ignore, but how longbefore
they own the car of their dreamsagain?

EVO VIEW
STUART GALLAGHER

OPINION

A year ago our research would have
read very differently. Everything was
booming and many, both dealers and
buyers, were coming into the business
with a view to making a quick quid.

Today, while few can agree on what
exactly is going to happen, many see
2016 as a year of correction, and that
can’t be a bad thing. There may well
be reluctance in certain sections of
the marketplace to lower prices for
fear of starting an avalanche effect,
so some values will possibly remain
artificially high. A complete bursting
of the bubble seems unlikely unless
global events or a major shift in
interest rates come into play, but
one strong message seems to be that
certain cars may have peaked, while
others remain a canny investment for
the future with room to grow.

McLAREN
PRODUCTION
INCREASED
The Woking-based
supercar manufacturer
has taken on another 250
staf f to meet increasing
demand, brought on by
the success of recently
launched models l ike the
570S and 675LT. Adding a
second shif t ef fect ive ly
doubles the company ’s
current production
capacity.

NEW OWNER FOR
PININFARINA
Ind ian car manufacturer
Mahindra has bought
a 76 per cent stake in
Pin infar ina . L ike other
Ita l ian design and
coachbui ld specia l ists
Ita ldesign , Ber tone and
Zagato, Pin infar ina has
been struggl ing f inancia l ly
for some time, and it ’s
hoped that the buyout has
secured a future for the
company.

INSURANCE COSTS
SET TO RISE IN 2016
comparethemarket .com
has revealed that it expects
the average insurance
premium to r ise by £50
(to a tota l of £567.90)
th is year. Af ter a per iod
of fa l l ing premiums for
most, the implementation
of an increased insurance
premium tax and a r ise in
premiums in genera l have
been blamed.

NEWS

‘The speculators have moved out
as the market has slowed and the
enquir ies we’re gett ing now are the
good old-fashioned buyers shopping
below £100,000. The past two years
have been a feeding frenzy, with
people say ing , “ If I don’t get one now
I ’ l l be pr iced out.” Buyers now are far
more educated, ask ing exactly what
is meant by a “restorat ion” and who
carr ied out the work . There is some
smoke and mirrors going on with
pr ices , which we know because we
see the actual invoices . It ’s common
for people to approach us and
overva lue their cars by £25,000.’

classicandsportsfinance.co.uk
01869 351512

‘Next year wi l l be a test of owners’
s incer ity. Investors wi l l leave if
growth tapers of f : people used to
buy classics to have fun rather than
with an expectation of f inancia l ga in ,
but that has changed. In 2016, more
cars coming on the market should
a l low buyers to be more discern ing .
The industry has always moved at a
comfortable pace, but people have
been buy ing cars without even an
inspection in a rush to acquire one.
However, the recent trend is one of
caution , with even Ferrar i 550 pr ices
ta i l ing of f. Moreover, many people
have been putt ing the pr ice up based
on one sale; maybe that was the only
buyer around at that pr ice level…’

markdonaldson.com
01252 845818

ROB JOHNSON
Classic & Sports Finance

MARK DONALDSON
Mark Donaldson Ltd

Expert view

SUMMARYchange in interest rates will attract
people to alternative investments.’

The juiciest bits, as ever, are
the comments we’ve collected off
the record. Understandably, some
traders don’t want to be seen to be
pouring cold water on the market.
However, some report that interest
in certain sectors of the marketplace,
both for nearly new and older cars,
is dramatically down, with prices
actively falling.

One dealer told us: ‘This sounds
like sour grapes, but a flushing-out
process in the industry would be good.
Prices would be more reasonable and
enthusiasts would be able to buy the
cars. Our margins wouldn’t be any
different – it won’t affect me. I’m
sitting on the fence at the moment;
we’ll see where it all lands. I got
caught in 2008, so I’m not getting a lot
of stock in at the moment. The market
will find its level in 2016.’



WEALWAYSPAYMOREFORYOURCAR&WILLCOLLECTTODAY

Telephone: +44(0)1283 762762 Email: info@tomhartley.com www.tomhartley.com

Follow us: @TomHartleyCars TomHartley
SHOWROOM VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT

OPEN 7 DAYS: 9AM-9PM

CLASSICS
1972 FERRARI 365 GTB DAYTONA LHD Silver/Black, Air Con, Electric Windows, Original Toolkit & Books, 44,000m, Exceptional Condition ............................................................................................................£595,000
1979 FERRARI 512 BB Rosso/Black, 1 Of Only 101 RHD UK Cars, Recently Restored By Ferrari, Only 21,000m, 1 Owner, Pristine..................................................................................................................................£350,000
1960 ASTON MARTIN DB4 SERIES II RHD Chiltern Green/Beige, Completely Restored & Race Prepared, FIA HTP Certified, Amazing Condition....................................................................................................£399,950
1983 LAMBORGHINI JALPA P350 TARGA Red/Cream, 1 Of 35 RHD, Featured In Many Articles, Original Tools, Books & Spare Wheels, Award-Winning Example, 40,000m..................................................... £109,950
1973 LAMBORGHINI URRACO P250 Orange/Cream & Orange, Extensive History File, Very Rare RHD, UK Supplied, 24,000m, Concours Condition .................................................................................................£99,950
1958 MERCEDES-BENZ 190SL LHD White/Black, Hardtop, Comes With Service Book & History File, 1 Of Only 3 Cars Originally Imported To Greece, 54,000m.............................................................................£114,950
1988 PORSCHE 930 TURBO White/Blue Leather S/Seats, Limited Slip Differential, Fuch Black Alloys, 58,000m, Excellent Condition............................................................................................................................ £84,950

FERRARI & LAMBORGHINI
15 La FERRARI Rosso/Black & Red Large Racing Seats Stitched Red, Sat Nav, R’Camera, 700m, Stunning.............................................................................................................................................................................£POA
04 ENZO Rosso/Black S/Seats, Fitted Luggage, Classiche Certified, 2 Owners, 12,000m, Perfect Throughout .........................................................................................................................................................................£POA
15 AVENTADOR LP700-4 Grigio Antares/Nero E/H/Seats, Sat Nav, Carbon Fibre Interior Pk, R’Camera, Gloss Black Dione Alloys, Glass Engine Cover, Exhaust Upgrade, 2,000m, Stunning .....................£279,950
61 AVENTADOR LP700-4 Volcano Orange/Black Stitched Orange, Sat Nav, R’Camera, Sports Exhaust, Gloss Black Alloys, 8,000m FSH, As New..................................................................................................£224,950
06 MURCIELAGO ROADSTER E-GEAR Black Metallic/Black, Sports Exhaust, Hercules Alloys, Folding Mirrors, Good Spec, 21,000m FSH, Stunning .............................................................................................£119,950
13 FF Canna Di Fucile/Charcoal E/Seats, Sat Nav, Carbon Fibre Interior, Rear DVDs, R’Camera, Privacy, Shields, 20” Dark Painted Alloys, Massive Spec, 8,000m FSH.................................................................£174,950
07 599 GTB FIORANO F1 Blu Tour De France/Crema E/Seats, Carbon Fibre Interior, BOSE, Ceramics, Parking Sensors, Red Calipers, 38,000m FSH, Excellent Condition Throughout .....................................£99,950
11 458 ITALIA Grigio Silverstone/Rosso Hide, Sat Nav, Carbon S/Wheel With LEDs, AFS, Upgraded Hi-Fi, 21” Alloys, Big Spec, 7,900m FSH, As New............................................................................................ £144,950
59 430 SCUDERIA LHD Grigio /Black & Red Leather, Carbon S/Wheel With LEDs, Racing Livery, Shields, Red Calipers, 400km Vat Q, Perfect........................................................................................................£189,950
09 430 SCUDERIA LHD Azzuro California/Grey Alcantara, Carbon S/Wheel With LEDs, Racing Livery, Shields, Grigio Painted Alloys, Yellow Calipers, Good Spec, 24,000m FSH............................................£119,950

PORSCHE
05 CARRERA GT GT Silver/Ascot, Sat Nav, Full Fitted Luggage, Just Serviced, 7,000m, Immaculate Throughout...........................................................................................................................................................£550,000
NEW 991 GT3 RS White/ Black Alcantara R/Seats, Carbon Interior, Ceramic Brakes, Lifting, Delivery Miles, UK Supplied, Available Today..........................................................................................................................£POA
15 991 TURBO PDK Jet Black/Carrera Red, H/Seats, PCM, Phone, Sport Chrono, Turbo S Alloys, Chrome Surrounds, Red Calipers, 3,600m, As New.............................................................................................£112,950
03 996 GT3 CLUBSPORT Silver/Black Racing Seats, Front & Rear Roll Cage, Air Con, Radio, CD, Special Features, 21,000m, As New.........................................................................................................................£69,950
07 997 C4S CAB TIP Midnight Blue/Black E/Seats, PCM, Navigation, BOSE, S/Exhaust, 19” Turbo Alloys, GT3 Front Spoiler, P’Tronic, 36,000m, Great Condition........................................................................ £32,950
13 PANAMERA DIESEL PLATINUM EDT White/Stone Grey, PCM, Phone, Bi-Xenons, Privacy, 20” Turbo II Alloys, High Spec, 40,000m FSH, Excellent Condition..........................................................................£47,950

BENTLEY&ROLLS ROYCE
16 MULSANNE SPEED V8 Dark Sapphire/Linen, Premier Specification, Sunroof, Rear DVDs, R’Camera, Veneered Picnic Tables, 2015 Registered, Huge Saving – Cost Over £300,000 New, 900m.............£174,950
13 CONTINENTAL GTC V8 ‘MULLINER’ Dragon Red/Black Stitched White, Piano Black Veneer, Power Boot, R’Camera, 21” Propeller Alloys, 5,000m, 1 Owner.........................................................................£99,950
13 CONTINENTAL GT V8 Glacier White/Black Ventilated & Massage Seats, Sat Nav, R’Camera, Power Boot, 21” Alloys, Good Spec, 4,000m, As New .............................................................................................£89,950
08 CONTINENTAL GT SPEED Beluga Black/Black M’Seats, Sat Nav, Bluetooth, Piano Black, Power Boot, Good Spec, 45,000m FSH ..........................................................................................................................£49,950
04 ARNAGE R Silverstorm/Cotswold, Sat Nav, Sunroof, Mulliner Spec, Emblems To Waistrails, Jewel Filler Cap, Good Spec, 14,000m FSH, Exceptional Condition...........................................................................£39,950

OTHERS
65 MERCEDES-BENZ AMG GT-S Silver/Black & Red Nappa, Comand, Sports Exhaust, AMG Ride Control, 10 Spoke Alloys, Big Spec.......................................................................................................................£112,950
64 AUDI R8 5.2 V10 PLUS S’TRONIC Matt Sepang Blue/Black Milano, Sat Nav, R’Camera, Bang & Olufsen, Carbon Sigma Blades, Cost New £140,000, 5,000m .......................................................................£89,950
13 AUDI R8 4.2 FSI Estoril Blue/Black Hide, Sat Nav, R’Camera, Silver Blades, Good Spec, 11,000m FSH, As New..........................................................................................................................................................£69,950
09 ASTON MARTIN DBS AUTO 2+2 Storm Black/Black, Sat Nav, Bang & Olufsen, Piano Black Veneer, 20” Diamond Turned Alloys, Sports Exhaust, 40,000m FSH, Excellent Condition.............................. £72,950
14 RANGE ROVER SPORT 3.0SD HSE DYNAMIC Corris Grey/Black, Sat Nav, Panoramic Roof, Remote Boot, 21” Diamond Turned Alloys, Massive Spec, 28,000m FSH............................................................£57,950



T HE CREAM OF TURBOCHARGED
hot hatches from ten years ago are
now available from £5000, with

each of these cars offering 150mph-ish
performance and tremendous versatility. For
the money, nothing else really comes close.

No one could quite believe that VW had
responded to the soulless Mk4 Golf GTI
with a car that brought back the best of the
originals. Painless to run, it’s the sensible

choice here without ever being boring.
Ford gave the Mk2 Focus ‘ST’ performance

with a charismatic in-line five-cylinder motor,
and it’s both the car’s ace card and Achilles’
heel. Sonorous but thirsty, torque-rich but
weighty, just keep an eye on the coolant level.

The Astra VXR is the wild one: uncouth
over certain surfaces and with an image not
to all tastes, but there’s no denying its manic
turbocharged performance.

In-line 4-cyl, 1984cc, turbo

197bhp @ 5100rpm

207lb ft @ 1800-5100rpm

1336kg (150bhp/ton)

6.7sec (tested)

145mph (claimed)

2004-2009

In-line 5-cyl, 2522cc, turbo

222bhp @ 6100rpm

236lb ft @ 1600-4000rpm

1392kg (162bhp/ton)

6.7sec (tested)

150mph (claimed)

2005-2010

In-line 4-cyl, 1998cc, turbo

237bhp @ 5600rpm

236lb ft @ 2400rpm

1393kg (173bhp/ton)

6.7sec (tested)

152mph (claimed)

2005-2011

Engine

Power

Torque

Weight

0-60mph

Top speed

On sale

evo rating

VOLKSWAGEN GOLF GTI VAUXHALL ASTRA VXR

by Adam Towler

USED RIVALS:
HOT HATCHES OF
THE MID-2000s

‘I think it’s unrivalled as an everyday performance
car: practical for small families, very comfortable,
great to look at yet not tooflash. Inside it’s smart.
Mine has the optional DSG ’box,which is good
around town. Theperformance is great and it’s even
cheap to run.’Steve Thompson

‘I orderedmine in 2005and still have it today after
83,000miles. It’s been a great car,with the only
issues being an alternator, a battery and a reversing-
light. Power is excellent, comfort perfect. I get 22-
24mpg in townbut at least 35mpgona run. As soon
as I saw it, I knew Iwanted it.’ Dean Borg

‘I boughtmyVXR in standard specification, and it
was a lot of car for themoney. It’s actually amuch
better car than it’s perceived tobe–once you’ve
given it amore progressive throttlemap, a set of
lowering springs and addeda rear anti-roll bar. I’ve
also fitted a limited-slip diff.’ Stephen Crane

‘ I BOUGHT
ONE’

‘These are great cars,with better build quality than
theMk6. The fuel-pumpcambucketwears and
should be regularly checked, especially onmodified
cars, and theDSGmechatronics canoccasionally
fail, resulting in a large bill. Dampers andbusheswill
be tired onolder cars, but there are no corrosion
issues. Note that Edition 30andPirelli special
editions have the stronger engine andbigger turbo.’

Matt Walker, volkswagenracing.co.uk

‘Front lower-arm rear bushes are a common issue.
Look forwear on the inside of the tyres. Listen also
for knocking driveshafts. Replacement is not a big
job but theparts are expensive at upwards of £500.
The engine block can crack between thebores – it
has all the signs of a blownhead gasket. A “block
mod” is available, but it’s not a complete fix. Not
much goeswrong though really.’

Stuart Mil l ican, focusrsparts.co.uk

‘There are obvious things to look for, and not-so-
obvious ones. Amisfire requires a newcoil pack
and spark plugs to fix, at £100, andunevenpower
delivery is usually an air-massmeter, at £150. A noisy
gearbox is actually aworn-out diffbearing, and
costs £1500. LSD ’boxes prevent this happening.
Just run away from induction kits and aftermarket
dumpvalves: bothwill decrease power.’

John Thorne, thorneymotorsport.co.uk

RUNNING
COSTS

2006 £5975
Sheffield Car Centre
A stealthy Mk5 GTI in silver
with five doors and 92,000
miles. Equipped with the
standard manual ’box.

2007 £6995
MCR Specialist Cars
A three-door car in ST-2
spec. It has 79,000 miles on
the clock and is finished in
subtle Sea Grey.

2009 £6993
1st Choice Cars
An Astra in this colour
always looks more like an
Opel OPC product, and this
88,000-miler looks smart.

EXAMPLES

THE EVO
CHOICE The Focus’s charismatic in-line five gives it that hint

of AudiQuattro burble, but sadly, like the Ingolstadt
icon, the Ford can’tmask theweight above its front
axle. The SThas agedwell and in subtle blacks and
greys is a great sleeper, but that lack of chassis
finesse is toomuch for us.

TheAstraVXRmaynot have an enginewith the
character of the ST’s, but it counterswith superior
chassis composure,which iswhyweput it on apar
with the FocusST in a six-car hot hatch test back
in 2007 (evo 102). TheVauxhall was never a class-
winner, but itwas always a strong alternative.

VW really did pull the rabbit out of the hat
with theMk5Golf GTI, breathing new life into
itsmost famousmodel. It’s not only because
theMk5GTI is a perfect all-rounder that it gets
our vote, but because it’s one of the greatest
hatches of a generation. Stuart Gallagher
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W h e n yo u l e a r n to d r i ve i n a M k 2 Go lf GTI ,
th e p ath to evo e n l i g hte n m e nt is su re l y j u s t
a ro u n d th e n ex t co r n e r. A n d s o i t p rove d
fo r Da n i e l , w h o s o o n b o u g ht a n ew 205 GTI
1 .6 a n d e n j oye d th re e th r i l l i n g ye a r s b efo re
ove r s te e r i n g i nto a ta x i .

W hat Da n i e l d e s c r i b e s a s ‘d u l l - ish’
co m p a ny c a r s fo l l owe d , a l th o u g h a B MW
3 -s e r i e s C o m p ac t, A l f a Ro m e o 146 a n d a
Fo c u s S T 170 a re va s t l y p refera b l e to a b og-
s ta n da rd Ve c tra w i th a d og- e a re d ro ad atla s
o n th e p a rce l sh e l f.

C ate r ha m p rov i d e d h is e nte r ta i n m e nt i n
th is era , s ta r t i n g w i th a Ro ad sp o r t i n 19 96
b efo re m ov i n g to a S u p e r l i g ht , w h i c h h e
c l e a r l y ad o re d . A ve r y e a r l y Ma zda R X- 8 a ls o
a r r i ve d a ro u n d th is t i m e, b efo re b oth c a r s
g ave way to o n e of M u n i c h’s f i n e s t – th e M 3
– w i th i t s ‘m a r ve l ’ of a s tra i g ht-si x p owe r
u n i t . A C o o p e r S C l u b m a n wa s a rath e r l ef t-
f i e l d d ev iat i o n , w h i l e fo r th e p a s t si x ye a r s
th e t we a ke d S c i ro cco ha s p rov i d e d p ace, i f
n ot w i l d exc i te m e nt.

Tel l us about your buying journey.
Emai l eds@evo.co.uk

From 205 GTI to E46 M3, an e v o
reader char ts h is env y- induc ing
ca r ownersh ip h is to r y

BUYING
JOURNEY

evo view

DANIEL
LINDSAY
NORTH LONDON

What’s
next?
‘ I have a n Au d i RS 3 o n
o rd e r. O r i g i n a l l y I wa s
th i n k i n g of a 911 , 370Z
o r a n Au d i S 3 . I p lay
go l f a n d have a s o n ,
to o, s o n e e d sp ace.
T h e S 3 wa s s e n si b l e
b u t d i d n’t fe e l sp e c ia l .
L i kew ise I k n ew th e
Go lf R wa s g re at b u t
co m m o n p lace. T h e n
I s aw th e RS 3 a n d i t
l o o ke d ve r y nau g ht y.
I ’ ve t i c ke d a l l th e go o d
o pti o n s , i n c l u d i n g th e
sp o r t s ex hau s t .’

Tip
It ’s s i m p l e, Da n i e l :
yo u n e e d a n oth e r
C ate r ha m to go w i th
th e RS 3; 360R o r 420R.

‘ Yo u co u l d d o a ny th i n g
i n th is c a r a n d n o b o d y
wa nte d to race yo u
a p a r t f ro m b i ke s .
W i th n o w i n d s c re e n , a
VH PD ex hau s t k i t a n d
T i l l et t s e at s , i t wa s
i n c re d i b l e .’

2nd C a te r h a m
S u p e r l i g h t

‘ T h is tau g ht m e s o m u c h
a b o u t h ow g re at a c a r
c a n fe e l . L i ke m a ny, i t
c h ewe d m e u p a n d sp at
m e o u t o n a g re a s y ro ad
w i th s o m e b r u ta l l i f t- of f
ove r s te e r.’

1st Pe u g e o t 205
G TI 1 .6

‘ I ’ve a l way s l i ke d
u n u sua l c a r s a n d th is
wa s a n oth e r g re at
o n e i n my o p i n i o n .
Ye s , i t had f au l t s
a n d a l way s retu r n e d
o n l y 19 m pg , b u t eve n
to day th ey l o o k g re at ,
a re p rac t i c a l , a n d
ha n d l e we l l .’

3rd M a z d a
R X- 8

‘ I t wa s a n i tc h I had
to s c ratc h , a n d th e
e n g i n e wa s j u s t a
m a r ve l . U l t i m ate l y
i t had to go a s th e
m i l e a ge wa s go i n g u p
a n d b i g re p a i r b i l l s
wo r r i e d m e.’

4th B MW
E 4 6 M 3

‘ I t ha s b e e n D MS
c h i p p e d a n d ha s
a M i l l te k ex hau s t
s y s te m , s o i t ’s a s
q u i c k a s a n R, b u t
tota l l y s te a l thy. It
ha n d l e s n i ce l y, is
c h e a p to r u n b u t ha s
n eve r re a l l y exc i te d .’

5th V W S c i r o c c o
2 .0 T S I

ove r s te e r.’

W i th n o w i n d s c re e n , a 
VH PD ex hau s t k i t a n d 
T i l l et t s e at s ,  i t  wa s 
i n c re d i b l e .’ 

Ye s ,  i t  had f au l t s 
a n d a l way s retu r n e d 
o n l y 19 m pg , b u t eve n 
to day th ey l o o k g re at , 
a re p rac t i c a l ,  a n d 
ha n d l e we l l .’

‘ Yo u co u l d d o a ny th i n g 

C a te r h a m 
S u p e r l i g h t 

‘ I ’ve a l way s l i ke d 

3rd M a z d a 
R X- 8

a n d b i g re p a i r b i l l s 
wo r r i e d m e.’
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The GT86 and its BRZ twin of fered
someth ing ref resh ing ly d i f fe rent
in 2012 . Four years on , how do they
stack up as a used buy?
by Peter Tomalin

BUYING GUIDE:
TOYOTA GT86/
SUBARU BRZ

2012-PRESENT

ENGINE
The flat-four is pretty
much bombproof,
experts agree. Mark
Gil lam of tuning
specialist Abbey
Motorsport says there
have been a few minor
issues: noisy high-
pressure fuel pumps,
oil leaks from the rear
of the driver’s side
cylinder head, a misfire
under load that’s
cured by an updated
engine map. ‘All should
be covered by the

five-year warranty,’ he
advises, ‘ though they
are getting tougher
on cars that have had
forced induction.’

While reliabil ity isn’t
generally a problem,
power delivery is –
particularly the dip
in the torque curve
at around 4000rpm.
‘More a valley of
death,’ grimaces Iain
Litchfield of Litchfield
Imports. A remap,
possibly together
with a freer-breathing
intake and exhaust, wil l

help here, while adding
up to 20-30bhp and
a shot of character.
Many remaps come
with extra goodies
like throttle-blips on
downchanges. EcuTek
is widely regarded as
one of the best.

Then there are
the various forced
induction options.
‘If you do a lot of
track work and want
to hold a drift, you
really need the extra
power,’ says Iain. Both
Litchfield and Abbey

Motorsport favour
superchargers over
turbos, as they put less
stress on the engine
and don’t overwhelm
the rear tyres. Around
300bhp is a safe bet.
‘We’ve done 35 to 40
conversions so far and
not had any problems,’
says Mark Gil lam. ‘The
thing is, it was built as
a tuner’s car.’

TRANSMISSION
The automatic gearbox
is best avoided –

despite the paddles
behind the wheel, it’s
an old-style slushbox
and the manual is
much better suited to
the character of the
car. Both the manual
gearbox itself and
the clutch are proving
robust, even on tuned
cars. On some cars the
gearshift can baulk
going into second,
especially when cold.
It’s possible to improve
the shift with an oil
change and/or clutch
adjustment.

SUSPENSION,
STEERING,
BRAKES
Various suspension
packages and wheel
and tyre upgrades
are available. ‘ It kind
of lurches in and
out of oversteer in
standard form, but
it can be made much
more benign and
predictable,’ says Iain
Litchfield. ‘Ditching
the standard eco
tyres is probably the
best upgrade you can
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J OURNALISTS, EH? WE BANG ON ABOUT
the dearth of naturally aspirated, front-
engine, rear-drive cars with modest grip,

and when we finally get one (or rather two), all we
do is find fault. It’s true our initial review, part of
which is reproduced here, was less than glowing.
Admittedly the BRZ on test was slightly hamstrung
by its auto gearbox, but we also criticised the
rather lacklustre engine. Even the handling came
in for flak. Others, though, raved about the little
Toybaru, and we’ve since recognised that, with a
few well-chosen mods, it can indeed be the drivers’
car it always wanted to be.

The first thing to know is that the BRZ and
GT86 are essentially the same car, although, out
of the box, the Toyota has softer springs at the

front and stiffer ones at the rear, promoting extra
playfulness over the Subaru’s keener turn-in and
extra stability. It must be galling for Subaru, whose
hardware underpins both cars, that its own version
is outsold in most markets. In the UK, the ratio is
almost ten to one.

The Subaru boxer engine, in this case a naturally
aspirated 2-litre with a Toyota fuelling system
(featuring both direct and port injection) sits well
back and low down in the chassis to aid agility and
drives the rear wheels via a choice of conventional
six-speed manual or six-speed paddleshift auto
gearboxes, with a Torsen mechanical limited-
slip diff and switchable VSC three-mode stability
control as standard. In fact you got plenty of
standard kit for the £24,995 list price (the auto was

£1500 more), including 17-inch alloys, bi-xenons,
dual-zone air-con, Bluetooth and LED daytime
running lights.

The TRD (Toyota Racing Development) special
edition was introduced in March 2014 at a steep
£31,495 for the manual. It was chiefly a cosmetic
exercise, though its bigger, 18-inch alloys and
Yokohama Advan Sports in place of the regular
car’s Michelin Primacy eco tyres brought a
newfound edge to the handling.

For 2015MY Toyota introduced a number of
variants, including the heavily bewinged Aero (an
extra £2500) and the entry-level Primo (£2500 less
than the regular car at £22,495). We’d be happy
with a regular GT86/BRZ. Just think of it as the
starting point…

Market

CHECKPOINTS



£76 (OE Michelin
Primacy), £73.38
(Dunlop Sport Maxx RT)

£162

£136.80

£202.11

£177.14

£158.83

Tyres (each)

Front pads
(set)

Front discs
(pair)

Damper
(front)

Clutch kit

Spark plugs
(set)

Parts Prices
(Pr ices from lancastercambridge.
toyota .co.uk . Tyre pr ice from
blackci rc les .com. Al l pr ices inc lude VAT
but exclude f itt ing charges)

make, followed by
springs and anti-roll
bar.’ Abbey’s Mark
Gil lam warns against
over-tyring a car that
hasn’t been tuned, but
for a tuned car, stickier
rubber is essential .
He also recommends
a Hunter four-wheel
alignment. Standard
brakes are fine for road
driving, even with up
to 300bhp, though it’s
not unusual for them
to squeal – a change of
pad compound usually
f ixes it.

Body, interior,
electrics
Look out for rust
bubbling up at the
bottom of the quarter-
l ight pil lar on both
front windows. Paint
chipping is common, as
is water in the rear l ight
clusters.

The driver’s seat
side bolster is prone to
wear, and many cars
suffer annoying rattles.
Anything emanating
from within the dash is
l ikely to be tricky to fix.

UseFUL cONtacts

Forums, advice, events
gt86ownersc lub.co.uk
gt86.org .uk
subarubrz forum.com
ft86club.com

independent specialists/tuners
l i tchf ie ld imports .co.uk
abbeymotorsport .co.uk
fensport .co.uk

cars For sale
usedcars .toyota .co.uk
usedcars .subaru .co.uk
c lassicandper formancecar.com

Mazda MX-5
The MX-5 has been delivering simple rear-
drive fun for a quarter of a century. £15k buys
a 2013 Mk3.5 2.0i Sport Tech Nav: 158bhp,
0-60mph in 7.6sec.

nissan 370z
Another naturally aspirated front-engine,
rear-drive coupe. Just two seats, but the Z’s
big V6 gives 323bhp and 0-60mph in 5.3sec.
£16k buys a 2009/10 GT.

Porsche cayMan
With c£16k to spend on a coupe, it’s awfully
hard to ignore the pert Porsche. It’d be a
basic 2.7 (241bhp, 0-60mph in 5.9sec) from
around 2007, but that’d be fine by us.
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rivals

0-60mph

7.6SEC

Flat-four, 1998cc

197bhp @ 7000rpm

151lb ft @ 6400-6600rpm

Six-speed manual (six-
speed auto optional),
rear-wheel drive, LSD

1240kg (BRZ: 1230kg)

161bhp/ton
(BRZ: 163bhp/ton)

7.6sec (claimed)

140mph (claimed)

£24,995 (2012)

Engine

Max power

Max torque

Transmission

Weight

Power-to-
weight

0-60mph

Top speed

Price new

gt86/brz

inforMation

Left:Subaru’s BRZ is the lesser-spotted of the
pair.Right: check driver’s seat side bolster for
wear.Bottom:flat-four engine proving reliable

£179

£299

£579 (60k miles: all
fluids, filters, plugs,
etc)

Intermediate

Full

Full+

(Prices from toyota.co.uk,
including VAT. Service due
every 12 months or 10,000
miles, whichever is sooner.)

serviciNg

Full
service

£299



IAN GROVES

2012 (62) GT86
£15,950

10,632miles // redwith red/black
trim //manual // one owner //
Bluetooth // heated seats

sytner.co.uk

Both models are actual ly
resist ing depreciat ion pretty wel l . Very
few cars have yet dipped below £15k ,
which is a rea l ist ic star t ing point for
h igher-mi leage pr ivate ly adver t ised
2012 examples . Up to £17k g ives you a
wide choice of 2012/ 13 cars with low
miles and ful l h istor ies , inc luding from
with in the of f ic ia l dealer network .
Options worth look ing out for inc lude
leather/Alcantara tr im with heated
front seats (£1600 when new) and
Toyota’s ‘Touch and Go’ infota inment
system and satnav (£750).

BRZ v MÉGANE 265 v MX-5
v 370Z, JUNE 2012
‘My heart sinks when I d iscover our BRZ
is f itted with the optional s ix-speed
auto, but I ’m not going to let that spoi l
these f i rst moments with the car. What
counts for now is the lovely steer ing
wheel , the big centra l rev-counter with
red ink absent unti l 7500rpm and the
legs-outstretched sports-car v ibe.

‘There’s no bar itone boxer warb le ,
just a l ight , pattery f iz z f rom the twin
exhausts . Other f i rst impressions are
overwhelming ly posit ive. The electr ic
power steer ing is beautifu l ly weighted
and it d i rects a chassis of tangib le
r ig id ity and contro l . The biggest
surpr ise is that the r ide is actual ly very
f i rm. It doesn’t crash and bang but it
does bobble and tug over every l i t t le
sur face r ipp le . What you should know
up front is that th is car is not a wi ld
oversteerer. Not in the dry, at least…

‘On unsighted corners where
you can’t fu l ly commit , i t does feel
underpowered, as you tend to drop out
of the powerband. Below 5000rpm it
doesn’t feel as fe isty as the MX-5, let
a lone the Nissan [370Z] and Renault
[Mégane 265 Trophy]. Instead you must
wind it out to 7500rpm, then hustle it
a long above 5000rpm at al l t imes .

‘The BRZ does much br i l l iant ly but
you rea l ly have to work hard to reveal
i ts magic . It needs more power – or a
wet sur face – to fu lf i l i ts obv ious and
tanta l is ing potentia l .’ (evo 170)
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WHAT WE SAID‘I BOUGHT ONE’

‘ I ’ve had my GT86 for a l i t t le
over three years and 40,000
mi les . When I bought mine in
September 2012, GT86s were
a rare sight , and I st i l l don’t
see many of them on the road.
I rather en joy the re lat ive
exclusiv ity.

‘ I ’d prev iously had a TVR
Grif f i th and a Nissan 350Z GT,
both hav ing bags more grunt
but a lso being less pract ica l
and – it turns out – less fun .
Af ter the TVR and the Nissan,
the Toyota is way more useable.
The rear seats may be smal l
with restr icted legroom but
at least they ’re there, and
the boot ’s a good size. With
the rear seats fo lded f lat it ’s
remarkable how much you can
f it in there.

‘ In 40,000 mi les the car has
bare ly missed a beat, except for
the fa i lure of a coi l pack , which
was replaced free of charge
under the f ive-year warranty.
Serv ic ing has been reasonable
and pain less , mpg averages
low-to-mid 30s with over 40 on
a run , and it costs me less than
£200 a year to insure.

‘ I have the obl igatory
upgraded exhaust and remap,
which has re leased a l it t le
more power and improved
dr iveabi l i ty. The main
dif ference is min imising the

infamous “torque dip” and
adding a l i t t le more torque
throughout the range, as wel l
as a few fancy tr icks l ike fu l l -
thrott le gearchanges and the
auto-bl ip on downchanges .

‘ It ’s not the fastest car in
the wor ld , and is probably not
quick enough for some, but
once you forget the stats and
meaning less compar isons and
just enjoy dr iv ing the th ing , you
and the car come al ive. I can
easi ly lose a few hours dr iv ing
around the Brecon Beacons
or the Cotswolds , maybe
encourag ing a l i t t le wigg le f rom
the rear as I accelerate away
from the bends . It ’s fun and
rewarding , and I love it now as
much as I d id on the test dr ive
back in Ju ly 2012.’

IN THE CLASSIFIEDS WHAT TO PAY

Market BUYING GUIDE

2014 (14) GT86
£18,946

6682miles // automatic //
paddleshift // blue/black cloth //

17in alloys
petervardycarstore.com

2014 (14) GT86 TRD
£20,956

17,217miles //manual //whitewith
black leather // limited edition //
heated seats // dual climate

evanshalshaw.com

£?
£15k+



TECHART in the United Kingdom:

Tech 9 Motorsport Ltd
Hale Garage, Hale Road, Hale, Liverpool L24 5RB
Tel: +44 (0)151 4255 911, Email: sales@tech9.ms
http://www.tech9.ms

The measure of uniqueness: your very personal taste. Feel free to decide
yourself, which character traits of your Porsche you wish to emphasise. TECHART
provides an unsurpassed range of options to do so: aerodynamic bodykits, lightweight
wheels, breathtaking exhaust soundscapes, seamless styling options, handcrafted
interiors and performance enhancements for superior driving dynamics.

The measure of inner peace: TECHART OE-quality. – A renowned core value
of the TECHART brand and part of every genuine TECHART product. For trouble-free
installation, full serviceability and enduring individualised driving pleasure.

The Measure of Things.
Genuine TECHART.

www.techart.de



‘Ear ly cars , even the Trophy, range from high-
mi lers at just over £2000 to 60,000-mi lers at
£4000. The f i rst-edit ion F1 car, the 225 F1 Team, is
very popular, however, and only 149 were imported
– just four in b lack . There are some very n ice
ref inements on these and also a numbered plaque,
so if you can f ind a sub-50,000-mi ler you’l l pay up
to £6000, which is over lapping with the R26.

‘The 230 F1 Team R26 is great va lue for money.
Cars with 70,000 to 90,000 mi les go for £4500-
5000, with up to £6000 cover ing of f lower-
mi leage red, b lack and blue cars . L iquid Yel low and
Glac ier White cars wi l l be over £6000 as these are
the most desirab le colours , whi le popular options
are the fu l l decal pack , xenon headlamps and the
Lux pack . History, min imal mods and Michel in
tyres are a l l sought af ter, and a high-spec yel low
car with 40,000 mi les can make £8250.

‘The R26.R is appreciat ing . The cage and
titan ium exhaust are must-have options , with
high-mi leage cars avai lab le f rom £17,000. With
the 250 [pictured above r ight], Recaro seats are
a must and the Cup pack and xenons are good
news. Pr ices star t at £9000 for something decent,
whereas 2010-11 cars wi l l go for £10,000-13 ,500. It
rea l ly is a l l about the spec with these.’

E XPECTATIONS WEREN’T OVERLY
high when the Mégane Renaultsport
225 arrived in 2004, as the Mégane I –

even with Clio Williams power – hadn’t quite
hit the mark. In this larger class of hatchback
Peugeot had ruled the roost with the 306 GTI 6/
Rallye, but in a post-Mk1 Focus RS landscape
the 225’s specification and meaty 2-litre turbo
power nevertheless marked it out as a formidable
contender. That it didn’t initially fulfil its potential
can now almost be seen as something of a
Renaultsport trademark, the car then being fine-
tuned to perfect pitch with successive variants.

Its position as the enthusiast’s choice is one it
has held on to almost permanently since. Even
just recently, under extreme pressure in these

pages from the new Honda Civic Type R and SEAT
Leon Cupra Ultimate Sub8 (see evo 215), the RS
Mégane III still offered an unbeatable combination
of performance, authenticity and handling finesse.

Today there’s a Mégane RS for a vast range
of budgets, with early cars available for as little
as £2000. Mick Pittman at Renault specialist
Diamond Motors (diamondmotors.net) reckons
there are only a few things to watch over standard
Mégane II issues.

‘The timing-belt change is £420 including the
water pump,’ he says, ‘and while the gearboxes
are good, you do need to watch the dual-mass
flywheels. Make sure the steering self-centres and
the gearlever feels fluid and self-centres, otherwise
the cable set or selector needs replacing.’

Mike Dent has owned seven Renaultsport
Méganes , so f its our def in it ion of a
‘ser ia l buyer ’ pretty wel l . He began with
a f ive-door Mégane 225 in Midnight B lue
11 years ago: ‘ I suppose th is one was my
least favour ite , just because it was more
fami ly-b iased, but it was a great car and
made me fal l in love with Renaultsport .’

From there it was three R26s in a row,
f i rst with a new 07-plate car in L iquid
Yel low, then a new Glac ier White car, and
f ina l ly a b lack one. Mike’s f i f th Mégane
was an R26.R in rare Racing Blue. ‘The
moment I saw that car I got t ing les . The
combination of b lue, b lack and red with
a carbon bonnet sounds wrong , but it
looked amazing . Pok ing the plast ic back
windows was fun, hanging the shir ts for
work on the ro l l -cage, strapping yourself
in , throwing the car around corners and
not sl id ing around in the seat.’

Mike bought another, in fact , but not
before buy ing a new Mégane II I RS 250 – ‘a
great everyday car ’.

‘You don’t buy a hot hatch to save
money,’ Mike notes , ‘but I don’t th ink
I ’ve owned a car long enough for faults
to occur. Nothing beats a blast in the
country over amazing roads .’

Expert view
STEVE MURR at R-SPORT CARS

Renowned for the i r sweet
chass is , a we l l -specced RS
Mégane is a lways in demand
by Adam Towler

MODEL FOCUS:
RENAULTSPORT
MÉGANE

SERIAL BUYER
MIKE DENT
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2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

£7k

£9k

£11k

£13k

£15k

£19k

£17k

R26.R, 58-PLATE,
25K MILES, CAGE &
TITANIUM EXHAUST

250, 10-PLATE,
20K-30K MILES,
FSH & RECAROS

R26, 57-PLATE,
40K MILES,
FSH & CAMBELT

2015

Data supplied by R-Sport CarsTrends







Aftermarket news

Advertise

NOVITEC HURACÁN
N-LARGO
German tunerNovitec
has increased the visual
dramaof theHuracán
with itsN-Largobodykit.
It adds 120mmto the
width of the standard car
with newpanels that are
made fromcarbonfibre. A
supercharger also boosts
power to 848bhp fromthe
stock 602bhp.

BBR MAZDA MX-5
BBRhas already turned its
attention to the all-new
MX-5. A £495 ‘Super 160’
upgrade adds at least
20bhp to the 1.5-litre
car andhas takenBBR’s
demonstrator to 158bhp.
A ‘Super 175+’ pack does a
similar thing for the 2-litre
car, while £1995 yields
190bhp,with a new intake,
manifold and exhaust.

GABURA V8 i8
Is BMW’s i8 just a little
too economical for
you?TunerGabura
Racing Technologies
has turned it froma
mid-enginedhybrid into
a front-engined, 4.4-litre
V8 supercar. TheV8 is
capable of developing
nearly 800bhp. The
company says it’s likely to
cost around£550,000.

OVERFINCH
DEFENDER 40th
Just five, individually
numbered examples of
Overfinch’s anniversary
Defenderwill bemade.
Inside are leather Recaros,
while outside there’s a
set of 18in alloys, a special
aluminium fuel cap
andOverfinchbonnet
lettering. The 2.2-litre
diesel remains standard.

NEXT MONTH

I f you can’ t face se l l i ng your ca r, take a look at the lates t opt ions to
upgrade and improve i t ins tead by Antony Ingram

B UY A BRAND NEW MINI COOPER S
and its turbocharged 2-litre engine will
produce 189bhp. Such outputs are seen as

a bare minimum for hot hatches these days, which
makes the 168bhp maximum of the original R53-
generation Mini Cooper S seem a little feeble.

Luckily, power gains are simple to achieve.
Cambridgeshire-based specialist 1320 (1320.
co.uk) do a Stage 1 Performance Pulley package

for £312. It includes an 11-17 per cent smaller
supercharger pulley (depending on the owner’s
choice), plus the belt, new plugs, a health check and
a dyno run. With a 15 per cent smaller pulley (any
smaller and other upgrades are advised), owners
have seen more than 180bhp at the wheels.

A set of Michelin Pilot Super Sports to replace
the OEM runflats would complement the upgrade
nicely. They cost £424.04 from blackcircles.com.

‘I boughtmyWRXUK300 four years ago
after reading an Impreza “specials of
specials” feature in an old issue ofevo
[issue034, August 2001]. You gave the
thumbs-up for theUK300, so after that I
was on thewebandbought oneover the
phone fromaguy in Suffolk.

‘Aweek later Iwas in Scotland topick
upmybrother andfly to London, having
startedout frommyhome inNorway. After
we collected the Impreza– in February
– I left it inmybrother’s garage until the
winterwasfinished inNorway. I simply
couldn’t bring the car homeuntil the roads
were snow-free in themountains.

‘Itwas somewait, those fewmonths.
I went back to Scotland inMay anddrove
the car toNewcastle for the ferry to
Amsterdamthenheadedback toBergen.
The roads aremegaover here,with high
mountain passes and forests. The Subaru
is perfect for them.

‘MyUK300 ismydaily driver, so it’s also
mydelivery car. I produce anddelivermy
ownbrandof birch-sapwine, called Bjork.
I sell it to all the best places in Sweden
–five-star hotels,Michelin-starred
restaurants and soon. You can’t get ten
boxes of 12 bottles in a 911, can you?

‘Fromhome in Bergen tomybirch farm
in Sweden is 500miles. I love to drive at
night on empty roads andhave three high-
powered spotlights on the front to try and
avoid themoose. I really use theSubaru
to the full.

‘It’s an honest car: simple, fast on
boost,magic. It just gives and gives. I’m
all over Sweden andNorwaywith it in all
weathers. It is a supercar in the truest
sense of theword. I won’t sell it.’

Ownan ‘evo’ car you can’t bring yourself to
sell? Email your story to eds@evo.co.uk

‘Why I kept it’SHOULD YOU KEEP IT?
DAVID HASSAN
SUBARU IMPREZA
WRX UK300 PPP
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Mini Cooper S (R53)

To adver t ise in
evo Market contact
Laura Holloway
020 7907 6874
laura _hol loway@dennis .co.uk

ANALYSIS
Gas guzzlers: petrol prices
are down, sowe identify
thepick of the fuel-hungry
evo cars.

USED RIVALS
’90s coupeheroes:
VolkswagenCorradoVR6
v Fiat Coupe 20V v Ford
Puma 1.7.

MODEL FOCUS
Lotus Esprit V8s: the last
of the Esprits are some
of thebest, butwhat are
their prices doing?

BUYING GUIDE
Maserati Quattroporte:
V8power, Italian style –
what could possibly go
wrong?



The NEW health & fitness magazine

Find out where at
coachmag.co.uk

FREE EVERY
WEDNESDAY

RESOLUTION
NOT REVOLUTION

#COACHEFFECT

FITTER HEALTHIER HAPPIER



2010Audi A5 S-Line Convertible,White, Leather...............................................................................£13,450

2013 Audi A6 3.0 Litre Diesel Twin Turbo, Black, High Spec, 42,000Miles.........................£25,995

2013 Audi Q5 2.0 TFSi Petrol Highline Auto, Black, 14,000Miles, VATQualifying..........£27,995

2015 AstonMartin Vanquish Volante 60th Edition Unique, 1 of 6 cars ..............................£345,000

2013 Bentley Continental CoupeW12 Speed, Black, Leather, Only 5,000Miles ...........£109,995

2012 Range Rover Sport Overfinch 3.0 SD V6 HSE, White, 17,000 Miles .......................£44,995

1979Mercedes-Benz 450 SLAuto, Met Grey, Restored Vehicle, Stunning Car................£26,995

1979Mercedes-Benz 450 SLAuto, Met Red, Checked Cloth Interior, Hard Top.............£24,995

2015Mercedes-Benz A200 Sport Auto, Met Silver, Delivery Miles, Huge Saving............£23,995

2015Mercedes-Benz C200 Petrol Sport Auto, 10,000Miles, Choice of Colours..From£24,995

2014Mercedes-Benz C220CDi Sport Auto, Black.............................................................................£22,995

2014Mercedes-Benz C220Diesel Sport Auto, 11,000Miles, Choice of Colours....From£26,995

2012Mercedes-Benz E200 Petrol Avantguard, Grey, 31,000Miles...........................................£17,995

2012Mercedes-Benz E200 Petrol Convertible, Black, Leather, 30,000Miles.....................£21,995

2015Mercedes-Benz E220Diesel SE Auto, 9,000Miles, Choice of Colours...........From£24,995

2014Mercedes-Benz E250 Sport AMG Line Saloon Auto, Black, 9000Miles ................£26,995

2011 Mercedes-Benz S300Hybrid LWB, Black, 500Miles, VATQualifying.........................£79,995

2011 Mercedes-Benz S350 LWB, Petrol, Silver, 52,000Miles.......................................................£24,995

2011 Mercedes-Benz S350 LWBPetrol, Silver, Black Leather, Panroof, V/High Spec....£26,995

2014Mercedes-Benz S350 LWB,White, Leather, 8,000Miles, VATQualifying...............£49,995

2015Mercedes-Benz S350 LWB, Black, Leather, 13,000Miles, VATQualifying...............£48,995

2014Mercedes-Benz S350 SWB, Black, Leather, 12,000Miles, VATQualifying..............£44,995

2014Mercedes-Benz S400Hybrid LWB, Black, Leather, VATQualifying...........................£58,995

MANY MORE CARS AVAILABLE FROM STOCK
Please see our website or contact us directly for further information.

We can also offer competitive rate finance, terms and conditions apply.

SALES SERVICE FINANCE

2014 Porsche 911 MK 991 3.4
Carrera 2dr PDK, Grey, 10,000 Miles £72,450 2003 Bentley Arnage 6.8T 4dr,

Black, 49,000Miles £29,995 2014PorschePanemera 3.0Diesel,
Black, CreamLeather £56,995

2013 Mercedes-Benz E250 CDI AMG
Sport Convertible,White, 16,000Miles £26,9952014Mercedes-BenzS350,VAT

Qualifying, Choice ofColours From£44,995

L U X U R Y & P R E S T I G E C A R S P E C I A L I S T

0208 205 2051HOLMSTALL PARADE, EDGWARE ROAD,
BURNT OAK, MIDDLESEX, HA8 5HX

OUT OF HOURS
07778 773050

sales@kams.co.uk www.kams.co.uk www.facebook.com/Kams-of-London

2012 Mercedes-Benz SLK250 AMG
Sport Auto, Leather £16,450







R-Tec Auto Design, Lyon Way, (off Hatfield Road), St Albans, AL4 0QU | Open Hours: Mon - Fri 9.30am - 5.30pm & Saturdays: 9.30am - 4.00pm

Bespoke Interiors, Motorsport Seats
Full seating and dashboard re-upholstering including

roof linings, seat belts, and wood / carbon panels

Window Tinting & Vehicle Wrapping
Choose from 4 film-shades & an array of Vinyl wraps and textures

including Carbon Fibre, Gold, Matt, Gloss, Chrome & more...

STYLING & BODYKITS
Cosmetic exterior upgrades - Spoilers & Bodykits

Revere, Hamann, Prior Design, Lumma, Caractere...

Spacer + Camber Adjustments
Improve your vehicle stance and handling with wheel spacers,

alignment, geometry, camber adjustments & more.

Bodykits and Styling from Industry
leading tuners across the globe

Full System / Cat Back Exhausts
Performance Exhausts by Quicksilver, Scorpion and Milltek.

Plus custom-made Reflex exhausts

Suspension Kits, Springs, Coilovers
Springs, Coilovers, Shock Absorber Upgrades,

Bushes, PI, H&R, Eibach, KW, TEIN, Weitec, AP and more...

Engine Upgrade & Remapping
Air Filters, Induction Kits, Intercoolers, ECU Remaps, Bluefin,

Revo, Alientech. Dump Valves,

Performance Brake Upgrades
EBC Disks & Pads, Brembo Brake Upgrades, E-Tech Caliper Paint,

Drilled and Grooved Disks. Painting Service in store.

Revere London, Authorised Dealer
British Luxury Tuner - www.reverelondon.com

3000WheelsinStockreadyforfittingordelivery!
H.I.D. / XENON LIGHT UPGRADES
Headlights, Bulb Upgrades, Rear Lights, DRL Lights + more

3000+ Alloy Wheels in Stock
Huge stocks of wheels and modifying products in store

and online at: www.rtecshop.com

Over 5000 Branded Tyres in Stock
Falken, Bridgestone, Pirelli, Michelin, Kumho, Yokohama, Goodyear,

Continental, Hankook & more...

The Store - St Albans
Featuring Huge Showroom, Cappuccino Coffee Bar, Relax Area

& Experienced Helpful Staff

State of the Art Workshop
Featuring 8 ramps, laser wheel alignment, custom made exhausts,

touch-less tyre machines

Full Fitting
Services

Huge Tyr
e Stocks

at LOW pricesBig Disco
unts!

PREMIUM TYRES AT WHOLESALE PRICES

“For people who care about their cars and want to make a statement R-Tec sells the highest quality and most innovative products on the market today, at the right prices, because for the R-Tec team value and pride are everything.

The Ultimate Vehicle Customising Superstore

WHEELS & TYRES • SUSPENSION • BRAKES • EXHAUSTS • REMAPS • CUSTOM INTERIORS • WRAPS •TINTING

Find us on Facebook:
Search: “R-Tec”

Instagram:
rtecautodesign

YouTube:
/RtecAutoDesign

Twitter:
@rtecautodesign

Email Us:
sales@rtecshop.com

Telephone:
01727 790 100

Order Online From
www.rtecshop.com

Visit our wheel website to view our wheel selection. www.rtecalloywheels.co.uk

TSWNURBURGRING
Available in: 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22”

BBS CH-R
Available in: 18, 19 & 20”

TSW NURBURGRINGOZ ITECH LEGGERA
Please cal for sizes

VOSSEN CVT
Available in: 19, 20 & 22”

REVEREWC3
Available in: 22”

Telephone:
01727 790 100

Email Us:
sales@rtecshop.com

Search @rtecautodesign on Instagram to view the

Ferrari F12 DMC & The McLaren P1

Professional
Technicians

Track Da
y Tyres

From £65.95









Midland Credit Ltd is authorised & regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for consumer credit FCA no. 654302
26.9% APR representative written Quotations available upon request, the rate you will be offered will depend upon

your personal circumstances

Getting the Nation Driving

NEED CAR FINANCE?

ACCEPTED

BUY ANY CAR
from anyDEALER
FAST DECISION
WITHIN 1 HOUR NO DEPOSIT

NO FEESPOOR CREDIT

NO ADMIN FEES

Midland Credit Ltd is authorised & regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for consumer credit FCA no. 654302

NO ADMIN FEES
£3,000 to £50

,000FINAN
CE FRO

M

www.midlandcredit.co.uk
APPLYONLINENOW!

03339 00 00 00
Or Call Us

EXCELLENT!
reviews on

AR



WWW.MSV.COM / 0843 453 9000 Calls will cost 7p per minute plus your
telephone company’s access charge.

BRANDS HATCH OULTON PARK SNETTERTON CADWELL PARK

2016MSV SEASON HIGHLIGHTS
26-28MARCH EASTERBRITISHTRUCKRACING BRANDSHATCH
2/3APRIL DUNLOPMSABRITISHTOURINGCARCHAMPIONSHIP BRANDSHATCH
16/17APRIL BRITISHGTANDBRDCF4CHAMPIONSHIPS BRANDSHATCHGP
30APRIL -2MAY MCEINSURANCEBRITISHSUPERBIKECHAMPIONSHIP OULTONPARK
7/8MAY BLANCPAINGTSPRINTSERIES BRANDSHATCHGP
20-22MAY MCEINSURANCEBRITISHSUPERBIKECHAMPIONSHIP BRANDSHATCH
28/29MAY MASTERSHISTORICFESTIVAL BRANDSHATCHGP
28&30MAY BRITISHGTANDBRDCF4CHAMPIONSHIPS OULTONPARK
4/5JUNE DUNLOPMSABRITISHTOURINGCARCHAMPIONSHIP OULTONPARK
11/12JUNE AMERICANSPEEDFEST IV BRANDSHATCH

8-10JULY MCEINSURANCEBRITISHSUPERBIKECHAMPIONSHIP SNETTERTON
30/31JULY DUNLOPMSABRITISHTOURINGCARCHAMPIONSHIP SNETTERTON
5-7AUGUST MCEINSURANCEBRITISHSUPERBIKECHAMPIONSHIP BRANDSHATCHGP
6/7AUGUST BRITISHGTANDBRDCF4CHAMPIONSHIPS SNETTERTON
27-29AUGUST MCEINSURANCEBRITISHSUPERBIKECHAMPIONSHIP CADWELLPARK
9-11SEPTEMBER MCEINSURANCEBRITISHSUPERBIKECHAMPIONSHIP OULTONPARK
10/11SEPTEMBER BRITISHTRUCKRACINGCHAMPIONSHIP SNETTERTON
1/2OCTOBER DUNLOPMSABRITISHTOURINGCARCHAMPIONSHIP BRANDSHATCHGP
14-16OCTOBER MCEINSURANCEBRITISHSUPERBIKECHAMPIONSHIP BRANDSHATCHGP
5/6NOVEMBER BRITISHTRUCKRACINGCHAMPIONSHIP&FIREWORKS BRANDSHATCH

The Trackday Trophy is the perfect race
series to introduce enthusiastic Trackday
drivers and novice racers into the exciting
world of competitive motorsport.

With rounds at some of UK’s most
challenging circuits and help/guidance at
every stage, the Trackday Trophy is now
established as the most popular place to
start your racing career!

With rounds at some of UK’s most 

world of competitive motorsport.

The Trackday Trophy is the perfect race 

NOVICE RACE SERIES

Find out more:

0843 453 3000
www.trackdaytrophy.co.uk

NEED A RACE LICENCE?
You can gain your MSA National B 

race licence with us. Sit the ARDS 

test and become a nationally 

recognised racing driver.

NEED A RACE LICENCE?NEED A RACE LICENCE?



Abarth 595Competizione 196D £18,960 4/1368 158/5500 170/3000 1035kg 155 7.4 - 130 155 43.5 + Spirited engine, still looks great - Favours fun over finesse
Abarth 695 Biposto 205 R £32,990 4/1369 187/5500 184/3000 997kg 191 5.9 - 143 - - + Engineered like a true Abarth product - Desirable extrasmake this a £50k city car
Alfa RomeoMito Cloverleaf 149 R £18,870 4/1368 168/5500 184/2500 1145kg 149 7.5 - 136 139 47.1 + Great MultiAir engine, impressive ride - Not as feisty as we hoped
Alfa Romeo Giulietta QV 199 D £28,120 4/1742 237/5750 251/2000 1320kg 182 6.0 - 151 162 40.3 + Still looks good, and now it’s got the 4C’s engine - Pricey, and it has more rewarding rivals
Alfa Romeo Giulietta Cloverleaf 144 D ’10-’14 4/1742 232/5500 251/1900 1320kg 179 6.8 - 150 177 37.2 + Shows signs of deep talent… - …but should bemore exciting
Alfa Romeo 147GTA 187 R ’03-’06 6/3179 247/6200 221/4800 1360kg 185 6.0 15.5 153 - 23.3 +Mk1 Focus RS pacewithout the histrionics - Slightly nose-heavy
Audi S1 211 R £24,900 4/1984 228/6000 273/1600 1315kg 176 5.8 - 155 162 40.4 +Compliant and engaging chassis; quick, too - Looks dull without options
Audi A1 quattro 181 R ’13 4/1984 253/6000 258/2500 1420kg 181 5.7 - 152 199 32.8 +Polished 253bhp all-wheel-drive A1 - Just 19 for UK, PorscheCaymanprice
Audi S3 188 R £30,640 4/1984 296/5500 280/1800 1395kg 216 5.4 12.5 155 162 40.4 + Lots of grip and one of the best-sounding four-pot turbos - Still a little too clinical
Audi RS3 Sportback 210D £39,950 5/2480 362/5500 343/1625 1520kg 242 4.3 - 155 189 34.9 +Addictive noise, lighter on its feet than its predecessor - Still a shade sensible
Audi S3 106R ’06-’12 4/1984 261/6000 258/2500 1455kg 183 5.6 13.6 155 198 33.2 +Very fast, very effective, very… err, quality - A little too clinical
Audi RS3 Sportback 156 R ’11-’12 5/2480 335/5400 332/1600 1575kg 216 4.5 - 155 212 31.0 +Above, with added five-pot character - Again, see above…
BMW 125iMSport 176D £26,020 4/1997 218/5000 228/1350 1420kg 156 6.4 - 155 154 42.8 +Performance, price, running costs - Dull four-pot soundtrack
BMWM135i 212 R £31,325 6/2979 321/5800 332/1300 1430kg 228 5.1 - 155 188 35.3 + Powertrain, noise, chassis, price -M235i looks nicer, and has an LSDon its options list
BMW 130iMSport 106R ’05-’10 6/2996 261/6650 232/2750 1450kg 183 6.1 15.3 155 - 34.0 + Fantastic engine - Suspension can still get a little boingy
Citroën C1/Peugeot 107/Toyota Aygo 126 R £8095+ 3/998 68/6000 68/3600 790kg 87 14.2 - 98 103 61.4 + Full of character and insurance-friendly - Insurance friendly power
Citroën SaxoVTS 020R ’97-’03 4/1587 120/6600 107/5200 935kg 130 7.6 22.6 127 - 34.9 +Chunky, chuckable charger - Can catch out the unwary
CitroënAXGT 195 R ’87-’92 4/1360 85/6400 86/4000 722kg 120 9.2 - 110 - - +Makes terrific use of 85bhp - Feels like it’smade frompaper
CitroënDS3 1.6 THP 142 R £17,475 4/1598 154/6000 177/1400 1240kg 126 7.2 - 133 155 42.2 +Aproper French hot hatch - Petrolheadsmight find it too ‘designed’
CitroënDS3Racing 153D ’11-’12 4/1598 204/6000 203/2000 1240kg 167 6.5 - 146 149 - + Faster, feistier version of above - Not as hardcore as its ‘Racing’ tag suggests
Fiat Panda 100HP 132 R ’06-’11 4/1368 99/6000 97/4250 975kg 103 9.5 - 115 154 43.5 +Most fun per pound on themarket - Optional ESP can’t be turned off
Fiat Punto Evo Sporting 141 D £13,355 4/1368 133/5000 152/1750 1155kg 117 8.5 - 127 129 50.4 +Great engine, smart styling - Dynamics don’t live up to the Evo name
Ford Fiesta ST 207 R £17,545 4/1596 179/5700 214/1600 1088kg 167 7.4 18.4 137 138 47.9 +Chassis, price, punchy performance - Not as powerful as key rivals
Ford Fiesta STMountune 213 R £18,144 4/1596 212/6000 236/2750 1088kg 198 6.4 - 140 138 - +One of the bestmid-sized hatchesmade even better - Badge snobbery
Ford Fiesta Zetec S 123D ’08-’13 4/1596 118/6000 112/4050 1045kg 115 9.9 - 120 134 48.7 +Genuinely entertaining supermini - Grown up compared to Twingo/Swift
Ford Fiesta Zetec SMountune 132 R ’08-’13 4/1596 138/6750 125/4250 1080kg 130 7.9 - 120 134 48.7 +As above, with a fantastically loud exhaust… - …if you’re 12 years old
Ford Fiesta ST 075D ’05-’08 4/1999 148/6000 140/4500 1137kg 132 7.9 - 129 - 38.2 +Great looks, decent brakes - Disappointing chassis, gutless engine
Ford Fiesta ST185Mountune 115 R ’08 4/1999 185/6700 147/3500 1137kg 165 6.9 - 129 - - + Fiesta ST gets the power it always needed -OTT exhaust note
Ford Focus ST TDCi Estate 206D £23,295 4/1997 182/3500 295/2000 1488kg 124 8.3 - 135 110 67.3 + Performance not sacrificed at the alter of economy - Interior design still jars slightly
Ford Focus ST 207 R £22,195 4/1999 247/5500 265/2000 1362kg 184 6.5 - 154 159 41.5 + Excellent engine - Scrappywhen pushed
Ford Focus STMountune 187 D £23,220 4/1999 271/5500 295/2750 1362kg 202 5.7 - 154+ 169 - +Great value upgrade - Steering still not as feelsome as that of some rivals
Ford Focus ST 119 R ’05-’10 5/2522 222/6000 236/1600 1392kg 162 6.7 16.8 150 224 30.4 +Value, performance, integrity - Big engine compromises handling
Ford Focus STMountune 137 R ’08-’11 5/2522 256/5500 295/2500 1392kg 187 5.8 14.3 155 224 - + ST takes extra power in its stride - You probably still want an RS
Ford Focus RS (Mk2) 195 R ’09-’11 5/2522 300/6500 324/2300 1467kg 208 5.9 14.2 163 225 30.5 +Huge performance, highly capable FWDchassis - Body control is occasionally clumsy
Ford Focus RS500 181 R ’10-’11 5/2522 345/6000 339/2500 1467kg 239 5.6 12.7 165 225 - +More power and presence than regular RS - Pricey
Ford Focus RS (Mk1) 207 R ’02-’03 4/1998 212/5500 229/3500 1278kg 169 5.9 14.9 143 - - + Someare great - Someare awful (somake sure you drive plenty)
Ford Escort RSCosworth 157 R ’92-’96 4/1993 224/6250 224/3500 1275kg 179 6.2 - 137 - - + The ultimate Essex hot hatch - Unmodified ones are rare , and getting pricey…
Ford Puma 1.7 095R ’97-’02 4/1679 123/6300 116/4500 1041kg 120 8.6 27.6 122 - 38.2 + Everything - Nothing. The 1.4 isworth a look too
Ford Racing Puma 128R ’00-’01 4/1679 153/7000 119/4500 1174kg 132 7.8 23.2 137 - 34.7 + Exclusivity - The standard Pumadoes it sowell
HondaCivic Type R 216 R £29,995 4/1996 306/6500 295/2500 1378kg 226 5.7 - 167 170 38.7 +Great on smooth roads - Turbo engine not as special as old NAunits; styling a bit ‘busy’
HondaCivic Type R (FN2) 102 R ’07-’11 4/1998 198/7800 142/5600 1267kg 158 6.8 17.5 146 215 31.0 + Looks great, VTECmore accessible - Steering lacks feel, inert balance
HondaCivic Type RChamp’shipWhite 126D ’09-’10 4/1998 198/7800 142/5600 1267kg 158 6.6 - 146 - 31.0 + Limited-slip diff awelcome addition - It’s not available on the standard car
HondaCivic Type RMugen 195 R ’09-’11 4/1998 237/8300 157/6250 1233kg 195 5.9 - 155 - - + Fantastic on road and track - There’s only 20, and they’re a tad pricey…
HondaCivic Type R (EP3) 075 R ’01-’05 4/1998 197/7400 145/5900 1204kg 166 6.8 16.9 146 - 31.7 + Potent and great value - ‘Breadvan’ looks divide opinion, duff steering
Kia ProceedGT 217 D £23,605 4/1591 201/6000 195/1750 1448kg 143 7.3 - 143 171 38.2 + Fun and appealing package - Soft-edged compared to rivals
Lancia Delta Integrale 194 R ’88-’93 4/1995 207/5750 220/3500 1300kg 162 5.7 - 137 - 23.9 +One of the finest cars ever built - Demands love, LHDonly
Mazda 2 1.5 Sport 132 R £13,495 4/1498 102/6000 101/4000 1030kg 107 10.4 - 117 135 48.7 + Fun and funky - Feels tinny after aMini
Mazda 3MPS 137 R ’06-’13 4/2261 256/5500 280/3000 1385kg 188 6.3 14.5 155 224 29.4 +Quick, eager and very good value - The steering’s iffy
Mercedes-Benz A45AMG 194R £37,845 4/1991 355/6000 332/2250 1480kg 244 4.3 10.6 155 161 40.9 + Blisteringly quick everywhere - Not as rewarding as some slower rivals
MG3Style 190D £9999 4/1498 104/6000 101/4750 1155kg 91 10.4 - 108 136 48.7 +Decent chassis, performance and price - Thrashy engine, cheap cabin
Mini Cooper (F56) 194D £15,300 3/1499 134/4500 162/1250 1085kg 125 7.9 - 130 105 62.8 +Punchy three-cylinder engine, good chassis - Tubby styling
Mini Cooper S (F56) 196D £18,665 4/1998 189/4700 206/1250 1160kg 166 6.8 - 146 133 49.6 + Still has thatMini DNA - Expensivewith options; naff dash displays
Mini JohnCooperWorks (F56) 211 R £23,050 4/1998 228/5200 236/1250 1200kg 193 6.3 - 153 155 42.2 + Fast, agile, super-nimble - OE tyres lack outright grip
Mini JohnCooperWorks Coupe (R58) 164 R £23,805 4/1598 208/6000 206/2000 1175kg 180 6.3 - 149 165 39.8 + The usual raucousMini JCWexperience - Butwith a questionable ‘helmet’ roof…
Mini Cooper (R56) 185 F ’09-’14 4/1598 120/6000 118/4250 1075kg 113 9.1 - 126 127 52.3 + Brilliant ride and composure; could be all theMini you need - You’ll still buy the ‘S’
Mini Cooper S (R56) 149 R ’06-’14 4/1598 181/5500 177/1600 1140kg 161 7.0 - 142 136 48.7 +Newengine,Mini quality - Front end not quite as direct as the old car’s
Mini Cooper SD (R56) 158D ’11-’14 4/1995 141/4000 225/1750 1150kg 125 8.0 - 134 114 65.7 +Aquick dieselMini with impressivempg - But noCooper S alternative
Mini JohnCooperWorks (R56) 184 R ’08-’14 4/1598 208/6000 206/2000 1160kg 182 7.2 16.7 148 165 39.8 +A seriously rapidMini - Occasionally just a little unruly
Mini JohnCooperWorksGP (R56) 195 R ’13-’14 4/1598 215/6000 206/2000 1160kg 188 6.3 - 150 165 39.8 + Brazenly hyperactive - Toomuch for some roads and some tastes
Mini Cooper S (R53) 077 R ’02-’06 4/1598 168/6000 155/4000 1140kg 143 7.8 19.9 135 - 33.6 + Strong performance, quality feel - Over-long gearing
Mini Cooper SWorksGP (R53) 144 R ’06 4/1598 215/7100 184/4600 1090kg 200 6.5 - 149 - 32.8 + Storming engine, agility - Tacky styling ‘enhancements’
Nissan JukeNismoRS 208D £21,650 4/1618 215/6000 206/3600 1315kg 166 7.0 - 137 165 39.2 +Quirky character and bold styling - Not amatch for a pukka hot hatch
Peugeot 106Rallye (Series 2) - ’97-’98 4/1587 103/6200 97/3500 865kg 121 8.8 - 121 - 34.0 +Bargain no-frills thrills - Not asmuch fizz as original 1.3
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Thrill-free zone Tepid Interesting Seriously good A truly great car

N=newentry thismonth. * = grey import. Entries in italics are for cars no longer on sale. Issueno. is for ourmost
recentmajor test of the car (D=Driven,R=Road test or group test, F= Feature). Call 0844 8440039 to order a back
issue.Price is on-the-road includingVATand delivery charges.Engine is the car’smainmotor only – additional hybrid

tech isn’t shown.Weight is the car’s kerbweight as quoted by themanufacturer.bhp/ton is the power-to-weight ratio based on
manufacturer’s kerbweight.0-60mph and0-100mph figures in bold are independently recorded, all other performance figures
aremanufacturers’ claims.CO2g/km is the official EC figure and ECmpg is the official ‘Combined’ figure or equivalent.
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Peugeot 106Rallye (Series 1) 095R ’94-’96 4/1294 100/7200 80/5400 826kg 123 10.6 - 118 - 35.6 + Frantic, thrashy fun - Needs caning to extract full potential
Peugeot 208GTi 184 R £18,895 4/1598 197/5800 203/1700 1160kg 173 6.8 17.9 143 125 47.9 +Agile chassisworkswell on tough roads - Could bemore involving
Peugeot 208GTi by Peugeot Sport 216 R £21,995 4/1598 205/5800 221/1750 1185kg 176 6.5 - 143 125 47.9 + Themost focused small hatch on sale - Nearly £4kmore than a Fiesta STMountune
Peugeot 308GTi 270 215 D £28,250 4/1598 266/6000 243/1900 1205kg 224 6.0 - 155 139 - +A very capable hot hatch… - …that lacks the sheer excitement of the best in class
Peugeot 205GTI 1.9 195 R ’88-’91 4/1905 130/6000 119/4750 910kg 145 7.9 - 124 - 36.7 + Still scintillating after all these years - Brittle build quality
Peugeot 306GTI 6 020R ’93-’01 4/1998 167/6500 142/5500 1215kg 139 7.2 20.1 140 - 30.1 +One of the great GTIs - They don’tmake them like this anymore
Peugeot 306Rallye 095R ’98-’99 4/1998 167/6500 142/5500 1199kg 142 6.9 19.2 137 - 30.1 + Essentially a GTI-6 for less dosh - Limited choice of colours
Renaultsport Twingo 133 175 R ’08-’13 4/1598 131/6750 118/4400 1050kg 127 8.6 - 125 150 43.5 +Renaultsportexperienceforpocketmoney-OptionalCupchassisgivesbouncyride
Renaultsport Clio 200Auto 184R £18,995 4/1618 197/6000 177/1750 1204kg 166 6.9 17.9 143 144 44.8 + Faster,more refined, easier to drive -Wemiss the revvy nat-asp engine andmanual ’box
Renaultsport Clio 220 Trophy 213 R £21,780 4/1618 217/6050 206/2000 1204kg 183 6.6 - 146 135 47.9 + Improves on the 200Auto - Still not amatch for previous-generation Renaultsport Clios
Renaultsport Clio 200Cup 195 R ’09-’13 4/1998 197/7100 159/5400 1204kg 166 6.6 16.7 141 190 34.5 + The hot Clio at its best - They don’tmake it anymore
Renaultsport Clio 197 Cup 115 R ’07-’09 4/1998 194/7250 158/5550 1240kg 161 6.9 - 134 - 33.6 +Quick, polished and capable - Not asmuch sheer fun as 182Cup
Renaultsport Clio 182 066R ’04-’06 4/1998 180/6500 148/5250 1110kg 165 6.6 17.5 139 - 34.9 + Took hot hatches to a new level - Flawed driving position
Renaultsport Clio 182 Cup 187 R ’04-’06 4/1998 180/6500 148/5250 1090kg 168 6.5 - 139 - 34.9 + Full of beans, fantastic value - Sunday-market upholstery
Renaultsport Clio Trophy 200R ’05-’06 4/1998 180/6500 148/5250 1090kg 168 6.6 17.3 140 - 34.9 + Themost fun you can have on three (sometimes two)wheels - Just 500were built
Renaultsport Clio 172 Cup 048R ’02-’04 4/1998 170/6250 147/5400 1011kg 171 6.5 17.7 138 - - + Bargain old-school hot hatch - Nervous in thewet, no ABS
Renaultsport Clio V6 255 057 R ’03-’05 6/2946 251/7150 221/4650 1400kg 182 5.8 - 153 - 23.0 + Supercar dramawithout the original’s edgy handling - Uninspired interior
Renaultsport Clio V6 029R ’99-’02 6/2946 227/6000 221/3750 1335kg 173 5.8 17.0 145 - 23.0 +Pocket supercar -Mid-engined handling can be tricky
Renault ClioWilliams 195 R ’93-’96 4/1988 148/6100 126/4500 981kg 153 7.6 20.8 134 - 26.0 +One of the best hot hatches ever - Can be fragile
Renault 5 GT Turbo 195 R ’87-’91 4/1397 118/5750 122/3000 855kg 140 7.3 - 120 - 28.4 +ClioWilliams’ grand-daddy - Fewunmodified ones left
RenaultsportMégane 275 Trophy 212 R £28,930 4/1998 271/5500 265/3000 1376kg 200 5.8 - 159 174 37.7 + Another cracking Trophymodel - Stripped-out Trophy-R is evenmore thrilling
RenaultsportMégane 275 Trophy-R 215 R £36,430 4/1998 271/5500 265/3000 1297kg 212 5.8 - 158 174 37.7 + As absorbing as a 911 GT3 RS on the right road - Too uncompromising for some; pricey
RenaultsportMégane 265Cup 195 R ’12-’15 4/1998 261/5500 265/3000 1387kg 191 6.4 14.8 158 174 37.7 + A hot hatch benchmark - Cupholder could be better positioned
RenaultsportMégane 250Cup 139 R ’09-’12 4/1998 247/5500 251/3000 1387kg 181 6.1 14.6 156 190 34.4 + Fantastic chassis… - …partially obscured by new-foundmaturity
RenaultsportMégane dCi 175 Cup 119 R ’07-’09 4/1995 173/3750 265/2000 1470kg 119 8.3 23.5 137 - 43.5 +Adiesel with a genuinely sporty chassis - Could takemore power
RenaultsportMégane 230 F1 TeamR26 195 R ’07-’09 4/1998 227/5500 229/3000 1345kg 171 6.2 16.0 147 - - + The car the R26.R is based on - F1 Teamstickers in dubious taste
RenaultsportMégane R26.R 200R ’08-’09 4/1998 227/5500 229/3000 1220kg 189 5.8 15.1 147 - - +One of the true hot hatch heroes - Two seats, plastic rearwindows
SEAT Ibiza Cupra 218D £18,100 4/1798 189/4300 236/1450 1185kg 162 6.7 - 146 145 45.6 +Quick, competent, refined, andmanual only - Not exciting enough
SEAT Ibiza Cupra 183D ’10-’15 4/1390 178/6200 184/2000 1259kg 144 6.9 - 142 139 47.9 + Punchy engine, unflappable DSG - Lacks engagement, DSGonly
SEAT Leon FR TDI 184 184D £22,255 4/1968 181/4000 280/1750 1350kg 136 7.5 - 142 112 64.2 + Performance, sweet chassis, economy, comfort - Boorish engine
SEAT LeonCupra 280 216 R £27,210 4/1984 276/5600 258/1750 1300kg 216 5.8 - 155 149 44.1 + Serious pace and agility for Golf GTImoney - TheMk7Golf R
SEAT LeonCupra 105 R ’07-’11 4/1984 237/5700 221/2200 1375kg 175 6.3 - 153 190 34.0 +Great engine, composure - Doesn’t have adjustability of old Cupra R
SEAT LeonCupra R 139 R ’10-’12 4/1984 261/6000 258/2500 1375kg 193 6.1 14.0 155 190 34.9 + Bold car, blinding engine - Lacks the character of its rivalmega-hatches
SEAT LeonCupra R 225 067 R ’03-’06 4/1781 222/5900 206/2200 1376kg 164 6.9 - 150 - 32.1 + Cross-country pace, practicality, value - Not as thrilling as some
Skoda Fabia vRS (Mk2) 146D £17,150 4/1390 178/6200 184/2000 1218kg 148 7.3 - 139 148 45.6 +Well priced, wellmade,with great engine andDSG ‘box - Dull steering
Skoda Fabia vRS (Mk1) 077 R ’04-’07 4/1896 130/4000 229/1900 1315kg 100 9.6 - 127 - 55.4 + Fascinatingly fun and frugal hot hatch - A little short on steering feel
SkodaOctavia vRS (Mk3) 187 D £23,830 4/1984 217/4500 258/1500 1345kg 164 6.8 - 154 142 45.6 +Quick, agile, roomier than aGolf - Ride is harsh forwhat could be a family car
SkodaOctavia vRS 230 (Mk3) 215 D £26,350 4/1984 227/4700 258/1500 1345kg 171 6.7 - 155 142 45.6 + Limited-slip diffmakes for a sharper steer - It could handlemore than the extra 10bhp
SkodaOctavia vRS (Mk2) 163 R ’05-’13 4/1998 197/5100 206/1700 1395kg 143 7.3 - 149 175 37.7 +Drives like aGTI but costsmuch less - Green brake calipers?
Subaru ImprezaWRXS 125D ’08-’10 4/2457 251/5400 288/3000 1395kg 180 5.5 - 130 270 - +An improvement over the basicWRX - Still not theWRXwewanted
Subaru Impreza STI 330S 124 R ’08-’10 4/2457 325/5400 347/3400 1505kg 219 4.4 - 155 - - +Abit quicker than the STI… - …but not better
Suzuki Swift Sport (Mk2) 175 R £13,749 4/1586 134/6900 118/4400 1045kg 130 8.7 - 121 147 44.1 + The Swift’s still a great pocket rocket - But it’s lost a little adjustability
Suzuki Swift Sport (Mk1) 132 R ’05-’11 4/1586 123/6800 109/4800 1030kg 121 8.9 - 124 165 39.8 + Entertaining handling, well built - Lacking in steering feedback
Vauxhall Corsa VXR 211 R £17,995 4/1598 202/5800 206/1900 1278kg 161 6.5 - 143 174 37.7 + Begs to bewrung out - You’ll need the £2400Performance Pack
Vauxhall Corsa VXR 154R ’07-’14 4/1598 189/5850 192/1980 1166kg 165 6.8 - 140 172 38.7 + Looks snazzy, punchy engine - Lacks feel, uncouth comparedwith rivals
Vauxhall Corsa VXRN’ring/Clubsport 164 R ’11-’13/’14 4/1598 202/5750 206/2250 1166kg 176 6.5 - 143 178 - +VXR getsmore power and a limited-slip diff - But they comeat a price
Vauxhall Astra VXR (Mk2) 207 R £27,315 4/1998 276/5500 295/2500 1475kg 190 5.9 - 155 184 34.9 + Better than the car it replaces; loony turbo pace - Lacks RSMégane’s precision
Vauxhall Astra VXR (Mk1) 102 R ’05-’11 4/1998 237/5600 236/2400 1393kg 173 6.7 16.7 152 221 30.7 + Fast and furious - Lacks a little composure and precision
VWUp/SEATMii/SkodaCitigo 171 R £7990+ 3/999 59/5000 70/3000 854kg 70 14.1 - 99 105 62.8 +Accomplished city car is dynamically sound… - …but predictably slow
VWPoloGTI 211 R £18,850 4/1798 189/4200 236/1450 1280kg 150 6.7 - 146 139 47.1 + Smooth and brawny - Fiesta ST ismore engaging
VWPoloGTI 154 R ’10-’14 4/1390 178/6200 184/2000 1184kg 153 6.8 - 142 139 47.9 +Modern-daymk1 Golf GTI gets twin-clutchDSG - It’s a little bit bland
VWGolf GTD (Mk7) 200D £25,765 4/1968 181/3500 280/1750 1377kg 134 7.5 - 143 109 67.3 + Pace, fuel economy, sounds good for a diesel - Lacks the extra edge of theGTI
VWGolf GTI (Mk7) 207 R £26,580 4/1984 217/4500 258/1500 1351kg 163 6.5 - 153 139 47.1 + Brilliantly resolved -Mégane 265 beats it as a pure drivers’ car
VWGolf GTI Clubsport (Mk7) 218 D c£29,000 4/1984 286/5350 280/1700 1375kg 211 6.0 - 160 155 40.9 +A faster, sharper,more entertaningGTI - Some rivals aremore exciting on track
VWGolf R (Mk7) 212 R £29,900 4/1984 296/5500 280/1800 1476kg 204 5.1 - 155 165 40.9 +AVW ‘R’model you can take seriously -Mégane 275 just edges it as a pure drivers’ car
VWGolf GTI (Mk6) 172 R ’09-’13 4/1984 207/5300 207/1700 1318kg 160 6.4 16.5 148 170 38.7 + Still a very accomplished hot hatch - 207bhp isn’t a lot anymore
VWGolf R (Mk6) 140D ’10-’13 4/1984 266/6000 258/2500 1521kg 178 5.5 - 155 199 33.2 +Great engine, tremendous pace and poise - High price, ACConly optional
VWGolf GTI (Mk5) 195 R ’04-’09 4/1984 197/5100 207/1800 1336kg 150 6.7 17.9 145 - - +Character and ability: theGTI’s return to form - Lacking firepower?
VWGolf R32 (Mk5) 087 R ’06-’09 6/3189 246/6300 236/2500 1510kg 165 5.8 15.2 155 - 26.4 + Traction’s great and you’ll love the soundtrack -We’d still have aGTI
VWGolf R32 (Mk4) 053 R ’02-’04 6/3189 237/6250 236/2800 1477kg 163 6.4 16.3 154 - 24.6 +Charismatic - Boomy engine can be tiresome
VWGolf GTI 16v (Mk2) 195 R ’88-’92 4/1781 139/6100 124/4600 960kg 147 7.9 - 129 - 26.6 + Still feels everyday useable - Very hard to find a standard one
VWGolf GTI (Mk1 , 1.8) 095R ’82-’84 4/1781 112/5800 109/3500 840kg 135 8.1 - 112 - 36.0 + The car that started it all - Tricky to find an unmolested one
Volvo C30T5R-Design 122 R ’08-’12 5/2521 227/5000 236/1500 1347kg 165 6.6 16.9 149 203 32.5 +Good-looking, desirable Volvo - Lacks edge of best hatches. Avoid auto
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Our Choice
RenaultsportMégane275Trophy. This generation of Mégane
has got better and better with every update, and the 275 is simply
sublime. Optional Öhlins dampers and Cup 2 rubber (taken from
the Trophy-R) aren’t essential, but improve things even further.

Best of the Rest
The Golf R provides amore grown-up but still hugely entertaning
alternative to the Mégane, while its relative, the SEAT Leon Cupra
280, is a real buzz, especially with the Sub8 pack (left) and sticky
tyres. The Fiesta STMountune is our pick of the smaller hatches.
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Alpina D3 Biturbo (F30) 192D £46,950 6/2993 345/4000 516/1500 1585kg 221 4.6 - 173 139 53.3 + 173mph froma 3-litre diesel! Brilliant chassis, too - Auto only
Alpina B3 Biturbo (F30) 188D £54,950 6/2979 404/5500 442/3000 1610kg 255 4.2 - 190 177 37.2 +Understated appearance,monster performance - E90M3 is better on the limit
Alpina D3 (E90) 120R ’08-’12 4/1995 211/4000 332/2000 1495kg 143 6.9 - 152 - 52.3 + Excellent chassis, turbodiesel oomph - Rather narrowpowerband
Alpina B5 Biturbo 149 D £75,150 8/4395 533/5200 538/2800 1920kg 282 4.5 - 198 244 26.9 + Big performance and top-line luxury - Driver not really involved
Alpina B7 Biturbo 134 D £98,800 8/4395 533/5200 538/2800 2040kg 265 4.6 - 194 230 28.5 +Massive performance and top-line luxury - Feels its weight when hustled
Aston Martin Rapide S 201 D £147,950 12/5935 552/6650 465/5500 1990kg 282 4.2 - 203 300 21.9 + Oozes star quality; gearbox on 2015MY cars a big improvement - It’s cosy in the back
Aston Martin Rapide 141 R ’10-’13 12/5935 470/6000 443/5000 1990kg 240 5.2 - 188 355 - + Better than its DB9 sibling - More a 2+2 than a proper four-seater
Audi S3 Saloon 192D £33,540 4/1984 296/5500 280/1800 1430kg 210 5.3 - 155 162 26.4 +Onpaper amatch for the original S4 - In realitymuch less interesting
Audi S4 (B8) 166D £39,610 6/2995 328/5500 324/2900 1685kg 198 4.9 - 155 190 34.9 +Great powertrain, secure chassis - The RS4
Audi S4 (B7) 073D ’05-’08 8/4163 339/7000 302/3500 1700kg 206 5.4 - 155 - - + Effortless V8, agile handling - Lacks ultimate finesse of class leaders
Audi RS4Avant (B8) 216 R ’12-’15 8/4163 444/8250 317/4000 1795kg 251 4.5 10.5 174 249 26.4 + Looks and sounds the part, thunderously fast - Unnatural steering, dull dynamics
Audi RS4 (B7) 088R ’05-’08 8/4163 414/7800 317/5500 1650kg 255 4.5 10.9 155 - - + 414bhp at 7800rpm! And there’s an estate version too - Busy under braking
Audi RS4 (B5) 192R ’00-’02 6/2671 375/6100 325/2500 1620kg 236 4.8 12.1 170 - 17.0 + Effortless pace - Not the lastword in agility. Bendswheel rims
Audi RS2 214 R ’94-’95 5/2226 315/6500 302/3000 1595kg 201 4.8 13.1 162 - 18.0 + Storming performance (thanks to Porsche) - Try finding one
Audi S6 091 D ’06-’11 10/5204 429/6800 398/3000 1910kg 228 5.2 - 155 299 22.4 + Even faster, and discreetwith it - VerymutedV10
Audi RS6Avant (C7) 203R £77,995 8/3993 552/5700 516/1750 1935kg 290 3.6 8.2 155 229 28.8 +Performance, foolproof powertrain, looks - Feels a bit one-dimensional
Audi RS6Avant (C6) 116 R ’08-’10 10/4991 572/6250 479/1500 2025kg 287 4.3 9.7 155 333 20.2 + Theworld’smost powerful estate - Power isn’t everything
Audi RS6Avant (C5) 052R ’02-’04 8/4172 444/5700 413/1950 1865kg 242 4.8 11.6 155 - 19.3 + The ultimate estate car? - Numb steering
Audi RS7 208R £84,480 8/3993 552/5700 516/1750 1920kg 292 3.9 - 155 229 28.8 + Stonking performance, great looks - Numbdriving experience
Audi S7 171 D £63,375 8/3993 414/5000 406/1400 1945kg 216 4.6 - 155 225 - + Looks and drives better than S6 it’s based on - Costs £8000more
Audi S8 Plus 217 D £97,700 8/3993 597/6100 553/2500 1990kg 305 3.8 - 155 229 28.2 + Fantastic drivetrain, quality and refinement - Dynamic Steering feels artificial
Audi RSQ3 206D £45,495 5/2480 335/5300 332/1600 1655kg 206 4.8 - 155 203 32.1 + Surprisingly characterful; better thanmany RSs - High centre of gravity
Bentley Flying Spur V8 200D £142,800 8/3997 500/6000 487/1700 2342kg 217 4.9 - 183 254 25.9 + Effortless performancewith real top-end kick - Determinedly unsporting
Bentley Flying Spur 185D £153,300 12/5998 616/6000 590/1600 2400kg 261 4.3 - 200 343 19.0 +More power than old Flying Spur Speed - Feels itsweight; engine sounds dull
Bentley Bentayga 217 D £160,200 12/5950 600/5000 664/1350 2347kg 260 4.0 - 187 296 21.6 + Sublime quality, ridiculous pace, capable handling - Inert driving experience, SUV stigma
BentleyMulsanne 178 F £229,360 8/6752 505/4200 752/1750 2610kg 197 5.1 - 184 342 19.3 +Drives like amodern Bentley should - Shame it doesn’t look like one too
BentleyMulsanne Speed 210D £252,000 8/6752 530/4200 811/1750 2610kg 206 4.8 - 190 342 19.3 +Characterful; superb build quality - A bit pricey…
BMW320d (F30) 168R £29,475 4/1995 181/4000 280/1750 1495kg 123 7.4 - 146 120 61.4 + Fleet-friendly newThree is economical yet entertaining - It’s a tad noisy
BMW328i (F30) 165D £30,470 4/1997 242/5000 258/1250 1430kg 172 5.8 - 155 149 44.8 +New-age four-pot 328i is great all-rounder -Wemiss the six-cylinder soundtrack
BMW330dMSport (F30) 180D £36,975 6/2993 254/4000 413/2000 1540kg 168 5.6 - 155 129 57.6 +Great engine, fine handling, good value - Steering confusesweightwith feel
BMW435i GranCoupe 203D £41,865 6/2979 302/5800 295/1200 1585kg 194 5.5 - 155 174 34.9 + Superb straight-six, fine ride/handling balance - 335i saloonweighs and costs less
BMWM3 (F80) 211 R £56,590 6/2979 425/5500 406/1850 1520kg 284 4.1 8.6 155 204 32.1 + Looks, performance, practicality - Body control on rough roads; engine lacks character
BMWM3 (E90) 123 R ’08-’11 8/3999 414/8300 295/3900 1605kg 262 4.9 10.7 165 290 22.8 + Every bit as good as the E92M3 coupe -No carbon roof
BMWM3CRT (E90) 179 R ’11-’12 8/4361 444/8300 324/3750 1580kg 285 4.4 - 180 295 - + Saloon chassis +weight savings +GTS engine = best E90M3 - Just 67weremade
BMW528i (F10) 164D £36,570 4/1997 242/5000 258/1250 1710kg 144 6.2 - 155 152 41.5 + Four-pot 528 is downsizingnear itsbest -You’llmissthestraight-sixsoundeffects
BMW535i (F10) 141 D £44,560 6/2979 302/5800 295/1200 1685kg 182 6.1 - 155 185 34.9 +New5-series impresses… - But onlywith all the chassis options ticked
BMWM5 (F10M) 208R £73,960 8/4395 552/6000 501/1500 1870kg 300 4.3 - 155 232 28.5 + Twin-turbocharging suits all-newM5well - Can feel heavy at times
BMWM5 (E60) 129 R ’04-’10 10/4999 500/7750 384/6100 1755kg 289 4.7 10.4 155 - 19.6 +Close to being the ultimate supersaloon - SMGgearbox feels old-tech
BMWM5 (E39) 110 R ’99-’03 8/4941 394/6600 369/3800 1795kg 223 4.9 11.5 155 - - +Magnificent V8-engined supersaloon -We’d be nit-picking
BMWM5 (E34) 110 R ’92-’96 6/3795 340/6900 295/4750 1653kg 209 5.9 13.6 155 - - + TheGodfather of supersaloons - The family can come too
BMWM5 (E28) 182 R ’86-’88 6/3453 282/6500 251/4500 1431kg 200 6.2 - 151 - - + The original storming saloon - Understated looks
BMWM6GranCoupe 190D £98,145 8/4395 552/6000 501/1500 1875kg 299 4.2 - 155 232 28.5 + Enormous performance, stylish looks - Price tag looks silly next to rivals, M5 included
BMWX5M50d 191 D £64,525 6/2993 376/4000 546/2000 2190kg 155 5.3 - 155 173 42.8 + Straight-line pace - Driving experience identical to standard X5, despite theMbadge
BMWX6M 212D £93,080 8/4395 567/6000 553/2200 2265kg 245 4.2 - 155 258 25.4 + Big improvement on its predecessor - Coupe roofline still of questionable taste
BMWX6M 134D ’09-’15 8/4395 547/6000 502/1500 2305kg 241 4.7 - 171 325 20.3 + Fast, refined and comfortable - But it definitely lacks theM factor
BMW750i 174 D £71,575 8/4395 449/5500 480/2000 2020kg 226 4.7 - 155 199 - +Well specced, impressively refined - Lags far behind theMercedes S-class
Brabus Bullit 119 R c£330,000 12/6233 720/5100 811/2100 1850kg 395 3.8 - 217 - - + Seven hundred and twenty bhp - Three hundred thousand pounds
Cadillac CTS-V 148 R £67,030 8/6162 556/6100 551/3800 1928kg 293 3.9 - 191 365 18.1 + It’ll stand out amongM-cars andAMGs - But the noveltymightwear off
Ford Sierra RSCosworth 4x4 141 R ’90-’93 4/1993 220/6250 214/3500 1305kg 159 6.6 - 144 - 24.4 + Fast and furious - Try finding a straight one
Ford Sierra RSCosworth - ’86-’90 4/1993 204/6000 204/4500 1220kg 169 6.2 - 143 - - + Road-goingGroupA racecar - Don’t shout about the power output!
HondaAccord Type R 012 R ’98-’03 4/2157 209/7200 158/6700 1306kg 163 6.1 17.4 142 - 29.4 +One of the finest front-drivers of all time - Lack of image
Infiniti Q50SHybrid 195D £39,995 6/3498 359/6800 402/5000 1750kg 208 5.1 - 155 144 45.6 +Goodpowertrain, promising chassis - Lacklustre steering, strong rivals
Jaguar XE S 213 D £44,865 6/2995 335/6500 332/4500 1590kg 214 4.9 - 155 194 34.9 +Great chassis; neat design - V6 loses appeal in the real world
Jaguar XF S (2015MY) 214D £49,945 6/2995 375/6500 332/4500 1635kg 233 5.0 - 155 198 34.0 +Outstanding ride and handling balance - Engine lacks appeal
Jaguar XFR 181 D £65,440 8/5000 503/6000 461/2500 1800kg 284 4.8 10.2 155 270 24.4 + Brilliant blend of pace and refinement - Doesn’t sound as special as it is
Jaguar XFR-S 208R £79,995 8/5000 542/6500 501/2500 1800kg 306 4.4 - 186 270 24.4 +XF gets turned up to 12 - Starting to feel its age
Jaguar XFR-S Sportbrake 203R £82,495 8/5000 542/6500 501/2500 1892kg 291 4.6 - 186 297 22.2 + Looks fantastic, huge performance, nice balance - Not as sharp as the saloon
Jaguar XJ 3.0 V6Diesel 148D £56,870 6/2993 271/4000 442/2000 1700kg 162 6.0 - 155 167 46.3 +A great Jaguar - But not as great as the XJR…
Jaguar XJR 191 D £92,395 8/5000 542/6500 502/2500 1805kg 302 4.4 - 174 270 24.4 +Hot-rod vibe, fine cabin - Opinion-dividing looks

Our Choice
BMWM5.The turbocharging of BMW’s M-cars met with
scepticism, but the current M5’s 4.4-litre twin-turbo V8 feels a
perfect fit. It’s a brutally fast car, and there are clever (and useable)
adjustable driving modes. The ‘30 Jahre’ special edition, which has
an extra 40bhp, is especially worth a look.

Best of the Rest
Mercedes’ E63 AMG offers intoxicating performance, especially
with the S upgrade (pictured). BMW’s M3 is an appealing all-
round package, but its C63 AMG rival has more approachable
limits. If youmust have an SUV, take a look at BMW’s X6M or
Porsche’s Macan Turbo, Macan GTS or Cayenne GTS.

Thrill-free zone Tepid Interesting Seriously good A truly great carRatings
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Jaguar XJR 054R ’03-’09 8/4196 400/6100 408/3500 1665kg 244 5.0 - 155 - 23.0 +Genuine 7-series rival - 2007 facelift didn’t helpmiddle-aged image 33332
LandRover Discovery Sport 205D £32,395 4/2179 187/3500 310/1750 1863kg 100 9.8 - 117 159 46.3 +Style, packaging, refinement -Will need to prove Sport tag in UK 33332
Lexus IS F 151 R '07-'12 8/4969 417/6600 372/5200 1714kg 247 4.7 10.9 173 270 24.4 + Shockingly good Lexus - TheM3’s available as a (second hand) four-door too 33334
Lotus Carlton 170 R ’91-’93 6/3615 377/5200 419/4200 1658kg 231 4.8 10.6 176 - 17.0 + TheMillenniumFalcon of saloon cars - Every drive awork-out 33333
Maserati Ghibli 186D £52,615 6/2979 325/5000 406/1750 1810kg 182 5.6 - 163 223 29.4 +Burstingwith character; good value compared toQuattroporte - It’s still a big car 33332
Maserati Ghibli S 198D £63,760 6/2979 404/5500 406/4500 1810kg 227 5.0 - 177 242 27.2 + Stands out from the crowd; sounds good too - Chassis lacks finesse, engine lacks reach 33342
Maserati Quattroporte S 184D £80,115 6/2979 404/5500 406/1750 1860kg 221 5.1 - 177 242 27.2 + Tempting alternative to V8 - Feel-free steering, secondary ride lacks decorum 33332
Maserati QuattroporteGTS 179D £108,185 8/3798 523/6800 479/2250 1900kg 280 4.7 - 190 274 23.9 +Performance, sense of occasion - Lacks the charisma and edge of its predecessor 33332
Maserati Quattroporte S 137 R ’08-’12 8/4691 425/7000 361/4750 1990kg 216 5.1 12.1 174 365 18.0 +AQPwith the bhp it deserves - Grille is a bit Hannibal Lecter 33334
Maserati Quattroporte Sport GTS 141 R ’08-’12 8/4691 433/7000 361/4750 1990kg 221 5.1 - 177 365 18.0 + Themost stylish supersaloon - Slightlywooden brakes, unforgiving ride 33332
Maserati Quattroporte 085R ’04-’08 8/4244 394/7000 333/4500 1930kg 207 5.1 - 171 - 17.9 +Redefines big-car dynamics - Don’t use automode 33334
Maserati Quattroporte Sport GTS 113 D ’07-’08 8/4244 396/7000 339/4250 1930kg 208 5.5 - 167 - - + BestQuattroporte chassis so far -More powerwouldn’t go amiss 33334
Mercedes-Benz 190E 2.5-16 185 F ’89-’92 4/2498 201/6750 177/5500 1360kg 147 7.2 - 142 - 24.4 +M-B’sM3 alternative - Not as nimble as the Beemer 33332
Mercedes-Benz CLA45AMG 186D £42,270 4/1991 355/6000 332/2250 1510kg 239 4.6 - 155 161 31.0 +Strong performance, classy cabin - Pricey compared toA45AMGhatchback 33322
Mercedes-BenzGLA45AMG 205R £44,595 4/1991 355/6000 332/2250 1510kg 239 4.8 - 155 175 37.7 +An aggressive and focused sports crossover - Lowondriver interaction 33332
Mercedes-AMGC63 209D £59,800 8/3982 469/5500 479/1750 1640kg 291 4.1 - 155 192 34.5 + Fast and feelsome - Lacks the ultimate finesse and response of the C63 S 33334
Mercedes-AMGC63 Estate 216 R £61,260 8/3982 469/5500 479/1750 1710kg 279 4.2 - 155 196 33.6 +Muchmore fun than it looks - Gearbox dim-witted at low speeds 33334
Mercedes-AMGC63S 211 R £66,545 8/3982 503/5500 516/1750 1655kg 309 4.0 - 155 192 34.5 +Tremendous twin-turboV8power - Not quite as focused as anMdivision car 33334
Mercedes-Benz C63AMG 151 R ’07-’14 8/6208 451/6800 442/5000 1655kg 277 4.4 9.7 160 280 23.5 +Monstrous pace and extremely engaging - Same-eraM3 is just a little better… 33333
Mercedes-Benz C55AMG 088R ’04-’08 8/5439 367/5250 376/4000 1635kg 228 5.2 - 155 - 23.7 + Furiously fast, commendably discreet - OvershadowedbyM3 andRS4 33332
Mercedes-AMGE63 187 D £74,115 8/5461 549/5500 531/1750 1770kg 315 4.2 - 155 230 28.8 +Power, response and accuracy in spades - A little lacking in originality 33334
Mercedes-AMGE63 S 208R £84,710 8/5461 577/5500 590/1750 1795kg 327 4.1 - 155 229 28.8 + Effortless power; intuitive and approachable - Dim-witted auto ’box 33334
Mercedes-Benz E63AMG (W212) 165 R ’11-’13 8/5461 518/5250 516/1750 1765kg 298 4.2 - 155 230 28.8 + Turbo engine doesn’t dilute E63 experience - Sometimes struggles for traction… 33334
Mercedes-Benz E63AMG (W212) 134D ’09-’11 8/6208 518/6800 465/5200 1765kg 298 4.5 - 155 295 22.4 +As below, butwith an extra 11bhp and squarer headlights - Steering still vague 33332
Mercedes-Benz E63AMG (W211) 096D ’06-’09 8/6208 507/6800 465/5200 1765kg 292 4.5 - 155 - 19.8 + Brilliant engine, indulgent chassis - Vague steering, speed limits 33332
Mercedes-Benz E55AMG 052R ’03-’06 8/5439 476/6100 516/2650 1760kg 271 4.8 10.2 155 - 21.9 +M5-humbling grunt, cosseting ride - Speed limits 33332
Mercedes-Benz S63AMGL 191 D £119,835 8/5461 577/5500 664/2250 1995kg 294 4.4 - 155 237 27.9 +Monster pace - Average steering feel 33332
Mercedes-Benz CLS63AMGS 199D £86,500 8/5461 577/5500 590/1750 1795kg 327 4.1 - 155 231 28.5 +Remains quick and characterful - Dated gearbox, no four-wheel drive option in theUK 33332
Mercedes-Benz CLS63AMG 178 R ’11-’14 8/5461 518/5250 516/1700 1795kg 293 4.2 - 155 231 28.5 +Monster performance, 549bhp an option - Not as desirable as a Bentley or Aston 33332
Mercedes-Benz CLS63AMG 099R ’06-’11 8/6208 507/6100 464/2650 1905kg 270 4.5 - 155 345 19.5 + Beauty, comfort, awesomeperformance -M5 has the edge on B-roads 33332
Mercedes-BenzGLE63AMGS 218D £94,405 8/5461 577/5500 560/1750 2270kg 258 4.2 - 155 276 23.9 + Stonking pace, extreme refinement - Feels remote 33342
Mercedes-BenzGLE63AMGSCoupe 213 D £96,555 8/5461 577/5500 560/1750 2275kg 258 4.2 - 155 278 23.7 + Subtler than anX6M -More force than finesse 33332
Mercedes-BenzML63AMG 176 R £87,005 8/5461 518/5250 516/1750 2270kg 232 4.7 - 155 276 23.9 +Great engine, surprisingly good dynamics - £85Kbuys a Boxster and anML350… 33334
Mercedes-BenzG63AMG 172D £124,000 8/5461 537/5500 560/2000 2475kg 220 5.4 - 130 322 - + It exists; epic soundtrack - Ancient chassis, silly price 33322
Mitsubishi Evo X FQ-300SST 118 R '08-'13 4/1998 290/6500 300/3500 1590kg 185 5.2 13.9 155 256 26.2 + Evo gets twin-clutch transmission - Not as exciting as it used to be 33342
Mitsubishi Evo X FQ-360 122D '08-'13 4/1998 354/6500 363/3500 1560kg 231 4.1 - 155 328 19.9 +Ridiculously rapid newEvo - A five-speed gearbox?! 33332
Mitsubishi Evo X FQ-330SST 134 R ’08-’12 4/1998 324/6500 322/3500 1590kg 207 4.4 - 155 256 - +Great engine and gearbox combo - It still lives in the shadowof the Evo IX 33332
Mitsubishi Evo X FQ-400 181 R ’09-’10 4/1998 403/6500 387/3500 1560kg 262 3.8 - 155 328 - +Most powerful factory Evo ever… - …about X grand toomuchwhen new 33342
Mitsubishi Evo IX FQ-340 088R ’05-’07 4/1997 345/6800 321/4600 1400kg 250 4.3 10.9 157 - - +Gives Porsche drivers nightmares - Points. Lots of 33333
Mitsubishi Evo IXMR FQ-360 181 R ’05-’07 4/1997 366/6887 363/3200 1400kg 266 3.9 - 157 - - +Well-executed engine upgrades - Prison food 33333
Mitsubishi Evo VIII 055 R ’03-’04 4/1997 276/6500 289/3500 1410kg 199 5.1 - 157 - - + The Evo grows up - Brakes need beefing up 33334
Mitsubishi Evo VIII MR FQ-300 057 R ’03-’05 4/1997 305/6800 289/3500 1400kg 221 4.8 - 157 - 20.5 + Extra pace, extra attitude - Extramoney 33334
Mitsubishi Evo VII 031 R ’02-’03 4/1997 276/6500 282/3500 1360kg 206 5.0 13.0 140 - 20.4 + Terrific all-rounder - You tell us 33333
Mitsubishi Evo VIMäkinen Edition 200R ’00-’01 4/1997 276/6500 275/2750 1365kg 205 4.6 - 150 - - +Our favourite Evo - Subtle it is not 33333
Porsche Panamera 4S 186D £86,080 6/2997 414/6000 383/1750 1870kg 225 4.8 - 177 208 31.7 + Strongperformanceandtypically finePorschechassis -MissescharacterfulV8ofold ‘S’ 33342
Porsche PanameraGTS 208R £93,391 8/4806 434/6700 383/3500 1925kg 229 4.4 - 178 249 26.4 +Vivacious V8, entertaining balance - Can feel light on performance next to turbo’d rivals 33334
Porsche Panamera Turbo 137 R £108,006 8/4806 493/6000 516/2250 1970kg 254 3.6 8.9 188 270 24.6 + Fast, refined and dynamically sound - It still leaves us cold 33342
Porsche Panamera Turbo S 159D ’11-’13 8/4806 542/6000 590/2250 1995kg 276 3.7 - 190 270 24.6 +Pace, excellent ergonomics - Steering feel, ride 33342
PorscheMacan S 205R £43,648 6/2997 335/5500 339/1450 1865kg 183 5.4 - 157 204 31.4 +No less compelling than the Turbo - Although lacks its ultimate speed and agility 33332
PorscheMacanGTS 217 D £55,188 6/2997 355/6000 369/1650 1895kg 190 5.2 - 159 212 30.7 +Handles like an SUV shouldn’t - Still looks like an SUV 33334
PorscheMacan Turbo 207D £59,648 6/3604 394/6000 406/1350 1925kg 208 4.5 11.1 165 208 30.7 +Doesn’t feel like an SUV -Not amatch for a proper sports saloon 33334
PorscheCayenneGTS (Mk2, V6) 211 D £72,523 6/3604 434/6000 442/1600 2110kg 209 5.2 - 163 228 28.3 + The driver’s Cayenne… - …butwhywould a driverwant an SUV? 33334
PorscheCayenneGTS (Mk2, V8) 173 D ’12-’15 8/4806 414/6500 380/3500 2085kg 202 5.6 - 162 251 26.4 +Dynamically the best SUVof its era - At two tons, it’s still no sports car 33334
PorscheCayenne Turbo (Mk2) 212 D £93,574 8/4806 513/6000 533/2250 2185kg 239 4.5 - 173 261 25.2 +Remarkable performance, handling, completeness - Vague steering, dated engine 33332
PorscheCayenne Turbo S (Mk2) 184D £118,455 8/4806 562/6000 590/2500 2235kg 255 4.1 - 176 267 24.6 +More power and torque than a Zonda S 7.3 - In an SUV 33332
Range Rover EvoqueCoupe Si4 160D £46,660 4/1999 237/6000 251/1900 1670kg 144 7.0 - 135 199 - + Striking looks, sporting dynamics - Hefty price, and petrol version is auto-only 33332
Range Rover Sport V8 Supercharged 186D £84,350 8/5000 503/6000 460/2500 2335kg 219 5.0 - 155 298 21.7 +Deceptively quick and capable sports SUV - It’s still got aweight problem 33332
Range Rover Sport SVR 212 D £95,150 8/5000 542/6000 501/3500 2335kg 236 4.5 - 162 298 21.7 + Characterful drivetrain; genuine off-road ability - Not amatch for its rivals on the road 33342
Range Rover SDV8 180D £80,850 8/4367 334/3500 516/1750 2360kg 144 6.5 - 140 229 32.5 + Lighter,more capable, evenmore luxurious - Diesel V6model feelsmore alert 33332
Rolls-RoyceGhost 186D £216,864 12/6592 563/5250 575/1500 2360kg 242 4.7 - 155 317 20.8 + It’s quicker than you think - It’smore enjoyable driven slowly 33332
Rolls-Royce Phantom 054R £310,200 12/6749 453/5350 531/3500 2560kg 180 5.7 - 149 377 18.0 +Rolls reinvented for the 21st Century - The roads are barely big enough 33332
SubaruWRXSTI 201 R £28,995 4/2457 296/6000 300/4000 1534kg 196 5.2 - 158 242 27.2 + Fast Subaru saloon returns (again) -Without a power increase 33332
SubaruWRXSTI 151 D ’10-’13 4/2457 296/6000 300/4000 1505kg 200 5.1 - 158 243 26.9 + Fast Subaru saloon returns -Without the blue paintandgoldwheels 33334
Subaru ImprezaWRXGB270 109D ’07 4/2457 266/5700 310/3000 1410kg 192 5.2 - 143 - - + Fitting final fling for ‘classic’ Impreza - End of an era 33334
Subaru Impreza STI 090R ’05-’07 4/2457 276/6000 289/4000 1495kg 188 5.3 - 158 - 25.9 + Stunning to drive - Not so stunning to look at 33332
Subaru Impreza RB320 105 R ’07 4/2457 316/6000 332/3750 1495kg 215 4.8 - 155 - - + Fitting tribute to a rallying legend - Too hardcore for some? 33334
Subaru ImprezaWRXSTI PPP 073 R ’03-’05 4/1994 300/6000 299/4000 1470kg 207 5.2 12.9 148 - - +ASubaruwith real edge - Bit too edgy in thewet 33334
Subaru Impreza Turbo 011 R ’98-’00 4/1994 215/5600 214/4000 1235kg 177 5.4 14.6 144 - 27.2 +Destined for classic status - Thirsty 33333
Subaru Impreza P1 200R ’00-’01 4/1994 276/6500 260/4000 1283kg 219 4.9 13.3 150 - 25.0 +Ultimate old-shape Impreza - Prices reflect this 33333
Subaru Impreza RB5 (PPP) 187 R ’99 4/1994 237/6000 258/3500 1235kg 195 5.0 14.1 143 - - + Perfect blend of poise and power - Limited numbers 33333
Subaru Impreza 22B 188 R ’98-’99 4/2212 276/6000 265/3200 1270kg 220 5.0 13.1 150 - - + The ultimate Impreza - Doesn’t come cheap 33333
TeslaModel S P85D 208D £79,080 515kW 691 687 2239kg 314 3.2 - 155 0 n/a +Dualmotors and 4WDequals extraordinary acceleration - Lack of charging points 33334
TeslaModel S Performance 196R ’14 310kW 416 442 2100kg 201 4.2 - 130 0 n/a + Intoxicating performance, soothing refinement - Generic styling, charging limitations 33334
Vauxhall Insignia VXRSuperSport 189D £29,824 6/2792 321/5250 321/5250 1825kg 179 5.6 - 170 249 26.6 +A 170mphVauxhall - Should be amore engaging steer 33342
Vauxhall Vectra VXR 102D ’06-’09 6/2792 276/5500 262/1800 1580kg 177 6.1 - 161 - 27.4 +Great engine, effortless pace, good value - Numb steering, lumpy ride 33332
Vauxhall VXR8GTS 215 D £54,499 8/6162 576/6150 545/3850 1834kg 319 4.2 - 155 363 18.5 +Monsterengine;engagingdrivingexperience-Woeful interior 33332
Volvo V60Polestar 197 D £49,775 6/2953 345/5250 369/3000 1759kg 199 5.0 - 155 237 27.7 + First Volvo to get a full Polestarmakeover - Still a close relative of the standard V60 33342

WhyWouldyou?
Because it’s a top-drawer drivers’ car, second only
to the R8 among Audi’s recent output. Its high-
revving naturally aspirated V8 is one of the great
engines, and you have a choice of saloon or estate
bodies (the wobbly convertible is best avoided).
Whattopay
Average-mileage cars with full histories are
around £20k. £35k gets a pristine low-miler.

Whattolookoutfor
Carbon build-up on the inlet valves is common
around 60,000miles, causing an engine light
to appear and a loss of power; decoking takes
around a day. The two side water radiators are
prone to leaking – look through the ducts in the
front bumper for escaped anti-freeze. The DRC
dampers are also prone to leaking; many owners
switch to Bilstein coilovers. (Full guide, evo 213.)
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Audi RS4 (B7)
Years 2005-2008 Engine V8, 4163cc

Power 414bhp@ 7800rpm
Torque 317lb ft@5500rpm

0-62mph 4.7sec Top speed 155mph
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Paintshield Ltd · Unit 4 · Morley Court · Morley Way · Peterborough · Cambridgeshire · PE2 7BW
t: 01733 390777 · f: 01733 390778 · web: www.paintshield.co.uk · e: info@paintshield.co.uk

stone chip protection
combat swirl marks
self-healing technologies
protect from -

concours winning finish
best in class for durability

· stone chips
· swirl marks
· bird lime
· brake fluid & oil resistant

t: 01733 390777
f: 01733 390778
e: info@paintshield.co.uk
w: www.paintshield.co.uk

Protect yourself from the Asteriod Belt

Generation 2 Self Healing Protection has Arrived.

Having brought the first Generation of Self Healing Film to the
UK two years ago, our Technicians have added the latest
Second Generation self healing Protective technology to our
Inventory.

In your intergalactic travels protecting yourself from those
micro meteor impacts has never been more important. We all
know respraying your ship in some far off location is a bit of a
pain, much better to not have to. Best of all though wear and
tear from scratches picked up in your travels is very
disconcerting to the Locals; abductions go much easier when
you have a scratch free shiny ship when visiting Earth.

For the best paint protection in the Galaxy drop in to planet
earth and contact our specialists on 01733 390777, or fire up
the Intergalactic net and warp to www.paintshield.co.uk and
they will get you protected and on your way in next to no time
(theory of relativity applies).
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Alfa Romeo4CSpider 211 D £59,500 4/1742 237/6000 258/2200 940kg 256 4.5 - 160 161 40.9 + Stunningly beautiful; better steering than coupe - Still has the coupe’s other foibles 33342
Alfa Romeo 8C Spider 161 R ’09-’11 8/4691 450/7000 354/4750 1675kg 273 4.5 - 181 - - + Beautymeets beast. They hit it off - Boot is useless for touring 33334
Alpina D4BiturboConvertible 212 D £54,950 6/2993 345/4000 516/1500 1815kg 193 5.0 - 171 156 47.9 +Asmuch torque as a 997 Turbo - A diesel convertiblewouldn’t be our choice of Alpina 33332
Ariel Atom3.5 Supercharged 180D £38,000 4/1998 310/8400 169/7200 550kg 573 2.7 - 155 - - +Asmad as ever - Rain 33333
Ariel Atom3.5R 198R £64,800 4/1998 350/8400 243/6100 550kg 647 2.6 - 155 - - + Remarkable balance, poise and pace - Pricey 33333
Ariel Atom3 245 113 D ’08-’12 4/1998 245/8200 155/5200 500kg 498 3.2 - 150 - 33.0 + TheAtom just got a little bit better - Can still be a bit draughty… 33334
Ariel Atom3Supercharged 138 R ’09-’12 4/1998 300/8200 162/7200 550kg 554 3.3 - 155 - - + It’s brilliant - It’smental 33333
Ariel AtomMugen 165 R ’12-’13 4/1998 270/8300 188/6000 550kg 499 2.9 - 150 - - + Perfect engine for the Atom’s chassis - Only tenweremade 33333
Ariel AtomV8500 165 R ’10-’12 8/3000 475/10,500 284/7750 550kg 877 3.0 5.8 170 - - +An experience unlike anything else on Planet Car - £150K for an Atom 33333
Ariel Nomad 210 R £33,000 4/2354 235/7200 221/4300 670kg 365 3.4 - 134 - - +Off-road capabilitiesmake for a super plaything - NoBluetooth 33333
Aston Martin V8 Vantage Roadster 130 R £89,994 8/4735 420/7000 346/5750 1710kg 250 4.7 - 180 328 20.4 + Sportiest, coolest drop-top Aston in years - Starting to feel its age 33332
Aston Martin V8 Vantage S Roadster 161 R £108,995 8/4735 430/7300 361/5000 1690kg 258 4.6 - 189 299 21.9 + Sounds amazing, looks even better - Still not the best drop-top in its class 33334
AstonMartin V12 Vantage SRoadster 212 R £147,000 12/5935 565/6750 457/5750 1745kg 329 4.1 - 201 343 19.2 +Abrilliant two-seat roadster… - …let downby a frustrating gearbox 33334
AstonMartin V12 Vantage Roadster 175 R ’12-’14 12/5935 510/6500 420/5750 1760kg 294 4.4 - 190 - - +As good as the coupe,with amplified V12 rumble - Just a smidgen shakier 33334
AstonMartin DB9Volante 150D £141,995 12/5935 470/6000 443/5000 1815kg 263 4.6 - 190 368 18.2 +Consummate cruiser and capablewhen pushed - Roof-upwind noise 33334
AstonMartin DBSVolante 133 D ’09-’12 12/5935 510/6500 420/5750 1810kg 286 4.3 - 191 388 17.3 +A feelgood car par excellence - It’s a bit of a heavyweight 33332
Audi TTSRoadster 207D £41,085 4/1984 306/5800 280/1800 1450kg 214 5.2 - 155 169 38.7 +A serious proposition, ranking close behind a Boxster S - Coupe still looks better 33332
Audi TTSRoadster 122 D ’08-'14 4/1984 268/6000 258/2500 1455kg 187 5.6 - 155 189 34.9 + Effortlessly quick - Long-termappeal open to question 33332
Audi TT RSRoadster 133 D '09-’14 5/2480 335/5400 332/1600 1510kg 225 4.7 - 155 212 31.0 + Terrific engine… - …is the best thing about it 33342
Audi S5Cabriolet 130D £46,770 6/2995 328/5500 325/2900 1875kg 178 5.6 - 155 199 33.2 +Gets the S4’s trick supercharged engine - Bordering on dull 33332
Audi RS5Cabriolet 179 D £69,505 8/4163 444/8250 317/4000 1920kg 235 4.9 - 155 249 26.4 +Pace, looks, interior, naturally aspiratedV8 -Not the lastword in fun or involvement 33342
Audi RS4Cabriolet 094D ’06-’08 8/4163 414/7800 317/5500 1845kg 228 4.9 - 155 - - + That engine -Wibblewobble, wibblewobble, jelly on a plate 33322
Audi R8V8Spyder 186D ’11-’15 8/4163 424/7900 317/6000 1660kg 259 4.8 - 187 337 19.6 +More delicate and subtle than the V10 - TheV10 sounds even better 33333
BACMono 189R £124,255 4/2261 280/7700 206/6000 540kg 527 2.8 - 170 - - + Themost single-minded track car available - Thatmeans no passengers… 33334
Bentley Continental GTV8Convertible 168 R £150,200 8/3993 500/6000 487/1700 2395kg 212 4.7 - 187 254 25.9 +One of theworld’s best topless GTs - Still no sports car 33332
Bentley Continental GTV8SConvertible 194D £160,500 8/3993 521/6000 502/1700 2395kg 221 4.5 - 191 258 25.4 +A true drivers’ Bentley - Excessively heavy; feels like it could givemore 33334
Bentley Conti GT SpeedConvertible 187 D £181,000 12/5998 626/6000 605/1700 2420kg 263 4.1 - 203 347 19.0 + Effortless performance, style - Running costs a tad on the high side 33334
Bentley Continental Supersports 147 D ’10-’12 12/5998 621/6000 590/2000 2395kg 263 3.9 - 202 388 17.3 + Fast, capable and refined - Coupe does the Supersports thing better 33332
BMWM235i Convertible 207D £37,710 6/2979 321/5800 332/1300 1600kg 204 5.2 - 155 199 33.2 +Neat styling; great drivetrain - Loss of dynamic ability comparedwith coupe 33342
BMWZ4 sDrive 35iMSport (Mk2) 186D £43,005 6/2979 302/5800 295/1300 1505kg 204 5.2 - 155 219 30.1 + Looks, hard-top versatility, drivetrain - Clumsy chassis is upset by ragged surfaces 33342
BMWZ43.0si (Mk1) 094D ’06-’09 6/2996 265/6600 232/2750 1310kg 205 5.7 - 155 - 32.9 + Terrific straight-six - Handling not as playful aswe’d like 33332
BMWZ4MRoadster 091 R ’06-’09 6/3246 338/7900 269/4900 1410kg 244 4.8 - 155 - 23.3 + Exhilarating and characterful, that engine - Stiff suspension 33334
BMWMRoadster 002R ’98-’02 6/3246 325/7400 258/4900 1375kg 240 5.3 - 155 - 25.4 + Fresh-airM3, thatmotor, hunky looks -MCoupe drives better 33342
BMW435i Convertible 194D £45,680 6/2979 302/5800 295/1200 1740kg 176 5.6 - 155 190 34.8 + Impressive chassis, smart looks, neat roof - Extraweight, not as composed as coupe 33342
BMWM4Convertible (F83) 202D £61,145 6/2979 425/5500 406/1850 1750kg 247 4.6 - 155 213 31.0 +As good as fast four-seat drop-tops get… - …but still not as good as a coupe or saloon 33332
BMWM3Convertible (E93) 119 D ’08-13 8/3999 414/8300 295/3900 1810kg 232 5.3 - 155 297 22.2 +MDCT transmission, pace, slick roof - Extraweight blunts the edge 33332
BMWM3Convertible (E46) 035D ’01-’06 6/3246 338/7900 269/5000 1655kg 207 5.3 - 155 - 23.3 + That engine - Gets thewobbles on British B-roads 33332
BMWZ8 026R ’00-’03 8/4941 400/6600 369/3800 1585kg 256 4.8 11.1 155 - 14.4 +M5-powered super-sportster -M5’smore fun to drive 33322
CaterhamSeven 160 198R £19,710 4/660 80/7000 79/3400 490kg 166 6.5 - 100 - - + The fabulous Seven formula at itsmost basic - Gets priceywith options 33334
CaterhamSeven 270 209R £23,795 4/1595 135/6800 122/4100 540kg 254 5.0 - 122 - - + Feisty engine, sweetly balanced,manic and exciting - The temptation ofmore power 33333
CaterhamSeven 360 209R £27,795 4/1999 180/7300 143/6100 560kg 327 4.8 - 130 - - + Extra power iswelcome - You’ll need the six-speed gearbox tomake themost of it 33333
CaterhamSeven 420 214 R £30,795 4/1999 210/7600 150/6300 560kg 381 4.3 - 136 - - + It’s the onewebuilt for ourselves - Trickier on the limit than lesser-powered Sevens 33333
CaterhamSeven 620R 187 R £50,795 4/1999 310/7700 219/7350 545kg 578 2.8 - 155 - - + Banzai on track, yet still relevant on the road - £50k for a Seven? 33333
CaterhamSevenCSR 094R £47,295 4/2261 256/7500 200/6200 565kg 460 3.8 - 155 - - + Brilliant for high days, holidays and trackdays -WetWednesdays 33334
CaterhamSevenRoadsport 125 105 R ’07-’14 4/1595 125/6100 120/5350 539kg 235 5.9 - 112 - - +Great debut for new Ford-enginedmodel - Bigger drivers need SVmodel 33334
CaterhamSeven Supersport 165 R ’11-’14 4/1595 140/6900 120/5790 520kg 273 4.9 - 120 - - +One of the best Caterhams is also one of the cheapest of its era - It’s quiteminimalist 33333
CaterhamSeven Supersport R 180D ’13-’14 4/1999 180/7300 143/6100 535kg 342 4.8 - 130 - - +One of the best road-and-track Sevens - Impractical, noisy, uncomfortable 33334
CaterhamSeven Superlight R300 150R ’09-’12 4/1999 175/7000 139/6000 515kg 345 4.5 - 140 - - + Possibly all the Caterhamyou need - They’re not cheap 33333
CaterhamSeven Superlight R500 123 R ’08-’14 4/1999 263/8500 177/7200 506kg 528 2.9 - 150 - - + Better power-to-weight ratio than aVeyron - Until you add the driver 33333
CaterhamLevante 131 R ’09-’10 8/2398 550/10000 300/8500 520kg 1074 4.8 8.2 150 - - + Twice the power-to-weight ratio of a Veyron! - Not easy to drive slowly 33334
CaterhamSevenR300 068R ’02-’06 4/1796 160/7000 130/5000 500kg 325 4.7 - 130 - - +Our 2002 Trackday Car of the Year - Not forwimps 33333
CaterhamSevenR500 200R ’99-’06 4/1796 230/8600 155/7200 460kg 510 3.6 8.8 146 - - + The K-series Seven at its very best - No cup holders 33333
Donkervoort D8GTOPerformance 185 R £120,000 5/2480 375/5500 350/1750 695kg 548 2.8 - 168 - - + There’s nothing else like it - Pricey for a carwith a five-cylinder engine 33333
Ferrari California T 212 D £154,460 8/3855 552/7500 557/4750 1729kg 324 3.6 - 196 250 26.9 + Turbocharged engine is a triumph - Still places daily useability above outright thrills 33332
Ferrari California 171 D ’08-’14 8/4297 483/7750 372/5000 1735kg 283 3.8 - 193 299 - +Revisedwith sharper performance and dynamics -We’d still take a 458 Spider 33334
Honda S2000 118 D ’99-’09 4/1997 237/8300 153/7500 1260kg 191 6.2 - 150 - 28.2 +An alternative and rev-happy roadster - The Boxster’s better 33332
Jaguar F-typeConvertible 186 R £56,745 6/2995 335/6500 332/3500 1587kg 214 5.5 - 161 234 28.8 + Beautiful, enjoyable, responsive - Noticeably junior to the V6S 33332
Jaguar F-type SConvertible 183 R £65,745 6/2995 375/6500 339/3500 1604kg 238 5.3 - 171 234 28.8 + Better-damped andmore rounded than theV8S - ABoxster S is £20k cheaper 33334
Jaguar F-type RConvertible - £92,295 8/5000 542/6500 501/3500 1665kg 331 4.0 - 186 255 26.4 +Pace, characterful V8 - Costs £25kmore than the S 33334
Jaguar F-type Project 7 212 R £135,000 8/5000 567/6500 501/2500 1585kg 363 3.9 - 186 - - +Noise, performance, adjustability - Expensive, and not theGT3 rival wewould have liked 33334
Jaguar F-type V8SConvertible 183 R ’13-’14 8/5000 488/6500 461/2500 1665kg 298 4.3 - 186 259 25.5 +Wilder than the V6S - Could be too exuberant for some 33334
Jaguar XKRConvertible 130 R ’09-’14 8/5000 503/6000 461/2500 1725kg 296 4.6 - 155 292 23.0 + Fantastic 5-litre V8 - Loses sporting ground to itsmain foes 33332
Jaguar XKR-SConvertible 167 R ’11-’14 8/5000 542/6500 502/2500 1725kg 319 4.2 - 186 292 23.0 + Loud andmad;most exciting Jag in years - It was also themost expensive in years 33334
KTMX-BowGT 183D £95,880 4/1984 281/6400 310/3200 875kg 326 4.1 - 144 189 34.0 + Extraordinary ability, now in amore road-friendly package - Price 33334
KTMX-BowR 165 R £87,480 4/1984 296/5500 295/3300 818kg 368 3.6 - 144 - - + Sharper handling,more power - Pity it’s not even lighter, and cheaper 33332
KTMX-Bow 138R ’08-’12 4/1984 237/5500 229/2000 818kg 294 3.8 - 137 - - +Mad looks; real quality feel - Heavier and pricier than you’d hope 33332
Lotus Elise 1.6 144D £30,900 4/1598 134/6800 118/4400 876kg 155 6.0 - 127 149 45.0 +New 1.6 Elise is light and fantastic - Smaller engine could put someoff 33333

Our Choice
PorscheBoxsterSpyder. The Boxster is the benchmark in
its class for a good reason: it’s simply a fabulous all-rounder.
The new Spyder, which gets the 3.8-litre engine from the 911
Carrera S, would be our pick, but the 3.4-litre GTS and S, and
even the basic 2.7, are all true five-star cars, too.

Best of the Rest
Lotus’s Exige S Roadster counters the Boxster with amore
focused driving experience, while themore-affordable Elise
continues to defy its age. Jaguar’s F-type also impresses in
both V6 (left) and V8 forms, but for the ultimate thrills, get a
Caterham 620R, Ariel Atom or Radical.

‘Comemy slot on track, it starts to rain – a test for thewider
track, recalibrated suspension and four-wheel drive. The car
handles beautifully. Yes, it understeers in tighter turns and,
yes, the tail will flick out if you kill the power on the edge in
faster sweeps. Yet the feel and collectability of it all borders
on the astonishing when you consider what an exacting and

unforgiving animal the Diablo GTwas. Between the extremes
there’s a broad band of behaviour that rewards commitment
and flattersmistakes.

‘On a greasy, twisty little circuit more suited to anMR2
than theworld’smost ferocious supercar, the Diablo is
anything but a handful. I’m amazed.’

The 550bhp, 200mph+
DiabloVT6.0was the first

‘Lambaudi’. Here’swhat
DavidVivian thought

past
master Lamborghini Diablo VT 6.0 Issue 019, May 2000
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Lotus Elise 1.6 Club Racer 183 R £30,900 4/1598 134/6800 118/4400 852kg 160 6.0 - 127 149 45.0 + Even lighter, evenmore focused - A touch pricey for a stripped-out Elise 33333
Lotus Elise S 172 R £37,200 4/1798 217/6800 184/4600 924kg 239 4.2 - 145 175 37.5 +New supercharged Elise boasts epicgripandpace-£37Kbefore(pricey)options… 33333
Lotus Elise SClub Racer 189D £37,200 4/1798 217/6800 184/4600 905kg 244 4.2 - 145 175 37.5 + Purist approach intensifies ability -Lightest,option-freespecrequirescommitment 33333
Lotus Elise SCup 207D £43,500 4/1798 217/6800 184/4600 932kg 237 4.2 - 140 175 37.5 + Rewards precision like no other Elise -Youcan’t removetheroof 33333
Lotus Exige S Roadster 186 R £55,500 6/3456 345/7000 295/4500 1166kg 301 3.8 - 145 235 28.0 + Like the hard-top Exige S, butmore road-friendly -BoxsterS isabetterall-rounder 33333
Lotus Elise R 068R ’04-’11 4/1796 189/7800 133/6800 860kg 223 5.6 13.9 150 196 34.4 +Most thrillsome Elise yet - Blaring engine note 33333
Lotus Elise SC 131 R ’08-’11 4/1794 218/8000 156/5000 870kg 254 4.5 11.4 148 199 33.2 +All the usual Elisemagic - Supercharged engine lacks sparkle 33334
Lotus Elise S 1.8 104R ’06-’10 4/1794 134/6200 127/4200 860kg 158 6.3 18.7 127 - 37.2 + Brilliant entry-level Elise - Precious little 33333
Lotus Elise 111S 049R ’02-’04 4/1796 156/7000 129/4650 860kg 197 5.1 - 131 - 40.9 +A genuinely useable Elise - Air-con? In an Elise? 33333
Lotus Elise Sport 135 040D ’03 4/1796 135/6200 129/4850 726kg 189 5.4 - 129 - - +One of our fave S2 Elises - Brakes needmore bite and pedal feel 33333
Lotus Elise Sport 190 044R ’03 4/1796 190/7800 128/5000 710kg 272 4.7 12.1 135 - - + Fabulous trackday tool - Pricey 33334
Lotus Elise (S1) 126 R ’96-’01 4/1796 118/5500 122/3000 731kg 164 6.1 18.5 126 - 39.4 +Amodern classic - A tad impractical? 33333
Lotus 2-Eleven Supercharged 123 R ’07-’11 4/1796 252/8000 179/7000 670kg 382 3.8 - 150 - - + Impressive on road and track - Not hardcore enough for some 33333
Lotus 2-ElevenGT4 138 R ’09-’11 4/1796 266/8200 179/7200 670kg 403 3.7 - 155 - - + evo Track Car of the Year 2009 - It’s a 76-grand Lotuswith no roof 33333
Lotus 2-Eleven 126 R ’07-’11 4/1796 189/7800 133/6800 720kg 267 4.3 - 140 - - +Not far off supercharged car’s pace - Pricey once it’smade road-legal 33334
Lotus 340R 126 R ’00 4/1796 190/7800 146/5000 658kg 293 4.5 12.5 126 - - +Hardcore road-racer… - …that looks like a dune buggy fromMars 33333
Lotus Elan SE 095R ’89-’95 4/1588 165/6600 148/4200 1022kg 164 6.7 - 137 - 21.0 +Awesome front-drive chassis - Rather uninvolving 33332
Maserati GranCabrio 142D £98,940 8/4691 434/7000 332/4750 1980kg 223 5.2 - 177 337 19.5 +As good to drive as it is to look at - Lacks the grunt of some rivals 33334
Maserati GranCabrio Sport 161 D £104,535 8/4691 444/7000 376/4750 1980kg 228 5.0 - 177 377 19.5 + Looks, performance, cruising ability - Brakes could be sharper 33334
Maserati GranCabrioMC 185D £112,370 8/4691 454/7000 383/4750 1973kg 234 4.9 - 179 337 19.5 +Most powerful GranCabrio yet - TheGranCabrio is starting to show its age 33332
MazdaMX-5 2.0i Sport (Mk4) 212 R £22,505 4/1998 158/6000 147/4600 1000kg 161 7.3 - 133 161 40.9 + LightestMX-5 since theMk1 - Lacks intensity 33332
MazdaMX-5 2.0i Sport Tech (Mk3.5) 212 R ’09-’15 4/1999 158/7000 139/5000 1098kg 146 7.6 - 138 181 36.2 +Handles brilliantly again; folding hard-top also available - Less thanmacho image 33334
MazdaMX-5 1.8i (Mk3) 091 R ’05-’09 4/1798 124/6500 123/4500 1080kg 108 9.3 - 122 - - +Gearchange, interior - Lost someof the charmof oldMX-5s; dubious handling 33342
MazdaMX-5 1.8i (Mk2) 017 R ’98-’05 4/1839 146/7000 124/5000 1065kg 140 8.6 - 123 - 32.5 +Affordable ragtops don’t getmuch better - Cheap cabin 33333
MazdaMX-5 1.6 (Mk1) 131 R ’89-’97 4/1597 115/6500 100/5500 971kg 120 9.0 - 114 - - + The original and still (prettymuch) the best - Less than rigid 33333
Mercedes-Benz SLK 350Sport 161 R £44,605 6/3498 302/6500 273/3500 1465kg 209 5.5 - 155 167 39.8 + Best non-AMGSLK yet - Still no Boxster-beater 33342
Mercedes-Benz SLK 55AMG 186R £55,345 8/5461 416/6800 398/4500 1615kg 262 4.6 - 155 195 33.6 +Quicker andmore economical than ever - Needs to be sharper, too 33322
Mercedes-Benz SLK 55AMG 087 R ’05-’10 8/5439 355/5750 376/4000 1575kg 229 4.9 - 155 - 23.5 + Superb engine, responsive chassis - Nomanual option, ESP spoils fun 33332
Mercedes-Benz SLK 55AMGBlack Series 110 R ’07-’08 8/5439 394/5750 383/3750 1495kg 268 4.9 11.2 174 - - +AMGgets serious - Dull-witted 7G-Tronic auto box, uneven dynamics 33342
Mercedes-Benz SL500 169D £81,915 8/4663 429/5250 516/1800 1710kg 255 4.6 - 155 212 31.0 +Wafty performance, beautifully engineered - Lacks ultimate sports car feel 33332
Mercedes-Benz SL63AMG 171 D £112,510 8/5461 530/5500 590/2000 1770kg 304 4.3 - 155 231 - +Monster performance, lighter than before - Still heavy, steering lacksconsistency 33334
Mercedes-Benz SL65AMG 183D £170,815 12/5980 621/4800 737/2300 1875kg 336 4.0 - 155 270 24.4 +Chassis just about dealswith the power - Speed limits 33332
Mercedes-Benz SL63AMG 117 D ’08-’13 8/6208 518/6800 464/5200 1970kg 278 4.6 - 155 328 20.0 +More focused than old SL55AMG - Lost someof its all-round appeal 33332
Mercedes-Benz SL55AMG 070R ’02-’07 8/5439 493/6100 516/2650 1955kg 256 4.6 10.2 155 - - +As fast as aMurciélago - Not asmuch fun 33334
Mercedes-Benz SL65AMG 071 D ’04-’10 12/5980 604/4800 737/2000 2035kg 302 4.1 - 155 - - +Gob-smacking performance - Gob-smackingly pricey 33334
Mercedes-Benz SLSAMGRoadster 167 R ’12-’14 8/6208 563/6800 479/4750 1660kg 345 3.7 - 197 308 21.4 + Loses none of the coupe’s talents - But (understandably) losesthegullwingdoors 33333
Morgan 3Wheeler 198 R £25,950 2/1976 82/5250 103/3250 525kg 159 6.0 - 115 215 30.3 +Quirky, characterful, brilliant - Can becomea two-wheeler if you push too hard 33332
Morgan Plus 8 Speedster 202 R £71,140 8/4799 362/6300 370/3600 1000kg 368 4.2 - 148 282 23.3 + Fantastic old-school roadster experience-Getsunsettledbybigbumps 33332
Morgan Plus 8 171 R £86,345 8/4799 362/6300 370/3600 1100kg 334 4.4 - 155 256 25.7 +Hilariousmix of old looks and newmechanicals-Refinementisdefinitelyold-school 33332
MorganAero SuperSports 145 R £128,045 8/4799 362/6300 370/3600 1180kg 312 4.2 - 170 - - +As above, with a V8 and targa top - It’s proper supercarmoney 33332
MorganAero 8 105 R ’02-’08 8/4799 362/6300 361/3400 1100kg 334 4.5 - 170 - 25.2 +Glorious sound, viewover bonnet, dynamics - Awkward-looking rear 33332
Nissan 370ZRoadster 143 R '10-'14 6/3696 326/7000 269/5200 1554kg 213 5.5 - 155 262 25.2 + The Zed’s old-school character remains intact - Its purposeful looks don’t 33332
Porsche Boxster (981) 172 R £38,810 6/2706 261/6700 206/4500 1310kg 202 5.4 - 164 192 34.5 +Goes and looks better; cleanest Boxster ever - Steeringnowelectric tohelpcutCO2 33333
Porsche Boxster S (981) 186 R £47,035 6/3436 311/6700 265/4500 1320kg 239 5.1 - 173 206 32.1 + Boxster steps out of 911’s shadow - But gets 911’s less appealing electric steering 33333
Porsche Boxster GTS (981) 203D £52,879 6/3436 325/6700 273/4500 1345kg 246 5.0 - 174 211 31.4 + Superb dynamics, fantastic engine, great looks - Sportsuspension isvery firm 33333
Porsche Boxster Spyder (981) 215 F £60,459 6/3800 370/6700 310/4750 1315kg 286 4.5 - 180 230 28.5 + The fastest,most rewarding Boxster yet - Feedbacktrails theCaymanGT4’s 33333
Porsche Boxster (987) - ’05-’12 6/2893 252/6400 214/4400 1335kg 192 5.9 - 163 221 30.0 + Second-gen Boxster’s as brilliant as ever - It’s a typically Porsche redesign 33333
Porsche Boxster S (987) 161 R ’05-’12 6/3436 306/6400 265/5500 1355kg 229 5.3 - 170 223 29.7 +As above, butwithmore power - Lighter steering than before 33333
Porsche Boxster Spyder (987) 188 R ’10-’12 6/3436 316/7200 273/4750 1275kg 252 5.0 - 166 221 29.1 + Lighter,more driver-centric Boxster - Collapsed-brolly roof not themost practical 33333
Porsche Boxster (986 2.7) 049R ’99-’04 6/2687 228/6300 192/4700 1275kg 182 6.3 - 155 - 29.1 + Still an impeccable sports car - Very little 33333
Porsche Boxster S (986) 070R ’99-’04 6/3179 260/6200 228/4700 1320kg 200 5.5 - 164 - 26.9 +Added power is seductive - As above 33333
Porsche 911 Carrera Cabriolet (991.1) 183 R ’12-’15 6/3436 345/7400 288/5600 1470kg 238 5.0 - 177 216 30.7 +Brilliantengine - Doesn’t quite have the ‘magicatanyspeed’characterofprevious 911s 33334
Porsche 911 Carrera SCabriolet (991.1) 171 R 12-’15 6/3800 394/7400 324/5600 1485kg 270 4.7 - 187 228 29.1 +Drives just likethecoupe -Whichmeansthesameartificialsteering 33334
Porsche 911 TurboCabriolet (997) 139D ’07-’12 6/3800 493/6000 479/1950 1645kg 305 3.8 - 194 275 24.1 + Absurdly quick and capable drop-top -We’d still take the coupe 33334
Radical SR3 SL 174 R £69,840 4/2000 300/6000 265/4000 775kg 393 3.4 - 161 - - +Our 2011 Track Car of the Year, and it’s road-legal - You’ll need towrap upwarm 33333
Radical SR8LM 138R ’09-’12 8/2800 460/10,500 260/8000 680kg 687 3.2 - 168 - - + Fastest car around theNordschleife - Convincing people it’s road legal 33333
Renault Sport Spider 183 R ’96-’99 4/1998 148/6000 136/4500 930kg 157 6.5 - 131 - - + Rarity, fabulous unassisted steering feel - Heavier than you’d hope 33332
ToyotaMR2 187 R ’00-’06 4/1794 138/6400 125/4400 975kg 141 7.2 21.2 130 - 38.2 + Tight lines, taut dynamics -Minimal luggage space 33334
TVRTamora 070R ’01-’07 6/3605 350/7200 290/5500 1050kg 338 4.5 - 160 - - +Well-sorted soft-top TVR - Awkward styling 33332
TVRTuscanConvertible 091 R ’05-’07 6/3996 365/6800 315/6000 1100kg 337 3.8 8.1 195+ - - + Spirit of theGriff reborn -Over 195mph?Really? 33334
TVRChimaera 5.0 007 R ’93-’03 8/4988 320/5500 320/3750 1060kg 307 4.6 - 167 - 26.4 +Gorgeous noise, tarmac-rippling grunt - Details 33332
TVRGriffith 4.3 068R ’92-’93 8/4280 280/5500 305/4000 1060kg 268 4.8 11.2 148 - - + The car thatmade TVR. Cult status -Mere details 33334
TVRGriffith 500 009R ’93-’01 8/4988 320/5500 320/3750 1060kg 307 4.8 11.2 167 - 22.1 +Gruff diamond - A few rough edges 33334
Vauxhall VX220 023R ’00-‘04 4/2198 145/5800 150/4000 875kg 168 5.6 - 136 - 34.4 +Absurdly goodVauxhall - The badge? 33334
Vauxhall VX220 Turbo 066R ’03-’05 4/1998 197/5500 184/1950 930kg 215 4.7 - 151 - - +Nothing comes close for themoney -Marginal everyday usability 33333
Vuhl 05 215 D £59,995 4/2000 285/5600 310/3000 725kg 405 3.7 - 152 - - + Impressivepaceandquality - Youcangetamorethrills fromaCaterhamathalf theprice 33332
Zenos E10 S 214 R £30,595 4/1999 250/7000 295/2500 725kg 350 4.2 - 145 - - +Neutralandexploitable - Prescriptivebalance 33332
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Alfa Romeo4C 209R £51,500 4/1742 237/6000 258/2200 895kg 269 4.5 - 160 157 41.5 +Carbonfibre tub,mini-supercar looks - Hot hatch engine, clunky gearbox 33342
Alfa Romeo8CCompetizione 120R ’07-’09 8/4691 450/7000 354/4750 1585kg 288 4.1 - 181 - - + Looks, exclusivity, noise, balance - They’re all sold 33334
Alpina D4Biturbo 206R £50,950 6/2993 345/4000 516/1500 1585kg 221 4.6 - 173 139 53.3 + Fifth-gear oversteer - Sounds like a diesel; fuel economynot as good as youmight hope 33334
Alpina B4Biturbo 206R £58,950 6/2979 404/5500 442/3000 1615kg 254 4.2 - 188 177 37.2 +More fluid than theM4; better traction, too - Not as precise as theM-car over the limit 33334
Alpina B3GT3 (E92) 176D ’12-’13 6/2979 402/6000 398/4500 1535kg 266 4.4 - 186 224 - +Alpina’sM3GTS alternative - Auto gearbox frustrateswhen pressing on 33334
AstonMartin V8Vantage 169D £84,995 8/4735 420/7000 346/5750 1630kg 262 4.7 - 180 328 20.4 + 2012 upgradeskeeptheV8Vantageonsong-Startingtofeela littledated, though 33332
AstonMartin V8VantageN430 218 R £89,995 8/4735 430/7300 361/5000 1610kg 271 4.5 - 189 321 20.5 +Malleable, involving, can still hold its own -Never feels rampantlyquick 33333
AstonMartin V8Vantage S 168R £94,995 8/4735 430/7300 361/5000 1610kg 271 4.5 - 189 299 21.9 +Keener engine, V12 Vantage looks - Slightly sluggish auto only 33334
AstonMartin V12 Vantage S 190R £138,000 12/5935 565/6750 457/5750 1665kg 345 3.7 - 205 343 19.2 +Amongst the best Astons evermade -Old-school automated ’box 33334
AstonMartin VantageGT12 214 R £250,000 12/5935 592/7000 461/5500 1565kg 384 3.5 - 185 - - + TheGT3-style Vantagewe’ve beenwaiting for - Only 100 beingmade 33333
AstonMartin V12 Vantage 146R ’09-’13 12/5935 510/6500 420/5750 1680kg 308 4.4 9.7 190 388 17.3 + The carwe hoped theV8Vantagewould be - Erm, a tad thirsty? 33333
AstonMartin V12 Zagato 181 F ’13 12/5935 510/6500 420/5750 1680kg 308 4.2 - 190 388 17.3 + The looks, the noise, theway it drives - It’s several times the price of a V12 Vantage 33333
AstonMartin DB9 178 R £133,495 12/5935 510/6500 457/5500 1785kg 290 4.6 - 183 368 18.2 + Better than the old DB9 in every respect - Automatic gearbox could be quicker 33334
AstonMartin DB9GT 214D £140,000 12/5935 540/6750 457/5500 1785kg 307 4.5 - 183 333 19.8 +More power; still has bags of character - Needs eight-speed auto ’box 33334
AstonMartin DBS 142 R ’07-’12 12/5935 510/6500 420/5750 1695kg 306 4.2 - 191 388 17.3 + Stupendous engine, gearbox, brakes - Pricey. Can bite the unwary 33334
Audi TT 2.0 TFSI (Mk3) 204R £29,915 4/1984 227/4500 273/1650 1230kg 188 6.0 - 155 137 47.9 +Desirable, grippy and effortlessly quick - Still not the lastword in interaction 33334
Audi TT 2.0 TFSI quattro (Mk3) 203D £32,860 4/1984 227/4500 273/1600 1335kg 173 5.3 - 155 149 44.1 + Looks, interior, decent performance and handling - Lacks ultimate involvement 33332
Audi TTS (Mk3) 209R £38,790 4/1984 306/5800 280/1800 1365kg 228 4.9 - 155 - - + Themost dynamically interesting TT yet - Still not as interactive as a Cayman 33332
Audi TTS (Mk2) 193 R ’08-’14 4/1984 268/6000 258/2500 1395kg 195 5.4 - 155 184 35.8 +Usefully quicker TT; great drivetrain - Still steers like a computer game 33332
Audi TT RS (Mk2) 158 R ’09-’14 5/2480 335/5400 332/1600 1450kg 235 4.4 11.1 155 209 31.4 + Sublime 5-cylinder turbo engine - Rest of package can’t quitematch it 33332
Audi TT RSPlus (Mk2) 185D ’12-’14 5/2480 355/5500 343/1650 1450kg 249 4.3 - 174 209 31.4 + Stonkingly fast cross-country - Shockingly expensive for a TT 33332
Audi TT Sport (Mk1) 081 D ’05-’06 4/1781 237/5700 236/2300 1390kg 173 5.9 - 155 - 30.3 +Deliciously purposeful interior, crisp chassis - Numb steering 33332
Audi S5 189D £43,665 6/2995 328/5500 325/2900 1675kg 199 4.9 - 155 190 34.9 + SuperchargedV6makes S5 cleaner and faster - Poor body control 33322
Audi RS5 206R £59,870 8/4163 444/8250 317/4000 1715kg 263 4.5 - 155 246 26.9 + Brilliant engine and improved chassis - Lack of suspension travel; inconsistent steering 33332
Audi R8V8 201 R ’07-’15 8/4163 424/7900 317/4500 1560kg 276 4.1 9.9 188 332 19.9 +A true 911 alternative - Exclusivity comes at a price 33333
Bentley Continental GTV8 178 R £140,300 8/3993 500/6000 487/1700 2220kg 229 4.6 - 188 246 27.0 +Aproper drivers’ Bentleywith decent economy -W12 suddenly seemspointless 33334
Bentley Continental GTV8S 204 F £149,800 8/3933 521/6000 502/1700 2220kg 238 4.3 - 192 250 26.4 +An even better drivers’ Bentley - Vastweightmakes its presence felt in harder driving 33334
Bentley Continental GT 152D £150,500 12/5998 567/6000 516/1700 2245kg 257 4.3 - 197 338 19.5 + 200mph in utter comfort -Weight, thirst 33332
Bentley Continental GT Speed 212 D £168,300 12/5998 626/6000 605/1700 2245kg 283 4.0 - 206 338 19.5 +Desirabilitymeets exclusivity and performance -We’d still have the V8 33334
Bentley Continental GT3-R 203D £237,500 8/3993 572/6000 518/1700 2120kg 274 3.6 - 170 295 22.2 + The best-handling Continental ever - Expensive; it still weighs 2120kg 33334
BMW 1-seriesMCoupe 188 R ’11-’12 6/2979 335/5900 369/1500 1495kg 228 4.8 - 155 224 - +Character, turbo pace and great looks - Cameandwent too quick 33333
BMWM235i Coupe 209R £34,535 6/2979 321/5800 332/1300 1455kg 224 5.0 - 155 189 34.9 + Powertrain, chassis, looks, size - Limited-slip diff is an option, not standard 33334
BMW435iMSport Coupe 189D £42,365 6/2979 302/5800 295/1200 1510kg 203 5.4 - 155 169 35.8 + Better balance than 3-series saloon - Can feel characterless at lower speeds 33334
BMWM4 218 R £57,055 6/2979 425/5500 406/1850 1497kg 288 4.3 - 155 204 32.1 + Ferociously fast - A handful on less-than-perfect or less-than-bone-dry roads 33334
BMWM3 (E92) 196 R ’07-13 8/3999 414/8300 295/3900 1580kg 266 4.3 10.3 155 290 22.8 + Fends off all of its rivals - …except the cheaper 1-seriesM 33333
BMWM3GTS (E92) 171 R ’10-’11 8/4361 444/8300 324/3750 1530kg 295 4.3 - 193 295 - +Highly exclusive, one of themost focusedM-cars ever - Good luck trying to find one 33333
BMWM3 (E46) 066R ’00-’07 6/3246 338/7900 269/5000 1495kg 230 5.1 12.3 155 - 23.7 +One of the best BMWsever. Runner-up in eCoty 2001 - Slightly artificial steering feel 33333
BMWM3CS (E46) 088R ’05-’07 6/3246 338/7900 269/5000 1495kg 230 5.1 - 155 - 23.7 + CSL dynamicswithout CSL price - Looks like the standard car 33333
BMWM3CSL (E46) 200R ’03-’04 6/3246 355/7900 273/4900 1385kg 260 5.3 12.0 155 - - + Still superb - Changes from the automated single-clutch ’box are… a…bit… sluggish 33333
BMWM3 (E36) 148 R ’93-’98 6/3201 321/7400 258/3250 1460kg 223 5.4 12.8 157 - 25.7 + Performance, image - Never quite as good as the original 33332
BMWM3 (E30) 165 R ’86-’90 4/2302 212/6750 170/4600 1165kg 185 6.7 17.8 147 - 20.3 + BestM-car ever! Race-car dynamics for the road - LHDonly 33333
BMWZ4MCoupe 097 R ’06-’09 6/3246 338/7900 269/4900 1420kg 242 5.0 - 155 - 23.3 +A real drivers’ car - You’ve got to be prepared to get stuck in 33334
BMWMCoupe 005R ’98-’03 6/3246 325/7400 258/3250 1375kg 240 5.1 - 155 - 25.0 +Quick and characterful - Lacks finesse 33332
BMW640d 165D £62,295 6/2993 309/4400 465/1500 1790kg 175 5.5 - 155 144 51.4 +Great engine and economy, excellentbuild -Numbsteering,unsettledB-road ride 33332
BMWM6 (Mk2) 218 R £92,350 8/4395 552/6000 501/1500 1850kg 303 4.2 - 155 232 28.5 +Mighty ability, pace, technology - You’ll want the Competition Package upgrade too… 33334
BMWM6 (Mk1) 106 R ’05-’10 10/4999 500/7750 384/6100 1635kg 311 4.8 10.0 155 342 19.8 +AwesomeGT, awesome sports car - SMGgearbox nowoff the pace 33334
BMW i8 210 R £99,590 3/1499 357/5800 420/3700 1485kg 244 4.4 - 155 49 134.5 + Brilliantly executed concept; sci-fi looks - Safe dynamic set-up 33334
Chevrolet Camaro Z/28 * 216 R c£72,000 8/7008 505/6100 481/4800 1732kg 296 4.2 - 175 - - + Scalpel-sharp engine, great chassis (really) - Feels very stiff onUK roads 33334
Chevrolet Corvette Stingray Z51 (C7) 197 R £69,810 8/6162 460/6000 465/4600 1539kg 304 4.4 9.4 180 279 23.5 + Performance, chassis balance, supple ride - Body control could be better 33334
Chevrolet Corvette Z06 (C7) * 206R c£80,000 8/6156 650/6400 650/3600 1598kg 413 3.2 - 186 - - +Mind-boggling raw speed; surprisingly sophisticated - Edgywhen really pushed 33334
FordMustang 5.0 V8GT 211 D £33,995 8/4951 415/6500 391/4250 1720kg 245 4.8 - 155 - - + Looks, noise, performance, value, right-hand drive - Image not for everyone 33342
Ford ShelbyGT500 * 178 R ’12-’15 8/5812 662/6500 631/4000 1747kg 385 3.5 - 202 - - +Huge performance for themoney - Putting it to use takes nerve 33322
GinettaG40R 165 R £35,940 4/1999 175/6700 140/5000 795kg 224 5.8 - 140 - - +A race-compliant sports car for theroad-Feels toosoft tobeahardcoretrack toy 33332
Honda Integra Type R (DC2) 200R ’96-’00 4/1797 187/8000 131/7300 1101kg 173 6.2 17.9 145 - 28.9 +Arguably the greatest front-drive car ever - Too raw for some 33333
HondaNSX 188R ’90-’05 6/3179 276/7300 224/5300 1410kg 196 5.5 - 168 - 22.8 + ‘The useable supercar’ - 270bhp sounds a bitweedy today 33334
HondaNSX-R * 100R ’02-’03 6/3179 276/7300 224/5300 1270kg 221 4.4 - 168 - - + evoCar of the Year 2002 -Honda never brought it to theUK 33333
Jaguar F-typeCoupe 204D £51,260 6/2995 335/6500 332/3500 1567kg 217 5.5 - 161 234 28.8 +Drop-dead looks, brilliant chassis, desirability - Engine lacks top-end fight 33332
Jaguar F-type SCoupe 211 D £60,260 6/2995 375/6500 339/3500 1584kg 241 5.3 - 171 234 28.8 + Exquisite style,more rewarding (and affordable) than roadster - Scrappy on the limit 33334
Jaguar F-type RCoupe 218 R £85,010 8/5000 542/6500 501/3500 1650kg 334 4.0 - 186 255 26.4 + Looks, presence, performance, soundtrack - Bumpy and boistrous 33333
Jaguar F-type RCoupeAWD 217 R £91,660 8/5000 542/6500 501/3500 1730kg 318 4.1 - 186 269 25.0 +Better in thewet - Less involving in the dry 33334
Jaguar XKR 168R ’09-’14 8/5000 503/6000 461/2500 1678kg 305 4.6 - 155 292 23.0 + Fast and incredibly rewarding Jag - The kidswill have to stay at home 33334
Jaguar XKR-S 168R ’11-’14 8/5000 542/6000 502/2500 1678kg 328 4.2 - 186 292 23.0 + Faster andwilder than regular XKR - The F-type RCoupe 33334
Jaguar XKR-SGT 193 R '14 8/5000 542/6000 502/2500 1638kg 336 3.9 - 186 292 23.0 + Themost exciting XKR ever - Very limited numbers 33334
Lexus RC F 206R £59,995 8/4969 470/6400 391/4800 1765kg 271 4.5 - 168 - - +Great steering, noise, sense of occasion - Too heavy to be truly exciting 33332
Lotus Exige Sport 350 218D £55,900 6/3456 345/7000 295/4500 1125kg 312 3.7 - 170 235 28.0 + Further honed, andwith a vastly improved gearshift -Still noteasytoget intoandoutof 33333
Lotus Exige S (V6) 209R ’12-’15 6/3456 345/7000 295/4500 1176kg 298 3.8 - 170 235 28.0 +Breathtaking road-racer; our joint2012Carof theYear -Gearshiftnotthesweetest 33333
Lotus Exige S (S2) 105 R ’06-’11 4/1796 218/7800 158/5500 930kg 238 4.5 - 148 199 33.2 + Lightweightwith a hefty punch - Uninspiring soundtrack 33333

Our Choice
PorscheCaymanGT4.Porsche’s Motorsport department
has finally been let loose on the Cayman and the result is exactly
what we all hoped for. In fact it’s so good it won our 2015 evo Car
of the Year test – even despite the 991-generation 911 GT3 RS
also being in attendance.Who saw that coming?

Best of the Rest
The 911 GT3 RS is still fabulous, of course (it came third at
eCoty 2015). If you fancy something less hardcore, Mercedes’
AMG GT S (left) is deeply satisfying onmany levels, Aston
Martin’s V8 Vantage N430 and V12 Vantage S are thoroughly
entertaining, and Jaguar’s F-type R Coupe is a hoot.

WhyWouldyou?
Because it’s practical, reliable, fast and not a
Cayenne. It also comes in a variety of flavours,
from a 247bhp diesel V6 to the 542bhp Turbo S.
There’s even a Hybrid, but we’d go for the GTS,
which has a 430bhp naturally aspirated V8.
Whattopay
From £35k for a V6 diesel. Turbos start at
around £50k, the GTS at £65k.

Whattolookoutfor
Engines and transmissions are proving strong,
but check the gearbox sump for oil leaks (a
replacement is £300). Look for sagging air
suspension, especially at the front, when the car
has been left standing. Units have to be replaced
in pairs, which couldmean a bill for £2000. Listen
for knocks and clonks, indicating wear to the
lower arms and drop links. (Full guide, evo 214.)

pocket
buying guide

Porsche Panamera
Years 2009-present Engine V8, 4806cc

Power 394bhp@6500rpm
Torque 369lb ft@3500-5000rpm

0-62mph 5.6sec Top speed 177mph
(spec is for Panamera S)
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Lotus Exige (S2) 068R ’04-’08 4/1796 189/7800 133/6800 875kg 219 4.9 - 147 - 32.1 +Highly focused road and track tool - Lacks visual impact of S1
Lotus Exige (S1) 200R ’00-’01 4/1796 192/7800 146/5000 780kg 247 4.6 - 136 - - + Looks and goes like Elise racer - A tad lacking in refinement
Lotus Evora 138 R £52,500 6/3456 276/6400 258/4700 1382kg 203 5.6 13.6 162 217 30.3 + Sublime ride and handling. Our 2009 car of the year - Pricey options
Lotus Evora S 168R £63,950 6/3456 345/7000 295/4500 1430kg 245 4.6 - 172 229 28.7 +A faster and better Evora - But onewhich sparswith the Porsche 911…
Lotus Evora 400 216 R £72,000 6/3456 400/7000 302/3500 1395kg 291 4.1 - 186 225 29.1 + Evora excitement levels take a leap - Gearbox still not perfect; punchy pricing
Maserati GranTurismo 114 R £82,890 8/4244 399/7100 339/4750 1880kg 216 5.5 12.7 177 330 19.8 + Striking, accomplishedGT - Doesn’t spike the pulse like anAston or 911
Maserati GranTurismoSport 188 R £91,420 8/4691 454/7000 383/4750 1880kg 245 4.8 - 185 331 19.7 + The best everydayGranTurismo yet - Starting to get long in the tooth
Maserati GranTurismoMCStradale 193 R £110,740 8/4691 454/7000 383/4750 1800kg 256 4.5 - 188 360 18.2 + Brilliant blend of road racer andGT -Gearbox takes a little getting used to
Maserati Coupe 064R ’03-’07 8/4244 390/7000 333/4500 1680kg 237 4.8 - 177 - 17.6 +Glorious engine, improved chassis - Overly sharp steering
Maserati GranSport 073 R ’04-’07 8/4244 400/7000 333/4500 1680kg 239 4.8 - 180 - - +Maser Coupe realises its full potential - Very little
Mazda RX-8 122 R ’03-’11 2R/1308 228/8200 156/5500 1429kg 162 6.5 16.4 146 299 24.6 +Nevermind the quirkiness, it’s a great drive -Wafer-thin torque output
Mercedes-AMGC63SCoupe 217 D £68,070 8/3982 503/5500 516/1750 1725kg 296 3.9 - 155 200 24.8 +Mouth-wateringmechanical package -Might be too firm for UK roads
Mercedes-Benz C63AMGCoupe 162 R ’11-’14 8/6208 451/6800 442/5000 1655kg 277 4.4 10.3 186 280 23.5 +Aproper two-doorM3 rival - C63 saloon looks better
Mercedes-Benz C63AMGBlack Series 171 R ’12-’13 8/6208 510/6800 457/5200 1635kg 317 4.2 - 186 286 - + TheC63 turned up to 11 - Too heavy, not as fiery as Black Series cars of old
Mercedes-Benz CLK63AMG 092D ’06-’09 8/6208 481/6800 464/5000 1755kg 278 4.6 - 155 - 19.9 + Power, control, build quality - Lacks ultimate involvement
Mercedes-Benz CLK63AMGBlack Series 106R ’07-’09 8/6208 500/6800 464/5250 1760kg 289 4.2 - 186 - - +AMGgoes Porsche-hunting - Dull-witted gearshift spoils the party
Mercedes-AMGS63Coupe 205D £125,595 8/5461 577/5500 664/2250 1995kg 294 4.2 - 155 237 28.0 + Thunderously fast S-class built for drivers - Lacks badge appeal of a Continental GT
Mercedes-AMGS65Coupe 209D £183,075 12/5980 621/4800 737/2300 2110kg 299 4.1 - 186 279 23.7 +Almighty power, fabulous luxury - Nearly £60kmore than the S63!
Mercedes-AMGGTS 216 R £110,495 8/3982 503/6250 479/1750 1570kg 326 3.8 - 193 219 30.1 + Fantastic chassis, huge grip - Artificial steering feel; downshifts could be quicker
MorganAeroMax 120R ’08-’09 8/4799 362/6300 370/3600 1180kg 312 4.1 - 170 - - +Weird and utterlywonderful - Only 100weremade
Nissan 370Z 204R £27,445 6/3696 323/7000 268/5200 1496kg 219 5.3 - 155 248 26.7 +Quicker, leaner, keener than 350Z -Not quite a Cayman-killer
Nissan 370ZNismo 209R £37,585 6/3696 339/7400 274/5200 1496kg 230 5.2 - 155 248 26.6 + Sharper looks, improved ride, extra thrills - Engine lacks sparkle
Nissan 350Z 107 R ’03-’09 6/3498 309/6800 264/4800 1532kg 205 5.5 13.0 155 - 24.1 +Huge fun, and great value too -Honestly, we’re struggling
NissanGT-R (2012MYonwards) 218 R £78,020 6/3799 542/6400 466/3200 1740kg 316 3.2 7.5 196 275 24.0 +GT-R is quicker and better than ever - But costs over £20Kmore than its launch price
NissanGT-R Track Edition 216D £88,560 6/3799 542/6400 466/3200 1740kg 316 2.7 - 196 275 24.0 +Recreatesmuch of theNismo’s ability, without the rock-hard ride - Interior feels dated
NissanGT-RNismo 199R £125,000 6/3799 592/6800 481/3200 1720kg 350 2.6 - 196 275 24.0 +Manages tomake regular GT-R feel imprecise - Compromised by super-firm suspension
Nissan Skyline GT-R (R34) 196R ’99-’02 6/2568 276/7000 289/4400 1560kg 180 4.7 12.5 165 - 20.1 + Big, brutal, and great fun - Needsmore than the standard 276bhp
Nissan Skyline GT-R (R33) 196 R ’97-’99 6/2568 276/6800 271/4400 1540kg 182 5.4 14.3 155 - 22.0 +Proof that Japanese hi-tech canwork (superbly) - Limited supply
NobleM12GTO-3R 200R ’03-’06 6/2968 352/6200 350/3500 1080kg 332 3.8 - 170 - - + The ability to humble exotica - Notchy gearchange can spoil the flow
Peugeot RCZ 1.6 THP 200 155 R £27,150 4/1598 197/5500 202/1700 1421kg 141 7.3 18.1 147 155 42.1 + Distinctive looks, highly capable handling - Could be a bitmore exciting
Peugeot RCZR 209R £32,250 4/1598 266/6000 243/1900 1280kg 211 5.9 - 155 145 44.8 +Rewarding and highly effectivewhen fully lit - Dated cabin, steering lacks feel
PorscheCayman (981) 209R £39,694 6/2706 271/7400 214/4500 1330kg 207 5.7 - 165 195 33.6 +Very enticing for themoney in basic spec - Youmight still want the power of the ‘S’
PorscheCaymanS (981) 202 R £48,783 6/3436 321/7400 273/4500 1320kg 247 4.5 10.5 175 206 32.1 + TheCayman comes of age - Erm…
PorscheCaymanGTS (981) 203 R £55,397 6/3436 335/7400 280/4750 1345kg 253 4.9 - 177 211 31.4 + Tweaks improve an already sublime package - Slightly ‘aftermarket’ looks
PorscheCaymanGT4 (981) 216 R £64,451 6/3800 380/7400 310/4750 1340kg 288 4.4 - 183 238 27.4 + evoCar of the Year 2015; the Caymanwe’ve beenwaiting for -Waiting lists
PorscheCaymanS (987) 132 R ’06-’13 6/3436 316/7200 273/4750 1350kg 237 5.2 - 172 223 29.7 + Still want that 911? - Yeah, us too
PorscheCaymanR (987) 158 R ’11-’13 6/3436 325/7400 273/4750 1295kg 255 4.7 - 175 228 29.1 + Total handling excellence - Styling additions not to all tastes
Porsche 911 Carrera (991.2) 218 R £76,412 6/2981 365/6500 332/1700 1430kg 259 4.6 - 183 190 34.0 + Forced induction hasn’t ruined theCarrera - Puristswon’t be happy
Porsche 911 Carrera S (991.2) 217 R £85,857 6/2981 414/6500 369/1700 1440kg 292 4.3 - 191 199 32.5 +As above, but blindingly fast - You’ll want the sports exhaust
Porsche 911 Carrera S (991.1) 201 R ’12-’15 6/3800 394/7400 324/5600 1415kg 283 4.3 9.5 188 223 29.7 +ACarrerawith supercar pace - Electric steering robs it of some tactility
Porsche 911 Carrera 4S (991.1) 179 R ’13-’15 6/3800 394/7400 324/5600 1465kg 273 4.5 - 185 233 28.5 +More satisfying than rear-drive 991.1 Carreras - Choose your spec carefully
Porsche 911 Carrera 4GTS (991.1) 208D £95,862 6/3800 424/7500 324/5750 1470kg 293 4.4 - 189 233 28.5 + The highlight of the 991.1 Carrera line-up - Pricey for a Carrera
Porsche 911 Carrera S (997.2) 121 R ’08-’11 6/3800 380/6500 310/4400 1425kg 271 4.7 - 188 242 27.4 + Poise, precision, blinding pace - Feels a bit clinical
Porsche 911 Carrera S (997.1) 070R ’04-’08 6/3824 350/6600 295/4600 1420kg 246 4.6 10.9 182 - 24.5 + evoCar of the Year 2004; like a junior GT3 - Tech overload?
Porsche 911 Carrera (996 3.4) 008R ’98-’01 6/3387 296/6800 258/4600 1320kg 228 5.2 - 174 - 28.0 + evoCar of the Year 1998; beautifully polished - Some like a bit of rough
Porsche 911 GT3 (991) 206R £100,540 6/3799 468/8250 324/6250 1430kg 333 3.5 - 196 289 23.0 + evoCar of the Year 2013 - At its best at licence-troubling speeds
Porsche 911 GT3 RS (991) 216 R £131,296 6/3996 493/8250 339/6250 1420kg 353 3.3 - 193 296 22.2 + Sensationally good to drive - Theywon’t all be paintedUltra Violet
Porsche 911 GT3 (997.2) 182 R ’09-’11 6/3797 429/7600 317/6250 1395kg 312 4.2 9.2 194 303 22.1 + Even better than the car it replaced - Give us aminute…
Porsche 911 GT3 RS (3.8, 997.2) 200R ’10-’11 6/3797 444/7900 317/6750 1370kg 329 4.0 - 193 314 - +Our favourite car from the first 200 issues of evo - For people like us, nothing
Porsche 911 GT3 RS4.0 (997.2) 187 R ’11-’12 6/3996 493/8250 339/5750 1360kg 368 3.8 - 193 326 - + evoCar of the Year 2011 - Unforgiving on-road ride; crazy used prices
Porsche 911 GT3 (997.1) 182 R ’07-’09 6/3600 409/7600 298/5500 1395kg 298 4.3 9.4 192 - - + Runner-up evoCar of the Year 2006 - Ferrari 599GTBs
Porsche 911 GT3 RS (997.1) 105 R ’07-’09 6/3600 409/7600 298/5500 1375kg 302 4.2 - 193 - - + evoCar of the Year 2007 - A chunkmoremoney than the brilliant GT3
Porsche 911 GT3 (996.2) 082R ’03-’05 6/3600 375/7400 284/5000 1380kg 272 4.3 9.2 190 - - + evoCar of the Year 2003 - Chassis is a bit too track-focused for some roads
Porsche 911 GT3 RS (996.2) 068R ’03-’05 6/3600 375/7400 284/5000 1330kg 286 4.2 9.2 190 - - + Track-biased version of above - Limited supply
Porsche 911 GT3 (996.1) 182 R ’99 6/3600 360/7200 273/5000 1350kg 271 4.5 10.3 187 - 21.9 + evoCar of the Year 1999 - Porsche didn’t build enough
Radical RXC 189R £94,500 6/3700 350/6750 320/4250 900kg 395 2.8 - 175 - - +A real trackdayweapon - Can’tmatch the insanity of a Caterham620R
Radical RXCTurbo 205R £129,000 6/3496 454/6000 500/3600 940kg 491 2.6 - 185 - - + Eats GT3s for breakfast -Might not feel special enough at this price
Radical RXCTurbo 500 209D £143,400 6/3496 530/6100 481/5000 1100kg 490 2.6 6.8 185 - - +Huge performance, intuitive adjustability, track ability - Compromised for road use
Rolls-RoyceWraith 205D £229,128 12/6592 624/5600 590/1500 2360kg 260 4.6 - 155 327 20.2 +Refinement, chassis, drivetrain - Shared componentry lets cabin down
Subaru BRZ 204R £22,495 4/1998 197/7000 151/6400 1230kg 163 7.6 - 140 181 36.2 + Finechassis, greatsteering-Weakengine, not the slide-happy car they promised
ToyotaGT86 174 R £22,495 4/1998 197/7000 151/6400 1240kg 161 7.6 - 140 181 36.2 +More fun than its cousin (above) - Same lack of torque, poor interior quality
TVRSagaris 097 R ’05-’07 6/3996 406/7500 349/5000 1078kg 383 3.7 - 185 - - + Looks outrageous - 406bhp feels a touch optimistic
TVRTuscan S (Mk2) 076R ’05-’07 6/3996 400/7000 315/5250 1100kg 369 4.0 - 185 - - + Possibly TVR’s best ever car - Aerodynamic ‘enhancements’
TVRCerbera Speed Six 004R ’98-’04 6/3996 350/6800 330/5000 1130kg 315 5.0 11.4 160+ - - +Accomplished and desirable - Check chassis for corrosion
VWSciroccoGT 2.0 TSI 155 R £26,125 4/1984 217/4500 258/1500 1369kg 158 6.5 - 153 139 47.1 +Golf GTI price and performance - Interior lacks flair
VWScirocco R 200D £32,580 4/1984 276/6000 258/2500 1426kg 187 5.7 - 155 187 35.3 +Great engine, grown-up dynamics - Perhaps a little too grown-up for some
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Have you checked out the evo app? It’s free
for the first seven days and benefits include:

• New content delivered up to three times
a week

• Early access to important stories

• Access to the entire uploaded evo
archive

• Videos and extra images

The evo app is available on iPad, iPhone,
Android and Kindle, with prices starting from
just £1.49. Find out more at evo.co.uk/app
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Android and Kindle, with prices starting from 
just £1.49. Find out more at evo.co.uk/app
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Try theevoapp!
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Fancy a tastier alternative
to spending loads on take
away coffees?

EVO READEROFFER
JUMP ONLINE TO ORDER YOUR FIRST 250G BAG OF PACT COFFEE TODAY

Each bag of Pact makes up to 15
cups of fresh coffee, that’s roasted
within a week, ground to suit your
brew type, and posted through
your letterbox.

Visit pactcoffee.com and
click ‘Get Started’

Your coffee will arrive the
very next day. Enjoy!

1 2 3Enter your code & get
£5.95 off your first bag

EVO2 2

£1
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AstonMartin Vanquish (Mk2) 203R £192,995 12/5935 568/6650 465/5500 1739kg 332 3.6 - 201 298 22.1 +Much better than theDBS it succeeds, especially in 2015MY form - It’s no Ferrari F12 33334
AstonMartin Vanquish S (Mk1) 110 R ’05-’07 12/5935 520/7000 425/5800 1875kg 282 4.9 10.1 200 - - +Vanquish joins supercar greats - A tad intimidating at the limit 33333
AstonMartinOne-77 179 R ’10-’12 12/7312 750/6000 553/7600 1740kg 438 3.7 - 220+ - - + The engine, the looks, the drama -Gearbox hatesmanoeuvring; only 77weremade 33333
Audi R8V10 Plus 217 R £134,500 10/5204 602/8250 413/6500 1555kg 393 3.2 - 205 287 23.0 + Timeless drivetrain, huge performance - Needs to be driven hard to really engage 33333
Audi R8V10 181 D ’10-’15 10/5204 518/8000 391/6500 1620kg 325 3.9 8.4 194 346 19.0 +Real supercar feel - The V8 is cheaper, and still superb 33333
Audi R8V10 Plus 190R ’13-’15 10/5204 542/8000 398/6500 1570kg 351 3.8 - 198 346 19.0 +AnR8 fit to take on the 458 and 12C - Firm ridemay be toomuch for some 33333
Audi R8GT 169 F ’10-’12 10/5204 552/8000 398/6500 1520kg 369 3.6 - 199 - - + Everythingwe love about the R8 -Not as hardcore aswewanted 33333
Audi R8 LMX 208R ’15 10/5204 562/8000 398/6500 1595kg 358 3.4 - 198 299 21.9 +More of everything thatmakes the R8 great - S-tronic transmission not perfect 33333
Bugatti Veyron 16.4 134 R ’05-’11 16/7993 1000/6000 922/2200 1950kg 521 2.8 5.8 253 596 11.4 + Superbly engineered 4WDquad-turbo rocket - Er, lacks luggage space? 33333
Bugatti Veyron Super Sport 151 R ’10-’14 16/7993 1183/6400 1106/3000 1838kg 654 2.5 - 268 539 12.2 + Theworld’s fastest supercar - Limited to 258mph for usmeremortals 33333
Bugatti EB110 078R ’91-’95 12/3500 552/8000 451/3750 1566kg 358 3.4 - 212 - - + Superbly engineered 4WDquad-turbo rocket - It just fizzled out 33334
Chevrolet Corvette ZR1 133 R ’09-’13 8/6162 638/6500 603/3800 1528kg 424 3.8 7.6 205 355 18.8 +Huge pace and character - Take plenty of brave pills if there’s rain 33342
Ferrari 488GTB 216 R £183,964 8/3902 661/6500 561/3000 1475kg 455 3.0 - 205+ 260 24.8 + Staggeringly capable - Lacks a little of the 458’s heart and excitement 33333
Ferrari 488 Spider 216 D £204,400 8/3902 661/6500 561/3000 1525kg 440 3.0 - 203+ 260 24.8 +As above, butwith thewind in your hair - See left 33333
Ferrari 458 Italia 183 R ’09-’15 8/4497 562/9000 398/6000 1485kg 384 3.2 6.8 202 307 20.6 +An astounding achievement - Paddleshift only 33333
Ferrari 458 Speciale 203 R ’14-’15 8/4497 597/9000 398/6000 1395kg 435 3.0 - 202+ 275 23.9 + evoCar of the Year 2014 - If you don’t own a regular 458, nothing 33333
Ferrari F430 163 R ’04-’10 8/4308 483/8500 343/5250 1449kg 339 4.0 - 196 - 18.6 + Just brilliant - Didn’t you read the plus point? 33333
Ferrari 430 Scuderia 121 R ’07-’10 8/4308 503/8500 347/5250 1350kg 378 3.5 7.7 198 - 15.7 + Successful F1 technology transplant - Likes to shout about it 33333
Ferrari 360Modena 163 R ’99-’04 8/3586 394/8500 275/4750 1390kg 288 4.5 9.0 183 - 17.0 +Worthy successor to 355 - Not quite as involving as it should be 33334
Ferrari 360Challenge Stradale 068R ’03-’04 8/3586 420/8500 275/4750 1280kg 333 4.1 - 186 - - + Totally exhilarating road-racer. It’s loud - It’s very, very loud 33333
Ferrari F355 F1 Berlinetta 163 R ’97-’99 8/3496 374/8250 268/6000 1350kg 281 4.7 - 183 - 16.7 + Looks terrific, sounds even better - Are you kidding? 33333
Ferrari F12 Berlinetta 190R £241,053 12/6262 730/8250 509/6000 1630kg 455 3.1 - 211 350 18.8 + 730bhp isn’t toomuch power for the road - Super-quick steering is an acquired taste 33333
Ferrari F12tdf 217 R £339,000 12/6262 769/8500 520/6250 1520kg 514 2.9 - 211 360 18.3 +Alarmingly fast - Doesn’t flow like a 458 Speciale 33334
Ferrari 599GTB Fiorano 101 R ’06-’12 12/5999 611/7600 448/5600 1688kg 368 3.5 7.4 205 415 15.8 + evoCar of the Year 2006 - Banks are getting harder to rob 33333
Ferrari 599GTO 161 R ’11-’12 12/5999 661/8250 457/6500 1605kg 418 3.4 - 208 - - +One of the truly great Ferraris - Erm, the air con isn’t very good 33333
Ferrari 575MFioranoHandling Pack 200R ’02-’06 12/5748 508/7250 434/5250 1730kg 298 4.2 9.6 202 - 12.3 + Fiorano packmakes 575 truly great - It should have been standard 33333
Ferrari 550Maranello 169 R ’97-’02 12/5474 485/7000 415/5000 1716kg 287 4.3 10.0 199 - 12.3 + Everything - Nothing 33333
Ferrari FF 194 R £238,697 12/6262 651/8000 504/6000 1880kg 347 3.7 - 208 360 15.4 + Four seats and 4WD, but a proper Ferrari - Looks divide opinion 33333
Ferrari 612 Scaglietti F1 090R ’04-’11 12/5748 533/7250 434/5250 1840kg 294 4.3 9.8 199 470 13.8 +Awesomely capable grand tourer - See above 33333
Ferrari LaFerrari 203 R ’13-’15 12/6262 950/9000 664/6750 1255kg 769 3.0 - 217+ 330 - +Perhaps the greatest Ferrari ever - Brakes lack a touch of precision on track 33333
Ferrari Enzo 203R ’02-’04 12/5999 651/7800 485/5500 1365kg 485 3.5 6.7 217+ 545 - + Intoxicating, exploitable - Cabin detailing falls short of a Zonda or F1 ’s 33333
Ferrari F50 186R ’96-’97 12/4699 513/8500 347/6500 1230kg 424 3.9 - 202 - - +Abetter drivers’ Ferrari than the 288, F40 or Enzo - Not better looking, though 33333
Ferrari F40 199 R ’87-’92 8/2936 471/7000 426/4000 1100kg 437 4.1 - 201 - - + Brutally fast - It’s in the dictionary under ‘turbo lag’ 33333
FordGT 200R ’04-’06 8/5409 550/6500 500/3750 1583kg 353 3.7 - 205 - - +Our 2005Car of the Year - Don’t scalp yourself getting in 33333
Hennessey VenomGT 180R £900,000 8/7000 1244/6500 1155/4000 1244kg 1016 2.5 - 270 - - +0-200mph in 14.5sec, and it handles too - Looks like an Exige 33333
HondaNSX 217 R c£140,000 6/3493 565 476 1725kg 333 2.9 - 191 - - + Like a baby Porsche 918 - Lacks typical Japanese character 33334
Jaguar XJ220 157 R ’92-’94 6/3498 542/7200 475/4500 1470kg 375 3.7 - 213 - - + Britain’s greatest supercar… - …until McLaren built the F1 33332
Koenigsegg Agera R 180R c£1.09m 8/5032 1124/7100 885/2700 1435kg 796 2.8 - 273 - - +As fast and exciting as your body can handle - It’s Veyronmoney 33333
KoenigseggOne:1 202 R c£2.0m 8/5065 1341/7500 1011/6000 1360kg 1002 2.9 - 273 - - + Themost powerful carwe’ve ever tested - It’s sold out; we couldn’t afford one anyway… 33333
KoenigseggCCXREdition 118 R ’08-’10 8/4800 1004/7000 796/5600 1280kg 797 2.8 - 250+ - - +One of theworld’s fastest cars - Spikey power delivery 33333
Lamborghini Huracán LP580-2 218 R c£160,000 10/5204 572/8000 397/6500 1389kg 418 3.4 - 199 278 23.7 +More seductive than the 4WDHuracán - Feels like there’smore to come 33334
Lamborghini Huracán LP610-4 209D £186,760 10/5204 602/8250 413/6500 1532kg 399 3.2 - 202+ 290 22.6 +Defies the numbers; incredible point-to-point pace - Takeswork to find its sweet-spot 33334
Lamborghini Gallardo LP560-4 180D ’08-’13 10/5204 552/8000 398/6500 1410kg 398 3.7 - 202 325 16.0 + Still amissile fromA to B - Starting to show its age 33332
Lamborghini LP570-4 Superleggera 152 R ’10-’13 10/5204 562/8000 398/6500 1340kg 426 3.5 - 202 325 20.6 + Lessweight andmore power than original Superleggera - LP560-4 runs it very close 33334
Lamborghini Gallardo 094R ’06-’08 10/4961 513/8000 376/4250 1520kg 343 4.3 9.4 196 - - +On a full-bore start it spins all fourwheels. Cool - Slightly clunky e-gear 33334
Lamborghini Gallardo Superleggera 104 R ’07-’08 10/4961 522/8000 376/4250 1420kg 373 3.8 - 196 - - + Lighter,more agile - Grabby carbon brakes, clunky e-gear 33332
Lamborghini Aventador LP700-4 194 R £260,040 12/6498 690/8250 509/5500 1575kg 445 2.9 - 217 370 17.7 +Most important new Lambo since theCountach - Erm…expensive? 33333
Lamborghini Aventador LP750-4 SV 216 R £321,723 12/6498 740/8400 509/5500 1525kg 493 2.8 - 217+ 370 17.7 +More exciting than the standard Aventador - ISR gearbox inconsistent 33333
LamborghiniMurciélago 089D ’01-’06 12/6192 570/7500 479/5400 1650kg 351 4.0 - 205 - - +Gorgeous, capable and incredibly friendly - V12 feels stressed 33333
LamborghiniMurciélago LP640 093R ’06-’11 12/6496 631/8000 487/6000 1665kg 385 3.3 - 211 - 21.3 +Compelling old-school supercar - You’d better be on your toes 33333
LamborghiniMurciélago LP670-4 SV 200R ’09-’11 12/6496 661/8000 487/6500 1565kg 429 3.2 7.3 212 - - +A supercar in its truest, wildest sense - Be prepared for stares 33333
Lamborghini Diablo 6.0 019 R ’00-’02 12/5992 550/7100 457/5500 1625kg 343 3.8 - 200+ - - + Best-built, best-looking Diablo of all - People’s perceptions 33334
Lexus LFA/LFANürburgring 200R ’10-’12 10/4805 552/8700 354/6800 1480kg 379 3.7 - 202 - - +Absurd and compelling supercar - Badge and price don’t quitematch 33333
MaseratiMC12 079 R ’04-’05 12/5998 621/7500 481/5500 1445kg 437 3.8 - 205 - - + Rarer than an Enzo - The Ferrari’s better 33332
McLaren 570S 217 R £143,250 8/3799 562/7500 443/5000 1313kg 435 3.1 - 204 258 25.5 +A truly fun and engaging sports car -McLaren doesn’t call it a supercar(!) 33333
McLaren 650S 196R £195,250 8/3799 641/7250 500/6000 1428kg 456 3.0 - 207 275 24.2 + Better brakes, balance and looks than 12C;more power too - Costs an extra £19k 33333
McLaren 675LT 216 R £259,500 8/3799 666/7100 516/5500 1328kg 510 2.9 - 205 275 24.2 + Runner-up at eCoty 2015; asks questions of the P1 - Aventador price tag 33333
McLaren 12C 187 R ’11-’14 8/3799 616/7500 442/3000 1434kg 435 3.1 - 207 279 24.2 + Staggering performance, refinement - Engine noise can be grating 33333
McLaren P1 205R ’14-’15 8/3799 903/7500 664/4000 1395kg 658 2.8 - 217 194 34.0 + Freakish breadth of ability - At itsmind-bending best on track 33333
McLaren F1 205R ’94-’98 12/6064 627/7500 479/4000 1137kg 560 3.2 6.3 240+ - 19.0 + Still themost single-minded supercar ever - There’ll never be another 33333
Mercedes-Benz SLSAMG 159 R ’10-’15 8/6208 563/6800 479/4750 1620kg 335 4.1 8.4 197 308 21.4 +Great engine and chassis (gullwing doors too!) - Slightly tardy gearbox 33333
Mercedes-Benz SLSAMGBlack Series 204R ’13-’15 8/6208 622/7400 468/5500 1550kg 408 3.6 - 196 321 20.6 + Stunning engine, superb body control - Be careful on less-than-smooth roads… 33333
Mercedes-Benz SLRMcLaren 073 R ’04-’07 8/5439 617/6500 575/3250 1693kg 370 3.7 - 208 - - + Zonda-pace, 575-style drivability - Dreadful brake feel 33332
NobleM600 186R c£200,000 8/4439 650/6800 604/3800 1198kg 551 3.8 7.7 225 - - + Spiritual successor to the Ferrari F40 - It’s a bit pricey 33333
Pagani Huayra 185 R c£1m 12/5980 720/5800 737/2250 1350kg 542 3.3 - 224 - - +Our joint 2012 Car of the Year - Engine isn’t as nape-prickling as the Zonda’s 33333
Pagani Zonda 760RS 170R £1.5m 12/7291 750/6300 575/4500 1210kg 630 3.3 - 217+ - - +One of themost extremeZondas ever - One of the last Zondas ever (probably) 33333
Pagani Zonda S 7.3 096R ’02-’05 12/7291 555/5900 553/4050 1250kg 451 3.6 - 197 - - + evoCar of the Year 2001 (in earlier 7.0 form) - Values have gone up a fair bit since then 33333
Pagani Zonda F 186 R ’05-’06 12/7291 602/6150 575/4000 1230kg 497 3.6 - 214 - - + Everything an Italian supercar ought to be - Looks a bit blingy next to aCarrera GT 33333
Pagani ZondaCinqueRoadster 147 D ’09-’10 12/7291 669/6200 575/4000 1400kg 485 3.4 - 217+ - - + The best Zonda ever - Doesn't comeup in the classifieds often 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo (991.1) 210 R ’13-’15 6/3800 513/6000 524/2100 1595kg 327 3.4 - 195 227 29.1 + Incredible pace, whatever theweather -More involvementwouldn’t go amiss 33334
Porsche 911 Turbo S (991.1) 217 R ’13-’15 6/3800 552/6500 553/2200 1605kg 349 3.1 - 197 227 29.1 + Superb everyday supercar - At times disguises the thrills it can offer 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo (997.2) 218 R ’09-’13 6/3800 493/6000 479/1950 1570kg 319 3.2 7.3 193 272 24.4 + The Turbo at the very top of its game - Favours outright grip over adjustability 33333
Porsche 911 GT2 RS (997.2) 204R ’10-’13 6/3600 611/6500 516/2250 1370kg 453 3.5 - 205 284 - +More powerful than aCarrera GT. Handles, too - Erm… 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo (997.1) 094R ’06-’09 6/3600 472/6000 457/1950 1585kg 303 4.0 8.7 193 - 22.1 +Monster cornering ability - A bitwoolly on its standard settings 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo (996) 017 R ’00-’06 6/3600 414/6000 413/2700 1540kg 273 4.1 10.0 190 309 21.8 + evoCar of the year 2000; the 911 for all seasons -We can’t find any reasons 33333
Porsche 911 GT2 (996.2) 072 R ’04-’06 6/3600 475/5700 472/3500 1420kg 338 4.0 8.3 198 309 21.8 + Revisionsmade it evenmore of a star than the 456bhp 996.1 GT2 - Care still required 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo (993) 066R ’95-’98 6/3600 402/5750 398/4500 1500kg 272 4.5 - 180 376 18.0 + Stupendous all-weather supercar - It doesn’t rain enough 33333
Porsche 911 GT2 (993) 003R ’95-’98 6/3600 424/5750 398/4500 1295kg 333 4.4 - 183 368 18.3 +Hairy-arsed homologation special; last 21 had 444bhp -Only 193weremade 33333
Porsche 918 Spyder 200R ’13-’15 8/4593 875/8500 944/6600 1674kg 531 2.6 - 211 79 85.6 + Blistering performance; cohesive hybrid tech - Addedweight and complexity 33333
PorscheCarrera GT 200R ’04-’06 10/5733 604/8000 435/5750 1380kg 445 3.8 7.6 205 432 15.8 + Felt ahead of its time -Needsmodern tyres to tame its spikiness 33333
Ruf CTR3 126 R c£357,000 6/3746 691/7600 656/4000 1400kg 501 3.2 - 235 - - + The best 911 that Porsche nevermade - But not the best looking… 33333
Ruf CTR ‘Yellowbird’ 097 R ’87-’89 6/3366 469/5950 408/5100 1170kg 345 4.1 - 211 - - + A true legend -We can’t all drive like Stefan Roser 33333

Our Choice
McLaren675LT.The ‘long-tail’ is the step forward we’ve
been hoping for fromMcLaren’s super-series cars, adding
a real sense of involvement to the incredible pace that’s
been building since the 12C. In fact, the 675LT is so intense
it might evenmake you question if you need a P1.

Best of the Rest
The Ferrari 488 GTB (left) has a stunning turbocharged engine
and the chassis to exploit it. Lamborghini’s Aventador offers
true supercar drama, especially in Superveloce form,while
the Pagani Huayra rivals it for theatre (albeit at four times the
price) and was our joint 2012 Car of the Year.
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3 Thrill-free zone 33 Tepid 333 Interesting 3333 Seriously good 33333 A truly great carRatings
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N = new this month. Red
denotes the car is the fastest
in its class on that track.
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T: 0116 269 2607 E: sales@classiccarservices.co.uk

www.classiccarservices.co.uk
Unit 2, R/O 10 Silverdale Drive, Thurmaston, Leicester

Car Interior
Specialists
Guaranteed Quality &

Service

Vintage to brand new cars
Full bespoke retrims,

repairs - Leather - Cloth
- Alcantara - Vinyl

Hoods andTonneaus
made and fitted

Interiors made and fitted
to any make or model

Lap time issue no. YouTubeCar

Radical RXC Turbo 500 (fastest coupe) 1:10.5 - Yes
McLaren P1 (on P Zero Trofeo R tyres) (fastest supercar) 1:11.2 200 Yes
Porsche 918 Spyder 1:12.4 200 Yes
McLaren P1 1:12.6 200 Yes
Porsche 911 GT3 RS (991) 1:13.6 - Yes
Porsche 911 Turbo S (991) 1:13.6 - Yes
Ferrari 458 Speciale 1:14.2 198 Yes
Porsche 911 Turbo (991) 1:15.2 210 Yes
Aston Martin Vantage GT12 1:16.0 214 Yes
Nissan GT-R (2014MY) 1:16.9 210 Yes
Mercedes-AMG GT S 1:17.0 210 Yes
Porsche 911 Carrera S Powerkit (991) 1:17.6 201 -
Porsche 911 Carrera (991) 1:17.8 199 Yes
Porsche Cayman (981) 1:18.9 209 -
Aston Martin N430 1:19.1 210 -
Lotus Exige S (V6) 1:19.1 209 -
SEAT Leon Cupra 280 Sub8 (fastest hot hatch) 1:19.1 212 -
BMW M4 1:19.2 199 Yes
BMW i8 1:19.4 210 -
Honda Civic Type R (FK2) 1:19.5 212 -
Renaultsport Mégane Trophy 275 1:19.6 212 -
BMW M5 Competition Pack (F10M) (fastest saloon) 1:19.7 - Yes
Audi TTS (Mk3) 1:19.9 209 -
Audi R8 V8 (Mk1) 1:20.1 201 -
BMW M135i 1:20.4 212 -
Nissan 370Z Nismo 1:20.5 209 -
Alfa Romeo 4C 1:20.7 209 -
Mercedes-AMG S65 Coupe 1:21.4 - Yes
VW Golf R (Mk7) 1:21.6 212 -
Peugeot RCZ R 1:22.0 209 -
Toyota GT86 TRD 1:23.7 193 -
Jota Mazda MX-5 GT (Mk3) (fastest sports car) 1:24.6 193 -

Ariel Atom 3.5R (fastest sports car) 0:58.9 205 -
Radical RXC Turbo (fastest coupe) 1:00.4 205 Yes
BAC Mono 1:01.4 189 -
Porsche 911 GT2 RS (997.2) (fastest supercar) 1:01.8 204 Yes
Porsche 911 GT3 (991) 1:01.9 205 Yes
Caterham Seven 620R 1:02.1 189 -
Nissan GT-R Nismo 1:02.1 205 Yes
Mercedes SLS AMG Black Series 1:02.5 204 Yes
Pagani Huayra 1:02.5 177 -
McLaren 12C 1:02.7 187 -
Radical RXC 1:02.9 189 -
Ariel Atom 3.5 310 1:03.4 189 -
Audi R8 V10 Plus (Mk1) 1:03.4 - Yes
Lotus Exige S (V6) 1:04.4 177 -
Porsche 911 Carrera (991) 1:05.1 177 -
Porsche 911 GT3 (997) 1:05.2 - Yes
Porsche Boxster S (981) 1:05.5 177 -
Porsche Cayman GTS (981) 1:05.5 - Yes
Porsche Cayman S (981) 1:05.5 189 -
Caterham Seven 420R 1:05.8 214 -
Jaguar F-type S Convertible 1:06.5 - Yes
Zenos E10 S 1:06.6 214 -
Mercedes-Benz C63 AMG Black Series 1:06.9 177 -
Renaultsport Mégane 275 Trophy-R (fastest hot hatch) 1:07.3 205 Yes
Litchfield Subaru BRZ Spec S 1:07.5 189 -
Alpina B3 GT3 1:07.7 177 -
BMW M135i 1:07.7 177 -
Porsche Cayman (981) 1:07.7 - Yes
BMW M235i 1:08.7 - Yes
Mini John Cooper Works GP (R56) 1:08.7 181 -
Renaultsport Mégane R26.R 1:08.9 181 -
Ford Focus RS500 1:09.4 181 -
VW Golf GTI Performance Pack (Mk7) 1:10.3 192 -
Audi A1 quattro 1:11.2 181 -
Toyota GT86 1:12.8 177 -
Caterham Seven 160 1:17.6 205 Yes

ANGLESEY COASTAL CIRCUIT
N LOCATION Anglesey, UK
NGPS 53.188372, -4.496385
N LENGTH 1.55 miles

BEDFORD AUTODROME WEST CIRCUIT

SEAT Leon Cupra 280 Ultimate Sub8 (fastest hot hatch) 1:23.1 215 -
BMW M3 (F80) (fastest saloon) 1:23.3 211 Yes
Renaultsport Mégane 275 Trophy-R 1:23.6 215 -
Mercedes-AMG C63 S Saloon 1:24.0 211 Yes
Honda Civic Type R (FK2) 1:24.9 215 -
VW Golf R (Mk7) 1:26.1 - Yes
Audi RS3 Sportback (2015MY) 1:26.6 - Yes
Renaultsport Clio 220 Trophy 1:29.5 213 -
Mazda MX-5 2.0i Sport (Mk4) (fastest sports car) 1:29.8 - Yes
Toyota GT86 (fastest coupe) 1:29.9 - Yes

N LOCATION Bedfordshire, UK
NGPS 52.235133, -0.474321
N LENGTH 1.8 miles (track reconfigured May 2015; earlier times not comparable)

N LOCATION Lincolnshire, UK
NGPS 53.460093, -0.688666
N LENGTH 1.6 miles
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Artofspeed

F a m i l i a r w i t h t h e t i c k F o r d c a p r i
of 1982? Looking like a Group 2 machine that escaped
Touring Car enslavement only moments before the sponsor
livery arrived, it sported skirts and bumpers that draped
provocatively to the tarmac and a blanked-off snout that

gave it an unhinged demeanour. And yet despite the nefarious aesthetic
and a 205bhp turbo V6, it sold poorly and was eventually killed off by the
Sierra RS Cosworth, which was less expensive and even faster.

Tickford’s take on Ford’s pert Puma nearly 20 years later was a similar
story. This time the bodykit was considerably more curvaceous, but
again the car was a commercial flop. In 2000 the Racing Puma came in at
£22,750, whereas a Subaru Impreza Turbo cost £20,950, was much faster,
more practical and had genuine motorsport pedigree, so no contest.

In the end Ford’s ambition to shift 1000 cars proved way off the
mark. Just half that volume was realised while something of a Scooby
infestation took root in the UK. In fact, with fewer than 200 customer
orders placed and marketing executives beginning to lose all hope, one of
the greatest drivers’ cars ever to wear the blue oval would surreptitiously
appear on Ford’s company-car scheme.

Each Racing Puma started out as a standard Puma built at Ford’s
Cologne plant. Upon arrival at Tickford’s workshop in Daventry, a
12-stage conversion took them from tasty but tame to the embodiment
of attainable exotica. The 1.7-litre Zetec engine was rebuilt with a new
inlet manifold, new camshafts and a sports exhaust, Sparco seats that
fitted the driver like a glove were installed and 17-inch Speedline alloys
bookended tracks widened by 70mm at the front and 90mm at the rear.

Then there was the bodykit, the effect of which was to transform a car
that was simply cute into one that was cute in a break-your-face kind of
way. With the addition of a carbon splitter and wheelarches that were
flared to Alan Mann specification, no one would have guessed the Racing
Puma had its roots in the humble Fiesta.

But the kit hid a dirty secret. While the front wings were hydroformed
aluminium, the rear quarter panels were steel. Not only that – where
the donor car’s front wings went straight in the skip, the rear panels did
not; Tickford merely bonded the new bodywork on over the top, which
accounts for the car’s surprisingly heavy kerb weight. Unforgivable? Well,
yes, especially in a car that pitted a paltry 153bhp against 215/40 Pirelli
P7000 rubber. It did look rather tasty, though… L

Ford Racing Puma bodykit

F

Next moNth
On sale WedNesday February 24

First drive: new BMW M2
NTrackCar of the Year N Lotus 3-Eleven tested NHuracánSpyder driven

by R ic h a R d l a n e



or call us on Freephone 0800 030 4569

Get a Quote Online

warrantywise.co.uk

Terms and conditions apply. Accurate at the time of printing.

Simply the Best in the Business

Terms and conditions apply. Accurate at the time of printing.

If your car goes wrong, you could be faced with wallet busting repair bills. Not
to mention the hassle of dealing with the garage and being without your motor
for days, or even weeks on end.

A used car repair plan from Warrantywise gives you total peace of mind
when your car goes bang! All of our plans include car hire, hotel & onwards
travel expenses as well as recovery as standard. You can also take your car to
any VAT registered garage in the UK or Europe for repairs!

Prices start from just £19 per month. Best of
all its been designed by motoring consumer
champion, Quentin Willson. Designed by Quentin Willson

Watch Quentin’s Guide
warrantywise.co.uk/guide

WORRIED ABOUT EXPENSIVE CAR

REPAIR BILLS?

QUENTIN VIDEO GUIDE
Watch as motoring expert, Quentin Willson,
explains the benefits of a used car warranty.

THEO IS WARRANTY WISE
Warrantywise are delighted that Theo Paphitis has
done the wise thing and protected his jaw-dropping
Maybach with a Warrantywise warranty.

Read the full article at: www.warrantywise.co.uk/theo

Warrantywise work in partnership with global
feedback engine Feefo and were awarded their
Gold Trusted Merchant award for 2015.




